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PREFACE.

The purpose of this work is twofold—in the first place,

it is intended to supply a knowledge of that part of

the economy of man which forms the exterior of his

body and is more immediately under his own personal

control-namely, the skin, the nails, and the hair;—

in the second, to suggest reasons for the devotion of a

certaiQ amount of care and attention to its laanagement.

The subject is replete with interest; the study of the

structure and phenomena of the skin, the nails, and the

hair, discloses manifold illustrations of the surpassmg

beauty and wonderful contrivance of Nature's works

and the knowledge which their contemplation bestows

explains many circumstances which we are enabled to

tvu-n to practical account in the preservation of their

beauty and health.

If any further inducement were needed to urge us to

the consideration of this important subject, it might be

found in the threatened invasion of that terrible and

devastating disease, the Asiatic Cholera. Nothing

that we caa do is so likely to preserve us from the

attack of this disease, and, indeed, of every disease of an

epidemic or contagious kind, as a proper and judicious

attention to the skin. The instructions put forth l)y
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the Board of Health for securing our defences against
cholera, and the evidence coUected with regard to this
frightful disorder, abound in recommendations having
reference to the maintenance of the skin in a state of
cleanliness, of proper activity, of warmth; and it is

only by a knowledge of the nature and fimctions of the
skin that we can hope to succeed completely in effecting
this object.

The necessity of cleanliness has of late become a
household truth, and the spread of those admirable
institutions, the Public Baths and Wash-houses, and,
especially, the eagerness with which they are sou^^ht
after, proves that the value of cleanliness is as much
appreciated by the poor as by the rich. Ic is too Uttle
to say that these institutions are calculated to cai-ry
cleanhness into the humble abodes of the labouring
classes: they do infinitely more than this: they pour
forth a stream of health, of happiness, of loyalty of
thoughtfulness; they elevate the moral position of those
whom they succour, and the numberless benefits which
they confer are not only enjoyed by those who receive
but are reflected upwards and around upon society at
large. The Public Baths and Wash-houses are amon.
the noblest of the institutions of this fevom-ed country
as they are one of the greatest discoveries of the
present age. May they meet with the support which
they deserve.

To those whose attention has not been already dra^vn
o the subject of Baths and Wash-houses, it may not
be out of place to mention that the first institution of
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this kind was established in Liverpool, m 1843, and

met with so mnch enconragement as to attract the

attention of philanthropic men in several of the manu-

facturing towns. The Liverpool institution possessed

at that time only eight separate baths and one vapour

bath, but so gx-eat was the eagerness with which they

were sought by the worHng classes, that " as many a.

9 00 labourers have bathed there on one Saturday.

The Bishop of London-from whose speech, at the

public meeting held at the Mansion House, m London,

in 1844 for the purpose of promoting the establishment

of pubUc baths and wash-houses, I quote the above

statement-fiu-ther iUustrated the advantages of the

bath by the remark of a labourer, "that he felt he

could do another week's work after he had come from

the bath."
" Now," contmued the Right Reverend

Prelate, "supposing this to take place on a Saturday,

you will remember that those labouring men are not

only, as to their natm-al sensations, and, to a certam

extent, their physical energies, capable of doing another

week's work, but they are more fit for, and probably

will be more cUsposed to, the due observance of that

holy day immediately following the Satm-day, which is

.riven to man for the rest and refreshment of his soul

as well as of his body. There is probably hardly any

one cause which operates more to the keeping of the

poor from the Lord's house on the Lord's day, than the

habits of uncleanliness, in which they are, against their

own inclination, compelled to live."

lu the same speech, the Bishop of London took
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occasion to ..efe to a passage in Br. S„„th.„od Smith',
-..lea« the sanitary state of ou, large towns.
•LT. bmitli observes :

"A clean, fresh, and weU-ordered house exercises over
^ts x.n.ates a naoral, no less than a physical influence,
and has a direct tendency to make the members of th^
family sober, peaceable, and considerate of the feelings
and happiness of each other; nor is it difficult to trace
a connexion between habitual feelings of this sort and
the formation of habits of respect for property, for the
laws in general, and even for those higher duties and
obligations, the observance of which no laws can
enforce; whereas afilthy, squalid, unwholesome dwelling
in which none of the decencies common to society, even
in the lowest stage of civilization, are or can be observed
tends dii^ectly to make every dweller in such a hovel'
regardless of the feelings and happiness of each other
selfish and sensual

: and the connexion is obvious
between the constant indulgence of appetites and
passions of this class, and the formation of habits of
Idleness, dishonesty, debauchery, and violence."

It will not be matter for surprise that, with the
proofs of success of the Liverpool institution, and the
important bearings of cleanliness on the health and
well-being of society, so clearly brought before the eyes
of a public meeting of philanthropic men, convened in
the Egyptian Hall of the Mansion House, under the
immediate sanction of the Lord Mayor, they should
not have separated without having determined on the
immediate erection of a public bath and wash-house in
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London, and organized committees for the i^irpose of

canying ont the necessary details. Accordingly, m

isi, the committee report that they have bmlt and

are now completing, in Gonlston-square, Whitechapel

an establishment
" calcnlated for 94 baths and 96

washing places, each with its separate drying closet, and

to mee^ a weekly demand for about 30,000 baths and

the washing and drying of the clothes of about 20,000

pei^ons." Similar institutions are now in
PJ^g^-^.

already in action, in Glasshouse- yard. East femithSeld;

in the parishes of St. Pancras, St. Martin's, St. Mary-

lebone; and in other districts of London.

The first of the London establishments thrown open

to the pubUc, was that of George-street, Euston-square,

in the parish of St. Pancras. The success of this insti-

tution has been most complete and most gratifymg to

its supporters. Inexpensive and unpretending in its

architecture, bearing the palm above all others m the

useful to the exclusion of the vanity and extravagance

of display, it is week after week thronged with the

votaries of Cleanliness and Health. It is situated upon

the edge of a piece of ground belonging to the New

River Company, and most Uberally granted to the

institution by the Directors. In honom: of this body

I have further to state, that "a full supply of excellent

water from the adjacent reservoir was afforded gra-

tuitously for the first fourteen months." A visit to

these baths will be found to be not amongst the least

interesting and gratifying of the enjoyments of the

ereat Metropolis.
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be d f t p ^^,^,3, 3^ jg^g^^^^ ^^^^^^^^
1848 I find that the number of persons who haveenjo,e .ts benefits, that is to sa,, have obtained theanca e,l,,ie Massing of clean sMns or clean linen, tmaybe added, also, as another feature of the

.nsta ut.on clean and wholesome dwellings, amounts

^84,994 were bathers; and 97,468 washers; while asepamte report from the department for 'Cleansin.
Pm^fyzng, and Disinfecting the D wellings of the Poor''
shows that during the last ten months upwards of one
thousand purifications have been effected.* The folowmg brief quotation from the report of this institu-
tion will sein^e better than many words, to th.^ow a li.hton Its method of operation :—

" To a poor man or woman, the charge for a cold
bath, contaming sixty gallons of fresh water, is one
penny, and for a similar bath, warm, two-pence; in
either ca,e, the use of a clean towel being included.
or the use of a washing tub, boiler, and wringing,

machme, with a plentxfnl supply of hot and cold w^tex^
fur one hour, the charge is one penny ; for tM^o hours'
two-pence; and for using the same, together with i

*

I'"'
1852, the to.al number of person.

I

101 i,(,jy,n00 persons; and of apartments clean.PH'"..e-wa.s],ed, and otherwise purified and ventihu'd, l.-i.oL At , Jnaoment there are seven establishtnents of the kind in London.
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drying closet, iron, and mangle, for four hours, the

charge is three-pence."

In the report for 1852, occurs the following passage,

an illustration of the moral influence of these ii.stitu-

tions, and of the universal comportment of the poor

when we treat them, according to Christ's command-

ment, as that neighbour whom we should love as our-

selves :—" The conduct of so great a number of persons

[upwards of a million] using the establishment has

been, with few exceptions, fi^ee from irregularities or

misbehaviour." Is it then too much to say that

besides affording the blessings of cleanliness and health,

the Baths and Wash-houses are schools for the moral

training of the people. They are among the institu-

tions which place the poor in their most agreeable and

prepossessing light
;
they are the means of drawing the

rich nearer to their poorer brethren ;
and they enable

us to fulfil, with more ease to ourselves, the Divine

injunction, to "love one another."

Reciu-ring to the relations of the skin to health

—

an excellent and able author* remarks that it "must

not be considered merely as a common covering to

defend us from the sun and the rain, but as one of the

most important organs of our body, without the

incessant activity and agency of which, there can be^

neither health nor long life ;
and in the neglect of

which, in modern times, lies the
.
secret source of

* Christopher William nufehiud,M.D.,l'uUic Lectureron Medicine

at Jena; in a work euiuled, " Tlie Art of ProUniging Life," 17'JT.
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numberless diseases and evUs that tend to shorten our
existence.

" The skin is the greatest medium for purifying our
bocUes; and, every moment, a multitude of useless,

corrupted, and worn-out particles evaporate through
its numberless smaU vessels, in an insensible manner.
This secretion is inseparably connected with life, and
the circulation of our blood ; and by it the greater
part of all the impurity of our bodies is removed. If
the skin, therefore, be flabby or inactive, and if its

pores be stopped up, an acridity and corruption of our
jmces will be the unavoidable consequence, and the
most dangerous diseases may ensue.

"Besides, the skin is the seat of feeling, the
most general of all our senses, or that which in an
essential manner connects us ^vith surroundmg nature,

and in particular with the atmosphere ; and by the
state of which, in a great measure, the sensation of oui-

own existence, and the relation which we bear to

everything around us, is determined. Hence a gi-eater

or less sensibility, in regard to cUsease, depends very
much on the skin

; and those whose skin is weak or
relaxed have generally a sensation too delicate and un-
natural, by which means it happens that they are

internally aflfected in a manner higlily disagreeable

by every small variation in tlie M^eather, every change
of atmosphere, and at length become real barometers.

" The most ignorant person is convinced that proper
care of the skin is indispensably necessary for the exist-

ence and weU-being of horses and various animals.
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The gi-ocin often denies himself sleep and other grati-

fications, that he may cnrry and dress his horses suffi-

ciently. If they become meagre and weak, the first

reflection is, whether there may not have been some

neglect or want of care in regard to combing them.

Such a simple idea, however, never occurs to him in

respect to his child. Since we show so much prudence

and intelligence in regard to animals, why not in re-

gard to men 1"

Further, a recent writer, Mr. Alexander Bain, A.M.,

in a lecture delivered before the Edinburgh Philoso-

phical Institution, on the applications of science to

human health and well-being, suggests the establish-

ment of public baths as a national institution : speaking

of the advantages of the bath, he says,

" Next to eating and sleeping, the bath may be

ranked among the very foremost of the necessaries and

suppoi-ts of life. It is of far higher consequence, and

of more general utility, than any kind of manual

exercise, gymnastic, or sport. It affects the system

more powerfully than these, even in the very points

wherein their excellence consists ; and it is applicable

in a thousand circumstances where they are not. It

does not supersede, but it ought to come before, these

other practices. A place should be therefore found

for the bath among the regular occupations of life ; it

ought to be a permanent institution, ranking imme-

diately after the prime necessaries of our being. Either

daily, or several times a week, should every one repair

to it, in some shape or other, cither at morn, mid-day,
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or evening, according to strength and leisure. There
certamly does not exist a greater device in the art ofWg, or a greater instrument for secm-ing a vigorous
and buoyant existence. It is one of the most powex^d
diversions to the current of business occupation it
can suspend for a time the pressuz. of our pursuits Ind
anxieties, and return us fresh for the enjoyment of our
other dehghts. To the thi-ee varieties of state which
our bodies pass daily through, eating, workmg, sleep-
^r^g, It would add a foui-th, luxurious in itself, and
increasing the relish for all the rest. It would con-
tribute to reahze the perfect definition of a good animal
existence, which is, to have the appetite altoays fresh for
wliatever is be/ore us. The health of the mind must be
based in the first place on the health of the body •

mental occupation and refined enjoyments turn intJ
gall and bitterness if they are not supported bv the
freshness and vigour of the physical frame.

"

~, Henkietta Street, Cavendish Square,

A2»il, 1853.



CHAPTER I.

ON THE SCAUF-SKIX.

TuE sldn is llio soft and pliant membrane which invests

the whole of the cxtornal surface of the body, following

its prominencies, its depressions, and its curves. The in-

terior of the body, like tlie exterior, is covered by a skin,

which, from the constantly moistened state of its surface,

is denominated nmconH memhrane. At tlie various orilices

of the body, the exterior skin is continuous with the

internal skin, or mucous mendn-anc, and in those situa-

tions, from the simUarity of their structure, it is diOicult

to distinguish between them. The dillJculty is increased by

the circumstance, that when a portion of skin is made to

occupy an internal position, it assumes the liumid character

of mucous membrane; and when a porti(jn of the latter

becomes external, it loses its moisture by evaporation,

and then takes on the ordinary a|jpcarance of skin. This

reciprocal metamorphosis of the two great investing mem-
branes, or, rather, the two divisions of tlie one great in-

vesting mcmljrane of the body, is occasionally seen in

domestic life, and is therefore alluded to in this place. It

is dependent, obviously, on the analogy ol' structure sub-

sisting between the two parts of tlie same membrane. To

illustrate the transition of these membranes into each

other, I may refer to the eyelids, on the thin margin of

which tlic skin becomes mucous membrane; the Ibrmer

covering the outside of the lid, the latter the inside of the

lid and front of the eyeball. The red surface of the

lips is an illustration of a mucous membrane which has

B
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sitimted beueatli it. The latter feels: but the former

dulls the impressiou wliicli oe-

casious feeling, aud in some

situations is so dense and

thickf as to exclude ordinary

impressions entirely. Of this

we see an example at tlie ends

of tKe fingers, where the hard

and dense nail is the scarf-

skia modified for the purpose

referred to. It is the scarf-

skin which the needlewoman

pierces in the operation of sew

Fi;,. a.l

i,

in<i on the finger ; it is the scarf-

skin which the cutler shaves in

order to test the sharpness of his

blade. In the words of an old

author on the skin, Daniel

Turner, " Its chiefest uses are

to be the medium of the touch,

to defend the parts of the true

skin from being injured by oc-

curring bodies, to close the

"-..1 mouths of the little vessels and

glandules dispersed through it,

* FUj. 1.—A small porliou of scarf-skin from the palm of the hand
magnified nineteen times. TLie parallel arrangement of its ridges,

and the manner in which they terminate abrnptly every here and
there, are slinwu in this figure ; as well as the circular pores of the

perspiratory tubes.

a. Four of the little ridges, which may be seen on the front of

the fingers and palm of the hand by means of a lens of low power.

h h. Tlie abrupt terminations of two of the ridges, c c. The
grooves between tlie ridges, d. The pores of the perspiratory tubes

placed at regular distances along one of the ridges; similar pores

are seen on the other ridges.

t In the palm of tlie hand of a person unaccustomed to manual
labour, J found the tliickness of the scarf-skin to amount to one-

fourtb of a line; in otiier words, the -^ih of an inch.

X Fir/. 2.—The under surface of a portion of scarf-skin from the

palm of the Land, raaguified nineteen times. The ridges and grooves

B 2
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and yet at tlie same time to let forth superfluous humours
through its pores as aforesaid; and, lastly, by covering
its inequalities under-lying, to give ornament and come-
liness to the whole."

Having established a distinction between the scarf-skin
and the sensitive skin, I will now proceed to examine the
structure of the former, and the mode of its production
and growth.

The scarf-skin is originally a transparent colom-less fluid

exuded by the blood-vessels, and distributed in a thin
layer upon the surface of the sensitive skin. By a process
somewhat analogous to crystallization, the solid elements
of this fluid are congregated into innumerable, minute,
roundish granules: each granule being an independent
organism endowed with life, and possessing within itself

the powers of growth and subdivision. As soon as the
little granules are fairly formed, they collect together, by
a kind of vital affinity, into httle masses, and the latter

seem to acquire, by their concentration, an increase in the
attributes of life; they imbibe the fluid residuum of the
colourless part of the blood which continues to be poured
out through the cutaneous vessels for their nom-ishment,
they increase in bulk in consequence of such imbibition
and its attendant assimilation, and they become separated
from neighbouring masses by the development around
them of a thin and transparent investing membrane; they
are, in fact, converted into cells. If -n e examine the
under surface of the scarf-skin when freshly separated

are the reverse of fig. 1. lu each of the three grooves represented
in tliis figure are seen mimeroiis oval-shaped depressions for the
tufts of papillae of the sensitive sl<iu, and riimiing along the middle
of each groove a slightly elevated line, «, upon wljicli, at short dis-
tances, are the conical slieaths of the perspiratory tubes.

a. The three grooves, with the elevated line running along the
centre of each. h. 'J'he ridges which divide the grooves, and cor-
respond with the grooves of fig. 1. c. The conical prominences
of the sheaths of the perspiratory tubes. These correspond with the
pores of fig. 1.
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Fly. 0.-from the sensitive skin, the different kinds

of particles here described, namely, the

elementaiy granules, the httle aggregated

masses and the newly constructed cells may

all be seen, forming a beautiful mosaic, the

cells being the largest and taking the prin-

cipal place, and the simple and composite

granules occupying the intervening spaces.

The mosaic layer is no sooner complete, than the ope-

rations for a new layer of the same kind are already in

progress, and are gradually raising the former from its bed

and pushing it upwards towards the surface. The cells,

at the same time, are increasing rapidly in size, extendmg

their borders so as to overlap each other on all sides, and

ciuickly attaining the dimensions of the perfect cell, namely,

^ of an inch in diameter. This rapid and remarkable

^owth is effected by a series of changes within the cell

analogous to those by which the cell is originaUy formed

;

thus, new granules are produced, they collect together

in Httle masses, and, after a while, a cell membrane is

developed around the latter, so that when the original cell

is fully formed, it is, in physiological

language, a.2oarent cell, containing in its

interior, secondary or infant cells, gra-

nules and granular masses. These

changes, constituting the growth of the

cells, occur in the deepest strata of the

scarf-skin, and as, by degrees, the deep

layers are gradually pushed upwards towards the surface,

the cells lose by evaporation their fluid contents, and are

converted into dry, flattened, and extremely thin scales.

The chief part of the thickness of the scarf-skin is com-

posed of these flattened scales, which are closely matted

» p\g.-?,. The under siiifiice of the scfirf-skin, showing the mosaic-

like appearance of tlie newly-formed surface.

+ 4.—Cell of the scnrf-sUiii. A. A parent cell. b. Younger

cells. Magnified -TIO times.
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^'{1- >* together, and form a dense and laminated
texture, adapted, on the one hand, to
yield freely to the movements of the
body, and, on the other, to resist the
influence of chemical and mechanical
agents in causing injuiy to the sensitive
skin beneath.

^ The scarf-skin is therefore undergoing a
constant process of formation and growth

at Its under part, to compensate for the wear which is
taking place as continually on its surface. An uniform
thickness of the scarf-skin is in this manner preserved, the
tacultie^s of sensation and touch are properly regulated, the
place of the little scales, which are continually fallino- ofl
under the conjoined influence of friction and ablution,
IS supplied, and an action necessary, not merely to the
health of the skin, but to that of the entire body, is esta-
bushed.

The minute scales above referred to must be distin-
guished from those which are cast ofl" under the influence
of irritation of the skin. The latter exfoliate in little flakes
like scales of bran, and after some fevers, as, for example
scarlet fever, lamina3 of scarf-skin of considerable extent
peel ofl-. There is one situation in which the scales always
assume the appearance of little flakes, namely, the scalp
where they become entangled with the hair, and give rise
to the appearance called "scurf." This observation will
show how futde any attempt must be, which shall have for
its object to prevent the formation of the scurf. Ifc may
be removed, and should be removed, every day, with the
hair-brush

:
but prevention is impossible, inasmuch as it

is opposed to a law of nature. Occasionally, as a morbid
action, an unusual quantity of scurf is produced, in which

* Fi(i. r,.—A thin fragment of scarf-skin, mngnified !;>:, limesshowing >ts constrnclion of flat, polyhedral, overlapping scales, insome of which a nucleus is seen.
a. A separate scale, with its nucleus.
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case medical means may be adopted to briug the scalp into

a more healthful state.

The union of a dense and horny layer, like that ot the

scarf-skin, with one so soft and pliant as the sensitive skm,

is naturally attended with a certain amount of influence on

both membranes. The yielding layer has its suppleness

ia some measure diminished, and the horny stratum is

made to bend to an extent proportionate with its degree

of thinness. The efleet of this antagonism of properties is

made apparent on the surface of the skin by the folds and

linear markings which result from alternation of dimen-

sions, and from "the movements of the body. In the neigh-

bourhood of joints, where motion is greatest, the foldings

are necessarily most considerable, while on other parts,

althouc^h scarcely perceptible to tlie naked eye, they exist

in vasl number, and form an intricate maze. In the

flexures of the joints, the foldings or wrinkles of the skm

lie transversely to the axis of motion, while on the con-

vexities the wrinkles have a transversely elliptical arrange-

ment, the centre of the ellipsis being the most prominent

part of the joint. In the hand, where, besides the flexion

which gives rise to simple closure, a bending of the sides

toward^s the middle of the palm takes place, the arrange-

ment of the hues of motion is more complex, and those

singular combinations are formed which, in the minds of

the" superstitious and of the ignorant, have conjured up

the wild fancies and dreams of chiromancy and palmistry,

fancies with which the wandering gipsy still beguiles the

trustful heart of the rustic maiden.

We need go no further than the hand to discover another

reason, besides extent ofmotion and its frequent repetition,

for the depth and permanence of these linear markings of

the skin. It is evident that thickness of the scarf-skin has

a considerable share in this efl"ect,for whereas in the palm,

where the scarf-skin is often half a lino in thickness, the

lines are found strongly and deeply marked, at the flexure

of the elbow, where it is very thin, the lines are more or
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less completely effaced as soon as the extended position
ot the arm is restored.

The quality of the skin on which the existence and per-
sistence of Its linear markings depends, is elasticity, a pro-
perty which it possesses in a high degree* But the
elasticity of a vital texture, composed of hetero-reneous
materials, is necessarily different from that of elastic bodies
composed of similar atoms of matter, like caoutchouc or
steel, and the degree of elasticity of the skin is modified
by aU those conditions which affect the powers of life and
consequently, of health. With youth and health 'in its
favour, the skin enjoys its maximum of elasticity, and
lines and wrinkles are least likely to be formed or to re-
main. With age, however, and sickness, and their
attendant feebleness of the powers of life, the elasticity
of the skin is weakened, and lines and wrinkles assume a
permanent character. Over certain of these wrinkles we
have no control, namely, those produced by the motions
of joints and those which result from the expansion and
faUing away of the bulk of the body. But there are
others which are kindly placed by Nature under our own
subjection; for example, those of the face, which preside
over the expression of the countenance. I have ah-eady
remarked that, by repetition, lines, at fii-st slight and
temporary, become deep and permanent, and the face is

* An eai-ly dermatologist, Daniel Turner, who floiirislied more
than a century back, adduces the following extraordinary example
of the ductility aud elasticity of the skin :—" Of tlie wonderful dila-
tabihty of this part, I have heard nothing that comes up to that in
the young Spaniard, Meekrin takes notice of, wlio, in the hospital
at Amsterdam, showed himself to Van Horn. Sylvius, Piso, and
other learned pliysicians; taking up with his left "hand the skin of
his right shoulder and bringing the same np to his mouth; again,
he would draw the skin of his chin down to In's breast like a beard,'
and presently put it upwards to tlie top of his head, hiding both
his eyes therewith, after which the same would return orderly and
equally to its proper place, lying smooth as in auv other person

;

after the same manner, the skin of the right knee niid leg he wonld
pull either upwaids or downwards for half a yard's length, whilst,
which was yet more remarkable, the skin of his left side would not
admit of any such expansion."
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thus converted into a tell-tale of the workings of the mind.

If those workings be such as emanate from the higher

faculties of man, the lines become the index of bene-

volence of heart and majesty of thought. If the grosser

and the selfish faculties are those which are permitted un-

restricted play, the mark of Cain is set upon the brow,

be-etting dread and repugnance. We have it, happily,

in our power to decide which of these qualities shall gam

the ascendant. It is not in the early days of youth, be

it recollected, that the stamp of evil becomes fixed, but it

is in youth that the softened wax receives the impression

which must endure in later days.

The plan of arrangement of the minuter hues ot the

skin is very curious, and is illustrated in the accompany-

in'- diagram, drawn, to secure accuracy, with the camera

lucida "The portion of skin selected is the shoulder ot a

chUd five years of age, and the magnifying power used,

about fifteen diameters. In a square inch of surface of the

skin in question I counted sixty prominent hair-pores (a a),

Fig. C.

from each of which a number of straight lines, varying

from five to ten, passed off at nearly equal distances, like

rays from a centre. The lines terminated by abutting

against smaller pores, or against the lines of neighbouring

centres, and so traced out the surface into a number of

triangular area. Interspersed among the larger pores, at
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nearly equal distances, and within the same extent of skin
were six hundred smaller pores, belonging, probably, to
perspiratory and oil tubes. From each of these latter a
number of radiating lines, equal in number to those of the
larger pores, passed off, subdividing the triangular area3
into secondary spaces of a similar shape but still smaller
size, and forming a complex but not inelegant mosaic
pattern. In the diagram, the coarser lines and larger area?
are shown on the left {a a), and the sHghter lines and
smaller area3, which occupy the interspaces of the former,
on the right (c c). Again, taking the boundaries of the
radiating lines, instead of the pores, as the leading feature,
the general character of the pattern is that of a number of
polygonal figures (b b), of irregular dimensions, nicely
fitted to each other, and subdivided into triangular spaces.
When examined chemically, the scarf-skin is found to

be composed of a substance analogous to dried white of
egg—in a word, albumen.* Now, albumen is soluble in
the alkalies, and these are the agents which are commonly
employed for purifying the skin. Soap, whatever its spe-
cific name, is a compound of the alkali soda with oil, the
former being in excess. When used for washing,' the
excess of alkali combines with the oily fluid with which
the skin is naturally bedewed, removes it in the form of
an emulsion, and with it a portion of the dirt. Another
portion of the alkali softens and dissolves the superficial
stratum of the scarf-skin, and, when this is rubbed off, the
rest of the dirt disappears. So that every washing of the
skin with soap removes the old face of the scarf-skin, and
leaves a new one; and, were the process repeated to ex-
cess, the latter would become so much attenuated as to
render the body sensible to a touch too slight to be felt

through its ordinary thickness. On the other hand, where

* The scarf-skin nlso comnins five per cent, of gelutinous matter;
one per cent, of salts, consisting of lactates, iiUospliates, and sul-
phates of potash, lime, and ammonia; oxide of iron and manganese
and a minute quantity of fat ; the remainder being albumen."
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the scarf-slcin and the dirt are rarely disturbed by soap,

the sensibilities of the skin are necessai-ily benumbed.

The proper inference to be drawn from the precedmp;

remarks is in favoiu- of soap as a detergent for the skm^

On the faces of some women, soap acts as an irritant, and

patches of red are left after its use. These are exceptional

instances, and are generally attributed to an unusually

delicate and susceptible skin; but the truth is, that the

skin is less in fault than the habits or health of the indi-

vidual. The former are faulty, where soap is not regularly

employed, or where the water used in washing is too

warm, and exposes the skin, as in the winter season, to a

violent alternation of temperature; the latter supports a

charge of too little exercise in the air, late nights, and

over-indulgence. Other means than soap for the purifi-

cation of the skin are highly objectionable, such as the

various wash-powders ;
they are sluttish expedients, half

doing their work, and leaving the corners unswept. Ano-

ther and a weightier objection obtains agamst them: from

having no power of removing the superficial lamiuffi of the

scarf-skin, these become unnaturally thick and stained,

and then the skin has the appearance of being mottled

with irregidar brown or olive-coloured spots. The re-

medy for'' these spots is lemon-juice, an agent of great

utility in removing stains from the skin, after the dirt has

been completely washed away with soap.

The scarf-skin is interesting to us in another point of

view, as being the seat of colour of the skin. The difier-

ence of hue between the blonde and the brunette, the

European and the African, lies in the scarf-skin, in the

deeper, and softer, and newly-formed layers of that struc-

ture. In the whitest skin, the cells of the scarf-skin and

their contents are not perfectly colourless ;
they always

contain more or less of a peculiar pigment, mcorporated

with the elementary granules which enter into tlicir com-

position. In the 'white races, the pigmentary tint is

extremely slight, and less in the winter than in tlie sum-
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mer season; in the darker races, on the contrary, it is

deep and strongly marked. Tlie various tints of colour
exhibited by mankind are therefore referrible to the
amount of colouring principle contained wkh'm the ele-

Fiy. 7.* mentary granules of the scarf-skin, and their

Mg^^ consequent depth of hue. In the negro,

f^^^^ the granules are more or less black ; in the

^x^^M European of the south, they are amber-
coloured; and in the inhabitants of the
north they are pale and almost colourless.

Colour of the skin has reference to energy in its action
;

thus, in the tropics, where light and heat are in excess,
and the skin is stimulated by these agents to vigorous
action, colour is abundant and intense ; while in the frigid
north, where both are wanting, the lungs, the liver, and
the kidneys relieve the skin of part of its duties. The
same observation relates to summer and winter: under
the enlivening warmth of the summer sun, with its flood
of light, exposed parts of the fairest skiu become brown;
that is, their pigment-forming energy is increased. But
the winter's scarf-skin is white and pigmentless, and re-
stores the fair complexion when the summer's scarf is worn
away. The law of colour, as relates to man, is, therefore,
the same as that which sheds its influence over the vege-
table world: the winter's flower and the first blossom of
spring are cold and pigmentless, while the warm hues of
the dalilia are borrowed from the bright suu of summer
and early autumn. If these changes follow natm-ally
alternations of climate and alternations of temperature, we
may easily conceive the influence of the scorching rays of
the fire, the parching of the east, and the piercing of the
north wind, in injuring the complexion. To be preserved
in the beauty and freshness of youth, the skin must be
protected against these noxious irritants; it must be veiled

* -Fi!). 7.—Cells of the scnrf-skiii coiilfiiiiinp; pigment prniiiiles.
['his figure was iliawu from ii cnse of hhick secretion from the skin

;

iiiitl the pigment is consequently in larger quautily than is usually
met Willi in the negro skiu.
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against causes of irritation acting from without, and

^larded against stimulants, not less dangerous, workmg

from within.

That state which we call " disease," and which may be

defined, a disturbance of healthy function, has its summer

effects and its winter effects on the pigment of the skin

;

in other words, its periods of exalted, and its periods of

diminished action. These effects are necessarily most

conspicuous where extremes of colour are concerned;

for example the African is occasionally visited by a total

cessation in the production of the cutaneous pigment on

parts, and, more rarely, over the whole of his body. In

the former case, he becomes a " pied negro;" in the latter,

if I may use so paradoxical a term, a black Albino. In

India and South America, the occurrence of the spotted

skin is by no means uncommon, and it is met with more

frequently thau could be imagined in our own climate, and

especially, under the murky cloud of London. But with

us the reverse of the picture is more usually seen; freckles,

coppery patches, liver-coloured patches, sulphur-coloured

patches, and patches of the most grotesque form and

colour, are far from being rare. Previously to confinement,

ladies are sometimes visited by these unsightly spots,

which disappear when their strength returns, and their

health resumes its natural standard. When we pass from

the spring to the summer of life, there is a summer change

in the colour of the skin. A brown patch will sometimes

follow the healing of a blister, and I have observed, not

unfrequently, dark spots produced under the irritation

of gout and rheumatism. I ought not, in this place,

to pass over the total abrogation of pigment which exists

in the Albino, and leaves not only the skin, but other

structures of his body, thoroughly bleached.

Having reviewed the scarf-skin in its various relations

to formation, growth, renovation, and colour, and glanced

at its most obvious function, namely, that of protecting the

delicately organized structure of the sensitive skin, I may

now refer to the manner in which this latter purpose is
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effected. The scarf-skin being, in its first stages, soft, is
adapted to the utmost unevenness of surface %yhieh the
sensitive skin presents

; every prominence of the latter has
its particular sheath of soft scarf-skin, and the scarf-skin,
as a whole, is a perfect mould of the structure beneath it.We can therefore, by looking at the scarf-skin, judge of
the nature of the sm-face on which it rests, and can per-
ceive, at once, how the little ridges on the palm of the
hand must be a model of the structure of the sensitive skinm that situation. It is this beautiful adaptation of the
scarf to the sensitive skin that protects the latter from
bruises and pressure, injuries which otherwise would be
destructive of its integrity, and, probably, of its hfe.

ON THE NAILS.

The nails, as I have before remarked, are a part of the
scarf-skin, and present the same phenomena of adaptation
to the surface of the sensitive skin, but in a more striking
manner. The portion of sensitive skin which gives sup-
port to the nail is formed into very delicate longitudinal
folds, which stand up perpendicularly to the ' surface.
The naU, upon its imder surface, is fashioned into thin

vertical plates,* which
^'^ are received between the

folds of sensitive skin;

and in this manner, the
two kinds of lamina;

reciprocally embracing
each other, the firmness

of connexion of the nail

* Tliese vertical plates are seen iu a maguified form on tlie inner
side of the hoof of tlie borse, where the number has been estimated
by Mr. Bracy Clnrk at 500.

+ -f'.'/- 8.—A transverse section of a finger-nail, sliowin"- the
manner in which it is connected with the sensitive skin by its inider
surface, a. The nail laminated iu texture, h h. Tlie vertical plates
of its under surface, c c. The sensitive skin, which sends up folds
hetween the plates of the nail. d. A small bloodvessel supplying
the sensitive skin and its folds.
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is maintained. If we look on tlie surface of the nail, we

see an indication of this structure in the alternate red and

white Unes which are there observed; the former of these

correspond with the sensitive laminre, the latter with the

horny plates, and the ribbed appearance of the nail is due

to the same circumstance. These sensitive laminse are

provided with an imusual number of blood-vessels for the

formation of the nail, and hence they give a red tint to

that portion under which they lie. But, nearer the root

of the nail, there is a part which is not laminated, but

merely ridged longitudinally, and is less abundantly sup-

pUed with capillary vessels. This latter part consequently

looks pale, as compared with the preceding, and from its

half-moon shape is technically termed the lunula. Beyond

the lunula, the root of the nail is embedded in a fold of

the sensitive skin, and has the same relation to that struc-

ture that any single one of the thin horny plates of its

under surface has to its corresponding pair of sensitive

laminffi. The depth of implantation of the root of the

nail within the skin is about a line, that is, the twelfth

part of an inch, for the fingers and toes; a line and a half

for the thumb; and two Unes, that is, the sixth of an inch,

for the great toe. In other words, the root of the nail is

concealed by the skin for the distances here stated.

The mode of growth of the nail is peculiarly interesting.

It must be apparent to every one that the nail is thicker

at its free end than in the situation of the lunula, and

consequently, that it must grow in thickness as well as in

length. The growth in thickness takes place by the

addition to its under surface of an organizable fluid, which

becomes converted into granules and cells in the manner

already described in the formation of the scarf-skin. By
this process, the horny plates are gradually raised out of

their sheaths, and their original depth is maintained by

fresh additions to their free edge. And, moreover, their

entire surface, being in a state of progressive formation,

is soft and impressible. Let us now turn to growth in

length. This takes place by means of a similar process,
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occurring at the free edge of the root. Additions are
made to this edge, and as the cells enlarge, they press the
nail forwards, and the latter, being connected with the
longitudinal laminte by a soft medium, offers no resistance
to the onward growth. Thus we have growth in thickness
and growth in length proceeding harmoniously.
The amount of growth in length has been estimated by

a French writer, Dr. Beau, at one milHmetre, that is, two-
fifths of a line, a week, for the nails of the hands; and the
same length in four weeks, for those of the feet. Accord-
ing to this observer, the length of the thumb-nail, includ-
ing the root which is hidden from sight, is eight lines,

that is, twenty millimetres: consequently, the period
occupied in the growth of that nail would be twenty
weeks, or five months. In like manner, the nail of the
great toe, measuring in length nine lines and a half, or
twenty-four millimetres, and requiring four times the
period of the thumb-nail, would consume ninety-six weeks,
that is, nearly two years in its growtli. Upon these data,

we may calculate the time required for the removal of a
spot or stain from the nail by growth, or the production
of a new nail after an injury which shall have destroyed
its predecessor.

Eut, what if we interrupt wilfully the regularity of
growth which is here described, and oppose Xature in

her harmonious course, by wearing a shoe that is obviously
too short for the foot, and which brings the edge of the
nail against the leather? Why, in this case, Nature gives
us warning, by means of her agent, pain, that such a pro-
ceeding is contrary to her laws. We stop our cars, and
get accustomed to the pain, which, perhaps, is not severe,
and soon goes off; the shoes get a scolding for their
malice, and we forget all about it for a time. But does
Nature check her course to suit the convenience of
thoughtless man? No, no. In a short time we find that
the nail, intercepted in its forward course, has become
unusually thick and hard, and has spread out so much
upon the sides, that it is now growing into the flesh, and
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SO makes a case for the doctor. Or perhaps the continu-

auceofpressure may have inflamed the sensitive skin at

the root, and caused a sore and painful place there. And

instances are by no means infrequent in Avhich the power

of production of the nail at the root becomes entirely

abrogated, and then it grows in thickness only. When

this is the case, it is quite remarkable what a mass the

nail will become. I know an instance in which the naii is

rec^ularly shed; whenever the old one falls olF, a new one

beln- found beneatli it. Sometimes, growth m length is

not "entii-ely checked, although growth in thickness is

induced, and then we get some marvellous specimens ot

toe-nails. I have several such in my possession; one

being fully two inches in length.

When we reflect upon the delicate mode of formation ot

the nad, we shaU not be surprised to learn that the process

is occasionally disturbed, but rather wonder that disturb-

ance does not more frequently occur. The nads, from

their position, are contmually getting knocks and thumps,

particularly in children; and when this takes place, a

momentary disturbance of cell- formation is the conse-

quence, which is indicated by an opacity of the cells pro-

duced under the influence of the impression left by the

blow, and is marked by a white spot. In school-boys, it

is no uncommon thing to find the nail spotted over with

these white marks, which are moved onwards in its

growth, and are eventually carried to its free border. To

obviate the appearance of such spots, the hands must be

taken care of, and the nails as little disturbed as possible.

Tlie care of the nails should be strictly limited to the use

of" the knife or scissors to their free border, and the ivory

presser, to prevent the adhesion of the free margin of the

scarf-skin to the surface of the lunula, and its growth

forward with that part. This edge of scarf-skin sJwuld

never he pared, the surface of the nail never scraped, or

the nails cleaned witli anij iii.sf.riiment whatever saving the

nail-brush. Soap and the nail-brush, with the occasional

use of the knife or scissors to the free end, and the ivory

0
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presser to the scarf-skin at the root, are ^oMe. rules for

tl':^' ^--^ ^-^^lari-

There is no rule for the management of the nails ofgr ater importance than that which prescribes the pressingback o the free edge of scarf-skin which forms the boundary of the base of the nail. This margin is naturally
adherent to the surface of the nail, and has a tendency to

men
and become ragged and attenuated.When allowed to do so, the ragged edge is apt to split up

1%''^ '""T
'''"'^''''^^ ^'-'^ --face, arepulled and torn and often occasion a laceration of the

ance which these little shreds occasion, they have beendenoniinated a.nails, an old English term origind

"

applied to every variety of disease occm-ring in the nei/bourhood of, and affecting, the nails. Now, the oc ur-rence of agnails may be effectually prevented by theregular use of the presser. The instniment shouid be

to keep the free margin of scarf-skin loose without inter-Wg with the root of the nail. If used too frequently or^olent y, the root would be injured, and white 'spots andmarks be produced. When the nails are stained and dis-coloured, a little lemon-juice is the best corrective.
Allied with the alteration in the nail caused by external

oSudo' fT'^' ^--^'^

V .1
'''''' '^'-^ produced veryirregularly; they are thick, discoloured, and bent andeparate from their holdmg to the skin. Sometimes thebeautiful smooth and polished surface which they p s n

wstwarebritti:^:^::;*'^^n::r;n:::^r^s
certain fevers, portions of the scarf .l-in r.f T i

T

i„ , 1 , .
""-'11 i-hlvin 01 considerable pv-

and then: oxammata show, that the naU,,ih fom
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part of the scarf-skin, have participated in the separation.

A similar action occurs periodically, as a natural phe-

nomenon, among some of the inferior animals, as in the

serpent, where, not only the scarf-skin of the general

sm-face, but also that which covers the eye, is thrown off

in one unbroken sheath. Dui-ing the process of sepa-

ration, the animal is unwell and abstains from food, but

recovers all its energies as soon as the slough is left

behind. In man, the natural moult of the scarf-skin

takes place only through the medium of its elementary

particles, the scales, and the displacement of such portions

as those I have referred to is the effect of disease.

Dr. Beau, to whose observations on the growth of the

nails I have already adverted, has further remarked that,

during the continuance of every constitutional disorder,

the nails suffer to a greater or less extent. According to

him, the law of growth of the nails is precisely the same

both in health and disease, (an assumption which, although

not strictly true, approaches suiSciently near the truth to

be admitted as a general proposition,) but, in the latter

state, the materials of growth are supplied by the blood

in diminished quantity. Hence, the portion of nail formed

dxiring the progress of disease will be perceptibly thinner

than that produced during health, and may be distin-

guished on the surface as a transverse groove. K the

disease have been sudden, the outer boundary of the

groove will be abrupt, and vice versa. And if the disease

be one in which the nutritive functions are seriously

affected, the depth of the groove will maintain an exact

correspondence.

Dr. Beau's theory certainly accords with the known

operations of the laws of physiology, and obtains an

important corroboration from another appendage of the

surface-membrane of the body, namely, the teeth. The

deep and uneven transverse furrows which are frequently

observed on the teeth arc referriblc to infantile disease,

and each notch is a sad and too faithful record of a period

of sufi'cring and pain.

Eecurring to the time occupied in the growth of the

c 2
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nail, Dr. Beau suggests the possibility of determining the
period of occm-rence and also the period of duration of a
disease, provided the time do not exceed that required for
the entire growth of the nail. For example: a groove, or
rather ledge, situated at the distance of eight millimetres
from the edge of the root of the thumb-nail, or five from
the free margm of the slin, is indicative of an attack of
disease which commenced eight weeks previously; while
the breadth of the groove being two millimetres would
prove the disease to have continued for the space of two
weeks. After five months, the thumb-nail ceases to be a
teU-tale, on account of its entire growth in length being
accomphshed, and the vestige of disease consequently
obhterated. The great toe-nail is now to be appealed to.
At five months, the groove indicative of the above disease
has advanced only five millimetres from the root, and is

only just becoming apparent beyond the free margin of
the skin, the breadth of the groove being only half a^miUi-
metre. In making these observations, M. Beau selects
the thumb-nail and corresponding nail in the foot, becausem them only he finds the appearances regularly present.
To put Dr. Beau's observations to the test of experi-

ment, I noted an illness which took place in myself com-
mencing on the 14th of December, and lasting for 1 fort-
night On the 1st of May foUowing, I found, across each
thumb-nail, a groove measm-ing one fine in breadth.

Now a line is equal to two-and-a-half
millimetres, and as the rate of gi-owth
of the nail, according to Dr. Beau, is

one millimetre a week, my illness sliould
have lasted two weeks and a half instead
of two weeks. I therefore came to the
conclusion, that either my own feelmgs
of convalescence preceded tlie perfect
restoration of the functions of cell form-

a Is^S;";7.t '''."f'-""''.''^""'"?
il.e „,nrkof n foregone illucss.

t The , / tI"''"'^'"
"^^'•'"l'^ «t root,

o i u ui lue iiJiie&i,. d. I he free extremity of the nail.
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ation, or that the rate of growth of the nail was more

rapid in me than in other persons.
, . • r.

I next measured the distance between the begmnmg ot

the -roove, (namely, the margm nearest the extremity of

the nan) and the edge of the skin nearest the root and

addmg to that quantity three milhmetres for the depth ot

the root, I obtained as a result seventeen millimetres; m

other words, a space representing seventeen weeks, whereas

the real time since my recovery from the lUness was mne-

teen weeks and a half. This was exactly the reverse of

my first observation, and went to prove that, m me at

least the growth of the nail was less rapid than is repre-

sented by Dr. Beau. Nevertheless, the experiment came

stdSciently near the ti-uth to render Dr. Beau's observa-

tions interesting and deserving of attention.
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CHAPTER II.

ON THE SENSITIVE SKIN.

The sensitive skin or derma, the true skin, as it is termed
by anatomical wi-iters, performs the dissimUar and, as it
might at first sight appear, incompatible oiEces of an
organ of exquisite sensation, and one of defence to the
deeper parts of the body. The former of these functions
IS lulhUed by the superficial stratum of the derma, which
IS constriicted for that pm-pose in a particular way; the
latter IS effected by the entire thickness of the true skin,
but chiefly by Its middle and deeper sti-ata. In harmony
with this distinction of the derma into a sensitiye and
defensive portion is the division of it, made by anatomists,
luto a papillary layer and corium. It is the derma ofanima s, the scarf-skin and hair having been removed,
tnat, by a chemical process, is converted into leather,ihe smoothness of sm-face of leather, and the peculiarmarkmgs which it presents, are due to the papdlary layer
while Its thickness and strength are the quahties of" thecorium Natui-e has contrived no other substance so
beautifolly, so perfectly fitted for the countless purposes
ot utility and elegance which leather fulfils. But how
infinitely more admii-able is the hving and breathing

The defensive portion of the skin, or corium, is con-
structed of excessively minute fibres, which are collected
into smaU bundles, or strands, and these latter are inter-woven ^vi h each other, so as to constitute a firm, stron..and flexible web. In the superficial part of the corium
the web IS so close as to have the character of a porous
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felt; but more deeply, the pores become progressively

larger, and, upon the deep surface, bave a diameter some-

what less than a liue, or twelfth part of an mch The

pores are round or oval in shape, and are separated irom

each other by strands of fibres of double their own dia-

meter which give to the under surface of the skm the

appearance of a coarse net. The strands are connected

with the fibrous web in which the subcutaneous fat of the

body is deposited, and the open meshes are filled with

little bags of fat. The mechanical arrangement which is

here described is one which is calculated to excite our

admiration. A membrane of inconsiderable thickness is

so constructed as to offer different quahties, at different

pobts of its depth; upon one surface, bemg a porous felt

fitted to give an even support to the dehcately-organized

sensitive layer which is bedded upon it; and upon another,

a coarse network, capable of adapting itself to distention

in every direction, and of returning completely to its

orio-inal form. That the distention and contraction of the

membrane should meet with no check, the open meshes

are filled, as we have seen, each with a soft and com-

pressible little cushion of fat, aud the entire skin is pre-

served from the violence of contusion by being pillowed

on a soft and elastic medium, the subcutaneous fat of the

body, which breaks the force of a blow, by yielding before

it. The cricketer, unknowingly, relies on this contriv-

ance, when he receives the flying ball on his outstretched

hand: and we aU test its importance in the power which

we possess of supporting, for hours together, the whole

weight of the body upon so delicate a structure as that of

the "sensitive layer of the skin of the sole of the foot.

Much more wonderful, however, is the vital constitution

of this membrane. The fibres of which the strands are

composed are of four kinds : the greater part are white

and comparatively inelastic, the elasticity of the membrane

which they contribute to form being derived from their

manner of distribution; some are yellow, highly elastic,

but brittle; a third set are reddish, and, possessing both
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Strength and elasticity, enjoy a contractile power abov
and apart from their otlier properties

; wliile a fourth
without strength or elasticity, possess a faculty of inde
pendent motion. It is these two latter that produce the

* K//. 10._A section of the skin of tbe pnlm of the Lmid tliesection being nuule tbronprb tbe ndddle of one of tbe ridges, „nd notacross tbe ndges, as iu fig. 1. The figure is ningnified thirty-eight

a Tlie scarf-skin, showing its laminated texture, and four spirallytwisted perspiratory tubes which traverse it. h. The papillary bnerof tbe sensitive or true skin; three clusters of pap llL are seen
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motions occasionally manifested by the skin namely, that

state which is denomiaated gooscslcU, and the erection of

the hairs under the influence of mental emotion or physical

sensation. , . „,.;o^ti

The shin of man is very thick when taken m comparison

with that of many animals, and particularly with those

^.hich have a protective covering of feathers, hairs or

scales. Of all animals, the skin is thinnest m bu-ds, while

it is remarkable for its thickness in the bald skmned animals,

such as the hog tribe, the rhinoceros, the elephant and the

whale. The defensive layer of the derma naturally varies

in thickness on different parts of the body; for example,

on the back of the trunk and on the outside of the limbs,

where injuries are most likely to be received, the corium is

thick • while on the front of the trunk, and particularly on

the inner side of the hmbs and in the flexures of joints, it

is thhi This peculiarity is associated with the occurrence

of certain eruptions in particular situations; some are met

with only on the inner sides of the limbs, while others are

rarely seen but in the opposite locality. Watery pimples

and moist excoriations are found in the former
;
while dry

pimples and the scaly forms of cutaneous disease preier

the latter. ,^ . ^, . „,

The sensitive layer of the skin (fig. 10, h) is thm, soft,

c d The corium of the true skin: in its upper part-namely, at c,

being close and dense in texture; and in its deeper part, as a rf,

composed of strands of fibres of considerable size, e .. Little

crhions of fat, which occupy the interstices of the strands of fibres

rthe deep part of the corium. The fat, or rather oil, of the body

iscSntlineVin little globular bags or vesicles, packed together in

considerable numbers, as is shown ,n the figure. /,./. Two of the

pores of the skin, or apertures of tiie perspiratory tubes, The

network of capillary vessels lying at the base of the pap.llte, a d

supplying the latter with blood by means of capillary loops, h. The

capillary loop of one of the papilliE ;
similar loops are seen in other

papilltB. i, i. Two of the supply pipes or vessels, termed arteries,

which convey the blood to the capillary network ; a third supply-pipe

is seen between these two. /.-, /,:. Perspiratory glands, with their

twisted tubes ; several other glands and lubes are seen in the figure.
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Fig. 1],

confer i s various tmts of red, and nerves, which givethe faculty of sensation. Its unevenness has reference toan important law in animal organization, namely tSat ofmnltiplymg surface for the increase of function and thJmanner of effecting this object is by the extension of ft!substance into little elongated,conica%ro^^^^^^^^^^^^
cally termed^^^,,7fe. These papilla, are micros epic insize, as may be inferred from their being imperceX tothe naked eye; and as they exist in v^riols degrees of

magnitude, on every part of the skia, their
number is infinite. In structure, every pa-
piJIais composed of a minute vessel (termed'
raprllar^j, from its hair-like size) and a minute
nerve In the smaller papilla?, the vessel and
nerve form each a simple loop, and the foui-
little cyhnders, with their enclosing mem-
brane, are a measure of the diameter of a
smgle papilla. In other papDla?, of lar-er
size, and endowed with a power of more ex-
alted sensation, the little vessel and nerve are
several tunes bent upon themselves previously
to completing the loop. These little loops
(fag. 10, h

)
spnng from a network {g) ofminute

vessels (capillaries) and nerves, embedded inthe porous stratum of the corium at the base of the papilla?and they receive their supply of blood and nervous influ-
ence through small vessels and nerves, which take theirnaeandenng course through the fat-distended openings ofthe deeper stx^ta of the corium. We have seen already,
that the openings m the corium are a provision for its
elasticity: we have here a second purpose which they

^% ^^—''^ Poi-lio!i of the iiitenial skin of ibe lip- sbowina
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fulfil, for in this, as in most of tlie operations of the animal

organism, we meet with constant iUustration of the ex-

pressive lines of Pope :

—

In hnmau works, though labouv'd ou with pain,

A thousand movements scarce one purpose gain;

In God's, one single can its end produce,

Yet serves to second, too, some other use."

It is always interesting to observe the modification of a

known principle of structure to suit a special purpose. An

instance of this modification is seen m the palm of the

hand and sole of the foot, and on the correspondmg aspect

of the fingers and toes, On the parts indicated, the sen-

sitive layer of the derma is raised in the form of small

ridges, which are cui'iously arranged, as may be seen by

inspecting them on the hand in their epidermal dress

;

some are traced in concentric ovals; others, running more

or less parallel, pursue a serpentine course ;
some separate

abruptly and suddenly diverge : and others are seen to

part for a short distance, and again to reunite. These

httle ridges, when examined with the microscope, are

found to "be marked, at distances corresponding with the

breadth of the ridge, into smaU square allotments
:
and

each aUotment is made np of a tuft of papilla;, from ten to

twenty in number.

In the sensitive layer of the derma it is that the blood

of the skin is chiefly distributed, being conducted to this

layer by small vessels (tubes), termed arteries, which fiud

their way to the surface through the irregular interstices

of the strands of fibres of which the corium is composed.

Having reached the porous, felt-like layer of the corium,

the small arteries empty their blood into a very beautifiil

and rich network of minute vessels, remarkable for then-

frecpient communications with each other, and for their

uniformity of size ; these are the capillaries, called also,

because they occupy an intermediate position between the

arteries and veins, and are the only channel of communi-

cation between the two, intermediate vessels. From these

latter, the blood, having performed its circuit in the skm,
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'".1 '''' °'
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like manner, an overloaded state of c c, whether the con-

sequeuce of disease, or artificially produced, will lighten,

or, in some instances, exhaust d, e, f, g, h. So fearfully

and wouderfidly are we made ! This diagram shows also

how an eruptive disease may act the part of a safety valve

to the economy. On the opposite side of the heart, a

represents an artery conveying the impure blood from

the right chambers of the heart to the lungs ; v is the

channel by which, when purified, the blood is brought

back from the limgs to the left chambers of the heart ; c

represents the intermediate vessels, or capillaries of the

lungs, in which the purification of the blood is accom-

plished. The circle e, a, c, v, l, is the lesser circle, the

course of the pidmonary circulation, or circidation of the

blood through the lungs : l, a, c, v, e, is the great, or

systemic, circle, the course of the circulation through the

rest of the system. But the truth is, there is but one circle

or circidation, the channels of which are brought into

proximity at the heart.

The blood which proceeds from the heart, and is con-

ducted along the tubes, termed arteries, is of a bright ver-

mdion colour, and pure ; in the capillaries, it yields up its

nutrient principles to the tissxxes tlu-ough which it meanders,

and, at the same time, gathers the materials of decay cast

off during the process of nutrition. Coincident with this

change in the vital composition of the blood, is a change in

its colour, temperature, and the form of its solid particles,

the blood disks ; it has lost nearly one degree of Fahrenheit,

its little disks have become biconvex, instead of biconcave,

which they were before ; and it returns to the heart,

through tlie veins, of a dark-red hue, almost approaching
to black, and under the appellation of impure, or venous
blood.

That which is now stated with regard to the skin, will,

in like manner, serve as au explanation of the circulation

of the blood throughout the entire body. The heart, as I
have represented in the diagram, contains four chambers,
two on its left, and two on its right side ; and, so far as it
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is concerned in the process of circulation, is a force pump
lor propelling the contents of these cavities, the direction
which the fluid is to take hem^ regulated by apertures and
vaiyes which permit its passage only in one direction.
Ihus, from the left chambers of the heart (l l), the blood
IS propelled through a system of elastic tubes, caUed
arteries (a a), to every part of the body; the arteries ter-
minate everywhere in minute tubes termed capillaries
(c Cj

;
from the capiUaries, after a certam course, the blood

passes into veins (v v) ; and the latter, being the returnmg
channel of the blood, convey it to the right chambers of
the heart (e e). The circulation of the blood, therefore, in
Its simplest expression, resolves itself mto a transit from
the left (l) to the right chambers of the heart (e). Let us
now inquire what purpose it fulfils during this transit.
The arteries and veins are the mere carriers of the blood-
but the capiUaries are agents of high account in reo-ard to
Its distribution. They exist so abundantly in all parts of
the body, that some of its organs appear to be almost
wholly made up of them ;* and theh- abundance in the skin
may be mferred from the fact, that the smallest needle-
point cannot be inserted into that structure without
woundmg some of these vessels ; in the words of my
quamt old friend, Daniel Turner, " there is no part im-
permeable to that vital nectar, the blood." For the pm--
pose of facilitatmg the passage of the blood, and preveuthi<J
the possible occurrence of obstruction m the circulation"!
they communicate with each other at minute distances'
and thus constitute a network of exquisite delicacy and
beauty

;
and for the purpose of bringing every portion of

the blood into the most favourable position for performing
its office, their size corresponds with that of the solid
particles of the blood (the blood disks), and is pretty imi-
form thi-oughout the entire body. In structure, the capil-

* A celebrated Dutch anatomist, Enyscb, spent bis life whichreached to the period of years, i>i making preparations to exhibit,
the bloodvessels, and he came to the conclusion .hat the bodv was
entirely made up of vessels.
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laries are porous, and permit the passage outwards of

oxygen and of the nutrient elements of the blood, and

inwards (that is, into the flowing stream) of the carbonic

acid gas generated in the tissues of the body, and the

debris of nutrition. Coincident with these changes is the

gradual conversion of the blood, from its previously bright

scarlet hue, to a dark red. The purpose which the blood

fulfils, therefore, is to convey oxygen and the elements of

nutrition to the ever-changing tissues of the body ; and in

return, to become charged with the elements of decay,

and thus rendered unfit for the further sustenance of the

animal machine, until it is subjected to some process of

purification.

Having arrived in the chambers of the right side of the

heart (e e), in the state of an impure and dark-coloured

stream, the blood is now propelled through an artery {a)

to the capillaries of the lungs (c), and throixgh the latter

into four veins {v), which convey it to the left chambers of

the heart, (l l). The blood, therefore, performs a second,

but smaller circuit—namely, through the lungs, and during

this course is affected in precisely the opposite manner to

what occuiTcd during its current through the body. From
having been dark-coloui-ed, it is now bright scarlet; its

carbonic acid and some of its water have been thrown off

into the lungs, and its little disks have resumed their

biconcave shape, and have become again charged with

oxygen. The lungs, it need hardly be said, are the organs

of respiration—two cellulated bags* filling the chest, con-

structed almost wholly of capillary vessels, and distended

* The lunss receive the atmospheric iiir tbrougli the windpipe.
At the root of the neck tlie windpipe or trncliea divides into two
branches caDed bronchi, and each bronchus upon entering its

respective lung divides into an infinity of sraiiU tubes. The latter

terminate in small pouches, called the air-colls, and a number of
these little air-cells couinitinicate together at tlie extremity of each
small tube. The number of air-cells in the two lungs has been
estimated at 1 ,744,(l()(l,()0(), and the extent of the skin which lines

the cells and tubes together at 1000 square feet. This calculation

of the number of air-cells and the extent of the lining membrane
rests, I believe, on the authority of Dr, Addison, of Malvern,
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with atmosplieric air at every inspiration. The capillaries

hold the same relation now to the atmosphere that they
did in the greater circle to the tissues of the body

; and,
hsincr endowed with the same properties of permeability,
they give passage, through their pores, to the carbonic
acid of the impure blood, which is discharged from the
lungs with the expired ah*, and they imbibe from the
atmosphere a portion of its oxygen. The blood, therefore,

on its return to the left chambers of the heart, is fitted

again to resume its current through the system, and per-
form the functions of the greater cu-culation.

It may possibly be inferred, from this description of the
circulation, that the lungs are the sole purifiers of the
blood, and that carbonic acid gas and water are the sole

impurities which are thrown off by that fluid. This would
be incorrect, for about one-fourth of the venous blood is

distributed by means of capillaries through the liver, and
yields up the elements of the bile before reaching the right

side of the heart. Again, many of the impurities intro-

duced into the blood with the elements of decay pass un-
disturbed through the lungs, and are separated from the

system by organs specially destined to that ofBce, namely,
the kidneys and skin. These two latter, in truth, may be
styled the purifiers of the arterial blood ; while the liver

and lungs are the purifiers of the venous blood.

All the phenomena of colour of the skin, excepting that

which is due to its pigment, are referrible to the quantity,

velocity, or composition of the blood flowing through its

capdlaries. When mental emotion causes a sudden tur-

gescence of the capillaries, the natural red hue of the skin

is heightened, and the state is termed hlnsJiing. But an
oi^posite effect may be produced by the same cause, and
particularly when the emotion is of a dein'essing kind, or

when an inward struggle ensues for mastery over the feel-

ings, and then we have intense pallor ; pallor, dependent

on the rush of blood from the skin upon some infernal and
pei-haps vital organ, maybe the heart, maybe the brain.*

* Sec descii])tioii of ilingnini. [i. 'jy.
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Inflammation is always accompanied by lieiglitenecl circu-

lation in the part inflamed ; and as most of the diseases of

the skin are associated with inflammation, so redness is a

general concomitant of cutaneous disease. This is remark-

ably the case in St. Anthony's fire, in scarlet fever, and in

measles. In the two latter diseases, another phenomenon

also may be observed, which is, that the redness occurs in

minute pomts, an appearance which results from over-

distention with blood of the vessels of the pores of the

skin. Purpleness or blueness of the skin always depends

on some cause of retardation of the cutaneous circulation.

Thus, on a winter's day, the vigour of the nervous power

is reduced by the cold ; and in addition to the repulsion

inwards of much of the blood contained within the vessels

of the skin producing pallor, that which remains behind

moves so languidly through the capillaries, that the change

from bright-red to deep black-red has time to be esta-

bhshed before it completes its circuit and reaches the

veins. The mottled appearance of the skin of children in

cold weather owes its darker shades to the same cause.

As respects the colour resulting from altered composition

of the blood, the yellow tints of dyspepsia and jaundice

are due to admixture of the colouring matter of bile with

the blood, and the varied hues of chlorosis or green sick-

ness to a similar colouring principle, superadded to an

absolute deficiency in the quantity of red blood contained

within the body.

The nerves of the skin, proceeding as they do from the

great centre of the nervous system, the brain and spinal

marrow, are the source of the sensibility of the skin. The

degree of its sensibility offers great and remarkable variety,

not only as respects individual circumstances, age, sex,

temperament, and state of health, but also in relation to

the part of the skin under examination. The difierences

of sensibihty among individuals are so great, that that

which amounts to absolute torture in one, is a matter of

almost indifi'erence to others, and this without any known

signs by which such variety of sensibility might be pre-

D
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dieted. I have frequent occasion to observe this diversitj'

of sensation in the effects of medicinal substances used as

applications to diseases of the skin, and am enabled to act

accordingly, attributing to its right cause what might, hj
the unobservant or the ignorant, be set do^vn to deficiency

of moral power.

In reference to age, sex, temperament, and health, as

modifiers of pain, there can be no question that the sensi-

bdities are more acute in the young than in the adult,

and in the latter than in advanced life ; they are greater

also in the female than in the male ; in the sanguine and
nervous than in the phlegmatic and bilious temperament

;

and in those who are enfeebled by disease than in the

sound and robust. I recollect a lady, who had long suflFered

from an exhausting malady, telling me that her sensations

had acquired so painful a degree of acuteness, that she felt

the scratching of her pen on the paper, in the act of writing,

repeated on her head like the point of a bm-ning knife

tracing characters on the bare flesh ; and I know another

lady who at times is unable to bear the weight of her
dress.

Numerous instances are on record which show that in a

particular state of the brain and nerves physical sensation

is diminished, and in some instances, to all appearance,

entirely abrogated. An apt illustration of this fact is

exhibited in the perfect insensibility produced bj'^the inha-

lation of ether. This powerfid vapour, received into the

stream of blood during respiration, is quickly diffused

through the entire system, and rolling, like a somniferous

cloud, on the brain and nerves, wraps them in a mantle of

total insensibility. The condition of the patient while in

this state is one of deep sleep. As the vapour clears away
the faculties awaken ; first those of the mind, creating

dreams of repose and pleasure ; then the senses of sight

and hearing ; and, lastly, common sensation, or the per-

ception of pain. The enjoyment caused by ether, however,

falls very short of that produced by the protoxide of nitro-

gen, or laughing gas.
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We are indebted to America for the idea of seizing upon

the moment of insensibility, caused by tlie idialation of

ether, for the performance of painful operations, and the

thoufiht is a blessed one for humanity. Not only may the

pangs of painful operations, by this means, be buried in

oblivion, but the torturing achings of the nervous system,

dependent on other causes, may be assuaged and calmed.

Indeed, the amount of benefit conferred upon society by

this simple expedient, can, m the present infant state of

our experience with regard to it, barely be imagined. I

have just quitted a friend, a dentist, to whom, a fortnight

since, I was recounting my own observations on the ether

inhalation. At that time, he received my opinion with

manifest doubt. To day, he tells me, that having to re-

move two large teeth from a darling chUd of his own, an

operation which had been deferred for months, from the

fear of giving her pain, he administered the vapour of

ether, and before insensibility was quite complete, he

withdrew one of the teeth. After the operation, she

awoke, stretched out her hands, and exclaimed:—"Is that

you, papa ; I have had such a delightful dream." He then

repeated the inhalation, and removed the remaining tooth.

I think my readers will agree with me that in the unpre-

pared state of the nervous system, the extraction of a tooth

is very far from being a dream of pleasure. The same

gentleman allowed a lady to leave his house under the im-

pression, that as she had not inhaled properly, her tooth, a

painful stump, could not be removed. She soon, however,

returned to express her gratitude, having detected the

absence of her pitiless tormentor.

Since the proof afforded to the world of the ana;stlietic

power of ether, another agent for procuring insensibility to

pain has been discovered. The new agent is chloroform,

a transparent, colourless, and highly vaporizable spirituous

fluid. It is administered, like ether, by inhalation into

the lungs, and is found to take cIT'ect more speedily, and

act more powerfully than the former fiuid. On a late occa-

sion, I administered this vapour to a wagoner, while under

D 2
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the operation of amputation ofthe thigh. He was evidently

tinconscions during the whole of the painful process, and

seemed like a person in a deep sleep. When the opera-

tion was completed, I dashed water in his face in order

to arouse him, and asked him how he felt. He replied

that he was well and comfoi'table, and thought he must

have been dreaming, for he had fancied that he was leading

his horses into a river, and that one of them had splashed

the water in his face. To my further question, whether he

was ready to have his limb removed, he answered, that we
might do anything we hked. Now, it is evident, that in

this instance, there must have been total insensibility to

the pain of the operation ; had he experienced suffering,

however slight, it would so far have awakened his brain as

to have shaped his ideas into the form of a dream, and in

the dream would have been shadowed forth the painful

condition of his nerves. This, however, was not the case ;

his first perception of outward events appears to have been

the shock of cold water dashed upon his face ; and, then,

as a second mental operation, the little spm't of thought

which gave, for a signification of this impression, the

homely scene of his wonted occupations. But if chloro-

form be more rapid and energetic in its effects than ether,

it has also disadvantages, which call for greater caution in

its use ; for if employed in too large a dose, or applied too

long, it would be apt to occasion a state of fatal insen-

sibility.

T^Tien chloroform, by means of its vapour, or in the fluid

state, was applied to the skin, it was found in man to

produce a pai'tial state of insensibihty ; but in animals

whose skins were moist and thin, the loss of sensation

and motion was very remarkable. Thus, in Dr. Simpson's

experiments, frogs, whose hinder limbs were enclosed in a

bag filled with the vapour of this agent, lost for some time

the power of leaping ; and worms and millipedes subjected

to its influence were affected in a similar manner, and

dragged the paralysed part of their bodies behind them.
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In all these cases, the power of motion and sensation was

restored more or less qiiickly.

Another means of lowering the sensibility of the skin, so

as to permit of the performance of surgical operations

without causing pain, is an ingenious application of the

well known benumbing property of cold, suggested by Dr.

Arnott, of Brighton. The apparatus required for effecting

this object is "a small pig's bladder, some poimded ice,

and a little salt. The bladder, containing tepid water, is

placed so as to cover the portion of skin to be rendered m-

sensible ; the ice ia then gradually dropped in, and last of

aU the salt, so as to bring the temperature considerably

below the freezing point." Dr. Arnott observes, that by

this plan he has succeeded in " dissecting off a square inch

of the skin without causing pain," and " made setons

without the patient's being conscious that the skin was

cut." The time requisite for prolonging the chilling pro-

cess is from fifteen to twenty minutes.*

However various the differences of sensibility may be in

different individuals and under different circumstances, it

would scarcely be supposed that any great amount of

variety could exist in parts of the skin of the same person,

and yet such is the case. Dr. Weber, an eminent phy-

siologist of Leipsic, ascertained by experiment, that, to be

distinguished as separate sensations, the points of a pair of

compasses applied to the skin of the middle of the arm or

thigh must be separated from each other to a distance of

thirty lines ; while on the tip of the finger, two sensations

are obtained by a separation amounting only to one-third

of a line. On the front of the finger, the distance neces-

sary to give two sensations was two lines ; on the cheek,

five lines ;
forehead, ten lines ; and on the middle of the

breast, twenty lines. The same gentleman has pointed

out other curious phenomena in connexion with the sen-

sation of the skin ; thus, he observed that if the two hands

were immersed in warm water of the same temperature,

* Lancet, vol. ii., 18-18, p. 98.
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that ia which the left was plunged would feel the warmest;
and that if the finger of one hand and the whole of the
opposite hand be held in hot water, the sensation commu-
nicated by the single linger would be trifling, while to the
entire hand it would be unbearable. These facts serve

more strongly to corroborate the diversity of sensibihty

existing among individuals.

I have hitherto referred only to natural sensations

—

namely, to sensations determined by the excitation of the

nerves of the skin, such excitation being du-ected either

from without or from within ; but there are other sensa-

tions, and those of a painful character, which are dependent
on an unnatui'al and unknown state of the nerves them-
selves, sometimes involving a single nerve or a part of a

nerve, and sometimes more or less of the whole nervous
system, including even the brain. Of this kind is that dis-

tressing itching of the skin which, without any external

cause, sometimes assails more or less of the surface of the
body, destroying comfort and repose, rendering sleep im-
possible, and eventually injuring the health by continued
irritation. In the interval of the attacks the sufl^erer is

easy and at rest, probably enjoying conversation, and un-
conscious of his physical tormentor ; but the instant the
thoughts recur to the seat of suffering, that instant the
itching is renewed. A lady, bearing the outward appear-
ance of perfect health, describing to me the torture which
she experienced, remarked, " the sensation caused by the

sponge dipped in scalding water, and immediately applied
to the skin, is perfect bliss when compared with the pun-
gent suffermg caused by this itching." Instances are on
record of kings being afflicted with this frightful malady.
Plato, in his old age, suffered under it ; as did the Abbe
Morellet, in the eightieth year of his age. Other varieties

of painful sensatio^ experienced by the skin are, tingling,

smarting, pricking, shooting, creeping, tickling, burning,
scalding, &c.

An opposite state of sensation is sometimes met with

—

namely, where the sensibility of the skin is much dimi-
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uished, and, iu rare cases, even abrogated (anassthesia).*

As we have seeu iu a preceding paragraph, this state may

be induced artiticially by medicinal agents—as, ether,

cliloroform, &c. It is, like exalted sensation, a state of the

nerves, and sometimes of the braia, although the apparent

seat of the disorder is the sui"face, and a part of the body

distant from the real disease.

* This word is derived from the Greek, aud signifies dcjicieul

sunsaliuii.
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CHAPTER III.

ON THE PEKSPIKATORY SYSTEM.

In tlie two preceding chapters, the skin has been described
as a membrane of inconsiderable thickness, constituting
the surface of the body, and composed of three layers,
namely, scarf-skin, sensitive layer, and corium. I have
now to point out the existence of numberless minute tubes,
which traverse the thi-ee layers of the skin more or less

deeply, and open on the surface of the scarf-skin by as
many minute apertures, which are termed j^ores. These
tubes, with their corresponding pores, belong to three
systems of cutaneous organs, now to be examined, namely,
the perspiratory glands, oil-glands, and hairs.

The perspiratory apparatus consists of very
Fig. 13.* minute cylindrical tubes, which pass inwards

through the scarf-skin, sensitive skin, and co-

rium, and terminate in the deeper meshes of

the latter. In their coui-se through the scarf-

skin, each little tube forms a beautiful spiral

coil ; in its deeper course through the corium it

is also more or less spii-al or flexuous
; and,

on arriving at its destination, coils upon itself

in svich a way as to constitute a little oval-

shaped or globular ball, the perspiratory gland.

The perspiratory gland, therefore, is a verj'

small mass, formed by the twisting of a mi-
nute tube ; and the latter is constructed, and.

* Fiq. 13.—A perspiratory gland, with its tubule.

a. The pore. /). Tliat portion of the tube which is situated in
the scarf-skin; the spiral is close, c. The tube withiu the sensitive
skin; the spiral is more open than the preceding. </. Tlie glaud.

ffiBWMflJIMMail»IIIIUlll«ltMimM^
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indeed, is a prolongation, of the three layers of which the

skin is composed-namely, the scarf-skin, which lines the

interior of the tube ; the sensitive layer, furnished with

a rich net of capillary vessels ; and the corinm, which forms

a protective layer to the exterior for its strength and sup-

port In the language of anatomical science, the tube and

gland are an in volutioti of the sMn. The mouth of the per-

spii-atory tubule on the surface of the scarf-skm, namely,

the "pore," is also deservmg of attention. Its extremity

is the section of a spirally-twisted tube, and in conse-

quence of this peculiarity, the aperture is oblique in direc-

tion, and possesses all the advantages of a valvular

openiug. „ , . , .

In this structure, and in the fact of the scarf-skm bemg

prolonged as a tubular sheath into the perspiratory
^^^

^^

duct, the reader will perceive the reason of a

phenomenon which puzzled the eariier physiolo-

gists, and induced them to declare that there

were no such things as "pores" in the skin. I

allude to the retentive powers of the scarf-skin

in the case of a blister ; it was thought, that if

there were pores, the fluid of a blister must

necessarily permeate those openings ; but it is

easy to perceive, that if each pore is, in the first

instance, spiral, and then prolonged for some length as a

contracted tube (for whenever a blister is formed, the

lining of the perspiratory duct is drawn out of the true

skin), the entrance of fluid into the tube must be as difli-

cult to effect as its passage through the scarf-skin itself.

Again, the distention of the scarf-skin acting with direct

pressure on the coils of the spire, must press them to-

gether and hermetically close the tube ; and as the lining

of the fu-st portion of the latter, after it has passed the

* FUj. 14. Tlie lining membrane or sheaMi of cue of tlie perspi-

ratory tubes. Tbe ligliter part of tbe cylinder represents the area

of tlie tube. The sbeatli is sliowii to be composed of cells rendered

polygonal in their form from compression. Maguifietl about 3i>0

times.
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scarf-skiu, is thick aud rigid, and projects like a cone from
tlie under part of the skin, the fluid pressinf^ on all sides
will tend to obliterate its passage, while the rest of the
tube, in the act of being drawn out aud suddenly giving
way with an elastic rebound, must be closed equally
seciu-ely. On the palm of the hand and pulps of the
fingers, the openings of the perspiratory pores (fig 1, d)
are distinctly perceptible to the naked eye : they are situ-

ated at nearly equal distances* on the little ridges, and
give to the latter the appearance of being crossed by little

transverse lines. On the sensitive layer they make a
similar impression, dividing the ridges into little square
allotments, each allotment being separated from that
which precedes and follows it, by the shaft of a perspi-

ratory tube.f

Taken separately, the little perspiratory tube, with its

appended gland, is calculated to awaken in the mind very
little idea of the importance of the system to which it

belongs
; but when the vast number of similar organs com-

posing this system are considered, we are lead to form some
notion, however imperfect, of their probable influence on
the health and comfort of the individual. I use the words
" imperfect notion," advisedly, for the reality surpasses
imagination and almost belief. To arrive at somethmg
like an estimate of the value of the perspiratory system in

relation to the rest of the organism, I counted the perspi-

* Tliey are situated at about one-sixth of a line apart along tlie

ridge, and a liitle less tbau a qunner of a line from ridge to ridge.
On the lieel there are four and a half pores in the compass of aline
along the ridge, and three and a half across the ridges.

+ '• If one will," writes an old author, Grew, in the Philosophical
Transactions, " with an indiflerent glass, survey the palm of his
Laud, vtTi/ well iraslicd, he may perceive inuumerahle little ridges
of eqiuil bigness and distance, aiul everywhere running parallel one
with the other: upon these ridges stand the pores all in even rows,
and of that magnitude as to be visible to a very good eye without a
glass: but, being viewed with cue, each pore looks like a little

fountain, and the sweat may be seen to stand therein as clear as
rock-watei-, and as often ns it is wiped oil' to spring up within ihein
again."
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ratory pores on tliepalm of the hand, and found 3528 in a

squai-e inch. Now, eiich of these pores being the aperture

of a little tube of about a quarter of an inch long, it follows,

that in a square iuch of skm ou the palm of the hand there

exists a length of tube equal to 882 inches, or Ti\ feet.

Surely such '"an amount of drainage as seventy-three feet

in every square inch of skin, assumhig tliis to be the

average for the whole body, is something wonderful,

and the thought naturally intrudes itself :
What if this

drainage were obstructed? Could we need a sti-onger

argument for enforcing the necessity of attention to the

skin ?

On the pulps of the fingers, where the ridges of the sen-

sitive layer of the true skin are somewhat finer than in the

palm of the hand, the number of pores on a square mch a

Uttle exceeded that of the palm ; and on the heel, where

the ridges are coarser, the number of pores on the square

inch was 2268, and the length of tube 567 inches, or 47

feet. To obtain an estimate of the length of tube of the

perspiratory system of the whole surface of the body, I

thmk that 2800 might be taken as a fair average of the

number of pores in the square inch, and 700, consequently,

of the number of inches in length. Now, the number

OF square inches of surface in a man of ordinary

HEIGHT AND BULK IS 2500;* THE NUMBER OF PORES,

THEREFORE, 7,000,000, AND THE NUMBER OF INCHES OF

PERSPIUATORY TUBE 1,750,000, THAT IS, 145,833 FEET, OR

48,600 YARDS, OR NEARLY TWENTY-EIGHT MILES.f

The perspu-atory system of the skin is one of the usual

* Ihiller's estimate of tlie extent of surface of tlie body is fifteen

feet square, llmt is, 2100 iticLes.

+ To llie inedical reiuler, it may be necessary to explain tbat the

sebipiiroiis system is incliuled willi tbe system of perspiratory glands

and tnbcs in tbis calculation. I have ascertained, beyond question,

that tbe seld parous system is tbe perspiratory apparatus of Ibo greater

pan of tbe body, llie true perspiratory glands and tubes being found

only in certain parts. Tberefore, tbe calculation wbicli I bave made

on iliose premises must be considered as falling williiu rather lhau

beyond ibe truth.
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channels by which, excess of water is removed from the
blood, and in effecting this purpose, the perspiratory func-

tion becomes a regulator of the temperature of the body.
In health, perspiration is always taking place, even in a
passive state of the body, and passes off in the form of an
imperceptible vapour, which is therefore termed hisensihle

pers2Diration. But when the muscular system is in exer-

cise, when chemical combination is active, and the nervous
system excited, the perspiration is no longer insensible ; it

becomes perceptible, and more or less abundant, and is

then denominated sensible perspiration* The existence of
perspii-ation in its insensible or sensible state bears rela-

tion, however, not merely to the quantity of perspired fluid,

but also to the state of the atmosphere. Thus, in a close,

damp day, when the atmosphere is warm, and already
charged with moisture, it is incapable of receiving that of
the skin, and the ordinarily insensible vapour becomes
condensed in a sensible form. On the other hand, when
the atmosphere is dry, and the body or the air in motion,
the moisture is ca.rried away so rapidly that the sensible,

under ordinary circumstances, becomes an insensible per-

spiration. The term "insensible perspiration," therefore,

properly applies to the imperceptible evaporation from the
skin when the body is at rest, or in gentle motion.
To comprehend in what manner the perspiration is a

means of limiting the heat of the body, it will be necessary
to glance at the principal phenomena concerned in animal
temperature. The ordinary temperature of the body, as
ascertained by placing the bulb of a thermometer under
the tongue, is 100 degrees of Fahrenheit. This may be
regarded as the standard temperature of the human body
m health, and it offers very little variation, in summer or

* It is not a little reraiirkable tlmt in many, iind indeed in tlie

greater nnmber of mauiuiiferous animals, perspiratiou uever pro-
ceeds so far as to moislcn the skin. Tlie privilege of free transpi-
ration is enjoyed by horses and cattle in common with man, but it

seems wholly denied to the canine race—dogs, fo.xes, and wolves.
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in winter, at tlie equator* or the pole.f In disease, even,

the variation is less considerable than might be imagined,

the lowest temperature on record, namely, that of Asiatic

cholera, being 77°, and the highest 110^-1 The sources of

animal temperature are, the chemical processes constantly

taking place in the body during the action of the various

phenomena concerned in nutrition, and these, by deve-

lopino- heat, maintain a condition which is necessary to

the continuance of life. The minimum of heat to be thus

produced is, as we have just seen, 100 degrees of Fahrenheit,

and so long as this quantity is developed, the functions of

the body are properly performed, and a state of comfort is

maintained; but the instant the temperature sinks below

this point, the chemical processes have then to be aroused

and stimulated by such means as are capable of augmenting

the rapidity of respiration and cu-culation. These are the

processes which, in the winter season or at the poles, are

engaged in keeping the temperature up to the natural

standard; and in this case, the insensible perspiration,

although it exists, is at its minimum of activity, and every

collateral condition of external warmth and clothing is

required to aid in the preservation of the proper amount

of heat. But when the human body is transferred to the

equator, or when, as has frequently happened, a man has

subjected himself to a temperature§ much greater than

* In Hindostan, the temperature is occnsioually ]20 degrees of

Fahreiibeit. In South Carolina, Dr. Dunglisou remarlcs tliat the

thermometer has been seen as high as 115°; and at Fort Gibson,

on the lOth of August, 1834, it stood at 110°.

+ At the bivouac at Miedneski, on the 8th and 0th of December,

during Napoleon's retreat from Moskow, the temperature was as low

as 27°and 32 degrees below Zero ;
and in the Polar Voyages the

thermometer has been noted at 70 degrees below Zero.

J
A case of tetanus recorded by Dr. Edwards.

§ The furnace in whicli Sir Francis Chantrey was in the habit of

drying his moulds was lieated to a temperature of 350°, and into this

his men occasionally entered witliout inconvenience. The oven used

by Cbabert during his exhibitions in London was healed to between

400° and 000°.
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that of boiling water, at a moment, too, when his own vital

processes were generating more heat than the natural
standard required, it is then that the influence of the per-
spiration, as an agent in limiting the temperature of the
body, is strikingly manifested. Sir Charles Elagden sup-

ported a temperature of 260° for nearly ten minutes. The
thermometer placed in the mouth of a man who had been
exposed to a temperature of 120° for a quarter of an hour,
stood at 105°; and the temperature of animals, when the
heat has been raised to a degree sufficient to cause death,
has never exceeded in elevation from nine to fourteen

degrees above the natural standard.* The reduction of the
heat of the body at so elevated a temperature takes place

at the expense of the water of the blood and of the tissues.

To be raised in the form of vapour, water requires a large

amount of heat, and in this way the excess of heat is

employed. Again, as the water becomes dissipated by
perspiration, thirst is occasioned, and the fluids taken to

alleviate the desii-e for drink are immediately engaged in

the evaporating process. From what has been said in a

previous paragraph (page 44), it is evident that all the

above high temperatures have reference to dry air, for

when the air is moist, evaporation is checked, and the

removal of heat consequently prevented.

As an illustration of the influence of a moist atmosphere,

at an elevated temperature, on the human system, I may
adduce the effects occasioned to a gentleman who recently

* It is iiitei-esting to note, that in nnimnis mnrle tlie snlijects of
these experiments, the blood was found iu tiie ojijiosile posiiiou to

that which it wonkl have occupied after death from cokl. Instead of
being collected about the heart and internal organs, ns in dcatli

ensuing from the latter cause, the heart was empty, and the vital

fluid dispersed towards the ])eriphery of the body, iu some instances
being actually forced out of its vessels into the surrounding tissues.

The blood seemed to have been killed by the hent, for it had lest its

power of coagulating, and its deep black hue was not altered bv
exposure to the atmosjdiere, a chauge which takes place in living

blood. In a moist atmosphere, the animals died sooner tlnin iu dry
air of a higher temperature, aud without losing weight ; in dry air

they lost weight.
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visited the baths of Nero, near Pozzuoli, the ancient Posi-

diana?. To reach the bath, he had to pass through a

narrow wiudins passage of about 120 yards in length, and

seven feet high, by about three in breadth. A Mttle within

the mouth of the passage, the temperature was 104° in the

upper strata of the atmosphere, and 91° near the ground ;

farther on, the air was filled with a dense vapour, of a

temperature of 118° above, and 111° below; and over the

bath it was 122°, the heat of the spring being 185°. After

proceeding for about one-third the length of the passage,

he began to feel a sense of oppression and discomfort, his

pulse rising from 70 to 90 beats in the minute. A short

distance further, the oppression increased, his breathing

became rapid and panting, and he was under the necessity

of stooping his head frequently to the earth, in order to

obtain a chestful of air of a less suffocating temperatiire.

His skin at this time was bathed in a profuse perspiration,

his head throbbing, and his pulse beating 120 in the

minute. Continiung his progress, the sensations of suffo-

cation became insupportable; his head felt as though it

would birrst; his pulse was so rapid as to defy calculation

;

he was exhausted, and nearly unconscious; and it required

all his remaining power to enable him to hurry back to

the open air. On reaching the mouth of the passage,

he staggered, and nearly fainted, and was very imcom-

fortable until relieved by a bleeding from the nose.

During the rest of the day, his pulse remained at 100: he

had uneasy sensations over the surface of the body, and

did not recover until after a night's repose. The same

gentleman bore a temperature of 176° in dry air without

inconvenience.*

The regrdation of the temperature of the body is only

one of the purposes fulfilled by the perspiration : another,

and an important one, is the removal from the system of

a number of compounds noxious to animal life.f It was

* Gazette Medicnle, y\piil '17, 18-14.

( Tlie pores of the .skin, 'says Daniel Turner, not only serve to

"discharge the fuliginous recrements of the blood, with the steiims
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estimated by Lavoisier and Seguia, that eight grains of

perspiration were exhaled by the skin in the course of a

minute, a quantity which is equivalent to thu'ty-three

ounces in twenty-four hours. Of this quantity, a large

proportion is, naturally, water: but nearly one per cent.,

according to Anselmino, consists of solid substance; of the

latter, one hundred parts contain about twenty-three parts

of salts, the remainder being organic matter. An analysis

of one hundred parts of the soHd matter of perspira-

tion, according to Anselmino, gave the following results,

namely

:

Osmazome,* combined with common salt . 48 parts.

Lactic acid salts, with osmazome .... 29 „

Animal matter, with vitriolic salts . . . 21 ,,

Calcareous salts 2 „

Mentioned in detail, the substances contained in the

perspiration are, animal matter, gases, acids, alkalies, cal-

careous earth, metals, salts, and probably a simple body,

sulphur. Among the animal matter occurs a small quan-

tity of fat. The gases are, the carbonic acid, which is most

abundant after a meal of vegetable food, and nitrogen,

which is most largely given ofi' after animal diet. The

acids are, butyric, lactic, acetic, hydrochloric, phosphoric,

and sulphuric: the alkalies, soda, potash, and ammonia:

the calcareous earth, lime, in combination with phosphoric

acid; the metals, peroxide of iron, and, possibly, copper

and lead in minute quantities: and the salts, a long Hst

formed by the combination of the acids with the alkahes

and lime. The principal salts are, the chloride of sodium,

carbonate, phosphate, and sulphate of soda; chloride of

potassium, and acetate of potash ; lactate and hydrochlo-

rate of ammonia; and phosphate and carbonate of lime.

arising from tlie siilijftceut parts," but also " to ventilate the flame

of the" circulating blood, that it may not be oppressed or suffo-

cated." > . ^ , .J
* The peculiar animal principle wbioh gives flavour to meats and

part of the odour to perspiration.
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The peculiar odom- of perspiration is due to its organic

constituents, and to the butyric and lactic acids.

When the perspiration is checked, from disorder of the

skin or cold, the whole of these matters fail of bemg

removed, and are circulated through the system by the

blood Under favourable circumstances they are separated

fi-om the latter by the kidneys, the liver, or tlie lungs but

not without disturbing the equilibrium of action of those

or^rans, and sometimes being the cause of disease.* The

perspiration is a fluid whose regularity and continuance of

exhalation are not merely conducive, but absolutely neces-

sary to health; without such regularity, the anunal tem-

perature would run riot, and substances of an injurious

quality would be allowed to permeate the finest and most

delicate of the tissues of the body. Some experimentahstsf

in France conceived that, by obstructing the perspiration

of the skin, and thereby preventmg the dispersion of

animal temperature by evaporation, they would be enabled

to produce internal fever at wiU. To satisfy themselves on

this question, they covered a rabbit with an impermeable

coating of varnish: but the result failed to satisfy their

expectation. Instead of an increase of temperature, the

heat of the body quickly diminished; and in one hour and

a half the animal died of asphyxia.

* Turner says, " From the constriction or constipation of these

cutaneous pores by tlie ambient nir, especially wben the body, before-

hand put into a beat, is suddenly exposed tbereuuto, tbe serous

particles, which used to Hy off continually in vapour, being now

pent in, excite an intestine and leverish effervescence; till finding

some otlier passage, either by tbe kidneys or by the glandules of tbe

nose and windpipe, they are discharged byway of a catarrh; or

missin.' this separation still keep up the ebullition, very often to the

hazard of life by suffocating the vital flame. And tins is the natural

consequence of obstructed insensible perspiration, which, in the

vulgar phrase, is tbe same with what they mean by catching cold,

and of which, give me leave to remark, that as fevers make two-

thirds of diseases infesting mankind, according to the computation

of the judicious Sydenham, so two-thirds of fevers very prohably

may take their rise from perspiralion hindered."

+ Becqiiercl and Breschet.
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While speaking of exhalation from the skin, it may be
proper to consider another phenomenon allied with exha-
lation, but having no direct relation to the perspiratory
system

; I mean, the transmission of moisture thi-ough the
skin from without, "absorption," as it is technically termed.
Man, to a certain extent, is an hygrometric machine, and
his tissues have a natural tendency to an equahzation of
moisture with the medium in which he lives; but as this

disposition, in an active state, would be destructive of
existence, it is very properly controlled and regulated by
the vital powers. Another obstacle to absorption is the
scarf-skin

; and so long as the scarf-skin retains its natm-al

texture, and is bedewed with its ordinary oily secretion,

absorption by the skin is impossible. Indeed, were it not
so, our lives would scarcely be secui-e for an instant; for a
moist atmosphere, bearing in suspension infectious matter,
or miasmata, and traversing, without impediment, the
tissues of the skin, would introduce so much of the poison
into the system as would be immediately desti-uctive of
life. We are ah-eady exposed to great danger by the
extent of breathing sm-face* offered to the contact of the
atmosphere by the lungs ; more would indeed be a serious

evil. When, however, the condition of the scarf-skin is

changed by the long contact of fluid, particulai-ly if the
fluid be alkaline, or warm, and is thus converted into a
moist membrane, the play of the absorbing powers becomes
active, and is then only limited by the physical laws which
govern the ti-ansmission of fluids. It is in this way that

we must explain the reUef of thii-st, afibrded to persons
who have been shipwrecked and exposed to the elements
for several days without food, by saturating theii- gar-

ments with sea-water. Instances are on record, in which
bathing in warm milk has been successfully employed as a

means of supporting life, when the communication between
the mouth and the stomach was impervious; and numerous
experiments tend to show the possibility of absorption of

• The exteut of surface presented by tlie limgs Las been estimated
at 1500 sciuare feet. See page 31.
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substances in solution througli the skin, where the latter

has been for some time in contact with the fluid.

An interesting iUustration of the absorbing power of the

sMn, when the scarf-skin is kept moist by the confinement

of the exhalation of the skin, is mentioned by Mr.Ceeley,

of Aylesbury, in connexion with his experiments on vacci-

nation. " I haye often," he says, " succeeded in procunng

vaccine vesicles without puncture, on the skins of children

especiaUy, and young persons, by keeping lymph m con-

tact with the skin, and excludmg it from the air by a coat-

ing of blood." Now, in this case it is evident that the

perspiratory exhalation, while, on the one hand, it kept the

scarf-skin soft and saturated with moisture, was an effective

agent in procuring the absorption of the lymph, by mam-

taining it in a state of solution.

Whenever we wish to introduce medicines into the sys-

tem by way of the skin, we find it necessary to select those

spots in which the scarf-skin is thinnest ;
and then we are

not satisfied with simple contact, but rub the substance

into the skin, in order that it may enter the pores, and

attain as close a vicinity as possible to the vessels of the

. sensitive layer of the derma, which are the agents for con-

veying the substances so introduced into the blood. By

the friction which is used in this process, we also stimulate

the cutaneous vessels and nerves, and obtain their co-

operation. But even in this way, some few substances

only can be transmitted through the skin ;
and excepting

in the instance of a single medicine, the practice is dis-

carded. Another plan, which is occasionally pursued, will

serve as a further illustration of the opposition afforded

by the scarf-skin to the transmission of substances from

without. It is termed the endermic method of administer-

ing medicine, and is founded on the well-known active

absorbing power of the sensitive layer of the skin. To

succeed in this practice, the first step is to remove the

scarf-skin, by means of a small blister, and then to sprinkle

the medicine on the exposed surface. Opium and other

powerful medicines have been administered in this way,

E 2
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and have been found to act as rapidly as when introduced
into the stomach. In some instances, the endermic method
offers advantages, as vrhen, for example, the medicines
which it is desired to administer are known to disagree

with the stomach, or when the power of swallowing is lost.

The latter was the case in a patient suffering under hydro-
phobia, in whom opium administered through the skin

produced a soothing calm in the height of the most violent

struggles.

The endermic absorption of the skin is not always, how-
ever, the harbinger of good; deleterious substances are

sometimes accidentally introduced into the system in this

manner. Violent attacks of strangury occasionally, though
rarely, follow the use of a blister, from the absorption of

the juices of the Spanish fly into the blood, and its subse-

quent transmission to the kidneys for removal. A more
distressing illustration of this action is that in which
arsenic is absorbed into the system from the siu-face of a

sore, a sore being at all times an actively absorbing surface.

No medical man would think of applying arsenic to an open
sore ; but unfortunately there are such things in society

as " quacks," quacks protected by the legislature and the

state ; and one of the favourite experiments of these per-

sons is that of treating cancer. Their universal remedy is

arsenic ; and happy is the unfortunate sufferer who escapes

destruction in their hands. With them, every trifling and
temporary enlargement is a cancer, and their cube is

DEATH. Daniel Turner, referring to sufl'erers from this

disease, exclaims, let them not, " as they value the quiet

of their lives, listen after a promised cure by cosening

quacks or cancer-curing pretenders, who, to my knowledge,

have hastened great numbers of people miserably to their

graves, who might otherwise, and that very tolerably,

have spun out a much longer thread and have kept under
this distemper."
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CHAPTER IV.

Olf THE OIL-GLANDS OF THE SKIN.

The apparatus for keeping tlie surface of the skin bedewed

with an oily fluid, resembles, in general particulars of struc-

ture and economy, that of the perspiratory system. It

consists of minute tubes, which

traverse the scarf and sensitive

skin, and enter the substance of

the corium, where they terminate

in small glands. These tubes are

similar in structure to the per-

spiratory ducts, being composed

of three layers, derived respec-

tively, from the scarf-skin, which

lines their interior: the sensitive

skin, which is the medium of

distribution of their vessels and

nerves : and the corium, with its

fibres, which gives them strength

and support. Like the perspi-

ratory tubes, they are in some situations spiral ; but this

is not a constant feature; more frequently they pass

directly to their destination. They are also larger than

the perspiratory tubes. The chief characters in which

they differ from the perspiratory apparatus are, the

* Fi(i. 10.—Two oil glands, from tlie scalp, mnffiiiflecl ."58 times.

a. Tlie gland. Its tube, which was slightly spiral iu tins

specimen, r. The pore or outlet of the tube. d. Tlie scarf-sldn

with which (he lining of the tube is oontiniioiis. The other gland

differs from the preceding only in the larger size of the glandular

structure, uud in the size aud straiglilucss of the tube.
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straiglitness and greater diameter of their tubes, tlieir

absence in certain situations, as on the palm and sole, and
abundance in others where their office is more needful, as

on the face and nose, the head, the ears, &c. ; and the
degree of complication in the structure of their glands.

This latter character is suffi-

ciently remarkable, since they

offer every shade of complica-

tion, from the simple straight

tube, to a tube divided into

numberless ramifications, and
constituting a little rounded,

arborescent mass, of about the

size of a millet-seed. In a few
situations, these little glands

are worthy of particular notice,

as in the eyelids, where they

possess great elegance of distribution and form, and open
by minute pores along the edges of the lids (fig. 22) ; in the

ear passages, where they produce that amber-coloured bitter

substance known as the wax of the ears ; and in the scalp,

where they resemble small clusters of grapes, and open in

pairs into the sheath of the hair, supplying it with a po-

matum of Natui'e's own preparing, (fig. 23.)

The mode of formation of the unctuous " distilment" of

the skin, the sebaceous substance, as it is called by medical

writers, is not the least curious of the phenomena of animal

life. In a previous chapter I have explained the manner

* Pig. IG.—Two oil-glautls from the skin of ibe nose, iiiaguified

38 times.

This gliind is double, the two tubes joining to form a common
tube. a. The canal of the tube. b. The lining of the tube which
is continuous above with c, the scarf-skin. d. One of the small
tubes proceeding from its gland.

+ Fi(/. 17.—A compoMurt gland; the main tube divides at c into a

number of secondary tubes, and each of the latter is connected
with a small glandular mass. The tube is filled wiih a number of
the peculiar animalcules of the oily substance. The heads of
these creatures arc directed downwards, towards the gland.
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of formation of the scarf-skin, namely, by a fluid, which is

successively converted into granules, cells, and scales; the

same process takes place in the production of the scarf-

skin of the oil tubes and glands, the point of distinction

between the processes being the diHerence in the nature

of the flviid imbibed by the cells from the blood, and its

subsequent destuiation. In the case of the scarf-skin, the

fluid is mainly water, containing saline matters in solution,

and only a small quantity of oil. In the cells of the oU

tubes and glands, besides the water and salts, there is a

large proportion of oil, partly in intimate mixture with

albumen or white of egg, partly free and diffused. These

substances are all derived from the blood flowing through

the capillaries of the walls of tlie tubes and glands
;
and

when the cells are fully formed, that is, fully distended,

they yield up their contents, and collapse into scales, as m
the case of the scarf-skin ; the fluid matters which they

contained are consequently set free, and passing along the

tubes to the surface, constitute the unctuous element of the

economy of the skin.

It will be perceived that, in the preceding description, I

have only accounted for the fluid which is given ofl" by the

cells during their collapse, and that the destination of the

cells themselves still remains to be explained. These latter

are cast off in the form of minute scales, like those of the

scarf-skin, and are expelled from the tubes, in company

with their fluid product, to be dispersed upon the surface.

Such are the phenomena which attend the formation and

destination of the unctuous matter in a state of perfect

health, in that state which most nearly approaches one of

simple nature. But in the inhabitants of cities and towns,

in the midst of the sedentary and irregular habits of refined

society, and of the mental " wear and tear" of practical life,

such a state of the unctuous system of tlie skin as I am

now describing rarely or never exists. The actions, instead

of being completed according to the standard above esta-

blished, are irregular and torpid, the contents of the colls

are unnaturally solid and dense, they are only partly, or
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not at all, emptied, and are thrown out in a mass upon tlie

surface of tke skin.

Sometimes, however, the contents of the cells are too

dense and dry even for this mode of escape, and then they

collect in the tube of the gland, distending it beyond its

natural limits, and becoming impacted in that situation

until removed by art. While in this state, the impacted

matter reaches to the surface, and as it then comes in con-

tact with the dust and smoke of the atmosphere, becomes

dirty and black, and is recognised as a small, round, dark

spot. Such spots are common on the nose, forehead,

and other parts of the face of the inhabitants of towns,

and especially in persons who have, constitutionally, a

torpid state of the skin. They ai"e removed by squeezing

the skin between the finger-nails, and then there issues

forth an elongated, white cylinder of unctuous matter,

modelled by the tube in which it has been so long con-

fined; in truth, a little caudle, which, strange to say, from

its form and size, and particularly on account of its black

extremity, is reputed to be a maggot or grub, and as such

is populai'ly known. When the impacted matter produces

inflammation of the tube, no uncommon occurrence, it

then has the appearance of a black spot in the centre of a

small, red, conical pimple, and is termed "pu:ictated or

spotted acne."

Having now glanced at the nature of the unctuous

matter of the skin, and pointed out its tendency to remain

within the tubes, and referred that tendency to its cause,

namely, torpor of the skin, I have, in the next place, to

describe a contrivance, of modern discovery, that may be

appropriately introduced with the words of Hamlet :

—

" Tliere hit more things in benveu and enrtb, Horatio,

Tlinn are dreamt of iu your pLilosopby."

A few years ago, there were discovei'ed by a German
pliysician, Dr. Simon, in the imctuous matter which col-

lects within the oil-tubca, certain minute animals, of wliich

he published an account in the June number of a German

IIMIUtMIHltHIMWiHMtMHltlligiMUUUW^
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periodical, Miillci's Archiv. for 1842. Haviog read Dr.

Simou's account, I set myself to work to seek for the

animals in question, and before the end of June had seen

Bome hundreds of specimens, and become so far mterested

in the subject, that I pursued it with almost exclusive

attention for six months. In the course of this investiga-

tion, I examined many thousands of the animals, and

ai-rived at some novel conclusions with regard to them. I

found that Dr. Simon's description and figures were im-

perfect; that he had overlooked several points of entomo-

logical importance in the structure of the animal, as, for

example, the head; and that he had left one vein of the

mine, namely, the progressive development of the young

from the growth and hatching of the egg, to maturity,

Fig. 18. Fig. I'J.t
Firj. 20.1

m

* Fig. 1ft.—Tlie steatozooii follieiilorum, viewed upon the side.

^ j.-jy^ 10
—

'I'lie aiiirrml seen upon its under suvfiice. In tliis

view tlie lund and breastplate are shown.

X Fill- yO.—The animal viewed upon its back; the head being

druwu back into the cbest.
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entirely unopened. Under these circumstances, I was
enabled, in tke month of December, 1842, to communicate
to the Eoyal Society a paper, since published in the
Philosophical Transactions,* containing many original

observations, and upwards of forty figures of the animal.
In this paper, I found myself under the necessity of
changing the name given to the animalcule by Dr. Simon,
as being founded on a wrong view of its structure and
zoological position. As a temporary appellation, I termed
it entozoon folliculorum

; but, upon more mature consi-

deration, and in reference to its habitat and food, I have
thought the name steatozoon folliculorum, that is, the
" animal of the oily product of the skin," more appropriate
and correct.

The animalcule of the sldn is found in the oil-tubes

whenever there exists any disposition to the unnatural
accumulation of their contents; it is found in numbers,
varying from one or two, to twenty, in the substance of
the little gi-ub-like cylinder which is squeezed out by the
pressure of the fingers (fig. 17), and this in an appa-
rently perfect state of health of the skin, or, more cor-

rectly, without any appearance of disorder, for the skin
cannot be said to be in perfect health when its functions
are performed in a torpid manner. JSTow, as in the majority
of mankind, and certainly in all the inhabitants of cities

and large towns, the skin is more or less torpid in its

functions, so the presence of this animal in the skin is the
rule, its absence, the exception. I have found it at all

ages, from youth to old age, more numerously, it is true,

at the latter than the former period, and in great and
remarkable numbers during sickness. Under these cir-

ciimstances, I see no other conclusion open than to assume
that it performs some beneficent purpose in the economy
of the skin ; that purpose being, according to mj belief,

the disintegration of the over-distended cells, the imprcs-

* Eesenrclies into tlie structure and development of n newly-dis-
covered pnriisitic luiimnlcnlfi of ilie linmnn skin—the Entozoon fol-

liculorum. I'liilosophioiU Trimsactions, Pan II., 18J.4.

Triinii i ii iwyii iiii iii i iiiiiiiiiii iiii ii iiiiiii iiiiiiii i ii i i ii iiw iiBiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililfTfWl

I
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sion of a new condition on the contents of the ceUs, and

the stimulation of the tubes to perform theii- office more

efficiently. In corroboration of this view is the fact, that

these little creatures increase in numbers when the vital

povrers decline, so that, when the energies of the system

are reduced by disease, and when the skin, participatmg

in that reduction, is unable alone to fulfil its functions

correctly, these httle beings are produced to aid it in its

work.

The steatozoon folliculorum is extremely mmute, and

quite undistmguishable by the naked eye, the longest I

have seen being but little more than a quarter of a Ime

in length ; that is, forty-five, placed end to end, would

measure in length only one inch. In form and shape, in

the perfect state, they are very hke caterpillars, and have

a distinct head with feelers, a chest with four pairs of legs,

and a long tail. The whole body is so transparent, that its

interior may be easily seen, and the animal always occupies

the same position in the oil-tube, the head being directed

inwards, and the tail towards the aperture of the tube, as

though it had crept into that situation from without. In

some persons, these singular creatures are larger than in

others, and in some than in other parts of the face. So

much is this the case, that an eminent naturalist to whom

I showed figures of their varieties considered the difference

between the two, not merely in length, but also in shape,

to amount to a specific character. If this be the fact, we

may look, I imagine, for the shorter variety on the alpine

ridges of the nose or eyebrow, and the longer kind in the

glades and valleys of the nose and check. But the real

cause of the difference in length I believe to be a relative

diversity in the calibre of the oil-tubes in different situ-

ations, associated with a various degree of density and

nutritive property of the oily matter. In the same group,

also, we find eggs, embryonic forms, and young, all min-

gled together in confusion. In pursuing this inquiry into

the animal world, I have examined them in the dog. and

have found them more recently in the horse. lu both
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these animals, tlie sfceatozoa are relatively larger than in

man, and, at the same time, more tapering and slender.

I now come to the uses of the unctuous product of the

oil-glands : these are twofold, as in most of the operations

of nature ; the first being mechanical, namely, the pro-

tection and defence of the skin ; the second, vital, the

separation from the blood of matters noxious to life and
health. In the exercise of the former office, the unctuous

substance is diifused over those

parts of the skin which are na-

turally exposed to vicissitudes of

temperature, as the nose, face,

ears, and head; to the injurious

attrition of contiguous surfaces,

as the flexures of the joints; or

to the contact of acrid fluids ; as

is instanced in the excoriations

to which infants are liable. The
oil of the unctuous substance is

the main agent in efiecting these purposes, as it prevents,

on the one hand, the evaporation or congelation of the

water of the scarf-skin, which would cause it to become
parched and peel ofl", and leave the sensitive skin exjjosed

;

affords, in the second place, a soft medium to tlie contact

of moving surfaces
; and, in the third, repels moisture and

fluids. The latter purpose is strikingly exhibited in the

use made by aquatic birds of the od-glands sittiated at the

base of their tail ; the oily secretion in this instance being

employed to render the feathers more repellent of the

element in which they pass so great a share of their exist-

ence. In its vital capacity, as an agent for removing

noxious substances from the skin, the imctuous matter is

aUied with the perspiratory system, being a purifier of the

* Fig. 21.—A group of oil-glaiuls on tlie nose, showing tlieir

close aggregrttiou, and the network of vessels which supiilies them
with nutrition. I was enabled to make this sketch in consequence

of the skin being afl'eoted witli a peculiar disease, wliich renders it

thin and transparent, and the glands opaque.
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blood. The oleaginous part of the product separates

hydrogen and carbon ; its animal constituents, a large pro-

portion of nitrogen ; and its salts, lime.

A third use of the oily product of the skin has reference

to the social instincts of animals. Their abode and con-

cealment is made known to each other, and often to their

enemies and pursuers, by the peciJiar odour emitted by

this substance. In some cases the odour is so powertui

and offensive, for example, in the skink (viverra putorius)

as to serve them in place of a means of defence
;
and in

others, without being so excessively disagreeable, it is very

unpleasant, as in the peccary (sus tajucu), and fox In

some few animals the odour of the oily product m a diluted

form is regarded as a perfume, for example, that of the

musk deer"(moschus mosohiferus), and musk rat (castor

moschatus and zibethicus). Instances are not wanting in

which the peculiar odour of musk has been given off by the

human skin ; and I was once struck by the powerful mouse-

like odour emitted by the skin of an insane person. A lady

informs me that she made the same observation in the case

of a departed friend. It is, no doubt, known that musk is

a substance which was once highly prized as a medicme,

and is still administered occasionally. Another product of

the oil-glands, namely, castor, which is obtained from the

beaver '(castor fiber), also occupies a place in our pharma-

copeia among antispasmodic medicines.

In considering the purpose of the unctuous matter of

the skin, there are two situ- Fir/. 23.*

ations in which it deserves

especial remark, namely,

along the edges of the lids,

where it is poured out in

considerable quantity, and in

the canal of the ears. In the former place, it is the means

* Fu/. 32. The oil-glands of tbe upper eyelid, drawn from

nature: the cocUcd-lint-sliaped lield on which thej- iiro represented

is the gristle of the lid. The tubes of the glands arc seen descend-

ing to the edge of the lid.
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of confining the tears and moisture of tlie eyes witliin

tlie lids, of defending the skin from the irritation of that

fluid, and of preventing the adhesion of the lids, which
is likely to take place upon slight inflammation. The
Germans term it the "butter of the eyes" (augenbutter).

In the ears, the unctuous was not only preserves the
membrane of the drum and the passage of the ear moist,

but also, by its bitterness, prevents the intrusion of
small insects.
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CHAPTER V.

OF THE HAIRS.

The hairs are appendages of the skin contributing to its

defence, like the scarf-skin, of which latter, indeed, they

may be regarded as modifications, suited to a special use.

They are analogous to the scarf-skin in mode of formation,

and are so connected with it, that they come off when the

latter is separated from the sensitive skin by the action of

a bhster, by scalding, or decomposition. They resemble

it, also, in the general features of its construction, but are

somewhat more highly organized

and complex. The hairs traverse

the skin like the perspiratory and

oil tubes, and resemble both in the

extent to which they are prolonged

into it, tlie downy hahs, like the

latter, being limited to the super-

ficial strata; the long hairs, like the

former, extending more deeply, and

even piercing it altogether, so as to

reach the subcutaneous fat. "Within

the skin, each hair is enclosed in a

sheath or tube, closed at its ex-

tremity where it supports the root

of the hair, and constructed, like

the perspiratory and oU tubes, of

Fif/. 23.—Two hftirs, enclosed in their tnbes. The smaller of
the two is oTie of the flue hairs of the ear-passage ; the larger is

taken from tlie head.

a. Tlie hair tube, h, h. The pair of oil-glands opening into the
hair-tube. c. Tlie bulb or root of the hair. In the hair from tho
head the same parts are seen, but the oil-glauds are more complicated.
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tliree layers derived from the skin, namely, a lining of

scarf-skin, a middle layer of sensitive skin, and an ex-

ternal and protective layer, the corium. These sheaths

or hair-tubes, as they resemble the perspiratory and

oil-tubes in structure, so also do they imitate them

in function. The tubes of many of the downy hairs

are, at the same time, oil-tubes and hair-tubes, per-

forming a double function ; and even where this sim-

plicity of structure does not exist, oil-tubes are con-

nected with the hair-tubes, and open into them, some-

times one to each tube, sometimes two, as in the case

of the hairs of the head. Indeed, the principle of for-

mation of these three kinds of tubes, namely, perspiratory

tubes, oil-tubes, and haii'-tubes, would appear to be the

same. They all originate on the surface of the skin in

the form of little pouches, and grow inwards to the

required depth. In the case of the hair-tubes -with ap-

pended oil-tubes and glands, the former are first formed,

and the latter are productions from their sides, growing

as mere pouches, and increasing in length like the tubes

from which they originate.

Every part of the skin, with the exception of the palms

of the hands and soles of the feet, is organized for the pro-

duction of hairs. On the major part of the body they are

short and fine, and in many instances so small as scarcely

to rise above the level of the skin ; while in others, as the

scalp, the eyebrows, and, in man, the whiskers and the

beard, they grow to a considerable length. The length

and thickness of the hair, as these instances illustrate, are

regulated by a law of nature, the hair of the head being

always longer and finer than that of the beard, and the

latter longer than the whiskers and eyebrows. When
hairs are left to their natural growth, they attain a certain

length, and are then thrown off by a process analogous to

the change of the coat in animals, or the moult of bii'ds,

their place being supplied by young hairs, which grow

from the same tubes ; and this temporary decadence of the

hair occurs, also, when it is kept cut of moderate length.
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The ordinary length of the hair of the head, as deduced

from its measurement in women, ranges between twenty

inches and a yard, the latter being considered as unusually

long ; and its weight betvxeen six and eight ounces.^ But

in some instances the length is mucli greater, as in the

case of a lady, in whom, I am informed, it measures two

yards, and trails on the ground when she stands erect.

Of a like length must have been the hair of the lady to

whom the poet refers in the following lines :—

" Like her, to wbom nt fiend of night,

Tlie bridegroom; with his locks of liglit,

Cnme in the flush of love and pride.

And sciiled the terrftce of his bride;

When, ns she saw him rashly spring,

And midway up in danger cling,

She flung him down ber long black hair.

Exclaiming, breathless, ' There, love, there'.'"

"When, however, hair is kept closely shaven, it appears to

become persistent, and at the same time increases in

strength and bulk. It has been calculated by a curious

investigator* that the hair of the beard grows at the rate

of one line and a half in the week : this will give a length,

of six inches and a half in the course of a year, and for a

man of eighty years of age, twenty-seven feet which have

fallen before the edge of the razor. Such an amount of

growth appears in nowise remarkable when we learn from

Eble, that in the Prince's Court at Eidam there is a full-

length painting of a carpenter whose beard was nine feet

long, so that when engaged at work lie was obliged to

can-y it in a bag ; moreover, that the Burgomeister Hans

Steiningen, having upon one occasion forgotten to fold up

his beard, trod upon it as he ascended the staircase leading

to the council chamber of Brunn, and was thereby thrown

down and killed.

f

The shape of individual hairs is cylindrical for the

smaller kinds, and more or less oval for those which grow

* Withof, quoted by the celebrated Ilaller.

t Encycloptudia Mctropolitaun. Article Zoology.

F
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to any length. The hairs of the head are never perfectly

cylindrical, and those of the eye-

brows and beard are more or less

oval in contour. When left to

their natural growth, the end or

tip is always conical and pointed,

and in animals it is common to

find that portion of the shaft

which is nearest the skin smaller than the more distant

portion. These differences in the thickness of the same

hair, at different points of its length, are easily explained.

The producing organ is at first small : as the formation of

the hair advances, it becomes larger, and growth having

reached a certain point, it shrinks, becomes again small,

and eventually ceases to produce more ; the fuU^'-formed

hair then falls, and, after a period, the producing organ re-

sumes its function, in the same order and to the same end.

To illustrate this phenomenon, I have referred to animals,

because in them it is common, but the same thing is also

met with in man : look at a hair piJled from the eyebrow

;

and the same may sometimes be seen in the hairs of the

head. A French anatomist, M. Mandl, has stated that

hairs become pointed at their extremity, after being cut,

by a process of deposition on their ends of certain fluids

containing horny matter in solution, which make then- way

from the roots of the hairs through the centre of their

shafts. I regard these views as erroneous, and, in my
opinion, they are neither consistent with the known

structure of the hair, nor with observation. When the

hair is cut, it is liable to spht, and become ragged at the

ends.

With the view of determining accurately the thickness

of hair, I measured the diameters of two thousand, taken

from thirty-eight persons, and found them to range between

* Fiij. 24.—HorizonUl scclious of four linirs from the beard,

showing ilieir oval form. They lire mnguified 1,").") limes.

a. The outer layer, h. Tlie" fibrous iiart, which constitutes the

chief bulk of the hair. c. The central portion, or i)ith.

Fiy. 24*
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-J— and -r-kn of an incli; the finest ranging from the
15 00 """-^ 10 0 '

(• T
former number to -5^0, the coarsest from ^ to i

made similar observations on a himdred and fifty-five

hairs obtained from the heads of three South American

Indians, and on fifty from a New Zealand chief. The

comparative residts were as follows:—
Number of hairs

j^-^^^^^^ Coai-sest.
examined.

British 2000 ... ttoo'Too ••• 4^0 "xio

SoutbAmericanlndiHiis 165 ... To'00-450 ••• aio-iio

New Zenliiiiiler ... 50 ... 4-jo ... -^Jo

Having ascertained the extremes of thickness of hairs

according to the above table, I next sought to obtain a

knowledge of the average of their admeasurements. The

extremes of this average, in the two thousand hairs of

British persons, ranged between and ; the mean

being -f^^.
The mean average of the South American

Indians was about the same ; and that of the New Zea-

lander somewhat more— that is, somewhat coarser—
namely, sto- So tlie mean average, in other words, the

ordinary thiclcness ot human hair as it exists upon the

head, is Tfg^ of an incli ; that is, four hundred hairs laid

side by side, will cover the space of one inch. The follow-

ing table shows the exact relation of the measurements

in question :

—

British oio aio

South Americau Indians to -g-i^

New Zeiilander ^4^

"With respect to the modifications produced in the hair

by sex, my observations are in favour of the hair of woman
being coarser than that of man. This is a contradiction to

analogy that I was little prepared to expect, for, inde-

pendently of the greater delicacy of the animal textures,

which is a known charactei-istic of woman, as compared
with man, the habit in the latter, of keeping the hair short,

I believed to be calculated to give it greater strength and
coarseness. That this is by no means the invariable rule,

F 2
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was proved iu one instance wliicli I liad the opportunity of

examinino;, where the hair, although repeatedly shaven to

^ive it strength, did not exceed tlie medium average of

size. The range of thickness of the liair, in thirty-six

persons of different sexes, is stated iu the accompanying

table :

—

Number of Number of Eange of

heads. hairs. thickness.

Man. ... 18 ... 1016 ... ^ - ^
„

Woniiin. . . 18 ... 940 ... sio—lo

Age naturally exerts some influence on the dimensions

of the hair, and as a general rule, the hair of children will

be found to be finer than that of adults. My observations

on children have been more limited than those on the

adult, and amount to no more than six instances, of which

tlie measurements were as follows :

—

Number of haii's. Range ol tliickness.

Even on the same head, great diversity exists with

regard to thickness of the hair, as the following instances,

taken without selection from a mimber of observations,

prove :

—

Number of
hairs.

Finest. Coarsest. Average

67 1
TSoo

1
... 13 0

1

450

81 1

1 500
1

300
1

400

7!)
1

1 -2 5U
1

2 3 O
_L_
4 5 0

97 1

7 50
1

250
1

Too

57 1
550

I
••• 2 lO

1

2 50

04 1

500 2^0
1

Tory

Indeed, each single hair is far from being perfectly uniform

in its dimensions : thus, in a hair six inches long, and

apparently of the same diameter throughout. I foimd the

extremes of size to range between and jy
of an inch.

In another, they ranged between -^^^ and -^-^ :
while a

white hair, which was perceptibly enlarged at short dis-

tances, presented a range of ^jrf„ to ^ ; the diameter ol

its point measuring a^Jo^ of an inch.
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AVith respect to colour as a condition associated with

diversity in thickness, my observations tend to show that

tiaxen is the linest and black the coarsest hair. Grey hairs

commonly represent in thickness the colour which they

succeed; but as a freneral rule, the white hairs which

intrude themselves as age advances, are coarser than the

hairs among which they are found, suggesting the inference,

that deficiency of the pigmentary is compensated by excess

of the albuminous principle. The most extensive range is

enjoyed by light brown hair. The average measurements

of hairs of different colours are as follow :

—

Flaxeu sio to :J of au iucli.

Chesuut sis ^°

Eed

Dark Browu sJo to

Light Brown 5^0 ^° 250

Wbite 4 5TJ '0 3c3o

Black 4*0 '0 Too

These observations accord with those of Withof.

The hairs of different regions of the body of the same

individual necessarily present some degree of variety of

diameter, but the amount of variation is less than might

have been anticipated, as may be seen from the following

table, in which the average term is employed. The

diameter of the hair ot the head is given in the first line as

a standard of comparison.

Man, Mack.

Head T'io

Beard Too

Breast tso

Wbisker 200

Eyebrows aou

Eyeliislies ttoo

Armpit uno

Thigli foo

Leg UTA)

Among other observations into which I have been led

by these inc^uiries, is one which relates to the thickness of
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the hair in cases of congenital disease. Thus, in a child

bearing marked indications of a scrofulous temperament,

the hair was remarkable for its dryness and thinness. The
medium average of diameter did not exceed of an inch,

and the extreme range, in ninety-seven hairs, extended

from to

Withof has instituted inquiries as to the number of

hairs grown upon a square inch of the akin of the head.

He found, of black hairs, 598 ; chesnut, 648 ; and flaxen,

728. Upon making a similar observation, with a view to

the elucidation of this subject, I found in a superficial

square inch of the scalp of a gentleman with dark hair,

744 hair pores. And, supposing each pore to give passage

to only a single hau-, the number of liairs would be the

same. Now, the surface of the scalp presents about 120

superficial inches, and the number of hairs upon the entii'e

head would therefore be 89,280, or, in round numbers,

ninety thousand. This calculation, however, has reference

only to a thin head of hair, for many of the pores give

passage to two hairs. Now, supposing this to be the case

with one-half, we should then have as the number of hairs

in a superficial square inch, 1116 hairs; and upon the

entire head, 133,920 hairs. Or, supposing, as woidd pro-

bably be the case, in a thick head of hair, that every pore

gave forth two hau-s, the number in an incli would then be

increased to 1488, and the total number for the whole head

to 178,560 ; nearly two hundred thousand. As an average,

therefore, of the number of the hairs of the head, I think

we may fairly take the number in a superficial square

inch at 1000 ; and the number on ihe entire head at

120,000.

The hair contained within its hair tube was compared

by a celebrated author, Malpighi, to a plant growing in a

flower-pot; but the comparison is not happy, for the

hair-tube is many times longer than its breadth, and more

nearly resembles a loosely fitting sheath, the interspace

between the cylinder of the hair and the scarf-skin of the
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Fhj.

tube being very sUglit, and becoming even more strait-

ened to\vards tlic root. At its lower

end, the hair-tube terminates in a cul-

de-sac, and this portion of its cavity is

filled by an accumulation of granules

and freshly formed cells, which consti-

tute the root or bulb of the hair. Above

this point the little mass of cells sepa-

rates mto two parts : a central part of a

cylindrical figure, which is the newly

formed hair; and a peripheral layer,

n-hich encloses the former, and is con-

tinuous with, and is the sheath of the

scarf-skin which hues the tube. The

manner of formation of the hair is iden-

tical with that of the production of the

scarf-skin on the surface of the sen-

sitive skm, (pp. 4, 5) ; a fluid filtered

from the blood is deposited on the surface of the vascular

layer of the tube ; this is converted into granules, then into

cells, and the cells, by a subsequent modification of their

arrangement and form, become the bidb of the hair.

Now, in describing the cells of the scarf-skin, I pointed

out that more or less of pigmentary matter formed an in-

variable constituent of the contents of the cells, the skin

of the albino alone excepted, and that in the negro the

cells were abundantly supplied with a deep black colouring

matter. This same circumstance is conspicuous in the

hair-cells ;
they contain a large supply of pigment when

there is very little in the scarf-cells, and upon it depends

the colour of the hair. The hair of tlie negro may be

• Pig, 25.—A bair from the scalp, sliowiiig its position in tlie

hair-tube and its mode of implantation nt the bottom of the latter.

n, a. Tlie substance of the skiu. h, h. The thick layer of scarf-

skin which lines the hair-tube. c. The shaft of the hair, d, d. The
narrow space lietween the hair and the lining of the hair-tube.

c. The root or bulb of the hair. /,/. The point at which the sepa-

ration between the hair and its sheath takes place.
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associated witli tlie scarf-skia of the blonde, or tlie hair

may partake so much of the character of the scarf-skin, as

to be colourless or flaxen.

The shades of colour of the hair evident among mankind,

although vai'ious, are referrible, for the most part, to some
one prevailing type : for example, if we joui-ney towards

the north, we find the hair becoming lighter, while, if we
proceed to the south, it deepens in its hues ; these dilFe-

rences being genei'ally associated with a greater or less

proportion of pigment in the scarf-skin. Blumenbach

makes the imiformity of colour and texture of the hair one

of the characters of his five varieties of man. Thus, the

inhabitants of mid-Europe, the Caucasian variety, have

hair of a " nut-brown, running on the one hand into

yellow, and on the other, into black, soft, long, and un-

dulating the Mongolian variety, hair which is " black,

stiff, straight, and sparing," with an olive-coloured skin, as

we see in the natives of the East Indies, China, and among
the Laplanders and Esquimaux ; the Ethiopian variety,

hair " black and crisp," and black skin, as in the negro j

the American, copper-coloured skin, and hair " black,

stiff, straight, and sparing," like that of the Mongolian

race ; and the Malay variety, which comprehends the inha-

bitants of Malacca, the East Indies, and the Pacific Islands,

is characterized by tawny skin, and hair " black, soft,

curled, thick, and abundant."

The next consideration which arises relates to the struc-

ture of the hair, and here we find the curious phenomenon

of a threefold modification of the cells within so hmited a

circuit as that of the hair shaft. At the centre of the bulb,

the cells undergo very little idteration from thcii' original

spherical form : around them, and comprising the chief

thickness of the haii-, by a process of lengthening common
in the economy of cells, they are converted into fibres

;

and quite at the outer circximference, a thin circle of cells

are flattened into the form of scales, like those of the

scarf-skin, or the contiguous layer of cells which consti-

tute the lining membrane of the hair-tube. So that a
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liair, in its pigaiy section, presents iliree difi'erent textures,

a loose cellular texture in the centre, a strong texture

of parallel fibres, becoming more and more dense to-

wards the circumference, externally to this ; and a thm,

vai-nish-like layer of flattened cells, constituting the

pohshed surface of the hair. We may compare this

structure very aptly to the section of a twig, or stem of a

plant, with its cellular pith in the centre, its dense wood

encu-cling the pith, and its smooth and polished bark at

the surface.

The structure of the hair of man as compared with that

of animals, is so characteristic that the smallest fragment

might be determined by the microscope with the greatest

accuracy, even after the lapse of centuries. An illustration

of this fact has lately been given by an accomplished mi-

croscopist, Mr. John Quekett, in the instance of some

small pieces of human skin transmitted to him for exa-

mination by the secretary of the Archsologieal Society.

According to tradition, the bodies of persons found guilty

of sacrilege were in the olden time, flayed, and their skins

nailed against the doors of the churches in which their

crime had been committed, in order to strike terror into

depredators of a similar class. Some small portions of a

substance resembling parchment having, it appears, re-

cently been discovered by the archasologists, on certain

ancient church-doors, where they were protected by

ornamental clamps and hinges, they were sent to Mr.

Quekett, who was enabled, by detecting on them some

lingering hairs, and subjecting these hairs to the inquisi-

tion of the microscope, to establish the truth of the tradi-

tion. One of the pieces in question was found on a door

of Worcester Cathedi-al; another on the church door of

Copford, in Essex; while a third, supposed to belong to a

Danish pirate who was executed 900 years ago, was dis-

covered beneath a grating vvliich served to protect it, on

the door of the church of Iladstock, in Essex.

Although the central part of the hair of man is a loose

pith, in which the original spherical form of the cells is
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more or less completely lost, yet in many animals this

form is retained with the most exact precision, and such

hairs appear to contain in their axes a very beautiful

string of beads, rendered strikmgly obvious, in dried hairs,

Fi;/. 2ti.* Fill. '27.t Fi;/. 28.J Fl;/. 29.§ Fiy. 30. Il

by the emptiness of the cells. Such is the appearance of

the very fine hairs of the liare or mouse. In thicker hau's

from the same animals, there are two or three or more

rows of cells, and the largest hairs, from the number of

these rows, bear a resemblance in structure to an ear of

maize. This is the chief modification which the pith of

the hair undergoes in the animal kingdom, being more

completely or less cellulated, and holding a greater or less

proportion to the entire bulk of the hair; sometimes, in-

deed, as in some hair in my possession, from one of the

* Fig. 2G.—Pitlj of tlie buraaii hair sbo\Yiiig its composition of

cells; llie cells nre nucleated.

+ Fi(/. 27.—Huir of the mouse, mngnilieil olO times. The cells

contaiuiug tLe pigment which gives colour to the hair are single iu

the lower part of the figure, but become douhle higher up. The

scales of the sm-face of the hair are also seen.

I
Fig. 28.—One of the fine linirs of the hare, mngnified 310

times. Iu the lower part of the shaft the cells are single, iu the

upper part double. On tlie sides the scales of the surface are seen.

§ Fig. 20 One of the tliick hairs of the bare, mngnilicd 105

times. It is composed of a nunibor of rows of cells euclosed iu a

trans]iarent envelope composed of scales.

II
Fiy. SO.—lluir of the fallow deer, magnified 38 times.
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deer tribe, the whole texture of the hair is cellular, the

other tvTO portions being condensed into a thin envelope.

In the feather of a bii-d, which is a modification of hair,

the white pith with its dense external covering is very

evident in the shaft, while the quUl is an illustration of

the outer parts alone, the transparent puckered mem-

brane, wliich is drawn out of the quill when first cut,

being a smgle row of dried-up cells. In the growing

feather, the contents of the quill would be found distinctly

ceUulated.

The fibrous portion of hair is the source of its strength,

and the degree of strength possessed by these deHcate

threads is almost beyond belief. A single hair from a

boy eight years of age, says Hobiuson, iu his Essays on

Natural Economy, supported a weight of 7812 grains;

one from a man aged twenty-two, 14,285 grains; aud the

hau- of a man of fifty-seven, 22,222 grains. Muschen-

broeck found that a human hair fifty-seven times thicker

than a silk-worm's thread would support a weight of 20G9

grains, and a horse hair, seven times thicker, 7970 grams;

a part of this extraordinary strength is undoubtedly due

to the high degree of elasticity which it possesses. Weber

found a hair ten inches long stretch to Lhu'teen inches

;

and a hair stretched one-fifth returns to nne-seventeenth

of its original length.

The fibrous part of a hair is also the prin- ^'0- 31*

cipal seat of its colour. In viewing a hair

with the microscope, it is evident that the

pigment is not difi'used uniformly through the

fibrous texture, but that there are some cells

which contain more than others, aud appear

as black spots amongst the rest, while, in all,

that portion of the ceU which is termed its

nucleus, is the most deeply tinted. It is upon

tliis unequal mingling of the coloured with the

* Fiy. 31.—Tbe fibrous part of a liurnnn Imir, magnified nbout

2.50 limes. The dark streaks give colour to the hfdr, luid are more
or less dark in hair of ditlerenl shades of colour.
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uncolonred portions that tlie tint of the hair depends.

Thus, the grey of the hair of the mouse is produced by a

succession of coloured and uncoloured cells in alternate

pairs, the blending of the colourless and the black giving

their compound grey, just as alternate lines of blue and
yellow produce upon the eye the impression of green; blue

and red, purple; and red and yellow, orange.

The exterior layer of the hair, composed, as we have

seen, of flattened cells or scales, of an oval form, exhibits

a peculiar arrangement of these little pieces. They are so

disposed, that each newly-formed circle ovei'laps the pre-

ceding, like tiles upon a house-top, so that if the reader

will imagine a convex surface coated with oval tiles, dis-

posed, not in measured rows, as upon the roof of a house,

Fiij.Si.^ Fiy.-i-d.i Fig.Ai.X Fiy.So. Fig. 3G4

* Fig. 32.—A liuman hair mngnified about 250 times, showing

the sciily stiuctin-e of its surface.

t Fig. .33.—A hnir of the ludiau bat, magnified 310 times. The
scales on the surface of the hair suggest the idea of feathers, and

mark a transition from the simple cylinder of a hair to the more

comidex form of the feather. Jlis interesting to find this structure

in a flying (juadiuped.

I
Fig. 3-1.—Separate scales of the hair of the Indian bat, showing

their individual form, and the manner iu which they embrace the

shaft of the hair.

§ Figs. 35, 30.—Barbs from the vane of a small pheasant feather,

showing the transition in structure of its component cells from

simple cylindrical ilallencd cells, to cells shooting forth buds at

one end; aiul thirdly (/•'/</. 30). to tlie elongation of those buds

into short spurs or branches. Maguified 310 limes.
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but irregularly, lio will have a perfect idea of tlie appear-

ance of the surface of a hair. The scales of a fish, or of

a serpent, would njivc just the resemblance wanted, only,

that in these animals, the plates are arranged with the

most perfect and beautiful regularity. With this structure

in our recollection, we have a key to the well-known phe-

nomenon of a hair feeling rough when drawn between the

fingers in one direction, and smooth in the opposite, or to

the movement of a hair from its root to its point when

rubbed longitudinally between the fingers. These are

natural consequences of the projection of the edges of the

scales. It also explains the circumstance of hairs working

their way into wounds when the latter are not properly

protected from their contact, or beneath tlie nails, or be-

tween the gums and teeth, as I am told by an intelligent

hairdresser, Mr. Main, not unfrequently takes place, if

those engaged in the cutting of hair be not on their guard.

He also informs me, that when, by accident, the liairs of

an artificial head-dress are so placed that the points of

some correspond with the roots of others, the hair can

never be made to lie smooth, from the existence of an

unconquerable tendency on the part of the misplaced

hairs to separate from the rest. To remedy this inconve-

nience, the following simple process, founded on the pecu-

liarity of structure of the surface of the hair, is had re-

course to. The bundle of mixed hairs is laid upon a flat

surface, and rolled backwards and forwards with the finger,

when, the wrongly placed hairs speedily issue from one end
of the bundle, and are easily withdrawn. The irregulari-

ties produced on the surface of the hair, also afford an
explanation of the irritation to the skin caused by woollen
garments; the adhesion of dust and dirt to the hair, and
the difficulty of separating from it the particles of scurf

which become entangled in its midst.

A more important consequence of the projection of the
edges of the scales which form its exterior surface is the
fact that the process felling depends upon tliis pecu-
liarity. Without it, hair would • be \mlitted, from the
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smootliness of its surface and sliortness of its staple, for

combining with the strength necessary for the production

of felt. But in this fitness for felting, there is greai

variety in hair, and an equal diiference in the degi'ee of

prominence of its raised edges. In human hair, they are

very sligjitly marked; but nevertheless, felting is not un-

common when the hair is neglected, and there are some

diseases of the Iiair which turn wholly on this property of

felting. When particles of dust collect on the edges of

the scales and form projections, or the edges themselves

become loosened and raised, they give the idea of branches

from the shaft of the hair, an appearance which misled

Leeuwenlioek into the belief that hairs, like feathers, were

naturally furnished with branches.

In the preceding description, I have explained that the

bulb is the first produced part of the hair, and that, in its

earliest state, the bulb is composed of cells distended with

fluid like those of the scarf-skin. Pursuing this resem-

blance fm-ther, the fluid, in the next place, is given up

from the cells by evaporation, and these latter are con-

verted into fibres and scales. Now, it follows from this

process, that the ceUidated portion of the hair, namely,

that which is in contact with the bottom of the hair-tube,

must be the bulkiest part of the organ, and for this reason

it is called its Imlh; while the evaporation, which occurs

subsequently, explains the lesser thickness of the shaft.

Without some explanation, it might be difficult to imder-

stand how a hair could be thicker at its root than in its

shaft, unless the root itself were stationary, and the pro-

diicing organ of the part beyond it, which is not the fact.

When a hair is freshly plucked, its root has a rounded,

swollen aiipearance, well expressed by the term bulb, and

presents certain varieties of aspect, being sometimes

obtuse, sometimes conical, sometimes perfectly straight,

and sometimes clubbed or bent. These appearances are

the consequence of the violence used in its removal, there

being more or less of the membranous lining of the hair-

tube torn away with it, which latter, being drawn across
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tlio root, or rolling up on one or the other side, produces

the irregularity in question. When, however, this mem-

branous matter is -n-ashed away, the fibrous structure may

be seen with the microscope to be the chief constituent of

the root, and the fibres being different in thickness,

colour, and length, the root has precisely the appearance

of an old paint-brush, worn away to a rough conical

stump.

That portion of the shaft of the hair which is contained

within the hair-tube is steadied in its position by contact

with the lining scarf-skin of the tube, and as the latter

is continually undergoing the process of formation and

exfoliation, the superficial scales of the sheath are moved

towards its apertvire with the growing hair, and are then

scattered on the surface in the form of " scurf." The

scurf, therefore, is a natural and healthy formation, and

though it may be kept from accumulating, it cannot be

prevented. It is produced on every part of the body

where hair is found, although, from the more active growth

of hair on the scalp, the facilities for collecting, and the

contrast of colour, it strikes the eye most disagreeably in

that situation. Sometimes it happens, that instead of ob-

taining a free escape at the outlet of the tube, it becomes

impacted, as I have previously noticed to be the frequent

condition of the unctuous substance of the skin. In this

case the hair also is impeded in its onward movement

;

for, although, from the position of its scales, the hair is an

agent in the prevention of such an occurrence, and would

naturally carry obstacles before it, yet the impaction is

sometimes too great for the power which it is capable of

exerting. "When a condition of this kind occurs, the hair
* makes pressure on the sensitive surface of the bottom of

the tube, and the impression so produced, transmitted to

the brain by the nerves, is felt as a sensation of itching,

that is to say, a sensation which, falling far short of pain,

is nevertheless disagreeable. A natural remedy for the

unpleasant sensation is at hand; the nail is conveyed to

the seat of inconvenience, it disturbs the impacted matter
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at tlie aperture of the tube, probably dislodges it, and the

hair resumes its accustomed state. Those who are subject

to a dry scalp know the suffering which this trifling im-

paction occasions, for where the unctuous substance is

deficient, such a state is most likely to occur. In a natural

condition of the skin, the comb and brush are contrivances

to prevent such a circumstance from arising; hence com-

fort, as well as nicety, demands their regular use.

Having dwelt, I fear at too great length, on the economy

of the long hairs of the skin, I may now advert to those of

minor growth. On the general surface of the body, the

hairs are less closely set than upon the head, and m con-

sequence of this arrangement, the tubes enjoy a more

independent position in the skin. It would seem, also, that

the corium which immediately surrounds them is supplied

with contractile fibres in greater mimber than in the parts

between the tubes, and that, moreover, these fibres have

a circular arrangement around their cylhiders. When,

therefore, the skin is stimulated to contract by cold, these

circular fibres, closing the tube around the hair, maintain

it erect and, at the same time, render the tube rigid and

prominent The interspaces of the hair-tubes, on the con-

trary, having no such fixed support, are drawn closer to

the deep tissues, and form a level below that of the hair-

tubes, which are thereby thrown into strong relief. It is

this appearance which is commonly denominated ' goose-

skin
" and, as will be seen by observation, it is an appear-

ance which is due to the presence of the hairs.

The short hairs of the skin are not unfrequently dis-

turbed, in their growth, by a cause previously referred to

in connexion with the hairs of the head, namely, deficient

oleaginous quahties of the product of the oil-tubes, men

this happens, the dry scales and cells of the oil and hair-

tubes collect at the aperture of the latter, and become a

source of impediment of growth to the hair, which, as a

Consequence, assumes a coiled and twisted condition. But

sometimes, this closure of the orifice of the hair-pore takes

place after the full of the old, and previously to the growth
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of the younor hair, iu which case,

the Latter is imprisoned in the tube,

and there grows, although unable

to escape. I have occasionally seen

nearly the whole of the hairs of a

hmb thus imprisoned, and forming

httle spiral circles, which are visible

through the thin horny scale of

desiccated ceUs which covers them

and keeps them down. The ob-

struction occasions, as may be anti-

cipated, a good deal of itching and

uueasy feeliug in the skin, and is

more or less alleviated by tearing

up the filmy covering. Abundance of soap, and plenty of

friction by means of the flesh glove, are the best means

of obviating this inconvenience ; but it is sometimes so

inveterate and painfiil as to require medical treatment.

This state of the hairs is referred to by Aristotle, by

whom, and by the older authors in general, it was sup-

posed to result from the breeding of hairs under the skin.

Turner calls it a rare distemper, " which, in a man's life-

time, scarce caUs for his assistance." His description of

the malady is very accurate. " It is said," he observes,

" to arise from an overweak expulsion of the hairs, which,

being intended to bo thrust forth of the skin, are stopt by

cuticle, and hindered from coming forth, whence lying

under the skin," they raise " a small tumour and are to

be taken out with a pair of nippers, or forceps, being

often found half an inch long, and frequently longer."

The invisible or downy hairs of the body rarely appear

above the level of the skin, for when they do, they neces-

sarily fall into the category of the short hairs. I may best

* Fir/. f!T.—Two Lairs which have become coiled into a spiral

form, by the occurrence of impediment at the aperture of the hair-

tube
; magnilied 10 times. The shaft of the hair is straight up to

the aperture of the hair-tube, where the coil commences.
a a. The roots of the hairs.
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Fig. 38.-

illustrate tliem by referring to a position in -vrliicli tbcir

presence is invariable, although seen in that situation as

an exceptional occurrence : I allude to the nose. The

nose is ordinarily bald; but if the unctuous product of

an oil-gland be squeezed out of its tube, and examined

beneath the microscope, one or more of these little hairs

will constantly be detected in the centre of the mass.

Indeed, when the unctuous matter has been detained in

the oil-tube for any length of time, the

number of hairs may be considerable, as,

for example, twenty, thirty, or even forty.

Now, the whole of these hairs have, as far

as we at present know, been produced by

a single follicle, and having attained

maturity, have been shed, to be carried

out of the oil-tube with the unctuous sub-

stance; but the latter being retained, they

have had time to collect, as we have seen,

in astonishing numbers. I should be in-

clined to infer, from this circumstance, that these little

hairs grow very quickly and, are shed at short intervals

of time. On no other hypothesis can their numbers be

satisfactorily explained.

In their normal state and position, these little hairs are

colourless and transparent, having rounded blunt points

and brush-like roots ; but under the influence of augmented

action in the skin, they are susceptible of growth to a

considerable extent, both in length and bulk, in fact, oi

becoming equal in dimensions to the short hairs of the

body. Of this, we have an example in the occasional

growth of visible haii-s upon the nose. I may refer, also,

to the disproportionate development of hair in the male

and in the female, and may adduce, besides, some curious

illustrations of augmentation in the growth of hair, recorded

* Fif/. 38—A group of downy linirs ft-om the comimcird produot

of an oil tube ;
ningnificd 19 times. The hnirs nre lounded nt tlie

point; mid at the other extremity present the worn-out paint-

brush-like root.
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by various writers. Schenkius and Ambrose Pare Lave

left accounts of cases in which the entire body was covered

with hair; and Daniel Turner, quoting from Peter Messiaa

on the authority of Damascenus, relates, " that, t;pon the

confines of Pisa, at a place called the Holy Eock, a girl

was born all over hairy, from the mother's unhappy rumi-

nating and often beholding the picture of St. John the

Baptist, hanging by her bedside, drawn in his hairy

vesture." Ruggieri published, in 1815, the account of a

woman, twenty-seven years of age, who was covered from

her shoulders to her knees with black, soft, and wooUy hair,

like that of a poodle dog. In the last embassy to Burmah,

in 1829, a man was seen at Ava who was completely hairy

from head to foot. On his face, ears, and nose, the hair

was eight inches long, and on the breast and shoulders

four or five Inches. Another remarkable instance of a

sunilar kind is mentioned by Fry, in his Travels, as having

been witnessed in a Pakir; the hair on whose breast

measured four ells.* A French physician, OUivier, writing

recently, narrates the case of a young lady, remarkable

for the fairness of her skin and beauty of her deep black

hair, who was the subject of fever, and while recovering,

perceived the whole surface of her body to be in the state

termed " goose-skin." In a few days, the little elevations

looked dark at the summit, and were surmounted each by

a short black hair, which grew very rapidly, so that at

the end of a month, every part of the body, with the

exception of her face, the palms of the hands, and soles of

the i^eet, was covered with a short hairy coat, of about an

inch in length. Eble narrates that, during the reign of

Maria Theresa, a woman who served in the army for

many years as a hussar, and rose to the rank of Captain,

had a strong mustachio. The bearded virgin of Dresden,

who lived in 1732, and whose portrait is preserved in the

gallery of the Kings of Poland, was still more remarkable.

Her beard, according to Michaelis,t grew from each side

* Encycloposdin Metropolitana. Article. Zoology.

+ Acta Acad. Nat. Cur., vol. iii. Obs. I'-iT.

G 2
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of her cliiu, was tliree inches long, and of snowy whiteness.

She cut it at first every month, then every fortnight, after-

wards twice in the week. On her upper hp was a mustachio

of short black hair. She had a powei-ful voice, ate enor-

mously, and was bold and courageous. During the past

year (1852) Dr. Chowne has recorded the case of a young

woman of twenty, a native of Switzerland, who in conse-

quence of possessing whiskers and beard four inches long,

and remarkably bushy, applied at the Charing-eross Hos-

pital for a certificate of her sex, with the view of removing

the scruples of the clergyman to the celebration of her

marriage. Excepting the hair upon her face, and a longer

growth on her back and limbs than is usual in woman, she

presented no other indication of belonging to the harder

sex, and the question was further placed beyond dispute

by the cu'cumstance of her being five months advanced in

pregnancy. The certificate procui-ed her the means of

marriage, and she was afterwards exhibited in London as

a hairy prodigy. She stated that she was born with hair

upon the face, and that at the age of eight years it was

two inches long. She further mentioned the ciu'ious cir-

cumstance that she has a brother as deficient in beard as

she is prohfic.
''

She had no mustachio ; her upper and

lower lip being both as smooth as is customary with her

sex. It subsequently appeared that she had a sister two

years younger than herself, similarly constituted.

Dr. Gross, of Louisville, mentions a similar instance

;

an old woman, seventy-eight years of age, enjoying ex-

cellent health, and the mother of a numerous family.
^

The

sides of her face, chin and hps, he says, " are all thickly

covered with coarse hair, which she is obliged to shave oif

regularly once a week. Her whole aspect is remarkably

masculine, and but for the length of the hair of the head

she might be easily mistaken for a male."*

In the arrangement of the hairs on the surface of the

body, it might be inferred, that little existed to excite

attention ; but this is not the fact, if we are to judge by

* Elements of Pathological Anatomy.
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the careful investigations to wliicli tlie subject lias given

rise. The haii--tubes are not placed perpendicularly, but

obliquely, in the skin ; hence the direction of the hairs,

after their escape from the tubes, is in the same sense

inclined towards the surface ; and the " set" of the hau-,

from the root to the point, is governed by a law as precise

as that which regulates any other of the secondary vital

fimctions. Thus, on the head, the hair radiates from a

single point,* the crown, to every part of the circum-

ference, making a gentle sweep, behind, towards the left,

and in front, to the right. The direction of this sweep is

naturally indicated on the heads of children, and is that in

which tbe hair is turned. On the forehead, the downy

hairs proceed from the middle vertical line, with a gentle

curve to the right and left, curving downwards to tke

situation of the whisker, and forming, by their lower

border, the upper half of the eyebrow. At the inner angle

of each eye is situated another radiating centre, like that

of the crown of the head. The upper and inner rays from

this centre ascend to the line between the eyebrows, where

they meet those which are proceeding from the opposite

centre, and those, also, which are diverging from the ver-

tical central line of the forehead ; so that liere a lozenge is

formed, which is the point of approximation of hairs from

four different quarters. It is this circumstance that gives

to the hairs of the inner end of the eyebrow a direction

towards the middle line ; and occasionally we see instances

in which, from the unusual development of these hairs, the

eyebrows meet at the base of the forehead, and form a

httle crest, for a short distance, along the root of the nose.

The upper and outer rays curve along the upper lid, form-

ing, by their upper margin, the lower half of the eyebrow.

The lower and outer rays, together with those from the

side of the nose, mouth, and chin, make a gentle sweep

over tlie cheek, and side of the face. On the upper lip a

current is directed from the apertures of the nose, out-

* T have several times seen two centres on tlie crowu of the

head.
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wards, and forms the sweep of tlie mustacLio ; a similar

disposition is observed at the middle line of the lower lip,

near its free edge, while the beard is formed by the con-

vergence of two side c\irrents which meet at the middle

line.

On the trnnk of the body, there is a centre of radiation

from each armpit, and two lines of divergence, one of the

latter proceeding from this point horizontally to the middle

of the front of the chest, the other vertically along the side

of the trunk, across the front of the hip, and down the

inner side of the thigh to the bend of the knee. From the

armpit centre, and from the upper side of the horizontal

line, a broad and curved current sweeps upwards over the

upper part of the front of the chest, and around the neck,

to the back. From the lower side of the horizontal hne,

and from the vertical line, the set of the current is down-

wards and inwards, with a gentle undulation to the middle

line in front, and backwards, also with an easy undulation

to the spine.

From the armpit centre there proceeds another line of

divergence, wliich encircles the arm like a bracelet, imme-

diately below the shoulder. From the upper margin of

this line the direction of the current is upwards over the

shoulder, and then backwards to the mid-line of the body.

Another line commences at this ring on the front pai-t of

the arm, and rims in a pretty straight course to the cleft

between the index finger and thumb on the back of the

hand : this is the line of divergence of the arm
:
from it

and from the ring the stream sets, at first, with a sweep

forwards, and then, with a sweep backwards to the point

of the elbow. In the fore-arm, the diverging currents

sweep downwards in front, and upwards behind, also tend-

ing to the point of the elbow, which is thus a centre of

convergence ; while on the back of the hand and fingers

the sweep outwards, with a curve having the concavity

upwards, is quite obvious.

On the lower limb there are two vertical lines of di-

vergence : the one being the continuation of that of the
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side of the tnmk, proceeding around the inner side of the

thigh to the bend of the knee ; the other, an undxilating

hue, beginning at about the middle of the hip, and running

down the outer side of the thigh and leg, and across the

instep to the cleft between the great and second toe. A
short oblique line connects the two vertical Hues at the

bend of the knee. On the front of the thigh, the streams

from the two lines converge, and descend towards the

knee. On the back they converge also at the middle line,

but ascend towards the trunk: of the body. On the leg,

where there is but one line, the diverging currents sweep

around the limb, and meet upon the shin, while on the

foot they diverge with a sweep, as upon the back of the

hand.

Chemical analysis shows the hair to be composed of a

basis of animal matter (albumen), of a certain proportion

of oily substance, of the salts of lime which enter into the

composition of bone, of flint, sulphur, and two metals,

namely, manganese and iron. The quantity of sulphur is

somewhat considerable, and it is this substance which is

the principal cause of the disagreeable odour evolved by

hair during combustion. The constituents of hair of

various colours also present some differences : for example,

red hair contains a reddish-coloured oil, a large proportion

of sulphur, and a small quantity of iron; fair hair, a white

oil, with phosphate of magnesia ; and the white hair of the

aged, a considerable quantity of bone-earth or phosphate

of lime. According to the latest ultimate analysis, fair

hair contains the least carbon and hydrogen, and most

oxygen and sulphur ; black hair follows next ; while brown

hair gives the largest proportion of carbon, with somewhat

less hydrogen than black hair, and the smallest quantity

of oxygen and sulphur. The hair of the beard was found

to contain more carbon and hydrogen than the hair of the

head, and less oxygen and sulphur. The quantity of

nitrogen is the same in all.

Tlie presence of animal matter in the hair is a cause of

the hygromctric phenomena which it is known to evince.
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Animal matter, having saline substance entering into its

composition, has a great disposition to attract fluids from

the atmosphere, and when this occurs, the shaft of the

hair becomes swollen and straightened. When, on the

contrary, the hair contains a larger proportion of oily sub-

stance, the influence of the animal matter and salts in the

absorption of aqueous fluid is checked, and the hair main-

tains its natural curliness. This I believe to be the expla-

nation of the curling and non-curling quaUty as it exists

in hair.* The ordinary eifect of damp in destroying the

curls of the hair is well known, but it is not perhaps so

well known that this state of the hair participates in the

daily health of the individual. I liave collected several

instances in which the hair, naturally possessing a strong

curl, becomes lank and straight if its possessor be out of

health, and where the straightness of the hair becomes as

certain an index of a disordered state of the economy as a

yellow eye-ball or a white tongue.

The influence of climate on the curli-

ness or non-curliness of the hair is illus-

trated in the difference in this respect

between the natives of the north and of

the south, the long lanky hair of the

former as compared with the frizzly curls

of the natives of Africa. I am indebted

to Dr. Tilt for a lock of hair, of which I

subjoin a likeness, from the head of a

Bosjeman girl, fourteen years of age. It

is the most remarkable I ever saw, consisting of minute

* The cuvHng property of the lisiir lins giveu rise to miipli tbe-

oretictil speculation on tlie part of physiologists. One nitnbntes it

to llalness of the shaft; another, to unequal distribution of the

fluids in the substance of the hair; a third, to impediment in its

escape from the aperlnre of the hair-tube; a fourth, to impediment

in traversing the deep layer of the scarf-skin; and n fifth, to defi-

ciency of gelatine. Of these theories, that which ascribes the

curling properly to flatness, that is, to the form of the shaft, is

most worthy of attention.

I jrig_ ;i9._A lock of ringlets, natural size, from a Bosjeman

girl, aged fourteen.
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curls like those of a doll, the curls being beautiful in

themselves, but very unfit to cover the head of a woman*

of fourteen. The individual hairs are not deficient in

length, but they are excessively fine. I find a similar forma-

tion and disposition on the head of one of my servants, a

young negro from Nubia ; the hair is soft, fine, very ciu-ly,

and gathered all over into little flocks, which very imper-

fectly cover the head ; and yet his hair has not been cut

for two years and a half, since, in fact, he allowed it to

grow after shaving and the use of the tarboosh. He is

now twenty years of age, but has neither whiskers nor

beard. Mr. St. John, in his " Travels in the Valley of

the Nile," remarks, " that the efiect of the climate of

Egypt upon the hair is remarkable. My own beard,

which in Europe was soft and silky, and almost straight,

began, immediately on my arrival at Alexandria, to curl,

to grow crisp, strong and coarse, and before I reached

Es-souan, resembled horse-hair to the touch, and was all

disposed in ringlets about the chin. This is, no doubt, to

be accounted for by the extreme dryness of the air, which,

operating through several thousand years, has in the

interior changed the hah> of the negro into a kind of

coarse wool." He further says, that on his return to

Europe, when he reached Malta, he had lost all his

curls.

Now, Mr. St. John, in the above paragraph, speaks of

the hair of the negro, as other authors are wont to do, as

being a " coarse wool ;" but, according to my observation,

the individual hairs of the negro are finer than those of

Europeans ; and as respects the term wool, why, wool is

hair, differing in nothing essential from the hair of the Cau-

casian head. I refer now to the wool of the sheep ; but

the woolly curls of the African are nothing loss than the

curls about the chin of Mr. St. John's beard, when in its

curliest state of eastern luxuriance. The existence of

curliness causes the fine hairs to cling together and give

rise to the production of flocks.

* WomauliooJ is oomplote nt fourteen in Africa.
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A well known and conspicuous property of the hair is

its aptitude for assuming an electrical condition. The
noisy sparkles produced by friction of the hair of a cat

are familiar to every one, and are an illustration of this

curious quality. Hair becomes negative, in reference to

electricity, by friction ; it is also a condenser and bad con-

ductor of the electric fluid. Hence, we occasionally have

an opportunity of observing the same luminous sparkles in

human hair as in that of animals. I am acquainted with

a lady who is a great sufferer from neuralgia of the head,

and while under the influence of the distressing pain of

this malady, her hair becomes highly electrical, so that

when she lets it down at night, each haii- repels its neigh-

bour, and every hair hangs separate from the rest, giving

to the entire shock a most remarkable appearance. Then

we have, most of us, experienced the crackling state of our

own hair, in dry states of the atmosphere, and particularly

during the prevalence of easterly winds.

We come now to the question, of the piirpose of hair in

the animal economy P That it effects an important one,

we have evidence in its almost universal distribution

among the mammiferous class of animals, and indeed, if

we admit the analogy between feathers and hau% among

all warm-blooded animals ; additional evidence is obtained

in the perfection of its structui-e, and again, in its early

appearance during the development of the young. As a

bad conductor of heat, it tends to preserve the warmth of

the body, and in man it would have that efiect upon the

head, and serve to equalize the temperature of the brain.

It is also an agent of defence against external irritants, as

the heat of the sun's rays and the bites of insects ; and

against injuries inflicted with violence, as we see illustrated

in the use of the horse's tail on the helmets of warriors.

Of special purposes fulfilled by the hairs, we have instances

in the eyebrows and eyelids, which are beautifully adapted

for the defence of the organs of vision; in the small hairs

which grow in the apertures of the nostrils, and serve as

guardians to the deUcate membrane of the nose ;
and in
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simQar hairs in the ear-tubes, which defend those cavities

from the intrusion of insects. Among the larger mammi-

ferous animals, the hair of the tail is used as a whisk to

remove flies that pierce the skm to suck blood or deposit

eggs ; and in those parts of the body which the tail cannot

reach, a flowing or bushy mane serves to supply its place.

By a power of conduction of outward impressions common

to the hair with all rigid bodies, these organs are calculated

to perform the oflice of an apparatus of touch. We feel

distinctly the disturbance of the hau:s of the head by the

movements of a fly, although the little creature is at some

distance from the skin ; and, on a similar principle, the

long and rigid hairs of the upper Up of feUne animals are

an agent of touch, transmitting whatever impression they

receive to the sensitive pulp upon which they are implanted.

Indeed, animals of the cat tribe have the power of erecting

these hairs, and rendering them fixed, so that the slightest

impression of contact is transferred to the nerves of the

sensitive pulp.

The property of the hair of defending the head against

heat, is curiously illustrated in the habits of hot climates.

Mr. St. John remarks, that it is the custom in Egypt to

shave the head, but as a substitute for the loss of the

natural covering, " to guard the head from the heat of the

sun, two red felt caps (called tarboosh), with another of

double calico, are worn; and as the season advances, or as

we proceed farther south, a thick handkerchief is stuifed

into the crown." Speaking of the Ababde and Bisharein

Arabs, he says, they were clad " in brown sacks, without

tarboosh or turban, trusting to their prodigious growth of

black curly hair to defend their heads from the sun." In

another place, referring to a Nubian travelling with a

laden ass, he observes, "his head was shaven, excepting

that important tuft on the crown, by wliich the Angel of

Deatli, in the last day, will bear all true believers to

Paradise; yet he walked uncovered in the sun, whose heat

appeared sufhcient to scorch his brain to a cinder." Again,
" it can hardly be doubted, that the habitual exposure of
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tlie bare skuW tends, as Herodotus lias remarked, to

harden it exceedingly; but it may possibly, at the same

time, produce an injurious effect upon the brain. Der-

vishes, Santons, Sanynsis, Yoghis, and other fanatics or

vagabonds found in the East, who expose themselves in

penance to the sun, if they were not lunatic at the outset,

generally become so. Nature, by furnishing the head

with a thick covering, suggests the propriety of protect-

ing the brain from the effects of intense heat, and there

are few points on which she can be disobeyed with

impunity."

Among the purposes of the hair, that of ornament will

occiir to the minds of most of my readers, though they

will hardly be prepared to find it so disfigured to the uses

of man as is shown to be the case among the inhabit-

ants of some of the islands of the Indian Ajrhipelago.

" We were visited along the whole length of the coast"

(New Ireland), writes Captain Keppel, "by a constant

succession of canoes, with natives very similar to those of

the Feejee islands. Although they came alongside, none

of them could be induced to come on board. They had a

vast quantity of hair, frizzed out, and coloured white,

black, or red. A man, having his hair carefully divided

down the middle, would present one side covered with

a jet-black mixture, while the other half would be of

a bright red, or perhaps white. The men, five or six in

number, belonging to the same canoe, were generallv

coloured uniformly. Suppose a canoe with a black

crew to have paddled up to one side of the ship, pre-

sently, while your attention was occupied elsewhere, they

would shift round to the other side; but, lo ! now the

crew were white. It is not easy to believe that black is

white, yet here it was so: one and the same crew were

black on the port and white on the starboard side. Others

with their hair cut short, and covered over with some

dirty thick gluey substance, would paint a white ring

round the liead just above the eyes and cars, with a line
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imder the chin. It was difficult to believe that the head

was not confined in a close-fitting skull-cap." The re-

viewer of Captain Keppel's book concluding his notice,

aptly remarks: "Truly the 'family of man' numbers

some strange members."

In considering the special functions of the hair, I am

led to a subject to which, some years back, Mr. Chadwick

directed my attention, namely, the uses of the beard.

There can be no doubt, says Mr. Chadwick, that the

mustachio is a natural respirator, defending the lungs

against the ijihalation of dust and cold ; it is a defence of

the throat and face agamst the cold; and it is equally in

warm climates a protector of those parts against excessive

heat. Mr. Chadwick was fii'st led to make these obser-

vations by seeing some blacksmiths who wore beards,

whose mustachios were discoloured by the quantity of u-on

dust which had accumulated amongst the hairs ; and he

justly inferred, that had not the dust been so arrested by

a natural respirator it must have found its way into the

lungs, where it could not have done otherwise than be

productive of evil consequences. Mr. Chadwick further

reminds me of the necessity for the beard in sandy coun-

tries, as Syria and Egypt, and mentions the well known

fact, that travellers through those countries find it expe-

dient, and even necessary, to wait xmtil their mustachios

have grown to a sufficient length to defend their mouths

against the admission of the burning sands of the desert.

Upon the same prmciple he conceives that the mustachio

would be of service to labourers in all dusty trades, such

as millers, bakers, masons, &c. ; in workmen employed in

grinding iron and steel, and iu travellers on dusty roads.

In favour of the mustachio as a defence against the in-

halation of the cold air, it has been stated that persons

who wear mustachios are less susceptible of toothache

than others equally exposed ; and that the teeth are less

apt to decay. The use of the mustacliio and beard as a

means of maintaining the temperature of the parts which it
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covers is indisputable. Mr. Cliadwick remarks, that lie

has known an instance of a cold occasioned by shaving the

mustachio ; and I have myself seen a severe attack of

mumps result from the removal of the whiskers. Mr.
Chadwick also states, that the sappers and miners of the

French army, who are remarkable for the size and beauty

of their beards, enjoy a special immunity against bronchial

affections ; and in further illustration of the same principle

he has known persons susceptible of taking colds and sore

throats rescued from that inconvenience by permitting

the growth of hair beneath their chins. The celebrated

Egyptian traveller, Mr. St. John, informed me, that

Walter Savage Landor was a great sufferer from sore

throats for many years of his life ; and that he lost the

morbid disposition by foUowuig the advice of the surgeon

of the Grand Duke of Tuscany to let his beard grow; a

certain corrective, as he was assured by that medical

authority. There are strong reasons for the opinion

advanced by Mr. Chadwick, and others, that the army

and navy should wear mustachios and beards. The argu-

ments against the mustachios and beard, at least in this

country, are founded on the possible neglect of cleanhness.

This argument could not apply to the army and navy,

where attention is paid to such points; but it would and

might among our ill-fed and worse-lodged working classes.

In warmer climates another difficulty arises, as happened

to a friend of my own, who took pride in a majestic beard,

and almost wept over the necessity for its destruction,

when, one morning, after enjoying the hospitality of an

Arab tent, he beheld his glorious beard teeming with

animated forms.

Of the delicacy and beauty of structure of the hair, I

have endeavom-ed already to adduce evidence ; and with

regard to its early development, I will now make a few

observations. At the period of birth, the human infant,

without reference to sex, is covered-with a thick down,*

* Lorry compares tliis dowu on the faces of young cbildren lo

the bloom on freshly giuliered fruit.
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and it is then that we hare the best opportunity of ob-

serving the direction of the hairs ; for, diu-ing the first

year, the greater part of the temporary hairs have fallen,

and are succeeded by others which appear upon the surface

only in some situations. The first hairs that are developed

are those of the eyebrow, then those of the upper lip and

aroiind the mouth, and, at a later period, those of the head.

The last which push through are the hairs of the fingers

and those of the external ear and nose. At the period of

adolescence, the hairs acquire a new impulse of growth in

co-relation with the more active development of the frame;

and when the powers of the system are on the wane, the

hair is among the first of the organs of the body to evince

an associated infirmity. It seems to be established that

the hairs, at their first formation, do not issue dii'ectly

from the hair tubes, but become bent upon themselves, so

that they form a loop, whereby the point of the hair is

directed towards the root, and the bend of the loop towards

the aperture of the hair-tube, or pore. The cause of this

position of the hair would appear to be some obstruction

at the pore, from the accretion of the unctuous substance

of the oil-glands and the cast cells of the hair-tube, for the

little scale formed by this accretion is gradually raised by
the elasticity of the hair, and when the latter attains sufR-

cient power, is cast off, and the hair bursts from its tem-

porary imprisonment.

In reflecting on the purposes of the hair in the animal
economy, we must not pass over its chemical constitution.

A large quantity of carbon and hydrogen are by its means
separated from the system ; and although several other
organs are concerned in the more abundant removal of the
same elements, yet it would not be judicious to deny, that
the comparatively trifling aid of the hair is, under some
circumstances, of importance in the exact counterpoise of
the manifold operations of the animal organism. A
learned French writer, Moreau, narrates the case of a
young lady who was cured of mania by the cutting of her
hair. Another relates that a Capuchin friar was cured of
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a serious disease by shaving Ms beard, and several instances

are recorded iu wliich headache has subsided on the re-

moval of the hair. Vauquelin and Pourcroy have given it

as their opinion, that the hair, in conjunction with the

other products of the skin, is capable of supplying the

office of the kidneys.

Again, it has been observed that the growth of the hair

is unusually rapid in that disease in which the functions of

the lungs are more or less completely abrogated, namely,

pulmonary consumption ; and we are but too well ac-

quainted with the long silken eyelashes, and long and

streaming hair, of the sufferers from that distressing

malady.

It is a question to what extent the hair, after its growth,

is completed, is susceptible of influence proceeding from

its formative element, the skin. In other words, whether

it is capable of imbibing fluids derived from the blood-

vessels, aud if so, whether this power of imbibition extends

to the entire length of the shaft, or is limited to that

portion of the hair which is contained within the hair-

tube. I have already stated my conviction that a trans-

mission of fluids from the bloodvessels of the skin into the

substance of the hair really occurs j the quantity of such

fluid aud its nature being modified by the peculiarity of

constitution or state of health of the iadividual. Hence,

in a state of perfect health, the hair may be full, glossy,

and rich iu its hues, in consequence of the absorption from

the blood of a nutritive juice, containing its proper pro-

portion of oily and albuminous elements. In persons out

of health it may lose its briUiancy of hue, and become

lank aud straight from the imbibition of juices imperfect

iu composition aud ill-elaborated; while, in a third group,

there may be a total absence of such nutritive juice, aud

the hair, as a consequence, look dry, faded, and, as indeed

is the case, dead. That these phcuomcna do take place

iu the hair, I have satisfied myself by frequent observa-

tions, aud I feel also satisfied that the juices penetrate to
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tlie extreme jjoint of tlie hair. That there may be cii-cum-

stances which may cause a limitation in the distance to

which the fluids proceed, is quite obvious ; but these must

be regarded in the hght of modifying conditions.

Xow, if it be estabHshed that the hair is susceptible of

permeation by fluids derived from the blood, it follows that

such fluids, being altered in their chemical qualities, may
possess the power of impressing new conditions on the

structure into which they enter. Thus, if they contain an

excess of salts of lime, they may deposit lime in the tissue

of the hair, and so produce a change in its appearance from

dark to grey. But the mysteries of vital chemistiy are

unknown to man, and other and more extraordinary

changes may be produced in the juices of the blood by
suflicient causes, and then such phenomena may result as

the sudden conversion of a part, or, indeed, of the whole

of the hair of the head, from a dark colour to one of

snowy whiteness. I was an unbeliever in the possibility

of this change until within the last year, when an instance,

which I shall presently narrate, and which I cannot doubt,

unexpectedly came under my notice.

But, besides the sudden or speedy conversion of the

entire head of hair from a dark tint to white, the change

may be slow and partial, and having taken place, may
either continue, or return, on a change of health, to its

natural hue. This latter circumstance points to a cm'ative

indication, and, acting upon the suggestion, I have in

several instances succeeded in restoring the original colour

to grey haii- by medical means. The following quotation
from the letter of a medical friend will illustrate the kind
of alteration to which I am now referring. He says

:

" I have observed my own hair to be more grey in the
spring than in the beginning of winter, and that for several
years past. I think that the hair which shoots out during
the winter is white, and that in the summer dark, and the
white hair becomes dark as it grows up in the summer."
Another instance, now before me, is that of a lady who

H
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had ]aer head shaved in consequence of disease of the scalp.

When the hair grew, it was very grey, but by degrees re-

sumed its natural colour. I may refer also to the case of

a hterary friend, who, having had his head shaved while

residing in Egypt, found, at the end of four months, when

he allowed it to grow, that it was quite white. As growth

advanced, some of the natural colour of the hair re-ap-

peared, but it has since gone back, and is at present per-

fectly white.

The history of the case of sudden blanching of the hair,

to which I have above alluded, is as follows :—A lady, now

in her sixty-second year, had an early and long attachment

for a gentleman to whom she was affianced, and who, at

the period to which I refer, was on his voyage from Hull
.

to London, to complete his marriage engagement. On the

morning of November 19, 1823, a few days after the time

when he had promised to return, a letter was put mto her

hands, which conveyed the news of his sliipwreck and

death. She instantly fell to the ground insensible, and

remained in that state for five hours. On the following

evening, her hair, which had previously been of a deep

brown colour, was observed by her sister to have become

as white as " a cambric handkerchief." Her eyebrows and

eyelashes retained their natural colour.

The distress into which this poor lady was thrown by

the sad news above related was such that she was unable

to quit the house for six months. Her whole system

underwent convulsion ; the foimtain of life seemed for a

time to be dried up, and the very colom- of her blood ex-

hausted. Subsequently, the whole of the white hah- fell

off, and when another crop appeared, it was grey, as it

still remains. These details, corroborated by the sister

who first perceived the change, were told to me, even at

this distance of time, with a quivering hp and moistened

eye. Her heart has beaten irregularly ever since.

Lord Byron has recorded, in words more diu-able than

brass, an mstance of the gradual conversion of the hair to

grey :—
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" My hair is grey, though not with years;

Nor grew it white

In a single uight,

As men's have grown from sudden fears."

Prisoner of Chillon,

A lady of some literary eminence, to whom I related the

foregoing instance of sndden blanching of the hair, in-

formed me that an aunt of her own had become grey in

a few days, in consequence of the shock occasioned to her

nervous system, by finding, on waking in the morning, a

beloved sister lying dead by her side. Mary Queen of

Scots and Marie Antoinette both became grey in a short

period, from grief. Sir Thomas More, we are told, turned

grey during the night preceding his execution. According

to Borellus, two gentlemen, the one a native of Languedoc,

the other a Spaniard, were so violently aifected, the first,

by the announcement of his condemnation to death, the

latter by the bare thought of having incurred a serious

punishment, that both became blanched in the course of a

single night. The gravity with which Daniel Turner re-

lates the following case, which he attributes to Schenkius,

is amusing :
—" Don Diego Osorius, a Spaniard of a noble

family, being in love with a young lady of the court, had

prevailed with her for a private conference, under the

shady boughs of a tree, within the garden of the King of

Spain, but by the unfortunate barking of a little dog, their

privacy was betrayed, the young gentleman seized by some

of the king's guard, and imprisoned : it was capital to be

found in that place, and therefore he was condemned to

die. He was so terrified at the hearing of his sentence,

that one and the same night saw the same person young

and old, being turned grey as in those stricken in years.

The jailor, moved at the sight, related the accident to King
Ferdinand, as a prodigy, who thereupon pardoned him,

saying, he had been sufBciently punished for his fault."

And again, this, from the same author :—A young noble-

man " was cast in prison, and on the morrow after, ordered

to lose his head ; he passed the night in such fearful ap-

H 2
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prehensions of death, that, the next day, Ca3sar sitting on

the tribunal, he appeared so unlike himself, that he was

known to none that were present, no, not to Casar him-

self; the comeliness and beauty of his face being vanished,

his countenance hke a dead man's, his hair and beard

turned grey, and in all respects so changed, that the em-

peror at first suspected some counterfeit was substituted

in his room. He caused him, therefore, to be examined if

he were the same, and trial to be made if his hair and

beard were not thus changed by art ; but finding nothing

counterfeit, astonished at the countenance and strange

visage of the man, he was moved to pity, and mercifully

gave him pardon for the crime he committed." And be

follows this case with another, both being intended to

illustrate the force of imagination. " Somewhat like this,"

says he, " is that relation of Esquire Boyle's, who tells

us, that when he was in the county of Cork, in Ireland,

there was an Irish captain, who coming to dehver himself

up to my Lord Broghil, commander of the English forces

in those parts, according to a pardon proclaimed to those

Irish that were willing to surrender themselves and lay

down then- arms ; he was casually met, with some of his

followers, by a party of Enghsh, and intercepted, the

governor being then absent. Upon which the poor captain

was so apprehensive that he should be put to death, before

my lord's return, that the very fear and anxiety of his

mind quickly changed the colour of his haii-, in a peculiar

manner, not uniformly, but interspersedly among some of

his locks, which were perfectly turned white, the rest of

them retaining their wonted redcbsh colour."

Dr. Cassan records the case of a woman, thirty years of

age, who, on being summoned before the chamber of Peers

to give evidence upon the trial of Lovel, underwent so

powerfid a revulsion, that in the course of one night the

hair was completely blanched, and a furfuraceous eruption

appeared all over her head, upon her chest, and upon her

back. Henry of Navarre, on hearing that the edict of
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Wemours ^vas concodecl, was so exceedingly grieved, tliat

in tlie coiu-se of a tew hours a part of one of his mustacliios

whitened. In one person, some of the eyelashes became

blanched from mental agitation. The writer of the article,

Zoology, in the Encyclopaidia Metropolitana, "has known

one instance of a banker whose hair became grey in the

course of three days, when under much anxiety during the

great panic of 1825 ; and also another gentleman, who at

his marriage, when about forty years old, had a dark head

of hair, but on his retiirn from his wedding trip, had be-

come so completely snow-white, even to his eyebrows, that

his friends almost doubted his identity." Moreau narrates,

that he once knew an aged man, for whom snow-white

hair and a countenance deeply marked by the furrows of

care inspired the respect which we owe to age and misfor-

tune. " My hair," said he, " was as thou seest it now,

long before the latter season of my life. More energetic

in their effects than assiduous toil and lingering years,

grief and despair, at the loss of a wife most tenderly loved,

whitened my locks in a single night. I was not thirty

years of age. Judge, then, the force of my sufferings ; I

still bear them in frightful remembrance."

I am little disposed to speculate on the "modus oper-

andi" of this change of colour of the hair, but am content,

for the present, to give a fitting place to the fact as it

stands. The phenomenon may be the result of electrical

action; it may be the consequence of a chemical alteration

wrought in the very blood itself ; or it may be a conver-

sion for which the tissue of the hair is chiefly responsible.

In any case, the following explanation, offered by an

eminent French chemist, Vauquelin, I should feel inclined

to discard, as partaking too largely of the coarser opera-

tions of the laboratory. " We must suppose," says the

author in question, " to explain the sudden change of the

hair, that at the critical moment when Nature is in revo-

lution, and wlien, consequently, the natural functions are

suspended or changed in nature, that an agent is de-

veloped in the animal economy, and passing into the hair,
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decomposes tlie colouring matter. This agent must be

an acid."

The rapid blanching of the hair derives an important

illusti-ation from the animal kingdom. Several of the

animals which inhabit the polar regions are known to

become white during the winter season, and among the

most remarkable of these is the lemming. Sir John Eoss

remarks that, finding the lemming, like the polar hares

which had been tamed and kept in confinement, preserve

its usual colour durmg the winter, he placed one in the

open air, on the fii-st of February, when the thermometer

stood at 30° below zero. The next morning, the fur of

the cheeks, and aspotiipon each shoulder, had become per-

fectly white. On the following day the hmder part of the

body, and the flanks were of a dirty white hue, and at the

end of a week, the animal was entirely white, with the

exception of a saddle-shaped patch on the middle of the

back. No other change ensued, although the poor animal

was kept exposed to the cold until it perished. When the

skin was examined, the white hairs were found to be much

longer than those of the unchanged patch, the blanching

being confined to that portion which exceeded in length

the natural hairs. So that, when the white ends were cut

oW, the animal appeared to have regained, with very little

alteration, its summer coat, and without any reduction m
the length of its fur.

It is by no means uncommon to find instances of a

gradual change of colour of the hair referrible to a parti-

cular period of suQ"ering, as was the case with the greyness

of Mary Queen of Scots and Marie Antoinette. Alibert

records, that after severe illness, a head of brown hair was

exchanged for one of bright red, and m another person,

from having been previously brown, the hair became deeply

black. Several instances are narrated in which brown

hair became fair, and in an old person the white hair fell

ofl", and was replaced by brown. John Weeks, who lived

to the age of 114, recovered the brown hue of his hair some

years beibre his death; and Sir John Sinclaii- reports that
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a Scotchman, who died in his 110th year, had his hair

restored to its original colour in the latter years of his life.

Susan Edmonds, in the 95th year of her age, had her hair

changed to black ; it again became grey previously to her

death, at 105.* Dr. Isoard, detailing the constitutional

pecidiarities of a particular family, observes, vrith regard

to one of its members, a yoimg lady of seventeen, deaf

and dumb from bii-tli, that each tune she is attacked by a

fever peculiar to herself, she undergoes a changein the colour

of her hair, from" a pleasing blonde to a dusky red ; but

that so soon as the febrile symptoms diminish, the natural

colour retiu'ns. A more perplexing case is the following,

communicated by Dr. Bruley, a physician ofFontainebleau,

to the Academy of Medicine in Paris, of 1798 :
— A

woman, sixty-six years of age, afflicted with consumption,

had fair hair, transparent as glass ; four days before her

death, this haii' became jet-black. On examining the

roots of the hair. Dr. Bruley found the bulbs distended

to an imusual size, and gorged with a black pigment, while

the roots of those of the fair liairs which yet remained,

were pale and shi'iveUed. The case, however, is imperfect,

from the circumstance of the length of the haii* being un-

mentioned.

We sometimes meet with cases in which the blanching

of the hair has resulted from disorganization of the skin

produced by inflammation or accident. I have had occa-

sion to remark upon the growth of white hair upon the

scars left by certain of the diseases of the scalp. Accord-

ing to Pepys, Prynne, the antiquary, amused the guests

assembled around a dinner-table on one occasion by citing

the example of " one Damford, that, being a black man,

did scald his beard with mince pie, and it came up again

aU white in that place, and continued to his dying day."

Of a similar nature arc the white patches upon the backs

of horses which have been galled by the saddle.

The brief history of the hair which I have now given,

would be incomplete, were I not to refer to the numerous
* Eiicyclopicdia Metropolitima.
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fabulous stories to which ignorance of the economy of the

hah- has given birth ; and this is the more necessary, from

the circumstance of such fables being sometimes met with

in high places, and under the sanction of high names. A
more celebrated name than that of Bichat is hardly to be

met with among medical authorities ; and yet Bichat has

propagated a serious error, in declaring that he has found

hairs growing from the mucous membrane. Similar state-

ments have been made by more recent writers, and amongst

the places named as the seat of hairs is the tongue. But

the fictions of the ancients on this subject far outweigh all

that the moderns have ever written or imagined. Thus,

in the " Philosophical Collections," it is recorded, that

" Pliny and Valerius Maximus concur in their testimonies,

that the heart of Aristomanes was hairy. Caslius Ehodi-

ginus relates the same of Hermogenes the rhetorician; and

Plutarch, of Leonidas the Spartan."* A prevalent belief,

strengthened by the opinion of several modern French

writers on this subject, is, that the hairs grow after death.

The hairs " by some authors," writes Daniel Turner, are

" denied to be proper parts of the body, as not being

nourished by the common life of the whole ; it being ob-

servable that the hair, and some say, the nails also, grow

after death." And Diembroeck likens them to polypody,

or "any other small fibrous shoots out of an old tree,

which continue to grow after the tree is dead, having a

proper vegetation of their own, differing from that of the

root or trunk from whence they arise." I fimcy that I

have seen an apparent growth of the downy hairs on the

dead body, where decomposition has made considerable

progress, but I am unwilling to believe in such a pheno-

menon without further and more careful investigation.

The lengthening of the hairs of the beard observed in a

dead person, is merely the result of the contraction of the

skin towards their roots, and not a vital process continuing

after the death of the individual ; indeed, it is identical

with a similar pushing of the hair which is known to take

* EucYcloiiuidia Britiiuuica. Aiticle, Hair.
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place in postliiiinous plaster casts ; a mere result of con-

traction of the plaster, and occurring where growth from

nutrition could never be suspected. It is said that when

the sarcophagus containing the head of Charles the First

was opened recently, the hair was found to have grown to

an extraordinary length. Again, in the "Philosophical

Collections" above referred to, an account is given by

Wulferus of .a " woman buried at Nuremberg, whose gx-ave

being opened, forty-three years after her death, there was

hair found issuing forth plentifully through the clefts of the

coffin, insomuch that there was some reason to imagine the

coffin had sometime been covered all over with hair." And

Mr. Arnold gives " the relation of a man hanged for theft,

who in a little time, while he yet hung upon the gaUows,

had his body strangely covered over with hair."*

* Encyclopffidia Britannion. Article, Hair.
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CHAPTER VI.

ON THE INFLUENCE OP DIET ON THE HEALTH OF

THE SKIN.

In preceding cliapters, I have encleavoured to show, that

whether we regard the skin as an independent organ, or

consider its function in connexion with the entire system,

we cannot fail of coming to the conclusion that it must be

an important agent, for good or for evil, in the animal

economy. In addition to the power of sensibility which

it confers on the system, it is the means of conveying to

the mind a knowledge of the state of temperature of the

body; it is, as it were, the thermometer of vital heat, the

degrees upon its scale being computed by the expressions

agreeable and disagreeable, in place of the terms of the

common thermometer. The value of these expressions to

health is not, however, sufficiently estimated; but it is

nevertheless certain that a disagreeable impression of

temperature in the skin is a warning note of something

mischievous to health, acting either within or out of the

economy. If the temperature be elevated above the

agreeable point, without an evident cause, there is fever;

if it be lowered below the agreeable point, upon only a

part of the body, there is need of vigilance. The tempera-

ture of health is a genial summer over the whole sm-face.

and when that exists, the system cannot be otherwise

than well. This brings me to the rule of health which I

wish to establisli, namely, by food, by raimen t, by exercise,

and by ablution, to maintain and preserve an agreeable

imrmih of the skin. Everything above this is suspicious;

everything below, noxious and dangerous.

Food is in a twofold manner a source of warmth: firstly,
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by supplying the material of nutrition requisite to balance

the continual waste taking place in the body; and secondly,

by conveying into the system those elements which, by

their chemical combinations, elicit heat. To ensure these

results, food must be wholesome and sufficient, and must

combine all that variety of animal and vegetable which a

Divine Providence has bestowed upon man. Dr. Pro\it

has grouped all nutritive substances into four classes, which

he terms aqueous, saccharine, albuminous, and oleaginous.

The first of these needs no elucidation; it is an abundant

and necessary constituent of the body, and an universal

component of our food. The saccharine class is derived

from the vegetable kingdom ; the albuminous chiefly from

the animal realm; and the oleaginous from both. "A
diet," writes Dr. Prout, " to be complete, must contain

more or less of all the four staminal principles ; such at

least must be the diet of the higher classes of animals, and

especially of man." And the same author beautifully

remarks—" This view of the nature of aliments is singularly

illustrated and maintained by the familiar iustance of the

composition of milk. All other matters appropriated by

animals as food, exist for themselves, or for the use of the

vegetable or animal of which they form a constituent part.

But mUk is designed and prepared by nature expressly as

food, and it is the only material tkroughout the range of

organization that is so prepared. In milk, therefore, we

should expect to find a model of what an alimentary sub-

stance ought to be, a kind of prototype, as it were, of

nutritious matters in general. Now, every sort of milk

that is known, is a mixture of the four staminal principles

we have described ; in other words, milk always contains,

besides water, a saccharine principle, a caseous, or, strictly

speaking, an albuminous principle, and an oily principle.

Though, in the miBi of different animals, the three latter

of these staminal principles exist in endlessly modified

forms, and in very different proportions, yet neither of

them is at present known to be entirely wanting in the

nulk of any animal."
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To those who are unacquaiuted with the principles of
chemistry, it will be a startling announcement, that all

organic matters, whether animal or vegetable, are composed
essentially of the same elementary principles

; and, more-
over, that these principles are only four in number, namely,
oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon. The two first

of these gaseous elements are the constituents of water

;

nitrogen exists in the atmosphere, in conjunction with
oxygen; and carbon is the impui-ity of the air exhaled
from the lungs during respiration. Thus, in the air which
we breathe, and in the water which we apply to our com-
monest uses, these four essential elements of everything

organic on the face of the globe, these four constituents of

ourselves and of our means of life, are present, as almost

sole components. The saccharine staminal principles are

composed of oxygen, hydrogen, and from forty to fifty per

cent, of carbon ; the albuminous, of oxygen, hydrogen,
nitrogen, and from fifty to seventy-five per cent, of carbon;

and the oleaginous, of oxygen and hydi'ogen, with eighty

per cent, of carbon. Now, as these three nutritive prin-

ciples embrace an extensive variety of substances, for

example, the saccharine includes sugar, acid juices, starch,

and gum ; the albuminous, all the varieties of flesh, jelly,

curd, and gluten ; and the oleaginous, a great variety of

oils, besides fat, suet, butter, and alcohol, it follows, that

the whole of these substances, however dissimilar they may
appear in character and properties, diifer, in reality, only

in the possession of a little more or little less of one or

more of the primary gaseous principles of which they are

all composed.

When alimentary substances are taken into the stomach,

they are submitted to the chemical process termed digestion,

which has for its object the separation of the four above-

mentioned primary principles from their state of union in

the food, and their combination anew, in order to constitute

an animal nutritive principle, capable of being received

into the blood, and of undergoing successive transmuta-

tions. For example: this newly-formed nutritive substance,
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haying been mingled with the blood of the right side of

the heart, and propelled through the lungs, combines with

the oxygen of the atmosphere. It is then conveyed to

the left side of the heart, and transmitted by the arteries

to the capillary vessels in every part of the system (see

diagram, page 28). Here, another chemical process,

termed nutntion, is effected, the newly-formed nutritive

principle transudes through the coats of the capillaries,

and yielding up its oxygen, becomes deposited as new
matter in the living tissues. The oxygen combines with

the old material, just supplanted by the new, and forms,

among other effete substances, which are separated from

the body in various ways, carbonic acid gas. The latter

enters the blood particles, communicates to them a different

form and dilfei-eut refractive power, gives them the deep

colour which is characteristic of impure blood, and, finally,

is cast off from the blood, in the lungs, to be removed from

the body with the expired air.

Thus it will be seen that a succession of chemical changes

is taking place; firstly, in the stomach, then in the blood,

then in the tissues, and then in the lungs ; and the whole

of these changes are attended with the development of

heat ; the most important, in reference to the present sub-

ject, as giving rise to the greatest amount of heat, being

the chemical change which accompanies nutrition. When-
ever an unusual proportion of carbon exists in the system,

a larger supply of oxygen than common is required for its

removal, an active chemical combination is consequently

taking place in the tissues of the body, and an energetic

development of heat is the necessary result. Now wo
have seen that the alimentary princi2:)les differ from each
other in the proportion of carbon which they contain, and
if we are desirous of increasing the amount of heat, M'e

should have recourse to that knid of food which promises
the maximum of carbon, and vice versa. Thus, the diet of
invalids suffering from feverishness should be of the sac-

charine kind, as containing tlic least carbon
; and the same

remark applies to the summer season j while in the \\ inter.
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and cold climates, the oleaginous must necessarily be tlie

prevailing and favourite aliment. Of tMs principle, we

liave a remarkable illustration in tbe natives of countries

near the Pole, whose food is almost entirely composed of

fat and oil, and they are enabled, by its use, to withstand

the excessive cold of theii- climate. How wonderful is the

Providence that guides the seal and the whale, whose

blubber is the chief source of the oil they use as food, to

the seas of these desolate regions !

The chemical process which has now been described is

identical with that which takes place in a burning candle;

the carbon of the fatty matter of which the candle is com-

posed combines with the oxygen of the atmosphere, and

carbonic acid gas results ; the process in man and animals,

is therefore very correctly likened to combustion; the same

chemical change occurs, and heat is, in like manner,

ehcited. But the whole of the carbon of the body is not

got rid of by this process alone ; some is deposited, as fat,

in the tissues and bones ; a large quantity is separated,

as a fatty emulsion, by the Uver ; some is disposed of in

the formation of the hair and unctuous substance of the

skin; and some is eliminated by the skin, as carbonic

acid gas. The nitrogen of the food forms compoimds in

the blood and in the tissues, which are of a stimulant

nature, and hence are very proper to assist in the develop-

ment of heat ; but when these substances are produced in

excess, they act as a cause of irritation, and, indeed, are so

violent in their effects as sometimes to cause death. The

kidneys and the skin are the organs which separate these

irritating matters from the body, and their detention in

the skin'is the cause of some of the eruptions and diseases

of that membrane.

In the preceding remarks, I have endeavom-ed to bring

before the reader a view, as extensive as my limits wiU

aUow, of the nature of food, and of the chemical and vital

processes by which it is subjected to the purposes of

nutrition. I need say little with regard to the goodness

of the food selected ; that is a matter to be left to the
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judgment and taste, as well as to the experience, of the

consumer. "Be vratchful of the effects of the food which

you take ; avoid whatever appears to irritate, and eat only

that which experience has proved acceptable."* If the

question arise, whether a given article of diet be whole-

some, it may be well to bear in mind the saying of Man-
deville to some ladies of the court who made such an

inquiry of him: " Do you like it ? does it agree with you?"t
" Sanis, sunt omnia sana." To the healthful everything

is wholesome.

It is hardly necessary to observe that all aliment, to be

nutritious and beneficial to the system, must be sound and

fresh. When decomposition has taken place, combinations

of a dangerous kind are generated, which act as poisons on

the system. Of the articles of food which are thus to be

eyed with suspicion are fish, potted meats, sausages,

game, &c. There are, of course, individual peculiarities of

constitution, which cannot be taken into consideration here,

in which the most wholesome food may prove noxious, as

in the example mentioned by Dr. Prout, of a person who
was unable to eat mutton without being seriously ill. In
his case the pecuharity was supposed to depend on caprice,

and the meat was repeatedly disguised ; but in every in-

stance it produced the same injurious eifects.

I have met with several cases of a similar repugnance

for certain articles of diet. In one of these, the otFending

substance was egg, and the susceptibility of the gentleman

in whom it occurred so great, that the mere glazing of

pastry was sufEcient to induce a serious malady. The
other instance happened in a fai'm-servaut, who could not
be induced to partake of a Michaelmas dinner because a
turkey stuffed with sage and onions was to be one of the

• Kitcbinei's Peptic Precepts.

+ " Instinct than Reason makes more wholesome meals."

Young.
" My appetite is in several things of itself happily enongh accotii-

niodated to the health of my stomach; whatever I take against my
liking does me harm; but nothing hurts me that I eat with appetite
and delight."

—

Montaigne. Essay on ExjJcriuuce.
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dishes. Once lie was nearly suffocated from having gone
to sleep in a room in which some onion-seed was left to

dry
; and, on crossing a kitchen in which the smell of onion

was mingled with that of other savoury odours, he was
under the necessity of holding a handkerchief to his face,

as we should do when exposed to mephitic vapours. Dr.

Duuglison* remarks, that " a friend of Tissot could not

take sugar without its exciting violent vomiting."

A literary man of great eminence, who is at present

under my medical care, suffers great derangement of sto-

mach whenever he takes an article of diet or medicine

containing anything appertaining to the orange, whether

the pulp, the rind, or the blossom ; and he informs me of

an instance of an entire family, whose susceptibility of

constitution gives rise to vomiting whenever they attempt

to swallow veal. I know, besides, a whole family to whom
pepper, and particularly cayenne pepper, is so repugnant,

that, if accidentally swallowed, it immediately gives rise

to red blotches on the skin, more especially of the face

and neck. In one member of the same family, hot roast

beef produces a similar effect.

As relates to the quantity of food taken, it is best, at all

times, to err on the side of moderation, and the appetite

must be made the test of sufBciency. I have no hesitation

in condemning variety in a single meal, however much

variation of diet may be generally useful, for variety of

dishes is simply an ingenious device for heaping an un-

natural load on the stomach.f Dr. Combe, in his work on

* On Human Henllb.

+ Miindeville remarks, "Be content witli one dish nt n men]; in

the choice of that consult your pahtte."

—

Treatise on Hypochon-

driasis.

To giiin a knowledge of our opponent is a first success in every

undertaking. Hear what the " Metaphysique de I'Appotit" prepares

for our persecution. " II y a trois sortcs d'appotits: celui que I'on

eprouve a jei^m, sensation imperieuse qui ne chicane point sur les

mets, et qui vous fait venir I'eau a la houche, a I'aspect d'uu bon

ragout." " Le second appetit est celui que Ton resseut lorsque,

s'etant mis a tahle sans fain), on a dcja goute d'un plat succulent,

et qui a cousacic le proverbc, ra-ppilit viunt en manyeanl." " Le
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digestion and dietetics, has the following excellent remark

on the subject : "It may be alleged, that a glass of brandy

after a heavy dinner facilitates digestion, and therefore

cannot do harm. I admit at once, that when we eat too

much, or fill the stomach with indigestible food, a dram of

brandy, from its tempoi-ary stimulus, enables us to get rid

of the load sooner than we could do without it. But it

seems to me, that a far wiser plan would be, to abstain

from eating what we know to be oppressive to the stomach,

and that by this means we shall attain our end infinitely

better than by fii'st eating a hearty meal, and then taking

a stimulus, the efficacy of which is diminished by every

repetition of its use. If we were compelled to exceed the

bounds of moderation in eating, there would be some
apology for our conduct."

The periods of taking food, usually adopted, in con-

formity with convenience and the recurrence of hunger,

are those which are best adapted to the purposes ot

health, namely, the morning meal, mid-day meal, and the

evening meal. The morning meal, or break-fast, the " early

bit" of the Germans, is taken at eight or nine. The mid-
day meal, the dinner of our forefathers, the second break-
fast of the French, and the luncheon of fashionable life, is

taken at one or two ; and the evenioig meal, the supper of
our forefathers, and the dinner of the present day, at six

or seven. That these are the proper periods for meals, is

evident from the fact of their maintaining their place amid
the changes which fashion is constantly introducing. The
lunch of fashion is a light and commendable dinner ; the
dinner of fashion is an early and moderate supper. If we
look at these periods in another point of view, we shall

find an interval of four hours left between them for the
act of digestion and subsequent rest of the stomach.

troisieme appelit, est celui qu'excite un itiPts ilelicieiix qui parnit a
la fin (I'un repas, lorsqiie I'estomac siitiafnit, I'lionime sobre iiUnit
quitter la table sans regret." " La connaissaiice de cette inctii-
physiqne de I'nppetit doit gnider le cnisinier habile dans la compo-
sition dii premier, du second, et du troisieme service."— Co»rs
Gaslronomique.

I
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Digestion will claim between two and three hours of the

interval ; the remaining hour is all that the stomach gets

of rest, enough perhaps, but not too miich, nor to be
justly infringed. We here see a rule of diet vividly sug-

gested, namely, to let that patient drudge the stomach
alone during its three hours of labour and one of rest ; to

put nothing more into it, while the mill is at work, nor

when it is in repose gathering its strength for another

grind. Tease it not, fret it not, if you would keep it in

good humour, and without its good humour alas for

yours! Another inference: the maxim " little and often"

is obviously imsound, moderate and seldom, would be more
to the purpose.

And where is my tea.P says the reader. The tea is not

a meal ; when it is properly used, it should not be a meal;

but it has a special purpose to fulfil which I -svill now
explain. Tea, and under the generic term tea I include

coffee— tea is usually taken three hours after dinner.

Now, as I have shown above, this is the moment which

corresponds with the completion of digestion, when the food

having been conveyed away from the stomach, nothing

remains behind but the excess of the acid juices employed

in digestion ; these acid juices create an uneasy sensation

at the stomach, and a call is made for something to reheve

the uneasiness ; tea fulfils that object, for tea is in its

nature alkaline, and therefore serves to neutralize the

acid juices to which I have referred. Tea, then, must be

regarded simply as a chemical agent having a specific

purpose, that of neutralizing the acid of the stomach. In

this light, it is a most useful article of diet, as we know it

to be most grateful; and we find the lady of fashion

sipping her tea at five o'clock, three hours after her lunch,

because the small sharp voice of the stomach calls for it,

and because by its means she feels revived and refreshed.

On the same principle, after the business of the dining-

room, the antacid and refreshing beverage, cither in the

shape of tea or coflec, is prepared in the drawing-room.

In taking either, the nearer they approach to the simple
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infusion the better, little milk or cream and less sugar
should be the principle. But seeing the purpose of tea

;

how unreasonable to make it the excuse for a meal, to

conjoin with it, toast, muffins, bread and butter, and id

genus omne. I go back, then, to my previous position and
say, three meals a day may be taken as the standard of

habit and custom; tea and coffee having a specific place

and pm-pose as a beverage, but noue as a meal.

There is another branch of dietetics that calls for an
observation from me, I mean the diet of children.

Children are growing animals ; nutrition in them is active,

and calls for good and plentiful material in the shape of
nourishment. As far as period is concerned, the same law
that apphes to adults is equally suited to them, three
meals a day, an interval of four* hours between each. I
speak of children out of arms, not of infants. The sub-

stance of their meals cannot be too nutritive, or too much
varied

; they have men and women to make
; healthy and

strong, and handsome men and women, and to do this

well, the little artisans must have good food and plenty;
then plenty of oxygen in air and exercise; then plenty of
sleep to rise up again in vigour to their labour. I have
heard children taunted with idleness, when childhood is

the most active period of man's life ; the child is father
to the man physically as well as morally, he builds up and
makes the man. Hence a heavy responsibility attaches
to parents and guardians as to supplying them with the
requisite means.

That the diet of children cannot be too varied or ex-
tensive is a doctrine I have long held ; and I was recently
much charmed in finding the subject treated with such
admirable sense and judgment by a high authority in the
science of living—Soyer. His letter entitled " The
Nursery Dinner," in the "Modern Housewife," I cannot
too strongly commend to the perusal and attention of my
readers, and to the study of those on whom the proper
rearing of children in any way rests. Speaking of the
diet of children for the day, this author writes :—" Bread

I 2
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and milk for breakfast at eight : the dinner at one, which

was composed as follows throughout the week: roast

mutton and apple pudding, roast beef and currant puddiag,

baked apples; boiled mutton with turnips, after which

rice or vermicelh pudding ;
occasionally a little salt beef,

with suet dumplings, plain and with currants in them, or

pease pudding ; or if unwell, a little veal or chicken-broth,

or beef-tea."

This scheme of diet is intended for the cliildren of persons

in very moderate circumstances ; but for those who can

afford it, he prescribes, as the dinner of one day, roast

mutton ;
" then the next day I would give them a small

piece of mutton plain boiled, with turnips and apple tart,

or a few sHces of roast beef, or a small piece roasted on

purpose, after which a very plain currant pudding
;

or,

occasionally, a little pickled pork, with pease pudding, or

roast pork, with baked apples, and now and then a httle

salt beef, but very well boiled, with suet dumplings, and

occasionally, for change, either bread, vermicelli, or

tapioca puddings ; in case of iUness, and with the appro-

bation of the doctor, veal, mutton, or chicken-broth, sago,

gruel, panada, &c. Many people may perhaps imagine

that there is too much variety of food for children, but it

is quite the contrary, for change of food is to the stomach

what change of air is to the general health ;
and of course,

with children, these changes must be effected with

judgment."

Soyer is perfectly right with regai-d to the question of

variety of food for children ; and the intention is so rational,

that it is dilBcult to conceive how a difference of opinion

can exist with regard to its trutli ; and yet I have heard

parents make a boast that their children were fed ex-

clusively upon mutton, as though it were their intention

to render the stomach incapable of supporting and

digesting any other kind of food in which they generally

succeed. Another monomania is that of miuimizmg tbo

quantity of food. Being consulted, on one occasion, for

eruptions of the scalp in a family of children, and per-
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ceiving that the disease resulted, in a word, from starvation,

I put the following questions to the father—a man con-

sidered safe in every other particular, and a rational man.

My questions developed his lunacy :—" What have your

children for breakfast?" "Bread and butter, and milk

and water." " All the year round P" "Yes, invariably."

(Here a smde of contented innocence passes over the face

of respondent.) " What have they for dinner P" "Pud-
dings—light, you know, not heavy things—no pastry, no

fruit." "I fear you did not understand my question:

Have they no meatp" "Yes, oh yes; mutton, say, at

least three times a week ; no beef—at least very seldom

—

chiefly mutton." " Well, and what do they have for

supper P" "Bread and butter, and mUk and water."

Well, reader, am I wrong in saying that my friend is a

madman, to feed his horse upon hay, and expect him to

be always ready for work—no oats, too hard of digestion

!

•—to feed his children with milk and water, and bread and
butter, and expect them to make flesh and blood, thews

and sinews, let alone heart, and that bluff honesty which
characterizes the Englishman. Society puts no restraints

upon such madmen as these
;
they are permitted to walk

at large, and be the founders of a poor, puny, miser-

able, consumptive race ; a race, mind ye, that, in a more
primitive state of society, would be weeded from the

stalwart crop, and hung up on the first tree. Then
came out the reeking wonder of this gentleman's mind
—that with so bland, so careful, so digestible a diet, his

children could suffer from any ailment, and, more than
all, from a skin complaint. With an improved diet they
got well instantly.

Sameness of food, improper food, defective ventilation,

and insufEcient exercise, are the causes of most of the
diseases of children ; and especially of cutaneous com-
plaints. This is the secret of the ring-worms and scall'd

heads of public seminaries. In some of these institutions,

as I have heard, there is a ceremony in which the children
take a public meal in the presence of the governors and
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tlieir friends. On these occasions, the platters eclipse in

whiteness the envious snow ; a suppressed burst of dehght

is heard from the spectators ; the morsel of cheese, cut

with mathematical precision, would not vary a grain in

the thousand platters ; the bread—what ingenuity ! each

with its neighbovir a very twin. And how many days in

the year do the children enjoy this fattening collation ?

365. For three hundred and sixty-five days, for a thousand

children, is this " tonjours perdrix" feast the very same

;

and yet there are people in the world who wonder that

diseases should break out, that skin affections should be

rife, that consumptions should prevail. Engraft a bud of

Soyer on such an institution, and health and happiness,

learning, ability, and talent, wUl take the place of disease,

melancholy, stupidity, and common-place intellect. What
now, in this intelligent country, if there were a college

of cookery, with Soyer for its head. Think, reader, before

you smile. It would not be too much to hope, as a result,

a great improvement of the intellect of the counti'y, and

an equal improvement in its physical strength.

I have little to say regarding the diet especially suitable

for diseases of the skin, inasmuch as, upon this head, very

little indeed is known. Vegetables generally are suj^posed

to be purifiers of the blood, probably on account of their

tendency to produce a laxative effect on the alimentarj'-

canal. There is one edible plant in particular which has

long enjoyed an anti-scorbutic reputation ; whether justly

or unjustly, I cannot say. But if we are to credit an old

French author,* we must conclude the Latter to be the

case. " Of the various herbs whose juices have obtained

the reputation of being salutary in diseases of the skin,"

he says, " there is one which I snatch eagerly from its

position, as being in a high degree pernicious in these

diseases, the plant to which I refer is the cress. It is in-

flammatory in its action on the blood, astringent to the

bowels ; in other words, it constipates and inflames. How
then has it obtained the reputation which it possesses?

* Retz. Tliinl Edition. 1790.
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Ouglit it not rather to be despised for its miscMevoug

effects ?"

I must in this place also attack a prejiidice that relates

to another article of diet in connexion with skin diseases,

namely, salted meats. Now, salt is as necessary to the

health of the economy as the most nutritive substance

;

indeed, it may be aiErmed, that without salt, animal ex-

istence would be impossible, inasmuch as salt enters as a

natural element into the composition both of the fluids and

of the solids of the body. On the other hand, it is known
that if persons be made to live exclusively on salted pro-

visions for a considerable length of time, as is sometimes

the case with sailors during a long voyage, they are apt

to suffer from a disease, the scurvy, in which the skin is

seriously affected.

Now, it unfortunately happens that, with the majority of

the public, scurvy, or its Latin adjective, scorbutic, is the

family name for every disease of the skin. So, as sailors

fed for many months on salt junk are liable to scurvy,

why, landsmen having a skin affection, vulgo a scurvy or

scorbutic, must needs be made to shun all meats which

contain the most moderate amount of salt. This is bad
reasoning, gentle reader ; for setting aside the fact, that it

is uniformity of food, and not the salt, which is the cause

of scurvy, we can form no idea, in these times of peace

and plenty, of the nature of the salted meats which are

consumed by sailors under the circumstances above re-

fen-ed to. Our closest approximation to "salted meats,

namely, salt beef, ham, bacon, salt fish, &c., are in truth

fresh meats in comparison with junk, and wholly incapable

of exciting or exasperating cutaneous diseases, were they
even taken constantly instead of rarely, as is the case. I
doubt very much, if a person abstaining wholly from salted

meats, and partaking only of fresh, woidd not, from neces-

sity both of taste and digestion, swallow as much salt in

the twcnty-fo\ir hours as he who made no siich restriction.

Those who never touch salt (if such there be) miist not
imagine that they take none with their food, for there is
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scarcely an article of diet, whether animal or yegetable,

that does not contain it. And those substances in which

no salt can be discovered will be found to possess the ele-

ments of salt, ready to combine and produce it the instant

that they are admitted into the stomach or blood.
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CHAPTER VII.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF CLOTHING ON THE HEALTH

OF THE SKIN.

Next in importance to a judicious and rational diet, as a

means of maintaining the temperature of health, is the

raiment selected for its preservation. It is a fact which

must be apparent to every one, that clothing, in itself, has

no property of bestowing heat, but is chiefly useful in pre-

venting the dispersion of the temperature of the body,

and, in some instances, in defending it from that of the

atmosphere. This power of preserving heat is due to the

same principle, whatever form the raiment may assume,

whether the natural covering of birds and animals, or

whether the most beautiful and elegant tissues of human
manufacture. In every case it is the power which the

coverings possess of detaining in their meshes atmospheric

air that is the cause of their warmth. We have an ex-

emphfication of this principle in the lightness of all articles

of warm clothing as compared with water ; the buoyancy,

for example, of a fleece of wool, or the lightness of a

feather. In the eider-duck, or the sea-bird, it is the accu-

mulation of warm air within their downy covering that

defends them alike from the temperature of the water, and
from its contact. The furs from the piercing regions of

the north, which we prize so highly as articles of dress,

are, to the animals which they invest, so many distinct

atmospheres of warm air; and the same principle is carried

out in the clothing of man. Our garments retain a stratum
of air, kept constantly warm by its contact with the body,
and as the external temperature diminishes, we increase

the number of layers by which the person is enveloped.
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Every one is practically aware tliat a loose dress is muck
warmer than one which fits close ; that a loose glove is

warmer than a tight one ; and that a loose boot or shoe,

in the same manner, bestows greater warmth than one of

smaller dimensions. The explanation is obvious : the loose

dress encloses a thin stratum of air, \^ hich the tight dress

is incapable of doing ; and all that is required is, that the

dress should be closed at its upper part, to prevent the

dispersion of the warm air, and the ventilating current

which would be established from below. The male sum-

mer dress in this climate consists of three layers, which

necessai'ily include two strata of atmospheric aii* ; that of

females contains more ; and in the winter season we in-

crease the number to four, five, or six. As the purpose of

additional layers of dress is to maintain a series of strata

of warm air within our clothes, we should, in going from a

warm room into the cold, put on our defensive coverings

some little time previously, in order that the strata of air

which we carry with us may be sutEc'ently warmed by the

heat of the room, and may not be in need of borrowing

from our bodies.* Otherwise, we must walk briskly in

order to supply heat, not only to keep up the warmth of

the strata of atmosphere nearest ourselves, but also to

furnish those which we have artificially made by our addi-

tional coverings. "When we have been for some time in

the air, if we could examine the temperature or chmate

between the several layers of our dress, we should find the

thermometer gradually falling, as it was conveyed from

the inner to the outer spaces.

These observations on dress have reference to the num-

ber of layers of which the covering is composed, but they

are equally applicable to the texture of the garment itself,

* Tbe prnctice of keepijig clothes in ft cold rnom, nml of imtliiig on

cliilled garments, is very injudicious and dniigerous. Dr. Kilcliiner

remarks: "A great coat must be kept in ft room wliere tliere is a

fire; if it lins been luiug up in ft cold damp liall, as it often is, it

will contviluite about as much to your calorilicatiou as if you wrapped

a wet blanket about you."_
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The materials employed by man in the manufacture of his

attu'e are all of them bad conductors of heat ; that is to

say, they have little tendency to conduct or remove the

heat from the body
; but, on the contrary, are disposed to

retain what they receive; hence they are speedily warmed,
and once warm, preserve their temperature for a length-

ened period, and convey the sensation of warmth to the

hand. They are also bad conductors of electricity, and on
this account become sources of safety in a thunderstorm.

They are all derived from the oro;anic world, some from

the vegetable, and some from the animal kingdom ; for

example, hemp and flax are the fibres of particular plants,

while cotton is a covering of the seed of a plant. Silk,

wool, hair, feathers, and leather are animal productions

;

silk being a kind of tenacious gum drawn through minute
tubes, like those of the spinneret of the spider, in the body
of the silk-worm, and dried in the form of excessively

delicate threads. Wool is a soft and elastic hair ; while

hair, feathers, and leather, have been already described in

preceding chapters of this work. Of these materials, the

first five are chiefly employed as articles of clothing, and,

in order to be fitted for that purpose, are spun into threads,

and then woven into a tissue of various degrees of fineness

and closeness. It is evident that this tissue will have the

effect of retaining a quantity of air proportioned to the

size of its meshes ; hence, besides the strata of atmosphere
imprisoned between the dilFerent articles of clothing, each
article is in itself the depository of an atmosphere of its

own. Thick textures are warmer than thin ones made of
tlie same material, because the body of air retained in their

meshes is great, as we see illustrated in blankets and
woollen garments. Wool, moreover, being, in reality, hair,

is cellulatcd in its structure, and each of its little cells is

the separate casket of a collection of air. Hair differs

from wool only in the greater solidity of its structure; but
from its attendant hardness is little adapted to the pur-
poses of weaving

; it is employed chiefly in the production
of manufactures termed fells, for which, from the nature
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of its formation, it is peculiarly fitted. Hats, and some-

times bonnets, are made of felt, and so, likewise, is a par-

ticular kind of thick shawl recently introduced. Felts

are necessarily porous in their texture, besides being com-

posed of a cellulated fibre, and are proportionally warm.

Leather is a kind of natural felt, but of much closer and

firmer texture than an artificial manufacture. The thinner

and softer kinds of leather are sometimes used as body-

clothes, but its special and proper purpose is the manufac-

ture of coverings for the feet, to protect them from cold and

wet. To the inhabitants of cold climates, feathers are a

source of peculiar comfort, but, from their bulk, are not

easily convertible into body garments. From their Hght-

ness and warmth, they are fitted to supply the wants of

the most refined and fastidious Sybarite, and they serve to

cover and protect us during the ever-recurring winter of the

twenty-four hours, when, as I shall have presently to show,

our power of generating heat is temporarily diminished.

Linen differs from other textures used as clothing in

the roundness and pliabihty of its fibre. These
Flo 4.0

J. »/

' qualities give a smoothness and softness to its

tissue which adapt it peculiarly, as a soft and

agreeable covering, to be worn next the skin.

~ Hence we find, that in temperate climates, linen

is an universal favourite. But linen has its objec-

tionable points; it is a good conductor, and bad

radiator, of heat, and therefore the very opposite

of a warm dress, which should be a bad conductor

- and good radiator. On this account it is that,

despite its excellence in other particulars, it feels

cold when it touches the skin. But hnen is open

to a stronger objection than that which I have just men-

tioned : from the porosity of its fibre, it is very attractive

of moisture, and when the body perspires, it absorbs the

perspiration actively, and displaces the air which, in a

dry state, is held within its meshes; so that, in place of

an atmosphere of dry air, it becomes the means of maiii-

* Fiij. 40.—A fibre of liueu, mngnified 150 limes.
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taining a layer of moisture. Now, -water is one of tlie

best conductors of heat, and removes it so rapidly from

the body as to cause a general chill. But this is not all

;

the moisture in the tissue of the linen has so great a

capacity and attraction for heat, that it continues to rob

the body of more and more of that element until the

whole of the fluid is evaporated. These circumstances

have caused the entire abandonment of linen as a covering

next the skin in hot climates, where the apparel must be

necessarily thin. But in temperate and hot climates, we

get over the inconvenience by wearing a bad conductor

and good radiator outside the linen, in the form of a

woollen or leather covering in the winter, and cotton or

thin woollen in the summer season.

Cotton is a warmer covering than linen, from being a

better radiator and worse conductor of heat, and, in the

present excellence of its manufacture, offers most of the

advantages of softness and pliability of that texture. But

it must be admitted that it is wanting in the fresh-

ness of linen, a quality which, in this climate, we
could not easily dispense with. Cotton has the

advantage over linen of not absorbing moisture

to anything like the same amount, and conse-

quently does not destroy its own radiating powers

by substituting a good conductor, water, for a

bad conductor, dry air. Hence cotton is, with good

reason, the favourite and proper body-linen of hot

climates. Besides the absence of freshness in cot-

ton, there is another objection to its use ; it is not,

like linen, composed of fibres which are perfectly

rounded ; but, on the contrary, its fibres are flat and
have sharp edges, which latter are apt, in delicate skins,

to excite irritation. It is on this account that we carefully

avoid the application of cotton to a graze or wound,
and employ for such a purpose its smoother and softer rival,

linen.

Silk occupies the third place above linen as a bad con-
* F'kj. 4J .—A libie of cottou, mngnified 100 limea.
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ductor and good radiator of heat, and comes next to cotton
as a means of bestowing warmth ; its fibres, like those of
linen, are round, but softer and smaller; and, woven into

a tissue, it has less disposition to absorb moisture than
cotton. Therefore, so far as roundness of fibre, softness

of texture, absence of attraction for moisture, and power
of communicating warmth, are concerned, silk is greatly

superior to both linen and cotton
; moreover, it gives the

sensation of freshness to the touch which is so agreeable in

linen. But with all these advantages, silk has its defects :

on the slightest friction, it disturbs the electricity of the
skin, and thus becomes a source of irritation. Sometimes,
it is true, this irritation is advantageous, as causing a

determination of blood to the surface ; but when this

action is not required, it is disagreeable, and quite equal,

in a sensitive constitution, to producing an eruption on the

skin. I have seen eruptions occasioned in this manner,
and when they have not occurred, so much itchiug and
irritation as to call for the abandonment of the garment.

Wool is open to several of the objections bi'ought

against the three preceding tissues; thus, from
Fig. 42.*

^]^g nature of its structure, being similar to hair

in the formation of its fibre, it is highly irritative

to sensitive skins, and moreover, disturbs the

electricity of the cutaneous suz'face, on friction,

even more than sUk. On these accounts, there

are persons who find it quite impossible to wear

woollen garments next the skin in any shape,

whether as flannel, worsted, or merino. Happily,

this is not absolutely necessary, for all tlie advan-

tages of wool, and they are many, may be ob-

tained by wearing the woollen garment outside

one of linen ; indeed, this is preferable, in warm weather,

to wearing the wool next the skin, since the linen absorbs

the perspiration, whUe the woollen garment preserves the

warmth of the body and prevents the inconvenience re-

* Fiq. -12.—A fibre of wool, ningiiilied 810 tiaics. It jjresems

ou its suifiice the ordininy scaly cLiiructer of Luir.
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suiting from its evaporation. Wool, as may be inferred

from these observations, is one of the worst conductors and

best radiators of heat, and is, on this account, a valuable

and indispensable means of preserving the bodily heat in

the winter of cold climates like our own ; and even in

the summer it is a serviceable defence against colds and
rheumatism.

The influence which colour exerts over the apparel, as

modifying its power of preserving warmth, is very remark-

able. As a general rule, all the dark colours absorb more
hght and more of the sun's rays than those of a brighter

kind, and in propoi'tion to this quality is their power of

absorbing heat. A good absorber is also a good radiator;

hence dark colours ai'e good radiators of heat, and, accord-

ing to the nature of their material, bad or good conductors.

White, on the contrary, reflects the rays of light, and with

them, the heat, and thus is a bad absorber and bad radiator

of heat. It is therefore well adapted both for a summer
and a winter dress ; in the summer season prohibiting the

passage of heat from without inwards, and in the winter

in the contrary direction. Franklin, many years since,

placed a number of small squares of various coloured

cloths of the same material on the snow, and found, after

a time, that the snow covered by the black piece was the

most, and that beneath >the white the least melted. Sir

Humphry Davy " took six pieces of copper (each an inch

square and two lines thick) of equal weight and density,

and coloured one of the surfaces white, one yellow, one
red, one green, one blue, and one black. On the centre

of the under surfaces was placed a portion of a mixture of
oil and wax, which became fluid at 76°. The plates were
then attached to a board painted white, and the coloured
surfaces of all the pieces equally exposed to the direct rays
of the sun. The result was, that the cerate on the black
plate first began to melt, then that on the blue, next the
green and red, and lastly the yellow. The square coated
with white was scarcely affected by the heat, though ther
black had completely melted." More recently, a similar
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experiment was made by Stark. He enveloped the bulbs

of a number of thermometers in pieces of cloth of the same

material, but of different colours, and immersed the whole

in boilino^ water. The thermometer around which the

black cloth was wound, was the first to indicate a given

heat; then that which was covered with green, then red,

and last of all, white ; the difference between the black

and the white being twenty-five per cent. This influence

of colour is antagonized by the nature of the material, and

as it acts superficially, produces very little change on thick,

although considerable on thin, textures, such as gauze.

"We have now discussed the principles which render

clothing a means—firstly, of preventing loss ofwarmth hy

the body: secondly, of increasing its degree; thirdly, of

guarding it against alternations ; and fourtlaly, protect-

ing itfrom intensity of heat, both of the atmosphere and

sun ; but there is one point in connexion with clothing that

still remains to be observed, which is, that it permits the

free transpiration of the skin so necessary to comfort, and

even to life. This property is due to the porosity of the

textures employed in the fabrication of di'ess, and that it

is an indispensable quality will be admitted at once, when

we recollect that the skin is an important agent in respira-

tion, receiving oxygen through its tissues, and giving back

carbonic acid in return, and an equally important agent in

separating from the blood those impurities that otherwise

would oppress the system and occasion death. In a pre-

vious chapter, I have referred more particularly to these

circumstances, and especially in the instance of those

remarkable cases where death was occasioned by the

application of an impermeable covering to the skin. This

is a reason why any close dress, such as one impregnated

with caoutchouc (Macintosh) would be objectionable next

the skin ; and it explains how a lady, too anxious for the

protection of her person against cold, maybe sufibcated in

her own dress. The apparel must be such as shall permit

%free transpiration from the skin, and, moreover, convey the

transpired fluids from the surface ; otherwise, colds, irrita-
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tion to tHe skin, and other bad consequences, must follow.

Those who have worn india-rubber socks or shoes will have
experienced the first of these discomforts from the puddle
of transpired fluid in which then- feet are bathed in a few
hours after putting the coverings on ; and as an instance

of the second, I shall adduce a quotation from my work on
the Diseases of the Skin* on the subject of a disorder
termed sudamina, or miliars/ eruption. " Since the days
of Sydenham, who advocated so powerfully the adoption
of a cool temperature and cooling regimen in fevers, suda-
mina have become rare ; but previously to his time, they
were exceedingly frequent, and, from their connexion with
fever, were regarded as a specific disorder, preceded and
accompanied by a severe and dangerous fever. This fever
was termed miliaria, and for many years was regarded as a
dangerous and fatal disease, spreading hke an epidemic,
and destroying multitudes of fives ; but, as I before re-
marked, since a more rational method of treatment has
been employed in medicine, mifiary fever has ceased to
exist." On the same subject, Bateman remai-ks: " Among
the various circumstances under which the miliai'ia was
formerly excited, the puerperal state appears to have been
most frequently the source of it, insomuch, that it was
described as an epidemic among puerperal women. This is

sufficiently accounted for by the treatment which was
unhappily pursued during the confinement after childbii-th,

of which an impressive description is given by Mr. White-
for not only was the mother immediately loaded with bed-
clothes, from which she was not allowed to put out even
her nose, and supplied with heating liquors from the spout
of a teapot

;
but to her room, heated by a crowd of visitors

and a fire, all access of ah- was denied, even through a key-
hole. From these causes, fever was almost necessarily in-
duced, with the most profuse sweats, oppression, anxiety,
and fainting, and these again were aggravated by spicy
caudles, spirits, opiates, and ammoniacal medicines. That
a number should perish under such management with every

* Third Edition, page 230,
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symptom of malignity, and that many who surviTed it

should escape with broken constitutions, will siirprise no

pei-son who is acquainted with the baneful influence of

over-excitement in febrile complaints."

In the preceding remarks, I have endeavoured to esta-

blish as a law of health the necessity ofpreserving an agree-

able temperature of the body* and I have pointed out the

means, so far as food and raiment are concerned, of efiect-

ing this object. I should wish it to be understood, also,

that the feehngs, if the nervous system be sound, are the

proper channel for arriving at a knowledge of the state of

warmth of the system. I will now proceed to describe

certain phenomena, in connexion with the temperature of

the body, necessary to be known, in order to derive the

proper benefit from these observations. We have seen

that the temperature of man varies very httle in the whole

extent of range between the tropic and the pole ; that he

can support the intense heatf of the former without much

elevation of his inward heat; that he can live where

mercury is a solid mass, like lead, with the most trifling

depression of his vital warmth. But it must not be sup-

posed that the constitution of the man is the same in these

two opposite conditions ; it is, indeed, widely different ; in

the one he enjoys what may be termed a summer consti-

tution; in the other, a tuinter constitution; and we all,

without being aware of it, have a siimmer constitution, to

harmonize with the warmth of summer, and a winter con-

stitution, to enable us to resist effectually the inclemency

of that season. In other words, we become inured or

* " Only fools and beggars suffer from cold," says Boerliaave,

" the latter not being able to procure suflBcieiit clotlies, tbe former

not liaviug tbe seuse to wear tbem." Another aphorism of tbe

same aiilbor, was, that our winter clothing should be put off on

Midsummer's day, and put on again tbe day after. This rule was

intended to apply to the climate of Holland, but may be remem-

bered, if not wholly acted on, also, in Britain.

+ At page 45, I have stated the temperature of Hindostnu to rise

occasionally to 120°. It has been noted in Africa at and m
the Oasis of Mourzouk, in British India, according to Ritchie and

Lyon, at 130°.
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accustomed to the existing atmospherical state, so that,

familiarized with the warm breath of June, tlie moderate

temperature of a summer's night strikes cold and chill,

whUe, a few months later, ui the winter season, that same

temperatm-e would feel oppressive from its heat. Upon

the same principle, the temperature of the atmosphere at

zero feels warm and agreeable to the mariner in the polar

regions after he has been for some time previously subjected

to a temperature of fifteen or twenty degrees below that

point. I may better illustrate this topic by relating an

experiment performed by Dr. Edwards, of Paris. In the

mouth of February, this gentleman removed five sparrows

from a warm room, and placed them ia a cage sm-rounded

by snow and ice. At the end of three hours they had lost

less than two degrees of temperatiire. In the month of

July, four sparrows, under the same circumstances and in

the same lapse of time, lost upwards of twenty-one degrees

of temperature. They were, iu point of fact, nearly frozen

by a degree of cold which, in the winter, they could bear

without discomfort. Man is La precisely the same position

during the two seasons; in the winter, he possesses a power

of sreneratiag within himself sufficient heat to resist the

cold ; m the summer, he loses this power, and is propor-

tionally dependent for his heat on the temperature of the

surrounding atmosphere.

It is this power of endurance of cold at one period, and

the absence of its necessity at another, that enables animals,

in their wild and unprotected state, to bear the vicissitudes

of winter with so little preparation in clothing, and so little

real iaconvenience. And, in like manner, man, in oiu-

cbmate, and in a state of health, does not require au

amount of covering at all proportioned to the difference of

temperature between summer and winter.* Indeed, wo

* Tlie poor among the aiinient Britons went naked, not, it is

true, from olioice but from necessity. " Perliaps it was in conse-

quence of tliis want of covering," says Smollett, " tliat tliey had

recourse to the practice of painting their bodies with a substance

that shut up the pores and defended the nerves of the sUin from tlie

K 2
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not uncommonly, from inattention or want of due con-

sideration, make no difference between our summer and

our winter dress ; and the poor, from necessity, are com

peUed to know no distinction. But sickness has the same

effect on our system as the summer constitution, and by

reducing our power of generating heat, renders us more

than ordinarily susceptible of cold, even when the tem-

perature is comparatively mild. Thus, when we suffer from

what is popularly termed " a cold," or a slight attack of

indigestion, we are acutely sensible of a low temperature;

and it is then, as under other circumstances producing a

like sensation, that we should protect ourselves by warmth

and warmer clothing. Indeed, while we neglect this rule,

we are augmenting the state of congestion of the internal

skin, or mucous membrane, which is the essential cause of

the ailment under which we suffer, while by encouraging

and promoting the warmth of the skia, we tend to dissi-

pate it.

The same remarks apply with equal force to sedentary

occupations in a warm room, whether in the summer or the

winter season, or to employment conducted in a warm

atmosphere in the winter time. Such conditions are equi-

valent to the effect of a warm climate, and bring with

them the summer constitution, which is unsuited to stand

the severity of cold. To persons in this state, a greater

inclemencies of the weather: thus fortified, Dio NiciBus tells us,

they could endure the severest cold, and even renmin whole days

immersed in mud." The shutting up of the pores, as the readers

of this book must be aware, is bad physiology, but does not alter

the fact which the quotation is intended to illustrate.

In Cliambers' Journal for July 5, 1845, it is staled that the inha-

bitants of Terra del Fuego, belonging to the Pelcheree or Yaca-

nacii tribe of Indians are naked, with tlie exception of a small

piece of seal-skin, which they hang upon the shoulder next the

wind. Their climate is much colder than that of North Britain,

no season being quite free from frost. In the month of March,

when the thermometer stood at 40°, an infant about a week old lay

in the bottom of one of their canoes quite naked; and the "little

cliildren were seen capering, quite naked, on the beach, although

the thermometer was at 40°." The colour of the people is a light

copper hue, the hair being " long, lank, and black."
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amount of warm clothing is needful than to those whose

constitution is hardened by out-door occupations and exer-

cise in the air. Thus, from the influence of circumstances,

the upper classes, and particularly the female sex, who are

too freqiiently indisposed to take the exercise necessary

for health, are more in need of warm clothing than the

out-door labourer and the very poor, but not more so than

a class equally necessitous with the latter—namely, the

needlewoman and in-door labourer. This observation, it

must be recollected, appHes to the article of clothing only:

for although in this the poor are no worse oflP, as regards

the mere necessity, than the rich, yet, in another and a

more important condition, their position is very different

—namely, in the possession of means for obtaining good

and sufficient food. It may not be irrelevant to the

present subject to inquire whether the difference in the

condition of the poor and the rich exerts any influence on

their longevity : that it does upon their health there can

be no question. The answer to this inquiry is contained

in the following table. The first column contains the

ages examined, and the three succeeding ones the mortality

in one hundred persons ; the first being the common

rate of mortality in London ; the second, the mortality

in the rich ; and the third, the mortality in the poor of

France.*
Common rate of

Ages. mortality Kich. Poor.

in London.

f

30 to 40 1-40 1-08 1-57

40 — 50 2-04 1-17 2-13

50 — 00 3-38 1-99 3-59

GO — TO 5-89 3-60 7-50

70 — 80 ll-OT 8-04 ]4'30

80 — 00 22 -52 13-22 lOO-OO.

The inspection of this table speaks volumes for the re-

sults to health of the ease and comfort of the rich, as con-

trasted with the consequences of the deprivations and

contingencies of the poor.

* Duvillard.

+ The Regislrftr-Genernl's T'ourlli Amuial Report, page 20.
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In addition to the difference of power of preserving

wamnth dependent on the differences of health, climate,

and season, there are other modifications which have

reference to the activity of the vital energies at different

periods of life. The infant, for example, and the aged

person, are more susceptible of cold ; that is, they have

less power of generating heat than the adult, and conse-

quently are more open to the injurious influences origi-

nating in a low state of the external temperature. The

temperature of a seven months' child, well clad, and placed

before the fire, was ninety degrees of Fahrenheit.* In an

infant of the full period, at birth, the temperature vacillates

between 95° and 99°.t During the first week, the average

temperature of infants is 98°
;
during the period ranging

between four months and fourteen years, nearly 99° ; in

the adult, 100° ; and in eight old persons, between 87 and

95, the average was a little above 98°.J In further illus-

tration of the decreased power of generating heat. Dr.

Edwards ascertained the temperature of young puppies

and kittens lying near their mother to be one or two

degrees inferior to that of their parent, but when he re-

moved them, they rapidly cooled down, until within a

degree of the level of the atmosphere. Seeing this to be

the case, we are not surprised to learn that many infants

die from cold, and that the mortahty of infants of the

first month is nearly doubled during the winter season.

§

According to M. Lombard, of Geneva, one-sixth of these

deaths result from mflammation of the lungs ! The mor-

tality of infants during the first year of their life amoimts,

in Paris, to nearly nineteen per cent. ; in the whole of

France, to twenty-one and a half per cent ; in Philadel-

phia, to twenty-two per cent. ; in Berhn to twenty-five

per cent. ; and in St. Petersburgh, to thii-ty-one per cent.||

What is now said of childi-en must be repeated with

* Edwnrds.

+ Roger, wljo makes liis observntious in tUc annpit.

% Dr. Duvy.

§ Observations made in l^rlgiura, Geneva, Eussia, and Tons.

II
Duvillard and Eau.
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regard to those who have outlived the energies of adi.dt

life. I have shown above that the natural temperature of

old persons is inferior to that of the adult ; and if they

feel the cold less, it is that their sensibilities are blunted

by age, that the same cause which occasions their dimi-

nished power of generating heat, makes them unconscious

of the want, but not the less liable to its effects. Indeed,

the position of the aged, under these circumstances, is not

a little hazardous : it is like that of a man handling heated

iron with, gloved hands, who is unconscious of the warmth

until he is burned to the quick ; or like the fish, protected

by a hard and massive shell, that is unaware of danger

until the knife is struck into its heart. Dr. Davy found

that old persons, having a natural temperature of 98° when

their feelings of warmth were agreeable, had their tem-

perature reduced to 96° and 95° when subjected to cold.

The winter season is always a period of fatality among the

aged ; and in our establishments for the poor, the number

of deaths immediately following the temporary excitation

of the cheer of Christmas is quite remarkable. Kitchiner

observes, " cold often kills the infirm and the aged."

" When the thermometer is below 30°, the proper place

for people beyond 60 is their own fireside."

The remedy for the modifications of vital temperature

resulting from age is so obvious as to need but a passing

remark. Infants must be warmly fostered ; young children

must be warmly and judiciously clad; and old persons

must learn to apportion their clothing to their age, and not

to their desire of maintaining a perpetual and artificial

youth. After the age of thirty-five, the meridian period

of life, according to Kitchiner, " it may be better to

exceed rather than be deficient in clothing."* These pro-

positions are so reasonable and so obvious, that I may
perhaps fall under the accusation of " adding perfume to

the violet :" but are they followed in practical life ? Are

the little highlanders and Greeks whom we meet during

three out of the four quarters of the year, under the guar-

* Adair on Diet.
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dianship of their nm-sery-maids, dawdling about the

streets, in our public walks, or squares, properly protected

from the cold P Are the fantastically attired children whom
we see "taking an airing" in carriages in our parks, suffi-

ciently and properly clad ? If this question can be truly

answered in the affirmative, then, and then only, my re-

marks are needless. There can enter into the parent mind

no morebaneful ideathau thatofrendering children "hardy"

by exposing them unnecessarily to cold, and by clothing

them inefficiently. I have known instances wherein parents

acting on this principle have faded entirely in rearing

their offspring. Does Nature treat her progeny thus?

Does she not, first of all, ensure the birth of her young

only at a kindly season, and then provide them with downy

coverings, warm nests, and assiduous protectors ? And wb
must imitate Nature, if we would give to Britain a race

capable and worthy of maintaining her independence and

honour. The little denizens of a warm nursery must not

be subjected, without a carefully assorted covering, to the

piercing and relentless east or north-east wind ;
they must

not be permitted to imbibe the seeds of that dreadful

scourge of this climate, consumption, in their walks for

exercise and health
;
they must be tended, as the future

lords of the earth, with jealous care and judicious zeal.

One-sixth of the deaths of young children, it must be re-

membered, resultfrom cold.

I come now to a subject teeming with interest, as of

more general and universal application than, perhaps, any

that I have hitherto touched, I mean the subject compre-

hended under the popular expression, "draughts," and

their consequences. The principle on which the operation

of this source of serious disease depends is the partial

cooling of the body through the medium of the skin, and

is illustrated in the following experiment by Edwards and

Gentil. They immersed the hand, having a natural tem-

perature of 98°, in cold water at 41°, and kept it there for

twenty minutes. Five minutes after its removal, its tem-

perature was ascertained to be no higher than 55°, and at
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tlie end of one hour and a half, 69°. So that, as an effect

of the appHcation of cold, for a short period, to a part of

the body, a depression of temperature occurs to the

amount of 43° of Fahrenheit, and the part recovers

only 14° of its heat in one hour and a half; and if

we suppose the heat to increase in this ratio, th.e system

would require nearly five hours to regain the temperature

which in twenty minutes had been removed. Now, this

is precisely the condition of a person who exposes a part

of the body, usually covered, to a cold but s bill atmosphere,

or of a person properly clothed, but seated in a draught

or current of cold air. The warmth of the part so exposed,

or of the side of the person directed towards the draught,

the uncovered parts fii'st, and then the covered, is reduced

;

and as an effect of the chill, the transpiration is checked.

But soon, another principle comes into action, and one of

greater importance than even the preceding ; it is thus

experimentally illustrated. When the hand is immersed

for some time in cold water, and its heat consequently

lessened, the temperature of the opposite hand is also

reduced, and to a very remarkable extent, so that the

mischief of partial cooling is not limited to the first

effect produced upon the exposed or chilled part of the

body, but is gradually spread over the frame, until the

person feels completely chilled through. Have we not aU,

at some time or other, felt this ? Have we not felt, when
a part of the body is cold, as, for example, the feet, the

chill strike through the entire fraoie ? Yes, it is too

frequent an occurrence not to have been experienced, on

more than one occasion, by every one, and to his sorrow.

It is in this way that thin shoes, wet shoes, wet dress, or

damp sheets, do their work of mischief and disease, and

cannot, therefore, be too carefully avoided. Youth will

resist much, strength much, liealtli much, but it must be

recollected that we die but once, and although wo escape

ninety and nine times, yet the hundredth may be near,

and the last.

Now, the dangerous rcsidts which sometimes flow from
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causes of the above description are popularly ascribed to

" ckecked perspiration ;" but the truth is, that the sup-

pression of perspiration is merely one of the effects of the

shock received by the constitution, and by no means the

cause. The first effect of the cold upon the part is a

lowered tone of the cutaneous nerves, and a consentaneous

contraction in diameter of the capillary bloodvessels. As

a consequence of these preliminary changes, the skin be-

comes contracted and shrunken ; less blood than natural

is sent to the surface ; nutrition and its chemical actions

are suspended
;
perspiration is suppressed ; and the surface

becomes pallid and bloodless (see diagram, page 28). The

blood, in fact, no longer able to enter the contracted capil-

laries, its cutaneous circulation being at an end, retreats

upon the internal membranes and vital organs, affecting

one part or other of the mucous membrane, or one or other

of the vital organs, according to the constitutional pecu-

liarity of the individual. In one, the blood will be deter-

mined on the lungs, causing cough and inflammation ; in

another, upon the throat, producing sore-throat ; in a third,

upon the membranes lining the nose, eyes, and ears, pro-

ducing " migraine," or cold in the head ; in a fourth, upon

the stomach,* causing a bilious attack ; in a fifth, upon the

bowels, causing pain and inordinate action; in a sixth,

on the kidneys,. producing severe pain in the loins; in a

seventh, on the joints, producing rheumatism ; in an eighth,

on the nerves, producing neuralgia or tic-doloureux ;
in a

ninth, on the brain, producing faintness, insensibility, con-

vulsions, and even apoplexy, and so on. "There is scarcely

an organ in the body," remarks Dr. Dunglison, " that may

not be afiected by undue or irregular action excited in

some portion of the capillary system of the skin." In a

minor degree, it may be observed, that whenever we are

* 111 a memoir of Mr. Coleman, the eminent professor of veterinary

medicine, written by Sir Astley Cooper, it is menlinned that Mr.

Coleman bad, at one period of bis life, " a curious sympalhy between

tlie stomach and sldn, which manifested itself by liis throwing np

the contents of bis stomach whenever he exposed himself to cold air

after dinner."
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sli^litly cliilled, as by too liglit dress, by cold shoes, &e.,

any sensitive organ of the body immediately evinces dis-

comfort or distress ;
thus, if we have suffered at any

period from tic-doloureux or rheumatism, we immediately

feel a warning twinge, or if our lungs are delicate wo

begin to cough; while, on the other hand, the very

instant we get warm, the twinge ceases, and the cough

subsides.

In contradiction to what I have just advanced, it may be

thought that when a person is warm, or in a state of per-

spiration, and is then exposed suddenly to the cold, that

the checked perspiration is certainly the cause of the sub-

sequent disorder. But that is not the case ; the perspira-

tion is suppressed only as an effect, and that with which

the skin is moistened at the moment of exposure merely

increases the effect of the cold by its rapid conduction of

heat and evaporation.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF EXERCISE ON THE

HEALTH OF THE SKIN.

It is quite true tliat the whole body of known liygiemc

principles and laws are applicable to the health of the skin,

as conducive to that of the system in general. But there

are parts of those laws which have reference to the skin

alone, and it is my present purpose to separate these as

much as possible from the rest, that their importance may

be more prominently seen. It is thus with the subject of

exercise. Well-directed exercise favours the preservation

of the general health, by calling into direct action the

majjority of the organs of the body ; and it also acts power-

fully on the skin, by stimulating its functions, increasing

its temperature, awakening its tone, and subjecting it

to a cuiTent of atmosphere favourable for its respiratory

offices. The conditions subservient to health, which have

been previously discussed, namely, food and raiment, are,

in one respect, different in their nature from those which

are to follow, namely, exercise and ablution; the former

are simple and easy in their application, appealing, on the

one hand, to a sense of appetite, on the other, to a sense

of comfort for their regulation, and making a demand on

the judgment only so far as selection and experience are

concerned. The latter are more complicated in their bear-

ings, calling in the aid of judgment at the very outset of

their application, and frequently requiring to be employed

in opposition to the feelings and present enjoyment. In

other words, they require the mind to direct and go with

them ; and although the mind regulates by reference to
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the inferior faculty of sensation, yet, to ensure their bene-

fits, the soul must be present.

What is it that makes the difference between the exer-

cise of youth and that of the felon on the tread-wheel

;

between the pedestrian in the Isle of Wight or Switzer-

land, and the pedestrian from Chelsea to the Bank ;• between

the li^ht and quick footstep wending to Greenwich Park,

and the dull tread of the nui"sery-maid at home? Is it not

mind ? Is it not the young and buoyant joy of the school-

boy that inspirits his laugh and his leap ? while, silent and

morose, humiliated, not convinced, the felon suffers his

monotonous existence, moving, it is trae, but not in exer-

cise. Is it not the novelty or the beauty of the scene, the

pleasant weather, or the immunity from customary labour,

that gives spu-it to the pedestrian's torn*, as compared with

the dull, desultory repetition of the same sights, same per-

sons, same things, and same path from and to business ?

Is it not the prospect of enjoyment,* of gaiety, or pleasure,

* " Joy," says Hufeland, " is one of the greatest panaceas of

life. No joy is more healthful or better calculated to prolong life

than that wliich is to be found in domestic happiness, in the com-
pany of cheerful and good men, and in contemplating with delight

the beauties of Nature. A day spent in the country, under a

serene sky, amidst a circle of agreeable friends, is ceitninly a more
positive means of prolonging life, than all the vital eli.xirs in the

world. Laughter, that external expression of joy, must not here be
omitted. It is the most salutary of all the bodily movements; for

it agitates both the body and the soul at the same time, promotes
digestion, circulation, and perspiration, and enlivens the vital power
in every organ."

Few of my readers, I trust, will require to be taught the nature
of joy; lest any one should, I will quote the words of my old

friend Daniel Turner. "Joy," says he, " may be defined a certain
delight or pleasure of the mind. 'Tis here we find our s])iiits, as it

were, tickled, and moving pleasantly both in tlie brain and thence
into the nerves of the heart, from whence a regular and pleasant
circulation of the blood, throiigli all parts of the body, enjoying a
kindly warmtli or heat, and partaking, if we may so say, of the
exultation." And as a kind of encouragement to foster Meeting
joy he further says :

—" So ready are these outlets of the nerves to
the passages of the said spirits, that liaving often before travelled
tlic same tracts or vcsligi/i, they of themselves after, even without
our knowledge or observation, readily run thereinto."
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that makes tlie difference between the elastic step of the

maiden enfranchised from present duties, and the same

person in the pursuit of her necessity-impelled and ordi-

nary offices ? We need not ask which is most calculated

to be beneficial to health ; which to arouse the dormant

functions of the skin ; to promote the removal of irritating

elements from the blood; to increase the vigour of the

frame, purify the complexion, and em-ich the beaming tints

of beauty. In mind lies the gi'eat secret of lenejicial ex-

ercise, and without it, exercise is a misnomer, and a fraud

upon the constitution. " A sportsman," says Kitchiner,

" habituated to ease and luxury, will rise with the sun,

undergo the most laborious exercise in hunting a stag,

hare, or fox, for the space of half a day, not only without

fatigue, but with benefit to health, owing to the amuse-

ment and hilarity which the mind enjoys ; but were the

same gentleman compelled to go through half as much

exercise which afforded no amusement, his fatigue and dis-

gust would be insupportable. This is every day the miser-

able experience of men who were once engaged in the

habits of mdustrious trade and bustle, and whose success

and wealth have encouraged and enabled them to retire

from business : they find life a burden ; and not having a

pleasing object to encourage exercise, they acquire a pain-

ful ennui ; they find they have exchanged the oiia for the

tedia vitce. It is here that various exercises have been

suggested as succedanea, but alas, they all fail, because

they want the pleasurable zest ! The dumb-bell is tugged,

the feet and legs are dragged along the walks and avenues

of a garden, but alike uselessly."

Exercise, in so far as practicable, should be regular; a

daily purpose is to be answered by its use ; and therefore

it is unreasonable to expect that benefit should arise when

it is neglected for days consecutively, and made to be

secondary to occupations and pursuits of a trivial nature.

We are impelled by hunger to the daily use of food, and

by our sensations to the employment of dress. To those

who know themselves, who have a proper acquamtanco
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with the animal organization, there are also sensations

which indicate the want of exercise ; they have the power

of supplying that want, or of rejecting its calls; but Nature,

in the end, must triumph ;
punishment will assuredly fol

low the breach of her appointed laws. We have seen that

exercise promotes the removal of the impurities of the

system. Suppose them to remain, the human frame imme-

diately becomes a source of destruction to itself, and of

evil to others ; matters which should be cast off, as useless

and noxious, are mingled with the blood, and, fermented

by its heat, are developed on the sldu in the form of flushes

and eruptions ! or they are exhaled as fetid emanations

from the lungs, or disposed of in some other way equally

disagreeable. The brain also suifers in its turn ; the

mental faculties are disturbed, the intellect enfeebled, and

the sentiments lowered. The injurioiis effects of neglected

exercise cannot be better illustrated than in the medical

history of those who are compelled to lead a sedentary life.

In such persons, we find a pallid and discoloured skin,

depressed spirits, incapacity for exertion, headach, fre-

quently palpitations of the heart, fulness of the head,

dyspepsia, tendency to biliousness, and general imperfec-

tion and irregularity of the aUmentary functions.

Another condition of " beneficial exercise" is, that it

should be moderate. A short walk, in agreeable society,

either of thoughts or friends, is infinitely preferable to one

of greater distance, and taken as a task. But there is a

feeling, too prevalent among the unthinking, that if a little

be good, a great deal must necessarily be better. It is this

principle, carried out to the utmost limits of extravagance

and absurdity, that called forth the re-action in Medicine

known under the name of HomcBopathy.* People, left to

themselves, would have converted their insides into medi-

* I am no advocate of the various coninulrums which chance
draws every now and then from the wlieel of fashion, but I quite

agree witli a recent author, that " a wise discrimination can select

from every passing system and observance something capable of

being retained, and of being philosophically and usefully employed
for the relief of sufTering humanity."
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cine ctests ; the endless inquiry after sometMng to do this,

and sometJdng to do that, was fast amounting to a suicidal

mania for drugs, when the opposite extreme rushed in,

and became the cause of a rational equilibrium. So, in

exercise, we must neither have excessive nor infinitesimal

doses ; we must endeavour to maintain a proper medium

between mischievous extremes, and be guided by our

sensations, not only present but succeeding. Our first

walk should be short, the next a little further, and of

somewhat longer duration ;
succeeding walks a little in-

creasing on their predecessors, varied, as much as con-

venient, and the most agreeable in associations that can

be selected. We thus put ourselves under a kind of

training ; we discover our powers of maintaining muscular

exertion, and we eventually arrive at a point when we feel

that our exercise is enough and profitable. This is the

point towards which aU our endeavours should tend ; our

main object should be, to use as much exercise as shall

keep our bodies in health, and our minds cheerful and in

vigour. We should not be desirous of exerting ourselves

as much as possible, any more than we should conform to

the same practice at the table ; at a given point, oiu- appe-

tite, in health, whispers, " enough ;" the same expression

will be elicited by our feelings in relation to exercise,

when we have made ourselves as well acquainted with the

practice and influence of it, as of the more ui-gent necessity

of taking food.

In the recommendation of exercise to ladies, I am con-

tinually met by replies such as this :
" My household duties

give me sufficient exercise; I am sure that I am tired

enough by bedtime ;" or, " I do take exercise ;
there are

my occupations at home, and then my calls." Now, it

will be seen at once, that household occupations are not

exercise ; for, in the first place, they arc duties generally

desultory, often irksome, and often anxious ; calculated to

engender fatigue both of body and mind, but wholly want-

ing in the attributes appertaining to true exercise, namely,

change of thought, change of scene, and muscular action
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accomplished in the open air.* Again : it is well known,

that after being thoroughly fatigued by employments of

this natiire, a walk is often refreshing and agreeable.

Fashionable calls are open to the obvious objection of

merely changing the air of one house for that of another,

and often without any mental satisfaction arising out of the

accomphshment of the duty. Shopping is more animating;

but here also, more perhaps than in the call, the objection

of an impure and confined atmosphere steps in, while the

open, fresh, unbreathed air should be the main object of

search. Hufeland remarks, that " the enjoyment of free

air may be considered as nourishment equally necessary

for our existence as eating and drinking. Pure air is cer-

tainly the greatest means of strengthening and supporting

life ; while confined and corrupted air is its most subtle

and deadly poison." The same author further observes,

that " by such daily enjoyment of air," we gain the advan-

tage of making ourselves " acquainted and familiar with a

free atmosphere ; and people are thus secured against one

of the greatest evils that at present alBict mankind ; I

mean, too much sensibility in regard to all impressions

and variations of the weather." He moreover goes the

length of attributing to this custom " infinite advantage in

regard to the eyes," considering " that a great cause of

weak eyes and short-sightedness are the four walls within

which we are accustomed to live from our infancy, and by

which the eyes at length lose then- whole power of seeing

remote objects distinctly."

The part of the day selected for exercise should be that

when the temperature is most agreeable ; for example,

mid-day in the winter ; or the morning and evening in the

summer-season. In the morning of winter, the atmosphere

is too cold for any but the soundest lungs ; and if the

weather be not frosty, there is more or less moisture in

* " [ consider it an indispensable law of longevity, that OTie

sliould exercise, at least, an hour every day, in the open air. The
most healthful time is before meals, or from three to four hours

after."

—

IIufklanu.

L
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the air, whicli is insalubrious. Tlie evening is much more

objectionable, for the same reasons, and not merely on

account of the cold which it produces, but also from the

circumstance that infectious matters are more easily im-

bibed and sixspended by a damp than by a dry air. In

large cities, another objection attaches to the morning and

evening, namely, the quantity of smoke retained near the

earth by the cold air, which becomes dissipated in the

middle of the day. In the summer season, the middle of

the day is objectionable from its great heat, and the night

air from the fogs and mists which collect near the earth's

surface.

Consideration must also be made of the period of taking

food ; exercise should not be taken either immediately

before or soon after meals ; and here I must remind my
reader, that the word exercise is not applied to a gentle

walk, or lounge, hut to motion, performed to the point of

sufficiency, with all the energies engaged. Such exercise

requires the whole power of the nervous system for the

time, and a certain quantity of nervous power is necessarily

expended. This loss must be regained before the nervous

system is dii-ected upon another etFort, such as digestion

;

which, to be performed well, requires the whole of a sound i

and fresh nervous apparatus. It is a law in the animal I

economy, that no two actions requiring a large expenditure

of nervous force can be carried on at the same time. jS'ow

exercise, properly effected, is such an action as I am now

considering, and consequently, if it be accomplished imme-
|

diately before a meal, the latter must suffer. Ou the

other hand, digestion absorbs the powers of the system so

completely, that it is a common thing to find it succeeded

by lassitude and drowsiness. It is evident, tlicrefore, that

if exercise be taken the instant the meal is swallowed, the

latter must remain an undigested load on the stomach

tmtil the moment arrives for rest, and then the function

will be exceedingly imperfect, if performed at all.*

* " After dinner, rest for tliree hours," says Mr. Abenietliy.

Dr. Harwood, Professor of Auatoiny iu the University of Cam-
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Another consideration, in tlie observance of healthy ex-

ercise, is the clothing employed during its use. It is

evident that some arrangement should be made in this

respect. It would be unwise to commence a long walk

with clothing adapted to a state of rest, and equally so, to

relax from exertion without having an additional covering

to throw on. Indeed, without precautions on this head

exercise would become a cause of disease. Agaia :
as all

the energies of the muscular system, and the chief of those

of the nervous system, are to be thrown into exercise, the

body should be relieved of all incumbrances to its free

motion. AU ties about the person should be easy, ladies

should leave their stays at home, and shoes and boots

should be ample and strong.

Of the kinds of exercise, it may be premised that all

motion for this purpose should, if possible, be performed

m the open air, and ia every departure from this principle,

the nearest approximation should be adopted. There is

no condition more necessary to the enjoyment of health

than pure air: and as we consume more air when the

muscular system is in activity than at any other time, we

must endeavour to obtain it as pure as possible at that

period. In cities, the air is necessarily impure, from the

exhalations which arise on all sides, and the large quantity

of smoke diffused through the atmosphere. On this

account, schools, where the physical as well as moral edu-

cation of children is regarded, should be as far removed

from the smoky atmosphere as possible ; and where this

is not practicable, the purer air should be sought for, for

the purposes of exercise, in the nearest outlet from town.

" We can at most," says Hufeland, " breathe the same air

only four times ; for it is then, from the finest support of

hfe, converted by ourselves into the most deadly poison."

bridge, having fed two pointers at tlie same time, had one taken out

and kept in exercise for two liours. On its return, bolli auimnls

were killed; in that which had remained at home and at rest,, llie

meal was entirely digested ; in the other, the process of digestion

had not so much as commenced.

L 2
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Eooms in which a number of persons are breathing soon

become contaminated,* and we are frequently made ac-

quainted with this condition of an apartment by the detec-

tion, on entering it, of a pecuUar faint odour, which is soon

lost when we mingle with the crowd. I have previously

remarked on the necessity of attending to the admonitions

of our senses, and in no case is this more necessary than

in that of the organ of smell. As disagreeable impressions

of temperature or appetite are bad, so also are those of

smell. By a wise Providence, odours dangerous to bfe

are generally disagreeable, and cannot be too carefully

avoided. What is more disagreeable, for example, than

the smell of the smouldering wick of a tallow-candle ? and

a case is recorded of destruction to bfe from holding such

a wick under the nose of a sleeping boy ; or what more

debcious than a chestful of pure air on some bluff hiU in

the country ! It is true that our senses become dulled by

use, or the pursuit of other objects : the man or woman

of the world would despise the thought of being indebted

for any portion of their enjoyments to "common aii-,"

" air that everybody breathes." But after a season of

London smoke, pure air has a chance of being estimated.

What a debcious beverage water would be regarded, if it

were rare ; can we conceive anything more grateful ? It

is perhaps true, that to be an epicure in water requires a

residence in London or a large city of some yeai-s' dura-

tion, and the same may be said of au'.

" Great cities are great plagues ! Tbere native joy

Flies from maD's breast, and makes bim pleasure seek

In art alone. There everyiliiug by paint

Is seen disguised, the countenance and walls.

Each action, words, and even the very heart.

All there consists of costly wood or stone;

And even the owners seem as hard as these.

0 rural life ! 'midst poverty, how rich !"

In determiumg the kind of exercise suitable for the sexes

* The injurious effects of crowding a number of persons imo

a small space, is fatally illusiruted iu the instance of the Black
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and different periods of life, we must observe nature, and

bear in mind tlie conditions of exercise previously con-

sidered. Childhood is a period of excessive mobility, and

demands excessive action. Games, wild, rude, and rapid,

are the fitting exercise and enjoyment of boys. Nature

commands it, and it would be a refinement of cruelty to

restrain them. They are precisely in the condition of one

•who is inspiring laughing-gas, a necessity for muscular

action exists, which cannot be suppressed without danger

to the individual. Indulge the necessity, and in a certain

time the tumult ceases, and a tranquil thrill of enjoyment,

not fatigue, remains. Such are the feelings of children

uncontrolled in their exercise. Such has Nature ordained.

The games of boys are so numerous, and in general so

well adapted for the purposes of health, that I shall not

stop to enumerate them. Gymnastics also have advantages

when they are practised from inclination, or with a pro-

fessional object, but are open to objections when they

incite to exertions beyond the powers of the body.

For girls, the catalogue is hardly less than for boys,

hoop played with each hand alternately, the skipping-rope,

dancing and singing,* being among the best. The whole

of these games must be practised to suificiency, and un-

restrainedly, to be of any use. Stays, before womanhood,

are instruments of barbarity and torture, and then they

are needed only to give beauty to the chest. It is the

duty of every mother and every guardian of children to

inquire the purpose for which stays were intx'oduced into

female attire. Was it for warmth P If so, they certainly

fulfil the intention very badly, and are much inferior to

Hole of Cnlcntta, a room eighteen feet square, aired liy a single

grated window of small dimensions. One hundred and forty-six

persons were confined in this small clinmber by Surajali Uowlali,

at the taking of Fort William, the estimated space for each person

being twenty-six and a half inches by twelve. At the end of

eleven hours, one hundred and twenty-three of the inmates were

found dead.
* It is said that Cuvier, when first appointed to his professor-

ship, was threatened witli consumption, but that he overcame this

disposition by constant speaking.
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an elastic woollen lialDit, or one of silk quilted with wool.

Was it to force the ribs, while yet soft and pliable, into

the place of the liver and stomach, and the two latter into

the space allotted for other parts, to engender disease and

deformity to the sufferer and her children for generations !

Truly, if this were the object, the device is most successful

and the intention most ingeniously fulfilled. But few, I

think, will believe that this really is the purpose which

mothers and guardians have in view in confining their

httle victims in stays, whatever the result may be. Yet

Fig. 42.*

* 4'2.—A diagram showing the nnturnl form of the henlthy

chest, lind the proper position of the organs whicli it contains.

1, The spine. 2, 2, The collar-bones. 3, 3, The seven npper, or

trne ribs. 4, 4, The five lower, or false ribs. 5, The breast-bone,

with which the trne ribs are joined. G. The sword-shaped extrenniy

of the breast-bone. 7, 7, The nnper part of the two ungs rising

into the base of the neck. 8, 8, Tbe right lung, seen between the

ribs. 0, !), The left lung, seen, in like manner, between the nbs.

10, 10, The heart.' 11, 11, A thin layer of muscle, the midritt,

which divides the npper from the lower part of the chest. IMem-

cally, that part only is the chest which lies above the midriff. I He
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these are not the days when ignorance can be pleaded as

an excuse for such wrong-headed folly and wickedness
;

it

is obvious that the stay is an appui-tenance of woman, only,

Fiff. 43 *

midriff is arched, nnd forms a kind of dome, upon wbicb the heart

and lungs rest. This circumstance, and the occupation of the cavity

of tiie dome by the liver and stomach, cause the lower and front part

of the lungs to lie before the upper portion of the liver; and the

stomach, in like manner, to lie, in part, behind the heart. 12, 13,

The liver. 1:5, 13, The stomach. U, The continuation of the

stomach, termed duodenum. This is the first part of the bowel, and

is the freqnent seat of pain. ] .5, The transverse portion of the large

bowel or colon. 10, The upper part of the colou of the right side,

bending inwards to become the transverse colon. 17, The com-

mencement of the colon of the left side; being the coutinuation of

the transverse colon.
* Fiq. 43. Tlie chest distorted from the abuse of stays. If this

figure lie compared with the preceding, the effects of pressure will

be seen at once. The figure is drawn from a chest in my possession.

Tlie letters a a refer to a dotted line, which indicates the position

of tlie midriff. How miserably the space allotted to the liver and

stomach is curtailed.
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when she has arrived at a state of full development; but

then it should be divested of all the apparatus of busks and

bones that frequently encumber it, and its main bearing

should be limited to the upper half of the chest. The stay

is, in reality, a support for the bust ; such is its purpose,

such alone its intention. How very ludicrous it would

appear to put it on boys ; and yet boys have as much need

of it as girls up to the period of womanhood, and I may
say further, up to the period of marriage. But as stays

form a staple article of female dress in this country, it

may be well to point out their physiological action on the

frame.

It is well known that the upper half of the ti'unk of the

body, the chest, as it is properly termed, is constructed of

a framework of twelve pairs of narrow bones, the ribs,

which bend round from the spine behind, to the breast-

bone in front. These bones constitute the defence of the

chief organs of the body, namely, the heart, the lungs, the

liver, and the stomach, the two former being above, the

two latter below. Upon these bones are spread out certain

muscles of respiration and the muscles which support the

spine, and the muscles are covered in by a layer of fat and

by the skin. Muscles, it wiU be recollected, are the pai-ts

of tlie body termed flesh ; they are red in colour, mode-

rately firm, receive a large quantity of blood and many
nerves, and are the agents by which motion is effected.

Moreover, they possess the property of becoming lai-ge

and firm with exercise, and small and soft or flabby from

disuse. Hence the expression muscular is synonymous

with "powerful." Now, the first effect of stays is to Hmit

the bending and other movements of the trunk of the

body ; the body moves, as it were, " all of a piece ;" and

the obvious consequence is, the degradation of the muscles

from their firm to a soft and flabby state. Next, the stays

press upon the muscles, how much, young ladies could tell

if they would ! but the muscles become injuriously squeezed

between the unyielding stay and the hard bones of the

chest. As a consequence of this treatment, the circulation
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of blood througli the muscles and the freedom of the

nervous fluid is interrupted. If it could be seen when

thus compressed, the muscle would be found pale and

exsanguine, and being deprived of the quantity of blood

necessary for its nutrition, much less its action, it becomes

^vasted, or, in technical language, atrophied. The muscles,

then, by the use of stays are weakened and rendered

powerless, and the chest, at the growing period of life, is

limited in its expansion, and the spine in its proper amount

of muscular support. The consequence is inevitable ;
the

spine sinks under the pressure of the superincumbent

weight, or the child throws the pressure against one or

the^other side of the stay, and curved spine or spinal

disease is established. How can it be otherwise? If we

wished to produce curved spine, could we adopt a more

scientific or certain plan? But stays are not the sole

cause of curved spine, spinal disease, and deformity m
girls and young women. Another cause is, insufficient

food ; the stomach, forsooth, must be schooled to a lady-

like appetite ; Nature is turned off as a dunce. Another

cause is, insufficient clothing, and another, insufficient

exercise. That horrid word " lady-like," haimts the poor

girls of the middle and higher classes through years whicli

should be devoted to physical education, and leaves them

at last the prey of deformity and disease. It may be

wholesome to reflect that spinal deformity is scarcely

known in schoolboys, and is almost universal in school-

girls.

Since the publication of the first edition of this work, I

have asked many ladies the use of stays. I obtained but

one answer : " the stay gives us a roundness of waist which

we could not otherwise attain." This is quite true ; the

natural waist is broader from side to side, than from

before backwards, in other words, it is slightly flattened.

God has made us so ; must we not say, wisely ; dare wo

say, unbecomingly ? What right, then, have we to dis-

pute Nature's laws, and set \ip an idol for ourselves?

What ri'dit to estal)lish a standard for the human form, as
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we would a fashionable shape for a bonnet or a coat ? Or
if, as adults, we persist in a right to mortify ourselves, let

not our children be made sufferers for our sins. The
truth is, that the round waist, being a distortion of the

natural shape, is painful rather than agreeable to the eye
of man.

One of the most inveterate pinchers among my lady

acquaintance, who is, in reality, miserably distorted from

the true standard of feminine perfection of form, and who
has entailed upon herself, in consequence, a wretched state

of health, adduces an argument in defence of stays, that I

find too prevalent among women, and too mischievous in

its tendency, to let pass without a reply. Her delusion is,

that because the stays are not tightly laced, they cannot

be hurtfid
; but, to understand the true relation of stays

to the health of the body, we must go back to the period

when they were first used, namely, to the period of child-

hood. I have already shown, that stays restrict the

motions of the trunk of the body, and consequentlj^, set

an immediate limit to the growth of the muscles, which

become, in consequence, weak and powerless. Besides

this, they prevent the gi'owth and expansion of the chest,

and by a gentle but continuous and daily repeated resist-

ance, they maintain the waist of the dimensions of child-

hood, while the rest of the body grows and enlarges into

womanhood. A gu'dle of infancy is made to encircle the

heart, the lungs, the stomach, and the liver of woman-
hood. And these important organs are constrained to

seek accommodation in their narrow cell by mutual dis-

placement.* I could forgive the adoption of stays at

adult age, and would sanction any amount of constriction

* "A strong constitution," writes Dr. Diniglison, "is considered

to be dependent npon the due development of tLe principal orgims

of the body, on n happy proportion between those orgiins, nnd ou a

fit state of energy of the nervous system, whilst the feeble or wenk
constitution results from a want of these postulates." Dr. Dnnglison

might have added :_and the undne and inharmonions develojimpnt

resulting from the nse of stays produces puny mothers and a puny
oifspring.
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the votaries of tight-koing miglit think an improvement

on nature; the process would be found too torturmg to

endure. That which I desire to see checked, is the

detestable refinement of cruelty that begins the proceed-

ing in infancy, before the intelUgence of the child is sulh-

ciently developed to resist this cruel infrmgemeut on

woman's happiness and woman's health.

Pashion is the war-cry of tyi-anny, and some years ago

it was the fashion for women to appear with deformed

bodies. Happily, fashion has become more rational at

the present day, and it is most sincerely to be hoped that

British chUdren will be educated, physically as well as

morally, to perform the duties of British mothers. I have

described the manner in which small waists and deformed

spines may be made ; I will now cite a parallel from the

Tvork of my friend Mr. Tradescant Lay, entitled, " On the

Chinese as they are." "At five," writes Mr. Lay, "the

rich man's daughter has her foot so firmly bound, that, m
the native phrase, the whole is killed. The foot, below

the instep, is pressed into a fine with the leg, to add to

the height of the little sufferer, while two of the toes are

bent under the sole, that its breadth may be only of the

least dimensions. The agony of such a process it would

be hard to estimate ; but it is said to last about six weeks,

when, I suppose, the wasting of aU the parts, and the

cessation of many of their functions, have rendered the

whole insensible to pain. This insensibility to pain is

perhaps confined to the outer parts, for the chief person

belonging to the temple on the island of Honam, stated,

that his sister sufi'ered much anguish in the sole^^of the

foot, or rather, in its lower and more central parts."

The exercise best adapted for the adult is walking and

riding on horseback, and for the elderly, walking, and the

more gentle exercise of riding in a carriage. Walking,

when practised with a proper regard to the conditions

mentioned in preceding paragraphs, bestows all the ad-

vantages which are to be derived from exercise. It favours

digestion and nutrition, facilitates respiration, stimulates
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the skin, and promotes its action ; increases the tempera-

ture of the body, and invigorates the physical and mental

powers. Equestrian exercise offers similar advantages

to those whose strength is unequal to walking a sufficient

distance, or a sufficiently long time, to derive benefit, and
is therefore peculiarly adapted for invalids or persons of a

weakly constitution. The action of the skin is speedily

excited by riding on horseback ; an agreeable warmth is

diffused ever the entire body, and all the advantages of

walking exercise are obtained with greater variety and less

fatigue.
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CHAPTER IX.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF ABLUTION AND BATHING

ON THE HEALTH OF THE SKIN.

The preceding chapters on tlie structure and purposes of

the skin, and particularly those parts which treat of the

constant abrasion and reproduction of the scarf-skin and

the functions of the oil-glands and perspiratory system,

afford the groundwork upon wliich much of our reasoning

on the necessity of ablution must rest. The scarf-skin is

being constantly cast off in the form of minute powdery

scales ; but these, instead of falling away from the skm,

are retained against the surface by the contact of clothmg.

Moreover, they become mingled with the unctuous and

sahne products of the skm, and the whole together con-

crete into a thin crust, which, by its adhesiveness, attracts

particles of dust of all kinds, soot and dust from the atmo-

sphere, and particles of foreign matter from our cbess.

So that, in the course of a day, the whole body, the

covered parts least, and the uncovered most, becomes

coated by a peUicle of impurities of every description. If

this pelUcle be allowed to remain, to become thick, and

estabUsh itself upon the skin, effects wliich I shaU now

proceed to detail will follow. In the first place, the pores

will be obstructed, and, in consequence, transpiration

impeded, and the influence of the skin, as a respiratory

organ, entirely prevented. In the second place, the skin

will be irritated both mechanically and chemically
;

it

will be kept damp and cold from the attraction and de-

tention of moisture by the saline particles, and, possibly,

the matters once removed from the system may bo again
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conveyed into it by absorption. And, thirdly, foreign

matters in solution, sucli as poisonous gases, miasmata,

and infectious vapours, vrill find upon the skin a medium

favourable for their suspension and subsequent trans-

mission into the body.* These are the primary con-

sequences of neglected ablution of the skiu ; let us now

inquire what are the secondary or constitutional effects.

If the pores be obstructed and the transpiration checked,

the constituents of the transpired fluids will necessarily be

thrown upon the system, and as they are injurious, even

poisonous, if retained, they must be removed by other

organs than the skin. Those organs are, the lungs, the

kidneys, the liver, and the bowels.f But it wiU be ap-

parent to every one, that if these organs, equally, or one

more than another, which is generally the case, be called

upon to perform their own office, plus that of another, the

equihbrium of health must be disturbed, the oppressed

organ must suffer from exhaustion and fatigue, and must

become the prey of disease. Thus, obviously and plainly,

habits of uncleanliness become the cause of consumption,

and other serious diseases of the vital organs. Again : if

the pores be obstructed, respiration through the skin will

be at an end, and, as a consequence, the blood, deprived

of one source of its oxygen, one outlet for its carbon, the

* Hufeland, iu laying down rules for security against infection,

observes: "Pay the utmost attention to cleanliness; for the greater

pai-t of poisons of this kind (contagious) are conveyed to us tbrough

the external surface of our bodies; and it is fully proved that

poison, already communicated, has been by cleanliness removed

before it could actually produce any bad efiect. I here allude, in

particular, to frequent washing, bathing, rinsing the mouth, combing

the hair, and often changing the linen, clothes, and bed."

+ This statement, grounded on analogical reasoning, is proved

by the recent chemical researches of Sclierer, who finds that the

extractive or colouring matter of the product of the kidneys contains

an augmented quantity of carbon and hydrogen, when the lungs,

the liver, or the skin are deranged. And other observations show

that the accumulation of carbon and hydrogen, iu the state of fat,

in the organs in question, gives rise to one of the most fatal diseases

of our times.
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chemical changes of nutrition will be insufficient, and the

animal temperature lowered. As a consequence of the

second position, cutaneous eruptions and diseases will be

engendered, the efi'ects of cold manifested on the system,

and the reabsorption of matters once separated from the

body wiUbe the exciting cause of other injurious disorders.

The third position ofl^ers results even more serious than

those which precede. If a pelUcle of foreign substance

be permitted to form on the skin, this will inevitably

become the seat of detention of miasmata and infectious

vapours. They wdl rest there previously to being absorbed,

and their absorption will engender the diseases of which

they are the peculiar ferment.

With such considerations as these before us, ablution

becomes a necessity which needs no further argument to

enforce strict attention to its observance. But I fear that

water, the medium of ablution, hardly receives a just

appreciation at our hands. Water is the most grateful,

the most necessary, and the most universal, of the gifts of

a wise Creator, and in an age when man drew his luxuries

more from nature, and less from works of his own produc-

tion, when water was his friend more than his servant,

water was regarded as a representative of the Deity, and

was raised to the dignity of a mythological god. Thus the

rivers of Greece and Rome were represented allegorically

by a tutelar god, with his attendant nymphs, and to this

day the Ganges is adored by the votaries of Brahma. The

practice of the worship of rivers has undoubtedly, in some

instances, obscured its principle, a remark applicable in the

most modern times, and in the most civilized coimtries, to

most serious objects; but the principle evidently is, the

utility qfioater to man. From the first hour of existence

to his latest breath, in health and in sickness, on the

throne or in the cellar, water is an universal good. Baths

were dedicated by the ancients to the divinities of Medi-

cine, Strength, and Wisdom, namely, iE.sculapius, Her-

cules, and Minerva, to whom might properly be added,
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tlie goddess of health, Hygeia. The use of water has

beea enforced as a religious observance, and water has

been adopted as one of the symbols of Christianity.

Let us turn our attention to water in its several rela-

tions to cleanliness, health, and the relief of disease. In

its former capacity, it enables us to remove the pellicle of

impurities previously spoken of from our bodies, and also

from the clothes which we wear nearest our skin, and it

effects this purpose by its quality of dissolving saline

matters, and holding in temporary suspension those which

are insoluble. There are, however, certain substances for

which water has a natural repulsion, and over which it

consequently exerts no influence until assisted by a

chemical power. Those substances are oily matters of all

kinds, and the skin, as we have seen, is abundantly pro-

vided with an unctuous secretion. The chemical power

which is called into use for the subjection of the oil is

soap ; soap renders the unctuous product of the skin freely

miscible with water, and hence is an invaluable agent for

purifying the skin.* I may affirm that it is an indispens-

able aid, for in no other way can the unctuous substance

of the surface of the skin and the dirt which adheres to it

be thoroughly removed. I am aware that certain sub-

stances termed " wash-powders" are occasionally used as

substitutes for soap
;
they are rubbed on the skin with the

hands, and act in the same manner that crumbs of bread

do upon a chalk drawing. But draughtsmen well know

that they cannot remove the chalk which has entered the

crevices of the paper, nor can they, indeed, restore the

* Water, when used for the purposes of nblntion.is commonly

spoken of as being sojl and hard. The softest water is distilled

water, then rain water, next river water, and lastly spring water.

The quality termed hardness depends on the presence of saline

matters in a state of solution, and particularly sulphate of lime.

Hard water may be known by its property of curdling sonp ; it

may be rendered soft by the addition of a little potash or soda,

in the proporlioii of (ive-and-tweuty grains to the quart. In cal-

careous and aluminous districts, water is harder than in others.

When hard water is used for washing, more soap is required than

for soft water.
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surface to its original whiteness and purity. Neither can

wash-powders follow the innumerable apertures of the

skin, nor enter the mouths of the pores otherwise than to

obstruct them. A skin cleaned in this manner may always

be detected by a certain kind of shining, not to say greasy,

polish, and the whole complexion looks mellowed into a

kind of tone, as we say of pictures, in which dirt and time

have softened and chastened the tints. But surely no one

would care to put up for the reputation of resembling an

old picture, however rich its tints, or admirable the art

developed in its painting. Soap is accused of being irrita-

tive to the skin, but this is an obvious injustice done to

soap, for soap never irritates the delicate shim of infants.

Depend upon it, that when soap does cause irritation, the

error is in the condition of the complainant, and betokens

either an improper neglect of its use, or a state of suscepti-

bility of the skin verging on disease of that membrane. If

we would have health, we must use soap. If soap act as

an irritant, we must train to its use by beginning with a

small quantity, and increasing it gradually. I may be

asked. What is the best soap ? I reply, Common yellow

soap, thoroughly dried ; or, as a toilet soap, one recently

patented under the name of Groux's patent toilet soap

;

the turtle oil-soap, made under this patent, is peculiarly

agreeable. The use of soap is certainly calculated to pre-

serve the skin in health, to maintain its complexion and

tone, and prevent it from falling into wrinkles ; and if any

unpleasant sensations are felt after its use, they may be

immediately removed by rinsing the surface with water

shghtly acidulated with lemon-juice.

The unpleasant qualities usually attributed to soap, are

frequently referrible to the temperature of the water used

in ablution. In this, as in most other of the rules of

health, extremes should be avoided. To a man whose

duties call him to brave the cold of winter in all its inten-

sity, water at its lowest temperature is appro])riato and

refreshing. But to woman or an invalid, such a degree of

cold is not merely painful, but really injurious to the skin.

M
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The temperature of the water should be raised to a point

at which it feels lukewarm, but no higher. For if cold

water be hurtful to the skin, that which is hot is infinitely

more mischievous, particularly in the winter season. The

heat excites the circulation of the part, and stimulates its

nerves ; it is then, perhaps, immediately exposed to a cold

atmosphere, sometimes a piercing wind. Can we be sur-

prised that, with such an extreme, the skin should be irri-

tated, roughened, and chapped, or that the complexion

should suifer. In alternations of temperature, as of food,

clothing, and exercise, moderation and judgment must be

used ; and ifwe are m doubt, we had better trust the cast-

ing vote to our sensations, which will rarely deceive us.

As regards the frequency of ablution, the face and neck,

from their necessary exposure to the atmosphere, and the

impurities which the latter contains, cannot escape with

less than two saponaceous ablutions in the twenty-four

hours ; the feet, from the confined nature of the coverings

which are worn over them, requii-e at least one ; the arm-

pits, from their peculiar formation in reference to the de-

tention of secretions, and also from the peculiar properties

of the latter, at least one ; and the hands and arms, so

many as nicety and a refined taste may dictate. No harm

can arise from too frequent ablutions, much evil may re-

sult from their neglect.

And now, dear reader, having determined to wash your

face, how will you set about it; there are many wrong

ways of effecting so simple a purpose ; there is but one

right way ; I will tell it you. Fill your basin about two-

thirds full with fresh water ;
dip your face in the water,

and then your hands. Soap the hands well, and pass the

soaped hands with gentle friction over the whole face.

Having performed this part of the operation thoroughly,

dip the face in the water a second time, and rinse it com-

pletely ; you may add very much to the luxury of the

latter part of the process by having a second basin ready

with fresh water to perform a final rinsing. And now you

will say, What are the wrong ways of washing the face ?
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Why the wrong ways are using the towel, the sponge, or

flannel, as the means of conveying and applying the soap

to the face, and omitting the rinsing at the conclusion. If

you reflect, you will see at once that the hands are the

softest, the smoothest, and the most perfect means of

carrying the soap, and employing that amount of friction

to the surface with the soap, which is necessary to remove

the old and dii-ty scarf, and bring out the new and clean

one from below. Moreover, the hand is a sentient rubber,

a rubber endowed with mind ; it knows when and where

to rub hard, where softly, where to bend here or there,

into the little hollows and crevices where dust is apt to

congregate ; or where to find little ugly clusters of black-

nosed grubs, the which are rubbed out and ofi", and

dissolved by soap and friction. In a word, the hand

enables you to combine efficient friction of the skin with

complete ablution, whereas, in every other way ablution

must be imperfect. Then as regards drying the face ; a

moderately soft and thick towel should be used ; a very

rough towel is not desirable, nor one of thin texture.

This is a point which may be safely left to your own taste

and feelings. The ciuestion of friction during the drying

is of more consequence, and this is a reason why the towel

should be moderately soft that you may employ friction

and regulate the amount. With a very rough towel it is

impossible to use friction, for its tenderest pressure may

be enough to excoriate the skin ; and a very soft towel is

equally open to objection from its inadequacy to fulfil the

obligation of friction during the process of drying. In

washing the face you have three objects to fulfil; to

remove the dirt, to give freshness, and to give tone and

vigour to the skin.

Such is ablution when intended for the purpose of clean-

liness, but it must bo in the experience of every one, that

other effects spring from its use ; that nothing is more

refreshing than a thorough ablution
; that, in point of

fact, to those who conduct the operation properly, and

with a due attention to temperature, nothing can be more
M 2
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luxm'ious, nothiBg restore the energies more surely and

agreeably, after hours of toil or exertion ; and not those

of the body alone, but also those of the mind. The poet

Thomson, in his poem on the Seasons, exclaims :

—

" Even from ihe body's purity, the mind

Keceives a secret sympathetic aid."

And Homer, speaking of a person just returning from the

bath, and anointed with fragrant oils, says, that he ap-

peared taller and larger than before, and was grown some-

thing like the immortals. In relation to health the

common term which we hear applied to the effects of a

thorough ablution is "bracing;" in professional language

we speak of them as being "tonic;" and in truth there

exists no better means of restoring the "tone" of the

system than the judicious employment of water ; and this

leads me to the modes in which water may be used with

the best prospect of benefit to the health.

It must not be supposed, that because water is a good

and excellent tonic, that our health would be better for

being thrown into a fever by it, or even drowned in it,

any more than that a parallel argument would be tenable

with regard to food, clothing, or exercise. I know very

well that equilibrium is not suited to the times; that there

exists among mankind, in medicine as in poHtics and

religion, a certain thirsty "go-ahead" principle which is

absolutely insatiable. I do not say that this character is

the peculiar attribute of the jn-esent age, for the history

of nations proves it to have existed at all periods of the

world. There is no philosopher's stone of health any

more than for commuting the grosser into the precious

metals. But every one who desires it, has the elements

of an equally valuable " arcanum" in conforming to a

correct practice of diet, clothing, exercise, and ablution.

The simplest mode of applying water to the skin, and

that by which the smallest extent of surface is exposed,

conditions of much importance to the weakly and delicate,

is by means of the wetted sponge. In this mode, the water

may have any temperature that is agreeable to the sensa-
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tions, ca part only of the body is exposed at a time, and as

soon as that part has been hrisldy sponged, and as hrisldy

Tviped dry, it may be again covered by the dress. The

whole body may in this way be speedily subjected to the

influence of water, and to the no less useful friction which

succeeds it in the operation of drying. An invalid rising

from a bed of sickness would adopt this remedy by degi-ees,

beginning first with the arms, then proceeding to the chest,

and then, gradually, to the whole body. He would use

warm water in the first instance, but if the season were

summer, would be speedily able to proceed to cold. A
person of weakly habit beginning a system of daily

ablution for the first time, should commence in the spring

or summer, and by the winter his powers of endurance will

have become so well trained, that he wLU bear cold water

without inconvenience. It must be admitted that the

plan here laid down is very simple ; it requires no appa-

ratus, a sponge and a basin being the sole fvu"nitm-e for its

use ; but it is no less a valuable appUance to health. The

cold chiH of the sponge, which was at first disagreeable,

becomes pleasant, the quick friction which ensues is agree-

able, and while it stimulates the skin, gives action to the

whole muscular system ; and the warm glow, the thrill of

health which follows, is positively delicious. I must, how-

ever, call attention more strongly to the " glow of warmth"

over the surface, as it is the test by which the benefit of

the remedy is to be estimated, in this and in all other

forms of ablution and bathing. I can hardly conceive a

case in which the application of water, according to this

method, could leave a chill behind it ;* but if such an

occurrence take place, the individual has need of medical

aid, and that should be promptly supplied. I may mention

that it was the present form of ablution which was used

by Sir Astley Cooper, and to which he attributed much of

his unusually robust and excellent health.

* Pauhis TEginela very judiciously recommends, tlint if a cLill

follow the use of the balli, some wurm restorative cordial should

be Ink en.
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Tke second form of ablution by tbe sponge requires the

aid of a large, shallow empty tub, or sponging- bath, in

which the bather stands or sits, while he receives the

water from a sponge squeezed over the shoulders and

against his body. The same precautions, with regard to

temperature, may be taken in this as in the preceding case,

but the bather is necessarily more exposed, and the form

of bathing is suitable only to persons in moderate health

;

excepting in the summer season, when it may be borne by

invalids. In the early use of the sponging-bath, the bather

should content himself with a single afFasion from the

sponge, and should then dry the body quickly. As there

is more freedom for the limbs, there is more muscular

action in this than the former method, and the glow is

proportionally increased. Indeed, in the sponging-bath,

exercise and ablution are combined, and its employment

by persons of sedentary habits is highly advantageous. I

know but one circumstance that could render the sponging-

bath objectionable, and that is, the occurrence of palpita-

tions. This, however, may be obviated, by relinquishing

the drying of the body to an attendant, or adopting the

"wet-sponge,"" and after a short time, if there be no ten-

dency in the system to disease of the heart, the palpitations

will cease.

Of all the forms of cold bathing, the preceding is the

most convenient, the most universally applicable, and in

my opinion, the most conducive to health. It should be

taken the instant we step out of bed, and may be shortened

or prolonged to an extent commensurate with the tem-

perature of the atmosphere, or the feelings of the bather.

I am in the habit of recommending, that a spongeful of

water should be given to each of the arms before the ti-unk

is moistened ; that the minimum for the trunk should be

two spongefuls in front, and one over each shoulder for

the back ; that there should be one also for each log. The

whole process will not occupy more than one minute ; at

the end of the second minute the whole body mny be dried,

and the woollen garments put on. By that time is the
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winter of the batli made glorious summer. The reward

follows quick upon the penance. In many persons, re-

action is so rapid, that the whole body is enveloped in a

cloud of vapour before the affusion is fully accomplished,

and the comparison of Boerhaave, in reference to another

conchtion of the skin, is aptly reahzed. If, says Boerhaave,

the piercing chill of winter could be introduced into a

summer assembly, the insensible perspiration being sud-

denly condensed, would give to each person the appearance

of a heathen deity, wrapped in his own separate cloud.

The mstant the clothes are put on, the whole body feels a

warm and refreshing glow. This is the kind of bath that

truly deserves the meed of commendation awarded to cold

bathing by Agathinus. "They who desire to pass the

short time of life in good health, ought often to use cold

bathing, for I can scarce express in words how much

benefit may be had by cold baths ; for they who use them,

although almost spent with old age, have a strong and

compact pulse, and a florid colour in their face ;
they are

very active and strong, their appetite and digestion are

vigorous, their senses are perfect and exact ; and, in one

word, they have all their natural actions well performed."

To which Sir John Ployer adds, the efiects of cold bathing

" reach the very soul of the animal, rendering it more

lively and brisk in all its operations."

A third kind of ablution is that with the shower-bath,

which provides a greater amount of afiusion than the

former, combined with a greater shock to the nervous

system. But that which more particularly distinguishes

this from the previous modes is the concussion of the skin

by the fall of the water, the degree of concussion having

reference to tlie height of the reservoir and the size of the

openings through which the little columns issue. The

usefulness and convenience of the shower-bath and its

facilities of application, render it a necessary article of

furniture in every house, the only C[uestion of importance

with regard to it being the kind of apartment assigned to

its use. I have known instances of the shower-bath being
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transferred to an area, an outhouse, or a cellar, so that the

bather had to make his way from a warm bed, if the bath

were taken at rising, only partly dressed, through cold

passages, to his bathing-place, and was generally chilled

on his way. The bath, in such a case, becomes an instru-

ment of punishment and disease rather than of health.

The shower-bath must be located in a dry room, a room
in which a &e can be lighted in the winter season, in an
airy dressing-room, for instance, and every regard paid to

comfort and convenience. It is in this that the pubhc
bath is generally so much superior to that of home ; in it,

every suggestion that comfort and even luxury can invent

is realized, and over such a bath only does Hygeia preside.

The shower-bath admits of modification, to render it suit-

able to the most delicate as well as to the most robust.

The extent of fall may be increased or diminished, the

apertm-es may be regulated, so as to produce the lightest

shower or the heaviest rain ; the temperature of the water

may be adjusted to any degree of warmth ; and moreover,

the quantity delivered also determined. I cannot too

often repeat that the sensations of the bather must be

tenderly regarded, if good is to follow the practice of

ablution ; and this is in no case more necessary than in

delicate or convalescent health. By judicious training,

the nervous system, which would shudder under the appli-

cation of a tepid sponge to the skin, could be made to bear,

without uneasiness, a smart charge of cold water from the

shower-bath. It is evident that in this case a victory is

gained over the sensations of the utmost importance, and

one which caimot be too highly valued ; for by a parallel

reasoning, the skin, which in this way is made to bear the

shock of a shower-bath, could better, and for a longer

period, resist the influence of atmospheric cold and its

consequent morbid effects on the economy. In making

use of the word " shock," as expressive of the effect of a

discharge of water by the shower-bath on the surface of

the body, it must not be supposed that I refer to au)^ un-

pleasant or painful effect; this is far from being the fact;
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the shock with warm water, with which the bather should

always begin, is really agreeable, and the feeling will be

one of regret when the shower is at an end. A x^ersou

unaccnstomed to the shower-bath entering one with a

strong charge of water at a low temperature, and pulhng

the valve-string, woidd certainly be shocked by the sudden

and imusual sensation caused by the rush which immedi-

ately follows ; but this is abusing, not using the shower-

bath. In the like manner, a feeble stream of electricity

may be passed through the body without producing a dis-

agreeable sensation, and with benefit to the part, while

half the quantity from a Leyden jar woidd occasion a severe

and painful shock. In using the cold shower-bath, it will

be found that the fii'st impression made upon the skin is

much colder than that which follows ; aud after being pro-

longed for a few minutes, the sensation is really one of

warmth. This is an effect of the concussion of the skin by

the water, which I shall hereafter have more particularly

to allude to. The old " tumbling-bath" is the parent of the

present shower-bath, and much inferior in its value, for in

it the whole body of water contained in the reservoir is

thrown at once upon the bather.

Before quitting the subject of the shower-bath, I must

refer to an objection that has been made to its use, namely,

that it is liable to cause a determination to the head, and

is therefore improper for persons of full habit. This is an

error originating in abuse of the bath, and is only so far

related to truth as the assertion, that an excessive meal

will produce apoplexy. If a person whose vessels are

oppressed with excess of blood subject himself without

training to the sudden shock of a shower-bath, a shock

whose first effect is to impel the blood inwards upon the

vital organs, it is impossible to answer for the result ; the

result, in fact, must be ruled by the physical strength of

the tissues of those organs to resist the impulse. But the

whole tenour of the observations on food, raiment, exercise,

and ablution contained in tliis book is to guard against

violent extremes, which are, in reality, a wilful risk of life
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If, in the case above supposed, the individual be young,

and the tissues elastic and strong, the vital organs will not

only resist the strain, but will not in any wise be injured.

If, however, the person have reached that time of life when
the tissues are brittle rather than yielding, something must
give way. But I repeat that I cannot look upon this

otherwise than in the light of an exceptional case, and such

an one as could not occur if the rules of bathing here laid

down were strictly followed. Indeed, the training neces-

sary to arrive at the comfortable use of such a bath as has

been supposed, would itself prevent the fulness, which ia

this case was the cause of mischief. To prevent the dan-

gerous consequences attributed to the shower-bath, it has

been suggested that the feet should be immersed in hot

water during the operation. I can only say, that if this

harmless expedient will in any way conduce to the confi-

dence of the bather, let it be practised, by all meaiis ; but

philosophically, it is useless ; the secret of safety lies in the

training ; not only in this, but also in all other matters in

which the vital organs are concerned, I should not deserve

the pardon of my lady readers if I were to neglect another

matter connected with this subject, namely, the suggestion

of some covering for the protection of the hair. The best

contrivance for this purpose that I have seen is a high,

conical, extinguisher-shaped cap, made of some light mate-

rial, and covered with oiled silk. A cap of this shape has

the advantage of not interfering with the descending

shower, while, by the breadth of its base, it effectually

protects the head, and offers the means of tying a border

of the same sUk beneath the hair.

The douse or douche-bath, is a contrivance for applying

water locally, and combining, with aflusiou, more or less

concussion of the skin. As a remedy for local disease,

this form of bath has been in use from time iuiraemorial

;

a jug of water poured from a height on a part of the body

is a douche-bath ; and a more complete one is the stream

from a pump, the popular treatment of a spraiu. The

douche-bath to the head is also applicable to some kinds
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of insanity. From these remarks, it will be apparent that

the douche-bath is less manageable than the forms pre-

viously described, and that recourse must be had to some

bathing establishment when its use is required. In esta-

blishments of this nature, the douche may be obtained of

any size or temperature, and may be received in any

direction, some bemg horiaontal and some also ascending.

The concussion of the skin caused by a blow of the water

against the surface, is a feature of importance in this form

of bath ; and when a sufficient height of column cannot be

obtained, the blow may be supplied artificially by a little

wooden hammer, with which the skin is beaten as the

water falls.

The cold bath is of three kinds, fresh, saline, and mine-

ral ; and the properties of each may be modified by being

at rest or in motion. The still, fresh water, or plunging-

bath offers few advantages over the shower-bath, and

combines the same prmeiples.* The afi'usion is, perhaps,

somewhat more complete ; the shock is dependent on the

temperature of the water, and the concussion ou the ac-

tivity and energy of the bather, who by his active move-

ments in the bath suppHes the want of motion in the fluid.

The cold-water bath on the banks of a stream is infinitely

preferable to that taken in an apartment ; the temperature

of the atmosphere is probably agreeable, the sun may be

warm, the fresh air breathes upon the limbs, and the im-

mersion is active, and accompanied by diving, or the exer-

cise of swimming. The saline bath, at rest, differs from

the fresh-water bath in the more stimulating properties of

the saline matters which it contains, and in the greater

weight of the water ; while the same bath in motion, that

is, the open sea, produces a greater degree of concussion

* According to Sir John Floyer, chiUlren were immersed at tLeir

christening until the Reformation. Tlie discontiniiimce of this

practice lie considers, somewhat qnestionahly, to be the oanse of the

great prevalence of rickets, a disease which, he says, was scarcely

heard of before the reign of Henry llie Seventh. Dr. Haynard's

theory is the more credilile, tliat this state of disease depended ou

the mischievous habit of putting children out to nurse.
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than the river stream, particularly when accompanied by
active motion or swimming. The mineral baths, in like

manner, owe their special properties to the mineral salts

which they hold in solution.

What I have before said, with regard to the necessity of

combining cheerfulness and hilarity of disposition with

exercise, applies with equal force to bathing. The bath

should be regarded as an enjoyment ; if it be not, its use

is questionable, and in many instances will prove un-

friendly. Hufeland speaks in the following terms of sea-

bathing, which, he says, "on account of its stimulative

and penetrating power, may be placed at the head of those

means that regard the care of the skin, and which cer-

tainly supplies one of the first wants of the present gene-

ration, by opening the pores, and thereby reinvigorating

the whole nervous system. This bathing is attended with

two important advantages : the first is, that, besides its

great healing power in cases of disease, it may be employed

by those who are perfectly well, as the means most agree-

able to nature for strengthening and preserving health. In

this respect, it may be compared to bodily exercise, which

can remove diseases otherwise incurable, and which may
be used also by those who are sound, in order to preserve

themselves in that state. The other advantage is, the

noble, grand, and indescribable prospect of the sea con-

nected with it, and which, on those not acquainted with it,

has an effect capable of bracing up the nervous system and

producing a beneficial exaltation of the whole frame. I

am fully convinced that the physical efiects of sea-bathing

must be greatly increased by this impression on the mind,

and that an hypochondriac or nervous person may be half

cured by resicUng on the sea-coast and enjoj-iug a view of

tlie grand scenes of Nature which will there present them-

selves, such as the rising and setting of the sun over the

blue expanse of the waters, the awful majesty of the waves

during a storm, &c."

When the cold bath is disagreeable to the sensations or

to the constitution of the bather, it may be raised in tern-
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peratiire to suit his purposes. It tlien changes its designa-

tion, aud, according to its heat, is termed temperate, tepid,

warm, or hot. A temperate bath ranges from 75° to 85°
;

a tepid bath, from 85° to 95° ; a warm bath, from 95° to

98° ; and a hot bath, from 98° to 105°. In other words,

the warm bath comes up to the elevation of the warmest

parts of the exterior of the body, the hot bath to that of

the interior, aud a little beyond ; the temperature of the

blood on the left side of the heart being 101°. " To those

who are past the meridian of life, have dry skins, and

begin to be emaciated," writes Darwin, " the warm bath,

for half an hour, twice a week, I believe to be eminently

serviceable in retarding the advances of age."

The vapour-bath offers some points of difference from

the preceding, in the circumstance of extending its ia-

fluence to the interior as well as to the exterior of the

body. The bather is seated upon a chair, in a position

agreeable to himself, and the vapour is gradually turned

on around him, until the requisite temperature (from 90°

to 110°) is attained.* The vapour is consequently breathed,

and thus brought iuto contact with every part of the

interior of the lungs. At first the sensation caused by the

vapour bath is one of oppression at the chest, aud some

slight difficulty of breathing, but very soon the perspira-

tion bursts through the pores, and then the breathing is

easy and agreeable. After a time, the perspiratory fluid

rushes down the skin in rills, and so continues as long as

the bather remains in the bath, and, indeed, for some

time afterwards. Prom the steam-chamber the bather

steps into a tepid bath, and there remains for ten minutes,

while he receives a shower of fragrant water on the head.

He then quits the bath, and dries up the living springs with

warm towels. After such a process, the bather is in a

position to agree with Sanctorius, that melancholy is over-

come by a free perspiration, and that cheerfulness without

* Aocortling to Dr. Traill, of liiverpool, the temperature of tbe

Russian vapour baths is from ];3;i° to 144°; and those of Finland,

according to Acerbi, from 158° to 107°.
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any evident cause proceeds from perspiration succeedinoj

well. The vapour-batk lias undergone mucli improvement

Tvitliin tlie last few years, and its powers as an agent for

the cure of disease have been increased by the discovery

of various vegetable substances, whose volatile elements

are susceptible of being diffused through the vapour, and,

thus introduced into the blood, are made to act upon the

system.

An agreeable adjunct to the vapour-bath is cold affusion.

Among the E-omans, cold aii'usion after the warm bath was

the common practice, and still continues to be so in those

countries in which the vapour-bath is used. The Therms
or public baths of Eomewere very numerous, and compre-

hended many of the most magnificent buildings in that

city. The bath consisted of four apartments, a Tepidaria,

heated with warm air, in which the bather undressed and

afterwards dressed himself when the final friction and in-

unction with oil and pomatum were accomplished ; a

Laconicum, raised to a higher temperature by heated air

or vapour ; a Calidaria, containing a -^ arm bath ; and a

Frigidaria, a cold bath into which the bather plunged after

quitting the Calidaria ; from the cold bath he returned to

the Tepidaria to be dried, anointed, and powdered. These

latter processes are probably intended to prevent a second

breaking out of perspiration, as well as to supply the place

of the natural oily secretion of the skin which has been

removed.

The Hummums of the American Indians are a very

humble imitation of the Eoman Thermrc :
" The doctor

takes three or four large stones, which, after having heated

red hot, he places in the middle of the stove, laying on

them some of the inner bark of oak, beaten in a mortar to

keep them from burning ; this being done, they (the

Indians) creep in, six or eight at a time, or as many as the

place will hold, and then close up the mouth of tlic stove,

which is usually made like an oven in some bank near the

water-side ; in the meanwhile, the doctor, to raise a steam,

after they have been stewing a little time, pours cold water
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on the stones, and now and then sprinkles the men to keep

them from fainting ; after they have sweat as long as they

can well endure it, they sally out, and (though it be in the

depth of winter) forthwith plunge themselves over head

and ears in cold water, which instantly closes up the pores

and preserves them from taking cold."* After the bath,

they are anointed Hke the Eomans, the pomatum of the

Indians being for the most part bear's grease, containing

a powder obtained by grinding the root of the yellow

alkanet.

In reference to the Muscovitish and Finnish baths,

Olearius observes :
" It is almost a miracle to see how

their bodies, accustomed to and hardened by cold, can

endure so intense a heat, and how that, when they are

not able to endure it longer, they come out of their stoves

as naked as they were born, and plunge into cold water, or

cause it to be poured on them."t

Sir George Lefevre,^ in his description of the Eussian

baths, after alludmg to the manner of raising the vapour

by pouring water over a stove, and in case of any obstacle

to free perspiration, flagellating the skin " with bunches of

brushwood with the dried leaves on, till you become as

red as a lobster," observes, " let the man pour a bucket of

warm water over your head, how grateful is the sensation

;

then a second bucket, less warm, and a third quite cold ;

then towel the body well, and the business is over." The

same author discredits the statement relative to Eussian

bathino- made by Lord Carlisle, when ambassador at the

Court of Moscow, that "it is not uncommon for the

natives to leave the bath and roll themselves in the snow ;"

and that "two-year old children are seen to do this with

impunity."

It is incorrect to suppose that any danger is likely to

result from cold affusion when the skin is in a state of ex-

citation, and the nervous powers at their natural standard,

* History of Virginia, by R. B. Gent.

f Travels in Muscovy, vol. iii.

+ The Life of a Travelling Physician, &c., 1843.
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or elevated above their normal range. It is only when the

body is chilled, and the powers of the nervous system are

depressed, whether from moral or from physical causes,

such as fatigue or disease, that any iU consequences can

accrue. Dr. Currie, many years since, pointed out the

importance of cold affusion in the hot stage of fevei*, and

pursued the practice with success. Cold never injures the

body when acting as a stimulant, it is only when it acts

long upon the surface, and robs the latter of its heat, that

cold is injurious. The youth of Eome, to avoid the

dangers arising from cold, were wont, after their contests

on the plain of Mars, to leap into the Tiber. By this prac-

tice, they checked and removed the perspiration from the

skin, prevented its slow evaporation and the cold engen-

dered by that process, and caused a healthful re-action.

If we hear of disease following this practice, it is in cases

where the object is unknown or overlooked. The indi-

vidual is labouring under nervous exhaustion from fatigue,

or his nervous powers are lowered by the long continuance

of the ablution ; or he is passive in the bath ; there is

always some such depressing cause. As a stimulant, I

repeat, cold immersion cannot be injurious.

In reference to cold bathing, Sir George Lefevre makes

the following judicious observations, as a caution to bathers.

Let them not " wait till the body becomes cool before they

plunge into the water. It is in this (the cold) stage that

there may be danger ; for excitement has already passed

away, and the body cannot resist the depressing influence

of cold. If the surface be dry and the heat above the

natural standard, little is to be feared from immersion into

a lower temperature. If the body be cooled down, and

the surface be covered with moistui-e, such experiments

should not be hazarded."

Bathing and exercise are very closely allied to each

other ;
they both stimulate the actions of the skin, and

both, if carried too far, are productive of fatigue. Bathing

again, is indebted to exercise for some of its useful pro-

perties. In like manner, the rules of bathing and those
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of exercise are very similar. Batliing, to be clEcient in

preserving health, should be regular, should be com-

menced by degrees, and increased by a process of training,

and should not be permitted to intrude upon hours devoted

to some important function, such as digestion. It must

not approach too near a meal, that is to say, if it be at-

tended by the least fatigue ; nor must it follow a meal too

closely, three or four hours being permitted to elapse.

The time occupied in bathing in cold water by invalids

shoidd not exceed a few minutes, ranging, perhaps, from

two to ten ; but persons in health may carry it to the point

of satiety, provided always that they combine with it active

exercise. The period for the tepid, warm, or vapour bath,

is from a quarter to half an hour, unless special indications

recpiire to be fulfilled.

I come now to the immediate physiological effects of

bathing on the system. When the body is moistened with

a sponge wetted in cold water, or when affusion by the

sponge or shower-bath is effected, the skin immediately

shrinks, and the whole of its tissues contract. As a result

of this contraction, the capacity of the cutaneous system

of vessels for blood is diminished, and a portion of the

blood circulating through them is suddenly thrown upon

the deeper parts and internal organs (see diagram, page 28).

The nervous system, among others, participates in, and is

stimulated by, the aiHux, and communicating its impression

of stimidus to the whole system, causes a more energetic

action of the heart and bloodvessels, and consequent rush

back to the surface. This is the state termed "re-action,"

the first object and purpose of every form of bathing

whatsoever-, the test of its utihty and security. Eeaction

is known by the redness of surface, the glow, the thrill of

comfort and warmth, which foUow the bath; and the bather

should direct all his care to ensuring this effect. By it,

the internal organs are relieved, respiration is lightened,

the heart is made to beat calm and free, the mind feels

clear and strong, the tone of the muscular system is

increased, the appetite is sharpened, and the whole or-

w
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ganism feels invigorated. Tliis is the end and aim of the

bather, and to this all his training tends. The error is, to

expect the result without the ^preparation. After a proper

training, the most plethoric and apoplectic individual may

derive health and safety from systematic bathing ;
but it

will be seen at a glance, by the above explanation, that

without the training, the attempt would be madness. But

the reader must not imagine, that, because there is

danger in bathing in a particular case, the practice is

dangerous ; that would be an erroneous inference. I have

endeavoured to show that food, raiment, and exercise,

when judiciously used, are the source of many enjoyments,

and the means of our existence ; and I think it will be

granted without difficulty, that excess in either is replete

with danger. Are we to give up the use of food because

an incautious person eats liimself into an apoplexy?

Bathing is as little dangerous as food, the diflerence

between the two being, that we prefer the one, and there-

fore take it under the mantle of our protection, while we

repudiate the other, because it is less agreeable to our

appetites, or perhaps a little troublesome.

In order to increase and promote the reaction of the

skin, various measures and manipulations are resorted to,

some of them being practised in the bath, others after

quitting it. Of the former kind is the Hindoo operation

of shampooing, which consists in pressing and kneadmg

the flesh, stretching and relaxing the joints, and brushing

and scrubbing the skin. The process is thus described by

Anqueta :
" One of the attendants on the bath extends you

upon a bench, sprinkles you with warm water, and presses

the whole body in an admirable manner. He cracks the

joints of the fingers and of all the extremities. He then

places you upon the stomach, pinches you over the kidneys,

seizes you by the shoulders, and cracks the spme by

agitating all the vertebrae, strikes some powerful blows

over the fleshy and muscular parts, then rubs the body

with a hair-glove until he perspires, grinds down the thick

and hard skin of the feet with pumice stone, anomts you
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with soap, and lastly, sliaves you and plucks out the super-

fluous hairs. This process continues for three quarters of

an hour, after which a man scarcely knows himself; he

feels like a new being."* Sir Alexander Burnes, in his

Travels in Bokhara, observes, with regard to this process,

that it
" is most singular. You are laid out at full length,

rubbed with a hair-brush, scrubbed, buffeted, and kicked ;

but it is all very refreshing." The ancients were in the habit

of scraiung the skin with an ivory knife. But practices so

agreeable to the bather have been little followed in tempe-

rate and cold climates, partly from the prevailing neglect

of the bath, and partly from the necessity of having the

operation performed by a person skilled in the manceuvre.

Our common means of stimulating the skin are confined

to the rough towel, the horse-hair glove or rubber, and the

flesh-brush, which are used after quitting the bath.f In-

deed, this short catalogue embraces all the appliances

requisite for the purpose. For tender and delicate skins,

the rough towel answers every purpose, and should be

used by the bather himself, unless the exertion be found

too great, or cause palpitation of the heart. In the latter

case, it must be resigned to an attendant, and the process

* Deslnndes, Manuel d'Hygiene, quoted by Duuglisou.

+ Since the above was written, I bave bad the opportunity of

examining a flesb-gbive tbat comes recommended to lis by tbe

experience of ages, and certainly otters advantages superior to any-

other kind of rubber for the sl<in in existence. Tliis is the ludiau

flesh-glove or klieesab, a glove, or ratlier mitten, which has been

used, from time immemorial, in Hindnoslan, Persia, and tlironghout

the East, and by a race of people, both from necessity and luxury,

more attentive to tbe skin than any other upon the face of the

globe. The glove was introduced into Knglaud by Mr. J. Ranald

Martin, of Gi-osvenor-street, and much laboiu' and expense have

been cmploved by Messrs. Savory and Moore in having a similar

glove manufactured in London. Their imitation, however, is per-

fect, both in appearance and properties; and it is a subject of much

satisfaction to tne to be enabled to recommend so admirable a con-

trivance for promoting the health of the body, through Ihe agency

of tbe skin. The glove is made of goat-hair, the material nscd in

tlie manufacture of the Burruck or Persian glove-cloth, of which

the original kheesah is composed.
XT O
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completed by the batlier, in order that the reaction may
be inci-rased by some degree of muscular exercise. Some
skins bear the horse-hair and bristle brushes eqvially well

with the rough towel, ia which case they may be used

after the drying is effected. When there is any delicacy of

the respiratory organs, the horse-hair and bristle brushes,

by producing an increased degree of stimulation over the

chest and trunk of the body, are important additions to

our means of cure. It is not intended, however, that the

remedy should be more unbearable than the disease, which

is likely to be the case if the common horse-hair gloves*

are employed : a better kind are those which have a brush

surface ;
they are much softer, and more efficacious. The

electrical qualities which are spoken of in connexion with

horse-hair gloves are an innocent fraud on the imagination

of the purchaser. The best form of flesh-brush is one in

which the bristles are set on a leather back. " The benefit

of friction," says Daniel Turner, "which consists of motion

and heat, whether or no the same be raised by rubbing

the body with a coarse cloth or the flesh-brush, has advan-

tages inconceivable and scarce credible, by which the

obstructions of the pores and cutaneous glandules are

opened, their stagnating juices broken into small particles,

dissolved, and rendered fit to be carried off in perspiration,

in the room of which, as my Lord Verulam well observes,

new juice will succeed with new vigour to the body ; and

longevit}'-, saith that great naturalist, is this way most

certainly promoted."

The influence which the bath exerts over the nervous

and circulating system of the bather is not the least

remarkable of its eflPects. The temperate and the tepid

bath, for example, produce a gradual diminution in the

number of the heart's pulsations, a calm in the nervous

system, and a tendency to sleep ; in other words, they are

sedative in their action on the system. The hot-bath, on

* In riimloostnn, the lioi-se-lmir glove is employed for nibliing

down horses, a purposo for which it is certiiinly better lilted than

for using to the humau skiu.
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the contrary, causes an excitation of tlie nervous and

vascular system, increased heat of the interior of the

body, a quickened pulse, and profuse perspiration. It is

a stimulant to the system. The warm bath, occupymg a

mid-position between the tepid and the hot bath, is also

intermediate in its effects ; but, as the power of mamtain-

in<T and bearing heat is very different in different persons,

it Is impossible to fix upon the exact point of neutrality

for all. It appears to extend over a range of about ten

de<^rees from 90° to 100°, 50 that if we wish designedly

to produce a sedative or a sthnulant effect on the economy,

we should, having always regard to the feelings of the

bather, select a temperature above or below the neutral

range. . .

Another curious and important law is associated with

the mfluence exerted by the bath over the state of the

pulse, which is, a power of absorption by the skin below

the neutral range, and an augmented transpiration above

it. The absorbing power is modified by various circum-

stances, such as the quantity of fluids already contained

within the tissues of the bather, the state of the body m
relation to food, activity of nutrition, &c. In this sense,

medicated baths have the power of acting upon the system.

The process is, however, slow, and requires long immer-

sion when the water-bath is used, but is more active with

the vapour-bath.

The opposite effect is produced when the temperature

of the bath rises above the neutral range ;
in other words,

above the temperature of the blood. In this case, tran-

spiration is so active, that the bather loses weight. If the

bath be prolonged, there is danger of its proving f\ital, by

over-excitation of the system ; the pulse, as before men-

tioned, becomes rapid, the beating of the heart tumul-

tuous, the respiration quickened ; the bather experiences

a sensation of oppression amounting almost to suffocation
;^

he is faint and giddy, and falls into the iascnsibiUty of

apoplexy.
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CHAPTER X.

ON THE " RASHES " OF THE SKIN
;
NAMELY, ST. AN-

THONY'S FIRE, RED BASH, ROSE RASH, AND NETTLE

RASH.

The intention of tliis work being to convey sncli an

amount of knowledge of the nature of the skin as may
serve to raise it to its proper place in the estimation of

mankind, and obtain for it that degree of attention which

is necessary for its preservation in a state of health, my
plan would be incomplete if I omitted to point out the

leading modifications which the skin undergoes when
under the influence of disease, and especially so, as the

consideration of its diseased state serves to illustrate in

many important particulars its healthy condition and

structure.

One of the most striking characters of aberration of

health manifested by the skin is the heightened colour of

its surface occasioned by distension of the bloodvessels.

When redness exists, accompanied by heat, pain, and

swelling, we call the state " inflammation." Inflammation,

therefore, may be trifling or severe ; it may be limited in

extent or diffused over a large surface, or the signs by
which it is known may be present in unequal proportion

;

in other words, it may be of little consequence or serious

;

and this, nothing but a knowledge of the state of the

system, the cause, the nature of the part attacked, aiid

that kind of knowledge which the special study of medi-

cine confers, can decide. When the redness is vivid, the

heat great, and the tumefaction considerable, we call the

state Si. Anthony's Jlre, or ei'ysijyelas. St. Anthony's fire,

moreover, is accompanied by more or less constitutional
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fever—namely, tliii-st, wliite tongue, qmck pulse, pains in

tke head, &e.

When the redness is less vivid, the heat less, and the

tumefaction but little perceptible, particularly if it be of

long duration, vary in its tints, and appear settled on the

spot, the case is one offiery spot, blotch, or red rash. The

red rash is generally slow in its progress, variable in pomt

of extent, and not necessarily accompanied by constitu-

tional fever, as is the case with St. Anthony's fire.
_

Sometimes, in place of one or several moderate-sized or

large spots, the latter are numerous and distributed over

theVeater part of the body ;
they are small and irregular

in form, and have a crimson tint. This is the eruption

known as the rose rash, so common in summer after over-

exertion.

In another case, tlie redness may not at first be percep-

tible, but there is itching and uneasiness in the part
;
and

if it' be scratched, the redness becomes vivid, and is

marked by white wheals and small white, rounded, button-

like eminences ; in fact, the affected part has the appear-

ance of the skin when stung with nettles, and is thence

called nettle rash, technically, i(,rticaria, from the Latin

word " urtica," signifyhig a nettle. These four inflamma-

tions of the skin are the so-called " rashes."

To fully understand the nature of the family of the

"rashes," it is further necessary to have some acquaint-

ance with their cause. The cause of St. Anthony's fire

lies in the constitution, and many persons have an heredi-

tary or acquired disposition to the production of a rash of

this sort, upon the existence of any disturbance of the

digestive or nervous system, or upon some wound of the

skhi, even of a trifling nature ; or they take it by infection

from another labouring under that disease. In disordered

and weakened constitutions, it is liable to attack the eye-

lids, and thence extend to the head. It sometimes follows

leech-bites or the scratch of a pin, and is always an indi-

cation of some action or change in the system that requires

watching. A peculiarity of St. Anthony's fire is its dis-
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position to run from one part to another ; from the hand,

for example, runninpf vip the arm to the body in the course

of a few hours ; at another time, it suddenly quits the

part first afl'ected without leaving a vestige of its existence

behind, and flies to a distant one. These eccentricities,

and the serious constitutional disturbance always con-

joined with it, render it an obnoxious companion. Very
frequently, when the redness and swelling are at their

height, the scarf-skin is lifted \ip all over the surface in

blisters ; and occasionally the swelling is dropsical and

alarming.

The unprofessional person who has ever reflected on

the cause of a given disease, will have felt the perplexity

of the subject, and the obscurity that environs the term
" cause." And yet no progress towards cure can be made
until the cause is guessed or Irnown, and the treatment

directed in accordance with some proper principle. I

have alluded above to the cause of erysipelas as being

present in the constitution, and I may now observe, that

the causes of disease in general may be arranged into

three classes, namely, moral, constitutional, and local.

The moral causes are not the least powerful and energetic

in the production of disease, and as they are more under

the control of the patient or his friends than of the medical

man, they should be most closely watched and carefully

obviated. The constitutional causes, depending upon some

error in the phenomena of life, can be comprehended only

by the medical man, and to him tliey should be left.

There are, however, constitutional remedies of great

power, but not sulBciently valued, in the hands of every

one, namely, diet, clothing, exercise, and ablution. The

reduction of inflammation may be cflected entirely, or

much faciHtated, by a diluent diet, that is, such an one as

shall dilute and cool the blood ;
by a moist covering to the

part
; by modified exercise, or by rest ; and by local or

general bathing, according to the nature of the case. But

such appliances require judgment ; the cause may be one

which demands other means, or the treatment may be car-
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ried too far. The local causes are either internal or ex-^

ternal: when the former, they are out of the reach ot

domestic aid ; but they may be known causes, such as im-

proper articles, or excess, or even want, of food
;
m which

case, they contribute to the knowledo-e of oneself, and may

be avoided at another time. When external, they are withm

the reach of every one ; and if they cannot be removed at

once, may perhaps be mitigated, and the remedy applied

with greater certainty. The treatment of disease is there-

fore naturally entwined with its causes, and the consider-

ation of one is scarcely complete without that of the other.

Treatment is suggested by the cause, it is dependent on

the cause, audit achiiits of the same threefold division into

moral, constitutional, and local. Shakspeare has shown

himself fully aware of the necessity of a moral treatment

of disease, and expresses his conviction in the well-kno\\ n

appeal of Macbeth to his physician :—

" Canst tbou not minister to a mind diseased;

Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow;

Raze out the written troubles of the brain;

And with some sweet, oblivious antidote.

Cleanse the full bosom of that perilous stuH"

Which weighs npon the heart?"

In the domestic management of St. Anthony's lire, every

disturbing cause, such as noise, conversation, bad news,

heated temperature, cramming with nice broths andjelhes,

should be avoided, and the injunctions of the medical man

should be carefully followed. The disease is always serious,

and its consequences doubtful ; it is often dangerous, often

attended with delirium, and by no means a case to try

Mrs. A.'s or good Mrs. B.'s advice upon; in other words,

it must not be tampered with. Officious kindness in the

sick room is highly dangerous ;
deeds are wanted there,

not words ; the real wants of the patient should be anti-

cipated, but no imaginary wants created. The inilanied

part should always be raised into an easy position, aud

one which will facilitate the current of the blood to the

heart, and the prescription of the medical man carei'uUy
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followed. Sometimes lie may prescribe a cold lotion, in

whicL. case a layer of thinnest linen wetted in the lotion,

but not so much as to drip and make the bed wet and
uncomfort^ible, should be gently laid upon the part, and
replaced by a second, as soon as the first loses its moisture.

Three of these pieces of Hnen should be in use at the same
time, one on, one in the basin containing the lotion, and
the third hanging on a string to cool, previously to

taking the place of the second. No other covering should

be placed upon this, as the object is to encoui-age evapo-

ration as much as possible.

More frequently, perhaps, the medical man will prescribe

a warm fomentation ; and this is a remedy which the

friends and attendants of a patient may have recourse to,

in such a case, without danger, whenever the advice of a

medical man is out of reach, or cannot immediately be

procured. In the warm fomentation, the linen should be

thicker than in the former case ; it should be folded once

or twice, dipped in warm water, or a decoction of chamo-

mile flowers and poppyheads, and apphed in the same

manner upon the inflamed part. The thickness and folding

of the linen must be regidated by the sensations of the

patient, for a light covei'ing will often give the sensation

of a ponderous weight to a part in a state of inflammation.

The same precautions must be taken with regard to the

dribbling of water, and the wet compress must be covered

by a dry fold of cotton or flannel, to prevent evaporation.

Sometimes, everything in the shape of moistui-e is dis-

agreeable to the patient, and flour or cotton wool or lard

is used instead. These are considerations for the medical

man to determine, but in his absence either might be

advantageously employed, the sensations of the 2}(Jtient

heiiiff made ike test of the appUcahilitij of the remedy.

When there are blisters, they should be gently snipped

witli a pair of scissors (the scarf-skin being insensible),

and the fluid which they contain carefully absorbed by a

clean sponge, squeezed dry out of warm water, or by a

piece of soft and dry linen. When flour is employed as
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a covering for tlio surface, it generally soaks up this

fluid. In snipping tlie blisters, the only care requu-ed is

to avoid tearing off the scarf-skin. When this is pre-

served, it falls down upon the excoriated surface after

the escape of the fluid, and forms its most natural and

appropriate dressing.

As regard internal remedies of a domestic kind, the

appetite^of the patient shoidd again be consulted
;
he wiU

reject everything in the shape of sohd food, but will take

with pleasui-e cooling and unstimulating drinks, such as

lemonade, orangeade, slierbet, acidulated barley-water, &c.

These, therefore, are the most appropriate to his case. At

a later period, arrowroot, sago, and tea, come in for their

share of approval ; and stiU later, light broths and soups,

the yelk of an egg beaten up with sugar in white wme,

omelette, &c., form a transition to a stronger diet. There

is no greater mistake, no greater unkinduess, than pressing

niceties, in the shape of food, upon sick persons, when

their inclination is opposed to them. JSTatui-e prohibits

food in illness; and to make her prohibition indisputable,

she removes the appetite and all disposition for eating.

These maxims are universal in medicine, and I cannot

too strongly impress them upon the reader; ia so serious

a disorder as St. Anthony's fire, they require additional

attention. In this disease, the medical practitioner may

thmk it right to depart from the usual practice of keeping

the patient low, and administer stimulants and wine.

When he does tliis, the attendant should obey his in-

structions to the letter, in the limitation of the quantity.

Wine and stimulants should on no account whatever be

given to sick persons, excepting under the direction of a

medical man.

In convalescence, precaution must be had to the quan-

tity and regularity of the food administered, for iu

returning health after disease, a person is in a similar

state to one who has been starved. He requires to have

small quantities given at a time, and repeated at intervals

of three or four hours. A moderate meal iu health would
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be an excessive one to a conyalescent, and would probably

be followed by injury to the stomach, and relapse into

the disease from which he was just escaping. If a walk

across the room to the invalid is a mile to the same person

in health, his diet must be regulated on the same principle

as his exercise.

The EED EASH, or blotch, presents great variety in form,

situation, and severity, and not less in duration. Very

frequently it is referrible to a constitutional cause, and is

associated with disordered action of some of the vital

organs. Of this kind are t\\Q fiery spots, or blotches, that

fix on the faces of women, the consequence of disordered

health, dyspepsia, or tight lacing. Another kind of red

rash is that which afiects one or both of the legs, and

is accompanied by so much swelling as to resemble

St. Anthony's fire. This is a rash of elderly people, or

younger persons of weakly health who have over-walked

or over-exerted themselves. Sometimes the red patches

are circular or oval in form, and come out suddenly, to

disappear again in the course of a few hours ; or, like

St. Anthony's fire, they vanish in one place to appear in

another. At other times, they commence in a small blotch,

and spread by the circumference, while they fade at the

centre, forming very distinct rings, the ringioorm hlotch.

When they are thus acute and numerous in their eruption,

the rash soon fades away; but when they appear singly,

and are slow, they are tedious in their cure. It would,

however, occupy too much space, and be ill suited to a

popular work, to follow out all the varieties of the red

rash; I shall therefore conclude with two of a more femiliar

kind, namely, gall and cJui}]. Whenever two surfoces,

moistened by perspiration or other fluid, are in such

contact that they rub together during the motions of the

body, the part becomes red and inflamed, and is said to be

gaUed or chafed. These circumstances are most frequent

in young children, and are almost restricted to persons

having a tender and delicate skin. They occur between

the large rolls of fat, which exist in young children and
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fat persons, in tlie groins, behind the ears, &c., are excced-

mo-ly painful, and if not remedied, give rise to trouble-

some excoriations. The cha^, as it attacks the wrists and

backs of the hands in cold weather, and during the pre-

valence of piercing winds, is still more famUiarly known.

It is obviously an effect of cold. But there are chaps

which depend on the contact of moisture associated with

chafino-, and which attack the covered as well as the

uncovered parts of the body, and tliese are sometimes very

troublesome. A painful iUustration of the latter affection

is chapped nipples; another is chapped lips.

Another form of the red rash originating in cold, is the

well-known torment of children in the winter season,

chilblain. In its first stage, a chilbam is a redness of the

skin attended with heat, redness, a slight degree of swelling,

and more or less itching. So far the chUblain exhibits

signs which belong to the family of the red rashes. The

next thing that happens is, the chilblain looks blue and

pm-ple, and the scarf-skin is raised up by a fluid beneath

it, forming a bHster. Then the chilblain is said to "break."

the blister bursts, the scarf-skin is rolled aside, and the

" broken chilblain" exhibits a sidlen, distempered sore,

slow to heal, and slow to get worse; but sometimes

becoming a deep ugly sore, that may be weeks in gettuig

well. In its essential nature, a chilblaha is a chiU of the

skin ; the immediate effects of the chill are to lower the

tone of the nerves, as evinced by numbness ;
to check the

circulation, as evinced by whiteness ; or to retard the cir-

culation, as shown by blueness ; then reaction ensues, the

blood is driven forcibly into the previously collapsed and

shrunken vessels, the part becomes red and swollen, it

itches violently and throbs. So that the disease is the re-

turn of the blood to a part previously emptied of its blood,

and lowered in its tone by cold. Not, however, the return

of the blood simply, but its return with unusual force into

vessels weakened and prostrated by the antecedent chill.

Thus it is after coming in from the cold, and sitting down

by the fire, that the great sufl'ering from chilblains
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ensues; in otlier words, by the addition of a cause wbicli

provokes an increased impetuosity of the blood's current.

Hence, also, it is that heat in all shapes ^ives rise to the

production of itching, or increases the itching when
already in existence. And, now, what is the rationale of

treatment of a chilblain ? Why, to restore the circulation

through the chilled and benumbed part gently and gra-

dually. The child of nature rubs the chilblain with snow,

a combination of friction and heat a degree above that of

the benumbed part; then the friction being continued,

the temperature of the fluids used in the process may be

increased, until friction gradually restores the circulation

to its wonted degree and wonted calm. And the process

requires to be repeated every time new chilblains make

their appearance ; the cure of chilblains being the acqui-

sition of a habit of bearing the cold, or the return of a

warmer temperature. The child of art uses stimulants in

conjunction with friction, such as vinegar, spirits of

camphor, spirits of tui-pentine, &c., and to save the skin

from abrasion by excessive friction, or the union of friction

and stimulants, the latter are combined with oil, soap,

or the yelk of egg. An excellent chilblain remedy is made

by shaking well together, in a bottle, spirits of turpentine,

white vinegar, and the contents of an egg, in equal pro-

portion. With this the chilblains should be rubbed gently

whenever they are in a state of irritation, and until the

swelling and redness are dissipated. Flogging the chil-

blains with furze or holly is bad practice, as is also soaking

the feet in warm water. After the frictions with the

liniment, the chilblains should be covered with a piece of

simple plaster spread on wash leather.

The treatment of red rash, when the functions of health

are disturbed, requires such hygienic and medical measures

as will restore the disordered functions to their proper

equilibrium. The domestic treatment is chiefly of a local

nature. For example : evaporating lotions to relieve the

heat of the inflamed surface, and a nicely adjusted cotton-

web elastic bandage, when the lower limbs are afl^ected.
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to give support to the vessels, and aid in the movement of

the blood towards the heart. By the term " evaporating^

lotion" is meant a combination of spirit of wine and water,

in the proportion of one part to four-, five, or six. A httle

rose-water added to the simple water makes an agree-

able addition, and sometimes camphor water, or a little

Goulard's extract, may be deemed advantageous, when

a greater degree of calming effect is required.

The mode of using an evaporating lotion is always that

already described ; and the chiU may be taken off in cold

weather, by placing the bottle in warm water. When
the case is of long standing, and the redness does not

disappear, a stimulating application is then desirable, and

there is no better than warm vinegar dabbed on the

surface with a sponge, or used as a fomentation. For

blotches on the face, the best remedy is camphor spirit,

or diluted Eau de Cologne, dabbed on the spot after

washing, or twice or thrice in the day. For chaps and

galls, the treatment consists in keeping the surface as dry

as possible, and dusting it frequently with fidler's earth,

or starch-powder. For chapped lips, or chapped nipples,

the tincture of catechu or benjamin lightly pencilled on

the cracks are good remedies- For severely chapped

hands or face, the oxide of zinc ointment or camphor

cerate is well suited.

These applications should be gently but briskly rubbed

into the part with the finger or palm of the hand, so as to

reach the bottom of the cracks, and then wiped off with a

dry towel, in order to leave no trace of grease on the skin.

This process should be repeated at bedtime, before sitting

near the fire, and after each washing, and the rubbing

should be continued, provided it do not cause bleeding,

until the chapped skin is quite warm.

Rose hash.—The rose rash, or the "rose," is an erup-

tion of small irregular patches of a rose-red tint, which

spreads over the surface of the body, and is ushered in by
a slight attack of febrile symptoms. I have had occasion

before, in connexion with erysipelas and red rash, to speak
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of " febrile symptoms," and as tliey are common in aU

eruptive complaints, and indeed in every disease affecting

tlie constitution, from common cold upwards to small-pox,

and only differ in severity, I shall now proceed to particu-

larize them in the order in which they occur. They are,

chills, varying from a downright shiver to a sensation of

water trickling down the back ;
heat, which may be a

mere flush, or succession of flushes, or a burning glow

;

languor, often evinced by yawning ; lassitude ;
pains in

the head, back, loins, knees, and limbs ; restlessness

;

quickened circulation and respiration ; white or red, and

frequently dry tongue ;
thirst; dry, shrunk, or parched

skin ; absence of appetite, nausea, and checked natural

secretions. The whole of these symptoms, collectively,

with reasonable allowance for variety depending on con-

stitution, severity of attack, &c., constitute fever ; and

these symptoms, in a mild form, are present in rose rash.

Eose rash, however, is only a slight complaint ; it attacks

young children under the name of infantile rose, and

adults of weakly constitution, in the summer and autumn

season, under the appellation of summer and autumn rose,

and is sometimes associated with certain constitutional

disorders, such as that of inoculated small-pox, cow-pox,

rheumatism, and gout.

Eose rash bears a close resemblance to measles in the

form of its little patches of red, and is therefore styled

" false measles." It is, doubtless, frequently mistaken for

measles ; like them, the efflorescence appears first on the

head and breast, and then passes downwards to the feet

;

there is also redness of the throat, but an absence of the

watery eyes and symptoms of cold in the head which

accompany measles ; there is also much less constitutional

disturbance; it lasts a shorter time, not more than three

or four days, and is neither contagious nor infectious.

Another difference between them is tlie minor degree of

intensity in the redness of the eruption . It is accompanied

by itching and tingling of the skin, and on this account is

often very irritating to infants. Adults bear the annoyance
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better, and in them tlie disorder is of so little importance

as scarcely to require confinement to the house. The

most common cause of rose rash in infants is the irritation

occasioned by teething, and disorders of the mucoiis mem-

brane of the intestinal canal. In adults, the more frequent

causes are, heat of weather, fatigue, draughts, drinking

cold water when heated with exercise, and indigestible

substances.

The domestic treatment of rose rash is purely constitu-

tional. The patient should remain at rest in a cool atmo-

sphere, and if in bed, hghtly covered with clothes, imtil

the attack be passed away, abstaining from solid food, and

taking cool and imstimulating drinks. Drinks of this

kind are technically termed diluents, from the influence

they exert in diluting and cooling the blood. Efl^ervescing

drinks are also useful ;
they, however, require the direc-

tion of the medical practitioner, as do cooling medicines

and baths.

Nettle Eash.—The nettle rash is so characteristically

marked by its tingling and pricking pain, its white eleva-

tions and wheals on a red ground, and the production of

fresh elevations and wheals wherever any part of the skin

is rubbed or scratched or even touched, as to be familiar

to most persons ; it is, for the most part, attended with

febrile symptoms of moderate severity, and generally with

nausea and sense of fulness oi the stomach, only relieved

by sickness. When the febrile symptoms are severe, it

constitutes the febrile nettle rash of medical authorities.

When the elevations are very numerous and closely

grouped together the variety is termed, clustered nettle

rash. One of the characters of the rash is a sudden ap-

pearance and cUsappearance ;
occasionally, the latter is so

conspicuous as to form the basis of a variety, the evanescent

nettle rash ; while at another time it is as remarkable for

its permanent character, persistent tiettle rash. The com-

mon cause of nettle rash is some error of digestion, either

from the nature of the food, or some state of disorder of

the nervous or other systems of the body. That which
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can be best appreciated by the non-medical observer, and
at the same time the most frequent cause, is food in an
unwholesome state. In other cases, the food, without
being itself unwholesome, acts like a poison on the indi-

vidual ; and in a third class of cases, the pecuharity appears
to reside in the individual, rather than in the food.

Among the list of alimentary substances which have been
known to cause this troublesome affection, are mussels,

lobsters, crabs, shrimps, oysters, dried fish, pork, goose,

eggs, almonds, strawberries, raspberries, cucumbers,
melons, mushrooms, rice-milk, rice, and porter. Now, it

is evident that the greater part of these substances are

harmless to most persons ; those which are most com-
monly the cause of nettle-rash, however, are sheU-fish,

and particularly mussels. A frequent cause in children

is teething.

The occurrence of nettle rash from the use of alimentary

substances of a simple and usually harmless nature, is

evidently due to some peculiarity of constitution of the

individual, to a state, in fact, which in medicine is termed
idiosyncrasy. In some instances the idiosyncrasy is here-

ditary or congenital ; in others it is accidental or induced
;

that is, one which has never been experienced before. Of
the latter kind is the following remarkable illustration. A
gentleman holding a high civil appointment in the pubhc
service, while making his usual official visit to the sea-

ports, had stopped at one of the principal inns of a large

•town in the west of England. In the morning, at break-

fast, he became sensible of a disagreeable feeling of pim-
gency in his mouth and throat immediately upon swallowing

a spoonful of egg, and in a few minutes afterwards the

membi-ane of the mouth, together with the gums and
thi'oat, become hot and swollen, and affected with a painfid

prickling sensation. In about ten minutes from this time,

the skin of the whole body felt hot and swollen, and he
experienced a painful sensation as of a legion of hot needles

piercing the skin from -the central parts of the body. Soon

after, an eruption of jiettle rash made its appearance,
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showing itself at first ou the inner sides of the limbs and

front parts of the body, and then extending over the entire

surface, and attended with the most intolerable itching.

These distressing symptoms continued in great severity

for about four hours, and subsided slowly and by degrees,

so that next morning he was enabled to resume his joui-ney.

Jfow this was an undoubted instance of poisoning, although

the poison, on account of the pecuhar idiosyncrasy of this

gentleman, was a mere spoonful of one of the most harm-

less articles of every-day diet.

Subsequently, this gentleman has had two other attacks

of a similar train of symptoms ; one occasioned by swallow-

ing the yelk of an egg beaten up in a glass of sherry ; the

other, by partaking of a jelly which had been clarified with

pounded egg-sheUs. Indeed, he may be said to be an ovi-

meier of the most dehcate kind ; he distinguished the pre-

sence of egg in a small fragment of the iceing of a bride-

cake ; and having detected egg in some cakes made for

him by his own servant, it was ascertained that she had

inadvertently used the white of egg for the purpose of

glazing their surface.

A hke repugnance- of the system to another very inno-

cent article of food, namely, rice, is mentioned by Dr.

Bernard of Beziers. The instance occurred in a merchant,

who, whenever he attempted to eat it, was suddenly at-

tacked with fits of sneezing and pufBness of the face.

Whenever food is the cause of the disorder, the attack

comes on suddenly, a few hours after the meal ; for ex-

ample, in the middle of the night, after a hearty supper.

The person sufi'crs at first from a soiisation of weight and

fulness at the chest, accompanied with nausea, giddiness,

and, soon after, vomiting and violent action of the bowels ;

he feels a pricking and tightness in his throat, which pro-

duce cough and difficulty of breathing, amounting almost

to a sense of suffocation. These symptoms arise from

swelling of the membrane of the mouth and throat. Swell-

ing of the tongue succeeds, and shortly after, the swelling

extends to the face and head. The nose, lips, and cars,

0 2
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are burning hot, and itch violently, and by degrees the

rash spreads over the whole body, affecting chiefly the

skin of the joints. Nettle rash, from irritation caused by
obnoxious alimentary substances, sometimes subsides in a

few hours ; more frequently it continues for a couple of

days, and in rare instances is so severe as to prove fatal.

Nettle rash calls for medical aid to set the digestive sys-

tem in order, and if the cause be indigestible food, this

must first be removed from the stomach by the aid of an

emetic, followed by a gentle aperient. As regards domestic

treatment, vomiting, where it occurs, is to be eucoui-aged

by drinking warm water ; and after this symptom has

passed away, acidulated diluent drinks will be foimd of

service. A hot foot-bath will assist in determining from

the head and upper parts of the body, and a compress

wrung out of cold water until it ceases to drip, and kept in

contact with the stomach by means of a dry bandage, will

relieve the irritation of the stomach and bowels. When
the subject is a child, and the cause teething, the whole

body should be immersed in a bath as warm as the child

will bear, and wrapped in flannel on being transferred to

bed.

All the rashes, on their disappearance, leave behind them

a rough and peeling state of the scarf-skin, which rubs off

in powdery or branny scales, and makes way for a new
scarf-skin that is formed beneath. The speedy removal of

the old scarf-skin, and the restoration of pliability of the

new, may be promoted by gentle frictions with cold cream.

It would be wrong to quit the subject of the rashes

without adverting briefly to the characters of those three

great scourges of childhood—measles, scarlet fever, and

smaU-pox. These are not diseases of the skin, although

they are generally manifested by a cutaneous rash or erup-

tion ;
they may, however, and do exist, without external

indications, and in essential nature are fevers of the blood.

These fevers commence, like all others, with chills, fol-

lowed by the usual train of febrile symptoms described in

& preceding paragraph, and pai'ticularly by drowsiness and
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languor. In measles tlie precursory symptoms consti-

tutfng the period of sickening last for three days before

the appearance of the rash ; in scarlet fever, for two; and

in smaU-pox, for two, three, or four. The rash, in all the

three diseases, follows the same course of development, ap-

pearing fii-st on the face and neck, next on the trunk and

arms, and then on the lower limbs ;
declining in the same

order. The appearance which it presents, at this early

period, is so similar, that it would be difficult, even for the

experienced eye, to distinguish between them. It is ne-

cessary, therefore, that some specific rule should be laid

down, by which the precise disease may be discovered.

This is not difficult, for measles are always preceded by

symptoms usually indicative of a severe cold in the head

;

such as red and watery eyes,, running from the nose,

sneezing, sore throat, and more or less cough, followed by

expectoration. Scarlet fever is known by the absence of

symptoms of cold in the head, but the eyes are frequently

red, and there is sore throat and a pecuharly red tongue,

spotted all over with little scarlet points. Small-pox is

distmgidshed by the negative of these signs, by sickness

at stomach, severe pam in the loins, and especially by the

known-prevailing epidemic. When the rashes are fully

developed, measles and scarlet fever offer a striking dif-

ference in colour, the former being compared to the hue

of a raspbeiTy, and the latter to that of a boiled lobster-

shell ; in the former, also, the patches are small and clus-

tered'; in the latter, large and irregvdar. The rash of

small-pox is more decidedly punctated than that of the two

preceding, and the minute red points very speedily become

prominent pimples. The whole of these rashes are distin-

guished from those of St. Anthony's fire, red-rash, rose-

rash, and nettle-rash, by the redness of the former being

dotted, an appearance which is due to the assemblage of

numberless minute red points or dots (the walls of the

pores distended with blood) and that of the latter being

blended and diffused. Small-pox, besides its common

type, presents a number of modified and aborted varieties,
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whicli I cannot do more than enumerate
; they are termed

varicella, hives, swine-pox, chicken-pox, horn-pox.

The period of time which intervenes between exposure
of the body to the contagion of these essentially contagious

and infectious diseases, and the premonitory symptoms of

the fever, the period of " incubation," as it is technically

called, is from two to ten days for scarlet fever ; from
seven to fourteen for measles ; and from ten to sixteen for

small-pox. Another estimate of time, of equal importance
in the history of these complaints, is the period of seclusion

of a person who has suffered from the fever. This should

not be less than a month in either, and the utmost care

should be used in purifying and ventilating the clothes,

the furniture, and the apartment which has been inhabited

by the sick person. The floor of the chamber should be

washed every day with the solution of chloride of lime,

and the walls, also, if practicable ; the windows should be
kept open, the- furniture transferred to an aiiy meadow
before it is again used, and it would be no excess of pre-

caution to re-paper the apartment. Clothes, linen, and
bed-furniture, must be aired and washed, and aired again

;

indeed, it is scarcely possible to cany caution too far after

these diseases.
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CHAPTEE XI.

ON THE ERUPTIONS OF THE SIUN ;
NAMELY, PIMPLY

ERUPTIONS, SCALY ERUPTIONS, AND THE ANIMAL-

CULAR ERUPTION.

The term " rashes" may be properly limited to that state

of inflammation of the skin in which the inflammatory

action does not proceed beyond its more simple and

primary signs, namely, redness, heat, swelling, and pam.

Indeed, it must be apparent, from the preceding outlme of

their history, that the rashes are merely parts of a dis-

turbance of health seated more deeply in the constitution.

There are other affections, however, in which the cutaneous

disorder is the most conspicuous, and sometimes the only

sign of disease in the economy, and m which the inflam-

matory action seems to expend itself in the skin, and con-

sequently gives rise in that tissue to a more positive state

of local disease. It is to affections of this kind that the

term eruptions is properly applicable. We have seen that

in the rashes which accompany measles and scarlatina, the

pores of the skin are distended with blood, and assume

the appearance of minute red points, and that in small-pox

these red points are subsequently developed into pimples,

and constitute a real eruption. The same effect is seen

in the less violent, but more prolonged inflammation of

the skin which accompanies the flrst or pimply group of

eruptions; the surface is raised into little elevations, or

pimples, which are sometimes distinctly apparent on the

surface, and at others arc only appreciable by the touch.

In another group, the little clcTations are obviously filled

with a small drop of a transparent and colourless fluid

;
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tliese form tlie group of xoaiery pimples. In another
series, the little elevations contain an opaque yellow
fluid, or "matter;" these constitute the maitery p'mpleis.
In a fourth group, the effect of the inflammation of the
skin is the production of a well-marked scale of various
dimensions, and generally of a circular form, upon a red
ground; these are the scaly eruptions. And in a fifth, the
inflammation is due to an outward and living cause, namely,
a minute animalcule, which burrows in the scarf-skin, and
is the cause of much irritation. This arumalculai' eruption
is the disease termed " itch."

DET PIMPLES.

Th.e papular* group of eruptions or d/ry pimples are re-

markable for the high degree of cutaneous irritation which
they create, and hence are very annoying companions, and
likely to be torn into disagreeable and painful sores by
attempts made to relieve the itching. They are common
in infants and young children, and in them are known by
the popular terms red gum, red gown, and tooth rash. In
adults, they are technically termed lichen; and another
and less distinct form, in which the eruption is only appre-

ciable to the touch, though always distinguishable by the

marks of the nails, is denominated /irwrjjro, on account of
its excessive itching.

In the red gum and tooth rash of infants, the pimples
are sometimes paler than the surrounding skin. They are

always accompanied by more or less of feverishness, and
indicate irritation in the gums, from the growth of the

teeth, or in the alimentary canal. In a few instances, they
are caused by flannel worn next the skin, or deficient ab-

lution.

Lichen exhibits great variety in its outward characters

in diflercnt individuals ; in one, the pimples are brightly

red ; in another, of debilitated constitution, they are bluish

and livid ; in a third, they are developed around the base
of hairs ; in a fourth, they appear as circular groups, and

* Papiiln, a pimple.
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increase by tlielr circumference, vrhHe they fade in tlie

centre, forming so many rings of various size; in a fifth, a

modification of the preceding, they have the appearance of

fiexuous bands, while in a sixth, they are remarkable for

producing intensity of sufl'ering, or unusual disorganization

of the skiu. They are all occasioned by constitutional dis-

turbance, sometimes referrible to the digestive, and some-

times to the nervous system. In some instances, however,

they depend upon a local cause. I have had a crop of

hchenous pimples on the backs of my hands from rowing

in hot weather ; and in hot climates that annoying disorder

caUed priclcly heat is a lichen. Wearing woollen garments

next the skin in the summer-time is also an occasional

cause of this eruption.

Peurigo presents two degrees of severity, but even in

its mildest form is a cruel and relentless disorder ;
all rest

and repose are out of the question, and sleep impossible,

until exhaustion conquers suffering. But there is yet^ a

severer degree of this distressing malady, termed ant-Ute

prm-igo, from the sensations being compared to having the

fiesh devoured by myriads of ants, or the skin pierced with

red-hot needles. And this occurs without any obvious

reason m elderly persons, rendering their existence almost

unbearable. It is this disease which is referred to in a

preceding chapter as the scourge of several distinguished

persons, among whom were Plato, Charles the Fifth, and

Charles the Ninth ofTrance.

The domestic treatment of infants and children is com-

prised in the application of the laws of health to the mother

as well as to the child. The position of parent is one of

serious responsibility, both morally and physically, and

the edict has gone forth, that " the sins of the parent shall

be visited on the children." As the parents bestow their

physical likeness on the child, so also do they their moral

similitude, and in those whose moral attributes are essen-

tially bad, it is sin to marry. Many diseases are known

to be hereditary, and the sin committed by the parents in

marriage under such circumstances is fearfully avenged,
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when in old age tlieir comfort and their prop, and often
their support, is taken from them, as the natural conse-
quence of their own want of reflection in due season. If
we could ensure good mothers, we could improve vastly
the race of men. These observations may be thought out
of place in a work of this kind, but they bear strongly upon
the injunctions I am now about to lay upon the nursing
mother of a sick infant. She must, by following faithfully

the rules of health in respect of the four great hygienic
principles of food, clothing, exercise, and ablution, give
health with her milk to her oiFspring ; she must also pay
close attention to her mind, avoid all sources of irritation

and anxiety, and remember that an angry mother sours
her milk, and produces a fractious, and often a diseased
infant. I am quite of opinion, that if mothers were sound
in constitution, and bestowed the requisite care upon the
maintenance of then- health, we should hear little of dis-

eases of children. In children, as well as in the parent,
the rules of health must be carried out, and the judicious

use of the bath will often sweep away any little aUment
under which they may be suffering. For itching of the
skin, both in the infant and the adult, there is no better

remedy than the juice of a lemon squeezed into a pint or
half-pint of pure water, and used as a lotion. Distilled

vinegar, and vinegar and water, may be used in the same
manner, but the remedy for an infant must always be more
diluted than that for an adult. In the adult, sponging
with vinegar to relieve the itching of the pimply eruptions

should be preceded by brisk frictions of the skin with the

flesh-brush. In some of the counties of England, butter-

milk is a favourite and good popular remedy for the relief

of itching. It may be also necessary to reduce and regu-

late the diet, eschew stimulants of all kinds, and have re-

course occasionally to a vapour-bath or tepid soap-bath.

WATEET PIMPLES.

The watery pimples or vesicles are the result of the

same action as that which gives rise to an ordmary blister;
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inflammation is excited in tlie sensitive skm by an mward

or au outward cause, and the inflamed vessels pour out the

watery part of their blood, and so raise the scarf-skm from

ofl' the sensitive layer in the form of a small dome, which,

in some situations, is conical, in others, a segment of a

sphere. As an example of the manner in which these

watery pimples may be produced artiflcially, I may men-

tion that in a case of this kind, of unusual obstmacy,

occurring in a young woman in one of the French hospi-

tals, a suspicion arose that the patient herself had some

hand in the continuance of the disease, and upon watching

her closely, it was found that she was in the habit, every

day, after the medical visit, of dusting a blistermg powder

over her limbs. The watery pimples, as may be supposed,

present great variety in pomt of number and size
;
some

are so minute as scarcely to be discernible without close

inspection, whUe others increase to the magnitude of a

hen's egg. They are numerous in the inverse ratio of

their size, the smaUer ones being very abundant, and the

lar^rer ones scanty and few. These primary distinctions

in the size of the pimple form the basis of then- division

into four genera. The smallest vesicles, which are about

the size of a pin's head, and are often clustered together

in vast numbers, are known by the term eczema; when

they are of larger dimensions, being equal in bulk to a

smaU pea, they are termed herpes; when of somewhat

larger size, they are designated rupia; and when they

assume the bulk of blisters, they are termed pemphigus.

Eczema may be developed upon any single part of the

body, or may be scattered over various parts at the same

time.' In the former instance, it assumes the characters

of a local disease, and is not unfrequently met with as

such on the scalp, the face, or the ears. It exhibits, also,

three degrees of severity ; one of these is the simple type ;

another is remarkable for the vivid ground of red on

which the vesicles are developed ; while in a third, the

fluid of the vesicles changes from its original limpid and

watery character to a more or less opaque and yellow
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matter. There is a fourth state, which most frequently
follows the decline of the active forms, namely, chronic
eczema, and is characterized by a subdued degree of in-

flammation, and long continuance. Eczema frequently
emits a copious watery discharge which, spreading upon
the sound skin, causes irritation, and an extension of the
disease. The discharge, left to itself, dries up by evapo-
ration, and forms a crust, which gets progressively thicker.

Around the lips and on the face of children this crust
forms a kind of mask, and on the scalp it mats the hair
together, and is peculiarly unpleasant. The discharge,
however, still continues oozing out from the cracks iu the
crust, or from its edges, and distilHng in small drops from
the crimson surface of the exposed skin when the crusts

are torn oif ; and even after the fall of the crust, when
the inflamed surface is covered by a thin scarf-skin, there
is still some weeping from the pores.

The presence of a copious watery discharge in this erup-
tion, conjoined with the formation of a thick crust, has
gained for it the appellation of humid tetter, a name which
is properly applied. When it affects the scalp, and con-

tinues for a long time, the deep tissues of the skin become
implicated, and the roots of the hairs may become injui-ed,

and the hair fall. In the latter case, the disease is a cause

of partial baldness, and is entitled to the designation,

humid scall, or sculled head. A variety of humid scalled

head, in which the humour from the excoriated surface

runs down upon the hairs, and encloses them in little

silvery pellicles or sheaths, has received the name of the

asbestos scall. But the term " scall," is very objection-

able, and a fertile source of error and mistake. Infants

and young children are subject to attacks of this eruption

on the fiiee, and the association derived from the nature

of their food, at this period of their lives, has gained for

the disease the name of milk crust. There is, however,

another milk crust, to which I shall have occasion to

refer when treating of the next group of diseases, the

piattery pimples.
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Heepes, like eczema, may be scattered over divers parts

of the body at the same time, thus assuming a " general"

form, or it may be Umited to a spot, and be " local" m its

natui-e. The latter is its more common character. It is

easdy distinguishable from other eruptions by its little

dome-shaped, transparent, and pearly bubbles, distended

with fluid, and surmounting a base of crimson red. It is

also known, practically, to most persons, as a familiar foe,

in the shape of an eruption, which breaks out upon and

around the lips on the dispersion of a cold, or any slight

ailment accompanied by feverishness. I need not call to

mind the httle bladders of water which form in that case,

nor the hard brown crust which succeeds, but it may be

satisfactory to know that this little scourge passes under

the dignified title of herpes lahialis. Sometimes these

little patches are seen aroimd the apertures of the nose, or

upon the eyelids and ears, but their famHy likeness to that

of the lips at once distinguishes them. I have had occa-

sion before to remark upon a peculiarity of disease afiect-

ing the skin, namely, its frequent habit of beginning by a

srnall circular spot, which spreads by the circumference,

while it fades gradually at the centre. This chai-acter is

perceptible in the patches of herpes, when they attain any

size, and the eruption is tlien designated vesicular ring-

worm. In one very remarkable variety, the vesicles are

arranged in concentric circles, which acquire by age a

difference of tint, and constitute the rainbotv ringworm

;

while another, besides being made up of a number of

patches, which assume more or less of the annular charac-

ter, has a tendency to follow a circular direction in its

course : this latter is the eruption so well known under the

name of zona or shingles. The shingles usually embrace

one-half the trunk of the body in the situation of the waist,

and very rarely the whole trunk. The rarity of the latter

occurrence has given rise to an unfounded notion, that if

the circle were completed, the patient would die. Instances

are occasionally met with in which shingles form a demi-

zone upon the neck, face, or head, and they have been seen
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running, for a sliort distance, and in a straight line, along
the arm or thigh. Shingles are generally regarded as a
slight and trivial affection ; this is the case in young per-

sons, and adults of good constitution. In these, the little

bladders shrink in six or eight days, and are followed by a

thin crust, which, in due time, is rubbed off by the clothes,

and no trace of the eruption remains, other than some
degree of redness of the skin. In elderly, or weakly, or

nervous persons, however, the disease is not so easily dis-

posed of; the eruption is often intensely painful, small

sores are left behind when the crusts are removed, and the

sores are loug in getting well. This latter character esta-

blishes a transition between herpes and rupia.

EupiA.—The term rupia is derived from a Greek word,

which signifies " dirt," and it must be confessed that the

disease in question is open to the imputation conveyed by
its name, from the unsightly appearance of the dirt-

coloured crusts which succeed the rupture of its vesicles.

As far as the latter are concerned, there is nothing to

distinguish them from those of the two diseases be i ween
which rupia is placed; they are generally larger than the

vesicles of herpes, and generally, but by no means always,

smaller than those of pemphigus. But the main character

of distinction between rupia and all other diseases of the

skin, is the foi'mation of unhealthy, foul, burrowing sores,

which, pour out a reddish and ill-conditioned matter in

such quantity, that it collects and dries upon the sore, and

forms a crust of remarkable thickness. In one variety,

called simple rupia, the crust is comparable in appearance

and apparent construction, and sometimes, also, in size, to

an oyster-shell. In another, namely, prominent rupia,

the crust is conical in shape, and resembles a limpet-shell.

These are the two chief varieties of rupia; the third,

observed generally in starved and neglected children, is

distinguished by its corrodiug, ill-lookiug sores (burnt

holes), and an absence, or thin and imperfectly formed

condition of the crusts. Eupia owes its origin to a weakly

and debilitated constitution, and the local disease cannot
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be removed without renovation of the entire system

;

hence it is always tedious, and often fatal.

PEiiPHiGUS.—The term pemphigus, derived from the

Greek, and signifying " a bubble," is peculiarly appHcable

to this disease, which consists of an eruption of bubbles

of scarf-skin, enclosing a thin and M^atery fluid. Another

term by which the disease is known is pompholyx, which

means, hterally, " a water bubble." The French call it

the " bubble fever," and the Germans, " water-bladders."

This is the kind of eruption which I have before referred

to as having been imitated by a girl in one of the French

hospitals, and it wLU be seen, from its natm'e, that this can

easily be done by any sufficiently stimulating application.*

The bubbles raised under a common blister are a local

pemphigus, only differing from the disease in question in

being produced by a known and local cause. The bubbles,

in this disease, are raised upon a base of inflamed skin

scarcely larger than the bladder which they support
; they

occur singly or in patches, and they vary in size from the

dimensions of a spht pea to the half of a walnut-shell, and

from that to a hen's egg or orange. They rise up very

rapidly, frequently in the course of a few hours, and break

in two or three days, when they are followed by an exco-

riated surface, which becomes covered by a thin crust, and

speedily heals. The varieties of pemphigus are acute and

chronic, the former being active and brief in its course,

and accompanied by a smart attack of feverishness ; the

latter slow, without fever, but with more intrinsic con-

stitutional disturbance. This disease has been known to

spread as an epidemic, as was the case in Switzerland, in

1752.

The treatment of the class of watery pimples ofiers to

* The formation of a blister is a vital process, and it.s success

may be taken as a proof of the presence of life. Hence, a FrencU
physician, Dr. MancU, has snggestetl such a stimulation of the skin

as would ordinarily cause a blister as a test of life, in those cases of

long-continued tr.ince which we occasionally hear of, where all the

functions of life scorn to be extinct. Dr. Maudl's plan is to apply
a stick of lunar caustic.
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our judgment the two iudications which meet us in the

treatment of most other surgical diseases, nameljs con-

stitutional and local attention. Mr. Abernethy, many
years ago, pointed out the importance of constitutional

remedies in local disease
; and, indeed, without the force

of so high an opinion, we must feel their necessity. The »

blood, the nerves and their functions, are more or less .

implicated in every local affection ; and a shock, however 'W^

trifling, cannot be given to any part of an instrument so

well attuned as the animal grganism, without producing a

simultaneous vibration through all its strings ; therefore

it is that so few local disorders exist in which constitu-

tional treatment is not required. The main question is,

what do we mean by the term constitutional treatment?

Are we to bleed, and purge, and nauseate, and sweat?

Nay, rather than that, it were better to discard physic

altogether. Are we, then, to take the opposite course of

idealizing physic, and make a fool of our judgment by
gulping infinitesimals P Here the error would be, it may
be admitted, on the safe side, but it is, nevertheless, error.

Are we such infants that we cannot trust ourselves to

shape the middle course ? Must we ever be repeating the

rash experiment of Phaeton, or the wilful felo-de-se of the

acknowledged monomaniac, who plunges into destruction

in order to escape it ? The answer, I fear, is—Such is

the perversity of human nature. The four great principles

of health, food, raiment, exercise, and ablution, are aU

powerful constitutional remedies, and, by regulation and

modification, may be made to answer many purposes

where health is deranged. Then there are certain sub-

stances in nature, known as medicinal, that are also useful

assistants.

In the constitutional treatment of the watery pimples

the system sometimes requires to be lowered, sometimes

to be toned, sometimes to be altered, but the which is a

question, though simple, requiring the highest qualifica-

tions of the medical art. In domestic management, we

must be content to reduce the diet in quantity and stimu-
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latiiiff quality wlicre tliere is auy tpudency to fulness ; to

employ diluents ^Yllere tliere is feverishness ; and to be

cautious where tliere is doubt. The principle of local

treatment is more obvious ; the evaporating lotion, the

fomentation, the tepid or warm bath, these are our

remedies. When crusts collect so as to be unsightly or

a source of irritation, they may be softened by a poultice,

or by a fold of wetted rag covered with a piece of oiled silk,

and then washed away with warm water and soap ; the

inflamed surface should be dressed with cold cream, or

fomented if there be much heat or inflammation. When-

ever the bladders are large, the fluid may be soaked up by

a sponge, or piece of dry linen, in order to prevent the

dispersion of an irritating fluid on the skin ; and when of

smaller size, they may be dusted with starch-powder with

the same object. For herpes on the lips, bathing with

tepid milk and water, or with the evaporating lotion pre-

viously mentioned, will be found the best remedy, and a

similar application is suited to shingles.

Daniel Turner gives an example of the popular treat-

ment nf shingles, which is not likely to be repeated at the

present day :
—" When I told her mistress (the patient

was a servant maid) it was the shingles, she said she was

-nilling to satisfy me for my visit, and accordingly chd so,

saying, now she knew the distemper, she had a remedy,

whicli she doubted not would cure her. I bid her be

advised in what she did, since by improper application the

young woman might be damaged. The experiment, as I

after understood, was made with the blood of a black cat,

(for it must be of no other colour,) which -was smeared on

the parts. I should have told you, also, that it was taken

from the cat's tail, being cut off for this pui-pose ; which

was tried only once, for hardening upon the place, and

shutting in the matter, the anguish was so increased, that

the poor wench would not sufi'er them to go to work

again ; the limb also looking black, and smelling strong,

they were frightened, as believing the same mortifled;

and by a friend they made interest to me, that I would
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not resent their usage of me, but come to tliem again

;

wKicL. I did, and perceiving what had been done, with

some n:arm milk I gently bathed the parts, and got oS
the blood."

MATTEET PIMPLES.

The mattery pimples form a natural group distinguish-

able from other diseases of the skin by the nature of the

fluid which they contain. This latter is no longer watery

and transparent, or whitish and partially opaque, like that

of the watery pimples, but opaque and yellow from the

first. It is poured out upon the sensitive skin, and raises

the scarf-skin in the same way as the watery pimples,

and the resemblance is increased by the formation of

crusts, on the drying up of the matter. But the little

bubbles of the mattery pimples rarely exceed the dimen-

sions of a split pea in size, and are never so minute as

those of eczema. They are developed on a ground of in-

flamed skin; and the degree of inflammation of the skin is

the basis of their division into two groups, termed techni-

callj^, impetigo and ecthyma.* The former presents the

slighter degree of inflammation, and sometimes there is

scarcely any redness of the skin ; the latter is always

accompanied by considerable inflammation and redness.

The little bubbles attain their full size in the course of two

or three days, and either dry up without breaking, or

more frequently burst and then dry, forming a hard crust,

which oflers considerable variety of colour, being some-

times yellowish, sometimes brownish, and sometimes

almost black. The production of a crust as one of the

characters of the mattery pimples, brings them within the

meaning of the term " tetter ;" and the nature of the crust,

as compared with the simple tetter, herpes, and the himnd

tetter, eczema, cannot be better expressed than by the

common popular name for this eruption, namely, crushed

tetter. "V\Tien crusted tetter attacks the head, it will pro-

* Tliese terms signify a hrca/ang o\it with hnpctuositii, and

simply hrcak'uuj out, the former referring to impetigo, tbc latter to

eciLymii.
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bably destroy the hair, aBcl become a scall, the cnisted

scall.

Among the causes of obsciu-ity which attend the study

of complaints of the skin, there is hardly a greater than

the multitude of terms which are applied to them ;
and if

the various diseases had been represented by a chess-

board, tind the names, well shaken together in a bag, had

then been emptied upon the board, so that several names

should fall indiscriminately on each square, there could

not be a greater confusion than reigns over the nomen-

clature of these disorders. Impetigo, for example, is one

of the crusted tetters, i^ie yelloia crusted tetter; its crusts,

in some instances, having the aspect of a dab of honey

dried upon the skin, and this latter resemblance has been

deemed sufficient to gain for it the surname of the "-honey

disease," or honey-scab. This honeyed expression is pe-

culiarly apphcable to those incrustations which not unfre-

quently form on the lips and ears of children. Sometimes,

they constitiite a mask to nearly the entire face, and the

disease becomes one of the varieties of the "milk crust."

Pretty cognomens, it must be admitted, for unsightly dis-

orders, but conveying, in tlieir appearance, anything but

agreeable thoughts of milk and honey, or pleasant asso-

cFations of honeyed lips. Impetigo, in one respect, re-

sembles the humid tetter, namely, in the oozing of tluid

from the excoriated skin. It is this fluid, or humour,

which causes the great thickness of the crusts, and their

reproduction when once removed. A resemblance may

be traced, also, in the manner of evolution of the eruption,

for sometimes the mattery pimples break out in clusters

of regidar form and various size upon a single part of the

body, and at other times they are scattered irregularly

over the entire surface of the skin ; the former is termed

ficjui-ed, the latter, scattered; the former presents occa-

sionally another peculiarity, namely, growth by tlie cir-

cumference and evanescence in the centre, forming a

crusted rinrjtcorm. Crusted tetter sometimes excites St.

Anthony's fire, and at other times is remarkable for tar-

p 2
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diness and obstinacy of course and duration. "When the

latter character prevails, the eruption extends over an

entire limb, or deposits an uniform incrustation around it,

so that the limb has the appearance of a branch of a tree

with a cracked and rugged bark. This kind of case

necessarily interferes with the motions of the limb, and

wherever it cracks, the humour rises up in the crevice,

and spreads for a little distance around the opening.

Generally, these oozing streams are tinged with blood,

and the crusts which form are of a deep brown colour, or

black.

I have remarked, that the crusted tetter may invade the

scalp, and when it does so, and remains on the head for

any time, it causes fall of the hair, and becomes, in con-

sequence, a " scall." The varieties of character which it

presents on the scalp have given rise to some of the idle

names assigned to these eruptions. For example, when
the crust is brittle and greyish in colotir, and breaks up

into little pieces, which are fixed on the hairs like beads

upon a string, or scattered loosely among them, the disease

is called the granulated scall; and when the crust is

harder, and, guided by the hair, forms rigid prominences

like stalactites in their shape, the disease becomes a stalac-

titic scall. The scalls caused by the himiid tetter have

been already described.

Ecthyma.—The mattery pimple called ecthyma is that

which is developed on a highly-inflamed skin ; the bladders

are generally of the size of a split pea, and surrounded at

their base by a broad halo of redness. They are usually

separate, not clustered like impetigo, scattered over various

parts of the body, and followed either by a hard black

crust, or by a sore. Ecthyma occurs either as an acute

or chronic eruption ; and in the latter shape attacks weakly

children, and persons much reduced by sickness and

famine. Tn individuals of the latter class, the inflamed

surface is more or less blue and livid, and the matter

frequently coloured by admixture with blood.

As respects the treatment of the matteiy pimples, the
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principle of management of all inflammations of tlie skin

will be correct in this. The redness, swelling, and pam,

which precede and accompany the evolution of the pim-

ples, call for the use of the evaporating lotion, either cold

or tepid, as the sensations may prefer, or if more grateful,

the warm fomentation. These remedies will curb the in-

flammatory excitement without interfering with the sepa-

ration of any morbid humour from the system, and will

facihtate the indications of Nature. The crusts, when

they become hard and troublesome, as they do on the

scalp, may be removed in the manner described imder the

head of watery pimples.

But while the minister of cure is busily engaged on the

local treatment of these diseases, the moral and the con-

stitutional must not be forgotten. There is no medicme

for moral causes of disease so important as gaiety of

spu-its, change of thought, change of occupation, and

change of scene. Herein lies, in fact, the secret of sea-

bathing, the bath being the excuse for the moral physic.

But there are persons who would be better suited by

swinging on the branch of a certain oak, in a certain

forest, in a certain country, and for a certain time. The

patient may imagine that it is the concatenation of swing-

ing, tree, and country, that is to do the good, if he please,

but the prescriber knows full well that the secret lies in

the change of thought, occupation, and scene. Mr. Aber-

nethy's story of his treatment of a patient is a never-to-be-

forgotten illustration of the importance of moral medi-

cine in physical disease. A gentleman engaged in duties

involving much responsibihty and anxiety consulted Mr.

Abcrnethy for the cure of a string of ailments that ren-

dered him incapable of performing the obligations of his

office ; he assured the surgeon, that to leave town for the

sake of health was utterly out of the question, and that

he could not be spared for a day from his engagements.

Mr. Abcrnethy pondered ; ho knew the doctor who would

certainly cure the gentleman ; but then he lived in one of

the most remote towns of Scotland. The gentleman re-
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fleeted ; and upon snch strong assurances of cure from

Mr. Abernetliy, determined on the sacrifice of quitting his

business, and seeking the Scottish iEsculapius. He started

by mail, full of expectation and hope ; business was for-

gotten : anticipations of cure filled his mind, not uumingled

M ith gratitude towards his adriser. The town was reached,

but no physician found ; no such house, no such street, no

such person known. Enraged at being made the dupe of

an eccentric surgeon, he immediately returned to London,

thoughts of a very different nature to those which pre-

viously engaged him occupying his mind—thoughts so

tempestuous, that the loss of a week in travelling and ex-

pectation was drowned, and with it also every considera-

tion of his usual occupation. Arrived in town, he ch'ovc

with all speed to a well-known door in Bedford-row, and

was ushered into the presence of Mr. Abernethy, whom
he at once overwhelmed with a storm of indignant expos-

tulation. Mr. Abernethy smiled when a calm was at last

restored, and asked after the gout ; but the gout and all

the other ailments had been forgotten in the excitement of

the journey ; and the gentleman was bound to acknow-

ledge the wisdom of his adviser. Eailroads, unfortu-

nately, put this kind of practice out of the range of

possibility at the present day ; but they offer, in return,

advantages which, if properly used, are in reality superior.

An hour takes the invalid to a classic and delicious ramble,

thirty miles from London, and the same conveyance brings

him back to lunch or dinner. We do not lack the oppor-

tunities, but the judgment to use them.

But to return from this long episode, the moral and

constitutional symptoms must be regarded in coujuuction

with local disease. The constitution may be full and in-

flammatory, or low and debilitated ; it is sometimes dilli-

cult to decide which. In impetigo, it is generally the

former; in ecthyma, the latter. The doctor must be con-

sulted to solve the doubt.
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SCALY ERUPTIONS.

The scalj eruption, or dry tetter, is a form of inflamma-

tion of tlie true skin, clistinguisked from the rashes and

pimples by the alteration of the scarf-skin, which imme-

diately covers the inflamed part. In the onset, the erup-

tion makes its appearance as a small, dull-red or salmon-

red spot, slightly raised above the level of the surrounding

skin, constituting, in point of ftict, a broad and flat pimple,

almost as large at its summit as at its base, and of about

the diameter of a spHt pea. Upon the sui-face of this

pimple the scarf-skin becomes slightly roughened, aud

after a little while, a very distinct but thin circular scale is

produced. The little scale increases in thickness by the

addition of fresh layers to its under surface, and has a

bright, silvery lustre, which is due to the extreme thinness

of the layers of scarf-skin, and spongmess of its texture.

The persistence of the eruption in the form I am now

describing—namely, as small raised spots scattered over

the skin, each spot being surmounted by a white, silvery,

laminated scale, constitutes one variety of scaly disease

termed lepra guttata, from the Latin, ciiitta, " a drop,"

the appearance of the eruption giving the idea of a number

of drops of water hanging on the skin. The eruption does

not, however, constantly retain its early spotted character;

more frequently, the spots increase in dimensions, and

spread out into the form of circular patches, having the

size of a shilling, half-a-crown, or crown piece. This en-

larged growth naturally requires time; and in propor-

tion to the period occupied in growth is the thickness of

the laminated scale ; the latter, however, never exceeds in

thickness a piece of moderately thick paper, and always

preserves its beautiful silvery aspect. There are no hu-

mours, no irregular ujisightly crusts, no excoriated surfaces

in this eruption ; in fact, there is nothing repulsive ; but,

on the contrary, if it were the general, instead of being

the exceptional, it would be thought very beautiful, and

would become highly fashionable. I have already, more

than once, annoimccd a principle of cutaneous pathology
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in the changes whicli accompany the circular growth of all

the eruptions of the skin, namely, the decline of the dis-

ease in the centre, while the onward march takes place by
the circumference, until a distinct ring of greater or less

dimensions is produced. Another illustration of this

principle occurs in the scaly eruptions ; for as soon as the

spot attains the dimensions of a fourpenny or sixpenny

piece, and still more as it becomes larger, a distinct de-

pression is apparent in the centre of the little patch, with

a consequent rising towards the outward edge. These are

the characters which distinguish the common dry tetter,

technically, lepra vulgaris. By the time the circidar patches

reach the size of a shilling or half-crown, the scales usually

fall oil', the last part to give way being the central point,

which, as it is the oldest, is also the most dense and gene-

rally the thickest. When the scale falls, portions of scale

continue to be formed on the prominent parts of the patch,

but no new scale similar to the first; and, very frequently,

the surface looks red and angry, and remains bare imtil the

eruption declines altogether. Sometimes the circles con-

tinue to enlarge until they give way at one or two points,

and then previous observation and experience can alone

determine what the ugly red patches are which remain.

Two other designations have been given to the scaly erup-

tion termed lepra, as characteristic of varieties of appear-

ance, namely, alplioides and nigricans. The former of

these, which simply means " white," is applied to the

eruption when the patches cease to enlarge, after attaining

the size of a fourpenny or sixpenny piece, the scales at

this time being whiter than at any other. The other term

relates to a lividity in the hue of the patches when they

occur in persons of wealdy and debilitated constitution,

the livor being of tlie same nature with the blueuess of the

lips and fingers of a boy or girl whose energies are not

sulEcient to keep them warm on a winter's day.

The unprofessional person will, perhaps, long ere this,

have indiilged a smile at the gravity with which, in magni-

loquent phrase, I have propounded the laws of cutaneous
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disease. And I am quite ready to admit, that the subjects

for whom I am making such equitable haws are, in mauy

instances, very refractory personages, and very apt to tate

the hiw into their own hands ; and so it is with the scaly

eruptions, for instead of obediently breaking out secundum

artem, and according to the laws stated in the preceding

paragraph, the spots sometimes come out in thick clus-

ters.'and so blend and interfere with each other, that the

disease can scarcely be distinguished as the same. Instead

of distinct cu-cular forms, we have now irregular patches

of every size ; instead of one well-formed and thick scale,

there are numerous small and thiu ones ; and instead of a

depressed centre and rising edge, the surface is uniform ;

but the disease is essentially the same, though unruly in

its rise and obstinate in its progress, and though, more-

over, it has received from medical authorities a different

appellation, namely, psoriasis, which may be Anglicised

into irregular dry tetter. The circular dry tetter, or lepra,

exhibits a partiality in its eruption for the vicinity of

joints, particularly the knees and elbows ;
and this is re-

markably the case with the irregular variety ; so much so,

that it is common to find the latter about the joints, and

the former upon the limbs of the same person. The scaly

eruptions have a taste also for symmetry, for not only do

they attack both elbows and both knees at the same time,

but very frequently the form of the patcli is of similar

shape on corresponding parts. AnotUer frequent seat of

the in-egidar scaly tetter is the scalp, limitmg itself rigidly

to the boundary allotted to the hair, but, nevertheless, a

very troublesome companion. Happily the scaly eruptions

have no ambition to appear upon the face, their more

common situation, with the exception of the scalp, being

the limbs. The variety of scaly eruption described in

the preceding paragraph as "lepra guttata" is usually

ranked among the present family from the thinness and

imperfection of its scales, and the absence of a size sulll-

cicnt to give it the decided character of the circular dry

tetter, but its true signification is that which I have
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assigned to it. By a French author, it is called the
isolated dry tetter, the common form being the diffused

dry tetter ; to these are added a third, but rare variety,

characterized by a disposition to creep along the skin in a

curved and serpentine course ; this is the cjyrcdinrj dry
tetter ; while the fourth is an aggravated state of the

diffused kind, which spreads over an entire limb, and
maintains its ground with the obstinacy pictured in its

name, inveterate dry tetter. Of these dry tetters, there

are some annoying and obstinate varieties which occur on
separate parts of the body without affecting others ; one,

for example, locates itself upon the eyelids ; another on
the lips ; a third beneath the finger-nails ; and though
last, by no means least, on the palms of the hands. In
these situations, the disease is a cause of great discom-

fort, from the unsightliness which it occasions, and from
the " bad name" which attaches to all eruptions upon the

hands. Sometimes, curiously enough, it pitches on the

tongue.

The preceding forms of dry tetter are sufficiently dis-

tinguished fi'om other cutaneous diseases by the swelling,

or rather thickening and hardening of the skin which

accompany them
;

\sj a disposition, when extensive, to

crack and chap, the chaps being without humour and dry;

and by the formation of scales, sometimes of remarkable

construction and of large size, but at all times of consi-

derable dimensions..

I have now to describe a scaly eruption, in which there

is more or less of a dry and reddened state of the skin

occurring in patches of every variety of size, and accom-

panied by a copious production of minute bran-like scales.

This disease has received a name derived from a Greek

word, meaning "chaff," or "bran," namely, /i%r/f?«/>, or

the hranny tetter. It may occur on any part of the body,

but like its predecessors, exhibits a predilection for certain

situations, and those, strange to say, generally the opposite

to the ones selected by the other dry tetters, from which
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one mi£?ht infer that, as aU the scaly eruptions are essen-

tially of the same nature, the diflerence in the characters

of the branny tetter is probably referrible to a difference

in the natm-e of the skin, or of the part on wliich at is

developed. The more common seats of the branny tetter

are the face, the scalp, the breast, the hands and feet, and

the bendmgs of the different joints. These parts, with the

exception of the palms and soles, are usually those m
which the scarf-skin is thin and the skin delicate, and the

same qualities render persons who have naturally a thm

and susceptible skin, most subject to this disease. Hence

we find it more commonly in children, women, and elderly

persons, than in robust men. All the dry tetters excite

some degree of itching, particularly at the period of the

fall of the scale, but none so much as the branny tetter,

and the latter is particularly annoymg when it affects the

hairy scalp. In this latter situation, the itching is some-

times unendurable, and the efforts to relieve it bring down

a shower of little shining scales. The most careful brush-

ing only clears the hair for a time ;
they speedily collect

in^large quantities, and if not carefully and frequently

removed, become a source of still further discomfort, and

one also of much unsightliness. The annoyances which

originate in this vexatious complaint have given birth to

the" popular expression by which the disease is known,

namely, dandruff, an appellation derived from two Saxon

words meaning " itch" and " dirt." Chddren and elderly

persons are more liable to dandruff than others. Those

circular red patches of about the size of a shilling or half-

crown which appear on the face, and look as though they

were dusted over with little scales, are instances of the

branny tetter. Sometimes they surround the mouth to

the edge of the lips, and sometimes also they affect the

eyelids.

There is no class of diseases more intractable than the

scaly eruptions, and none that more obstinately defy the

best-direcLud medical treatment. The dandruff is, ho\\ evur,
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an exception to this general accusation. Domestic treat-

ment slaould bo principally directed to the regulation of tlie

health by strict attention to its rules, and especially to

cleanliness. Dry friction of the eruption, exercise of the

body to perspiration, and the shower-bath, conjoined with
an abstemious diet, will often cure lepra after all other

means have failed. Brushing the patches with a flesh-

brush, until they become tender, is also an useful remedy.

ANIMALCULAR EEUPTION.

The presence of animals in the skin of man, of such

minute size as scarcely to be perceptible without the aid

of microscopic power, is a phenomenon calculated to excite

the lively interest of every zoologist, and it is one to which
I very early turned my attention when pursuing the

investigations traced out in this book. I soon had proof

that there existed within the scarf-skin a parasite pecu-

liar to man ; and more extended observation led me to

believe that the genus was of universal distribution among
animals. I have found it in the horse, and figured it in

the Transactions of the Veterinary Medical Association. I

have seen it also in the mouse, and more recently in the

pheasant. From these observations, I am inclined to

think that man forms no exception to the general ride, and

that in a state of nature, the little creature may be found

abundantly in his peculiar habitat, the human scarf-skin

:

but that artificial habits and manners have almost driven

him out of the pale of polite society. Occasionally, how-

ever, he makes incursions upon his ancient haunts, but is

driven back with rancour whenever he is discovered. It

would seem that there are no protective game-laws for the

unfortunate "curmudgeon," yet "battues" are by no

means infrequent uuder the sunny skies of Italj^. and with

ourselves he is much indebted to the perpetuation of the

tax on soap. The little parasite has a peculiar objection to

soap, and cheap soap would go far towartls exterminating

him. The baths for the lower orders which will give them

clean skins and frosli linen are , also angrj- ihreatcuiugs
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against a persecuted race, and should be as much as pos-

sible discountenanced by a humane and discerninor public.

The ladies, again, pursue him with their anger
;
he is

known to poss'ess an acute sense of smell, and is sickened

by the cruel compounds of the perfumer. To him the

"can de millcfleurs" is a thousand daggers, the " eau de

Cologne" a searching enemy, and the little bundles of

lavender spikes which the country maiden hoards in her

drawers, destructive poison. I trust that none of my

readers will take advantage of my candour in pointing

out the weak points of the little "brigand"* to torment

him any further^

The parasite of the human scarf-skin is a species of mite,

the " acarus scabiei ;" the largest I have examined measiired

the seventy-seventh part of an inch in length, that is,

about the seventh part of a line, and was scarcely distin-

guishable by the naked eye. It is sub-globular iu form ;

has a brightly shining coat,

which reflects the light and gives

the animal tlie appearance of a

very minute bladder of water,

a comparison suggested by its

early observers ;
eight legs, four

in front near the head, and four

smaller ones underneathitsbody,

and a strong tortoise-shaped

head; indeed, altogether, it offers

much the character of a tortoise,

with its arched and convex back,

a flat under-surface,and two large

legs, each almost the size of the

licad, on either side of the latter;

the resemblance, moreover, is

increased by the manner in which the legs appear to pro-

* Tbe name by wliicb lie is popularly knowu in Oascony.

+ Fir/. 4').—The itcli nniinalciile, acarus scabiei, viewed upon

tbe back
;
sbowing its form and tbo arrangement of ibo spines and

filaments.

Fiy. i').f
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jccfc from tlie front border of the body. But here the

Fig. 40.* likeness ceases, for the hinder

legs scarcely show themselves

beyond the outline of the body,

and the creature runs with con-

siderable rapidity, raising its

body above the level of its head.

The skin or shell of the animal

is white and beautifully ribbed,

and the head and fore-legs are

covered by a layer of reddish

skin, like the horny case of the

insect tribe. The back presents

a number of projecting spines

and long porcupine hair-like

filaments, set on round tuber-

cles, and similar filaments stand out in all directions from

the different segments of the legs. On the hinder legs,

the hair-like filaments are veiy long, and trail behind in

walking. If we could divest our minds of a certain

prejudice, we should, I think, accord to an animal such as

I am now describing the epithet " beautiful," and perhaps
" elegant." The zoologist cannot do otherwise, and there

are parts of its organization that evince a marvellous

beauty of structure ; the parts to which I allude are the

feet, which are composed of a delicately thin

membrane, divided into three lobes, and fur-

nished Math three slender tendons, M"hich

raise the sm-face applied to the ground, and

producing a vacuum, secure the footing of

the little creature, and make it difficult and

almost impossible to displace him against his

will. It is this circumstance which renders

him a stedfast foe when he is permitted to

set foot on the skin ; but his tenacity of hold

* FUi. 4(3.—The itch animalcule viewed upon tlio under surface,

showiug its legs and lobuhUed feet.

ti^i^.47.—The foot and Inst joints of tlielegof tbeilcbauimnlcule.
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acts against liiiiiself when we seek to bring liim out of

his burrow for examination. For upon inserting the

point of a needle into his hiding-place, he foolishly lays

hold upon it with his tenacious feet, and so is easily drawn,

out. When placed upon the skin, the acarus sets himself

to work, with his head and fore-feet, to make a hole in

the scarf-skin ; into this he introduces the front half of

his body, and the rest speedily follows. The work of

burrowing is now easy, and he soon makes a channel or

burrow many times his own length, and at the end of

this, excavates a small chamber, in which he rests from

liis labours, bores for his food, and turns himself round

when occasion needs. When the supplies are exhausted

in this little cave, he works onwards and makes another,

and retraces his steps from time to time, to enjoy the

fresh air, perchance, or to select a more agreeable

or commodious site for his exertions. It is probable,

also, that he is actuated in seeking for change,

by a necessity of giving up his old domicile ^>'J- '^S.*

to a young brood, which require a convenient

situation to wax in strength before they can

assume the mining habits of their progeni-
'"^

tors. Q
It will occur to every one, that these evo-

lutions, these marches and counter-marches,

these sappings and minings, cannot take place in close

proximity with so sensitive an organ as tlie true skin

without exciting some tickling, some itching, in fact ; and

this circumstance has given the popular designation to

the annoyance, namely, the itch. But the itching is not

the painful symptom I have had occasion to describe in

connexion with the dry pimples ; on the contrary, it is so

far bearable, that a royal authority, James the First, is

said to have remarked, that the itch was fitted only for

kings, the scratching being so exquisite an enjoymcut.

Indeed, nomenclature is so eccentric in its gambols, that

we as often hear the thing, for I can hardly call it disease

* Fi^. IS.—Uva of tlic ilcl] niiimiileiile.
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after such evidence, spoken of as tlie " scratcli" as by any

other name. But the eifects caused by our Httle engineer

are not hmited to the production of an uneasy sensation :

the skin in his vicinity looks more or less red, Httle conical,

watery pimples rise here" and there upon the surface,

and vrhere the skin is pecuharly sensitive, or the Httle

animals are unusually active or numerous, mattery pim-

ples even are developed. To which, in very bad cases,

when the pimples are scratched and torn, may be added

open sores. It must not be supposed, however, that all

these signs are necessarily present in itch ; I have seen

cases in which there was no other indication of the pre-

sence of the marauder than his Httle burrows and the

ragged state of the scarf-skin which he invariably occasions.

Indeed, this latter character Hook upon as the only essen-

tial mark of itch, the only proof of an animalcular disorder,

and in its absence the suspected disorder is certainly not

itch. I make this remark, because the itch is usuaHy re-

garded as a revolting and unpronounceable disorder, but I

have no hesitation in declaring that nineteen out of every

twenty cases of so-called itch are not the aifection I am

now ciescribing; consequently are not itch, and conse-

quently are not communicable.

The cure of itch is founded on the distastes of the Httle

animals ; I have found camphor and musk, rubbed together

with oUve oil, constantly destroy them in young children,

in whom delicacy of skin forbade more stimulating reme-

dies. But the most efficient of aU the poisons of the acarus

scabiei is sulphur, in almost any form, provided that it be

well rubbed into the skin. This latter consideration is

highly important, for the little creature is safely ensconced

at the end of a long gallery, and unless the remedy be so

applied as to enter the gaHery, he is comparatively safe.

To obviate this possibility, the instructions for using sulphur

ointment are, to rub it in for half an hour together before

the fire, warratli rendering it soft and diifluent like oil, and

then the patient is to betake himself to bed with a charge

of omtment remaining on the skin. Four applications of
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this kind, namely, one iiiglifc and morning for two days,

are sufficient to exterminate an entire colony, and destroy

tlie eggs ; and a tliorougli wash afterwards, with xileuty of

soap, in a warm bath, completes the cure.

Sulphmc has obtained the credit of being a specific for

itch, and so it imdoubtedly is, when properly applied.

What its! precise mode of action may be, I am not quite

sure ; but I believe it to depend upon the formation of

su!phuret.;ted hydrogen within the skin, this gas being

highly detstnictire of animal life. It must not, however,

be inferr ed that because sulphur cui-es the itch, everything

which sulphur cures is therefore the itch. I have heard

such an argument, or rather abuse of argument, used.

Nevertl ieless, as a stimidant is usefid in all diseases of the

skin th^it need stimulation, if the latter condition exist, it

will cure them. But sidphur, besides being a stimulant, is

also an irritant to delicate skins, and if its use be pro-

longed, may be the occasion of an eruption similar to the

eruption of itch. Now, if the eruption, instead of the ani-

malcu le, should be looked upon as the disease, why, sulphur

ointro.'ent will perpetuate the supposed disease, until either

the a.'kin gets accustomed to the irritation, or the treatment

is cbanged. This is the explanation of cases of itch being

months under cure, when three days is the proper average.

'lo apply the remedy effectually, it is important to know

tlae common seat of the colony ; this is the thin skin and

'protected parts between the fingers, the bends of the

wrists and elbows, the same parts on the legs, and the

front of the trunk of the body, and here the application

shoidd be most vigorously used, although not spared on

other parts. Another necessary and important precaution

is the destruction or fumigation of all the clothes worn by
the affected person, for one of these minute creatures

remaining in the meshes of the cloth will bo sufEcient to

reproduce an entire colony. The sulphur fumigation is,

of course, the best for tlie purpose, and chlorine will be
found a good auxiliary. The clothes should then be kept

scented for some time.
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CHAPTER XII.

ON WARTS AND COENS.

The next group of disorders of the skin carries; us away

from the general afFeetiou of the true skin, terme d inflam-

mation, to an unnatural state of one of the constituents of

the skin—namely, the papillffi ; the proper designation for

the state of skin which exists in these disorders being en-

larged papilla. We have therefore to consider the causes

which are capable of giving rise to enlarged papilhe ; and

secondly, the effects which result from their enlargement.

With regard to the first inquiry, it may be stated tliat the

papillae obey the law of increase observable in all other

structures of the body when subjected to excitation'., whe-

ther that excitation be nat\iral, that is, dependent on

actions taking place within the system ; or artificial, that

is, resulting from irritation which reaches them from with-

out. The papUlEe of the sensitive skin have been described

* Fig. 49.— Section of n wart, from the armpit, magnified nine-

teen times. The enlarged papilla; of the sensitive skin, enclosed iu

conical sheaths of scarf-skin, are seen.

a. One of the enlarged papillce. h. Its sheath of scarf-skin.

Fig. 49.*
in a former cliap-

ter as being uni-

form in length,

and their length

so inconsiderable

as to be undis-

tinguishable to

the eye, except-

ing in certain si-
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tuations. Now, it occasionally liappens that a small cluster

of these papillre, amounting to from five to twenty or more

in number, take upon themselves to grow in length and bulk

until they attain a gigantic stature, in comparison with

their fellow papilla). They may, for example, reach a lino in

length. Again, it will be remembered that the papUla; of

the sensitive skin are covered and protected by the scarf-

skin, and that the thickness of the scarf-skin bears an exact

relation to the size of the papilla). It may therefore be m-

ferred, that if the papilla) grow to this prodigious size, they,

in their turn, will occasion the production of a propor-

tionate quantity of scarf-skin, which will form a rounded

prominence on the surface of the body. Such is the reality,

and the little prominence so produced is termed a ivart.

The size of the wart, m height, has reference to the length

to which the papillte have grown : its breadth depends on

the number of the enlarged papilla) ; and it is quite pos-

sible that the growth of a single papilla might be the

cause of a wart, which would necessarily be of slender

proportions. But the separate papilla) in an enlarged

cluster are always more or less isolated, and each papilla

acting for its own protection, throws out the material for

its own separate sheath of scarf-skin, so that, in reality,

the wart of moderate size is a bundle of smaller warts, the

number of the latter being the number of the papillte, and

the whole being kept together by the ring of natural scarf-

skin which surrounds them. This will serve to explain the

well-known fact, that an old and worn wart always looks

ragged at the end, as though it were composed of fibres,

the fibres being the above-described sheaths ; and more-

over, the wart has a tendency to split in a longitudinal

direction. Again, if we cut off the top of a wart, the sec-

tion gives the idea of the division of a bundle of fibres ; if

we cut a httle further, wo probably divide a point from

which the blood oozes ; this is the extremity of the longest

of the papilla), and a little nearer the base of the wart we

should cut across several. The common situation of warts

Q 2
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is the hands ; sometimes they are produced on the face,

and less frequently on other parts of the body. Their

cause is error of function, sometimes resulting from exube-

rant vitality, as in young persons, sometimes from the

opposite condition, as in the elderly. It is a popular

belief, that the blood which flows from warts, when

wounded, will cause them to grow on whatever parts of

the skin the blood touches ; and schoolboys, who love ex-

periments, occasionally adopt this method of transplantiDg

them, l)ut without success. Indeed, there is no truth in tlie

supposition, and if a fresh crop should be produced around

a wart tliat has been teased by a schoolboy, the fact,

when it happens, admits of a more philosophical expla-

nation .

The wart may be regarded as the effect of an excitation

acting generally from within ; but instances are not want-

ing, in medicine, to prove that they may also be dependent

on an obvious external cause of irritation.

I now turn to a growth of the skin analogous to the

wart, but occasioned by an evident external cause, the

cause in this particular case being either pressure or

friction, or both combined. "Whenever a portion of the

skin is subjected to long-continued and unequal pressui-e,

the papillas of the sensitive skin are stimulated, and grow

to an unusual size. Associated with this increase of growth

of the papilla?, is the increased thickness of the scarf-skin,

and this latter being the outward and perceptible eflect, is

denominated, according to its size, either " callosity," or

" corn." "When the pressure, and consequently the thicken-

ing of the scarf-skin is distributed over an extensive sur-

face, the state is properly a callosUy. "Where it islunited,

occupying, for example, the prominence of a jonit, and

where, in consequence of this limitation, the eflbcts pro-

duced are more severe, the case is one of co)-«. Callosities

may occur on any part of the body where much pressure

exists ; on the shoulder, for instance, in persons who are

in the habit of carrying burdens ; on the hands, in certain

crafts ; on the elbows and knees; and on different parts of
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Fly. 50.^the feet. Corns are

usually limited to

the feet, and are, iu

fact, a more severe

degree of callosity.

The papilla) of the

central part of the

corn are enlarged to such an extent as to be equal m mag-

nitude to those of a wart. In this state, the papilla) take

on the action of producing separate sheaths of scarf-skin,

in the same manner as warts, and these sheaths, seen on

the cut surface of a corn, give the idea of fibres, which

popular ignorance magnifies into roots. A corn extracted

by its roo'ts is therefore expected never to grow again, be-

cause trees, which have roots, when torn up from the

ground, never re-appear. But the fact is, that these so-

called roots are, in reality, branches, and they may be cut

off, and torn ofi", and twisted off, as long as the possessor

lives, without curing the corn, unless the cause, namely,

the ;pressure anclfriciion be removed. When the cause is

taken away, the papilla) return by degrees to their pristine

bulk, and the corn disappears.

It will be apparent to every one, that if a shoe of a cer-

tain size be worn, and if this shoe, by its too small dimen-

sions, and conseciuent pressure, occasion a corn, the corn,

by increasing the size of the injured part of the foot, will

necessarily increase the pressure on the already irritated

skin. Tain and inflammation follow this injury, and the

least mischief that can happen is the enlarged growth of

* ;-,o Tlie stniotnre of a corn, ilhistrated hy means of a

(liiU'vnin in section, a, I,, h. The sensitive sl(in suruiomitod by its

impillie llic pupillce at corresponding with tbe ccniral part of tbe

corn beiii" larger than at h, h. r. Tlie scarf-skin of the central

part of tlie"corii, lieing tlie sheaths of the large papilloe, a. This is

the part popularly termed the root of the corn. The sheaths are of

precisely the same nature as those of a wart. d. d. The tliickeued

scarf-skin, covering the smaller papilliB of tlic declivity of the corn.

The scarf-skin is seen to be laminated, and the broad dark streak,

is the discoloured remains of a stratum of blood, poured out when

the matter of llic streak rested on the papillffi.
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the papillas, more blood tlian natural being now Labitually

sent to them. But, on a particular day, when vanity

triumphs over comfort, and the "light fantastic toe" has

been more than usually wronged, blood bursts from the

pores of the sensitive skin, and the next morning, when
the corn is inspected, it has the character of a bruise. The

doctor is sent for, a poultice put on, rest enjoined, and

in a few days all is again well ; too well, in fact, to allow

experience even a whisper. A gay party again does

slaughter on the imfortunate corn, but similar means re-

store it, as before. Now, I have had the opportunity of

examining a corn which has been thus maltreated, and its

section is precisely that of the geological section of a

stratified mountain, stratum following stratum of various

hues, from a delicate yellow to the deep black of dried

blood, each black line being the chronological memorial of

a white day in the possessor's existence.

I must not dismiss the subject of corns without adverting

to another torment, and one less easily guarded against

than the preceding, namely, the soft corn. The soft corn

occurs between the toes, and is produced in the same

manner as the common corn ; but in consequence of the

moisture existing in this situation, the thickened scarf-skin

becomes saturated, and remains permanently soft. The

soft corn, again, rarely becomes convex outwardly, but

pi-esses severely on the deep textures, and gives little in-

dication, as regards size, of the torment which it occasions.

It is no uncommon thing to find a blister formed under

the soft corn, and its fluid oozing through a small, roimd

aperture in the centre of the latter. Sometunes, also, the

soft corn is followed by a deep and painful sore, and in-

flammation of the foot : and on one occasion I examined

a soft corn which had eaten into the bones, and produced

inflammation of a joint. Diseased bone originating in soft

corns is no infrequent occurrence.

With such results as these in their remembrance, my
readers will possibly be disposed to agree with Daniel

Turner, tliat—" Whoever has been soundly plagued there-
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M-itli. and who almost is not one time or other ? will not

think it trifling that we spend some time in describing

them, muclr less that we propose remedies conducive to

ease the pain or entirely remove them : for, surely, it was

a noble thought of the well-deserving Sydenham, that if

one man was to spend his whole life-time in finding out a

certam cure for corns, he would deserve well of posterity,

and might be said sufficiently to have served his genera-

tion." The cause of corns as explained by this author is

less convincmg :—" The cause is vulgarly supposed a crass,

melancholy, or pituitous humour, which, bemg other ways

useless, is formed into these preternatural bodies. Pla-

terus affirms, with more reason, that they are made of the

nutritious humours destined for the use of the skin."

The treatment of warts is to pare the hard and dry skin

from their tops, and then touch them with the smallest

drop of strong acetic acid, taking care that the acid does

not run off the wart upon the neighbouring skin, for if it

do, it Avill occasion inflammation and much pam. If this

practice be continued once or twice daily, with regularity,

paring the surRice of the wart occasionally, when it gets

hard and dry, the wart may be eflectually cured. A gen-

tleman who takes much pleasure in philosophical pursuits,

informs me that he removed an entire crop of warts from

his knuckles and fingers by subjecting them to a succes-

sion of sparks from one of the poles of an electrical machine.

He was in the habit, as is usual, of trying the amount of

electric fluid collected in his machine by placing his knuckle

near the brass knob, and receiving a spark. Observing

that an odd sensation was produced whenever the spark

struck a wart, he was tempted for amusement to give them

a round of discharges. When his attention was next

directed to his hands, he found to his surprise and satis-

faction that all tlie warts had disappeared. With respect

to otlu^r modes of treatment, I may say, with Turner, " I

shall not stay to enlarge upon some other remedies, having

little oilier than direct foolery or superstition for their

foundation ; such as cutting a certain stick with so many
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notches, the stealing of beef to rub them with, and, after,

burying the same in the earth."

The treatment recommended for warts will keep corns

under, in spite of pressure ; but there is a knack in paring

them, which I will now explain. The end to be gained in

cutting a corn is to take off the pressure of the shoe fronf

the tender papillae of the sensitive skin; and to effect this

object, the summit of the corn must be cut in such a

manner as to excavate it, the edges being left to act as a

bolster and stiU further protect the central part, where

the longest, and consequently the most sensitive papOlte

are found. The professional cliiropodist effects this object

very adroitly ; he generally works around the centre, and

takes out the fibrous portion in a single piece. He digs,

as he says, for the root. When the corn is of small size,

and has not yet risen to the height of being a serious an-

noyance, the best of all remedies is a piece of soft buff-

leather spread with adhesive-plaster, and pierced in the

centre with a hole of exactly the size of the summit of the

corn. If it can be procured, a better substauce stiU for

spreading the plaster upon is " amadou," or " German

tinder," commonly used for lighting cigars, and kept by

the tobacconists. This substance is softer than leather,

and does not become hard and ruck up, as the latter does,

after it has been on for a short time. The soft corn is

best relieved by cutting away the thick skin with a pair of

scissors, avoiding to wound the flesh ; then touching it with

a drop of Friar's balsam, and wearing habitually a piece of

cotton wool between the toes, changing the cotton daily.

Caustic, as an application for the cm-e of corns, is a remedy

which should be used with caution, and would be better left

altogether in the hands of the medical man.



CHAPTER XIII.

OS DISOEDERS OF THE BLOOD-VESSELS AND NEEVES

OF THE SKIN.

MOTHEKS' MAKKB.

Under tlie title of abnormal state of the cutaneous vessels,

are to be described certain marks and patches on the skin,

known by the name o? mothers marks; technically, navi.

To explain the precise nature of these marks, I must refer

my reader to page 26, in which the capillary vessels, and

the rich network which they form in the tissue of the true

skin, are described. The so-called mothers' marks are

nothing more than excessive dilatation of these capillary

vessels on a spot of skin varying in size from a mere point

to a patch of several inches square. The simplest form of

neevus is that which is called the "spider-mark;" it is a

small red point, from which a number of little straggling

vessels radiate on all sides. This mark is usually developed

on tlic face, and not unfrequently on the cheek ; some-

times the mark resembles in size and colour a red currant

;

sometimes a cluster of currants ; sometimes a strawberry

or raspberry ; and sometimes is uniform and of consider-

able extent, and is compared to a lobster. These marks

are generally sliglitly raised above the level of the sur-

rounding skin, and are subject to much variety in tint of

colour, in accordance with the cpantity of blood flowing

througli them. Thus, when the circulation is naturally

active, or the individual is excited by moral causes or

exercise, the marks are briglit-red in colour; while, on

the other hand, in cold weather, or under a depressed state
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of the mental powers, they become claret-coloured, or

bluish, or livid. Again, there are some which are perma-

nently livid and dark-coloured, and they are styled black

currants, blackberries, sloes, unboiled lobsters, and other

fantastic names. These blue marks are such as have

a more dilated state of the vessels, and a slower cm'rent^
of blood, than the red kind, and consequently afford time

for the transition of the blood from its scarlet arterial tint,

to its venous and dark-coloured hue.

The notion of these marks having any connexion with

the imagination of the mother is perfectly fabulous ; so

that husbands need be under no apprehension of seeing a

red dab on their child's forehead, if their ladies choose to

have an uu gratified longing for a feast of peaches in mid-

winter. Neither need mothers wrong themselves by idle

reproaches, from supposing that any unchecked desires on

their part have become a cause of deformity to their off-

spring. They have merely to attend to the four great car-

dinal rules of health so often spoken of in this book, and

cultivate a calm mind; Nature will do the rest. The

subject of treatment I may dismiss summarily; cases of

this kind should be early submitted to the judgment of

the medical man, for the marks are apt to enlarge :
and if

they increase to any magnitude, they get beyond medical

relief, and are sometimes fatal. They should on no

account be meddled with or teased by frequent examina-

tion. They will sometimes subside by the use of a gentle

degree of pressure made with a piece of soap-plaster, spread

on leather, which has the additional advantage of keeping

them out of sight and observation. When hot and painful,

and attended with throbbing, the evaporatmg lotion will

confer temporary relief. There is nothing in the obser-

vation of Tiirner, that " the time of extirpation is the

season when they look palest, lie flattest and softest, and

are least troublesome." His further remark is amusing,

for, says he, "some of these, like the fruits they resemble,

have their times of bloom, ripening, and languishing,

though never quite dying or falling of themselves."
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DISORDERED STATE OF THE NERVES.

The nervous system, as respects itsnatnral and ordinary

functions, is enveloped in mystery. We are acquainted

* witli its laws of action, with the results of that action, and

latterly have acquired some new information with regard

to its structure. But all the knowledge that has hitherto

been obtained, tends only to prove to us how utterly m-

significant are our powers of investigation, and how futile

our attempts to comprehend the secret workings of the

handicraft of an Almighty Creator. It has been con-

ceived that anatomy and physiology have a tendency to

bias the mind of the student of tliis branch of science m
favour of materialism. This is a reflection on the works

of the Creator, on the part of those who make the accusa-

tion ; for to suppose His works capable of giving birth^ to

such a thought, is to imagine a grossness of composition

which the real student knows to be incorrect. How oppo-

site is the truth ! The material composition of the nervous

system may be said to be thoroughly well known; its

actions are also known. The brain, for example, is the

material abode of the soul, of thought, sensation, and

will; then there are nerves of sensation, nerves of motion,

and nerves of special perception. The judge of his fellow-

man who has the hardihood to stigmatize him in the eyes

of the ignorant, by applying to him the appellation " mate-

rialist," will probably infer, that science distinguishes a

particular apparatus for thought, another for sensation,

another for will, and another for motion. How opposite

is the fact ! One simple, colom-less fluid, hardly dissimilar

to the colourless element of the blood, is the agent in

the hands of the Almighty for the development of these

extraordinary powers. The same material element

develops the most opposite results. Can an anatomist

and physiologist, then, knowing this fact, boa materialist?

Everything which relates to sensation is dependent on

the nervous system, or, more properly, on the nervous
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fluid
; and iu obedience to the laws of life, tlie nervous

fluid must have a standard of health to render it capable

of executing its proper functions. If from neglect of the

rules of health the humours be foul, can we expect health-

ful sensation P If the nervous fluid be poisoned by tdcohol,

can we expect the sensations to be undisturbed ? If the

uervous fluid enclosed in its protective tubes is surrounded

by tissucs'in an active state of inflammation, can we expect

other sensations than those of pain? Tiie answer is

evident. Now, we know from observation, that if a part

of the body containing nerves, and consequently nervous

fluid, be charged with caloric before the fire, the sensa-

tion is one of heat ; and that if ice be substituted the sensa-

tion is said to be cold. But we have reason to believe that

the nervous fluid takes on a similar state to that caused

by heat and cold, without the presence of either of those

agents ; for in sickness we have sensations of chill, while

the body is unnaturally hot, or the person is iu ahigh tem-

peratui'e, and i'ice versa. From this we learn, that what

we call sensation is a state of the nerves, or rather of the

nervous fluid. But all our investigations fail in discovering

what that state is. There can be uo doubt that it is a dis-

ordered state when the sensation is painful ; and tlie pro-

bability is, that the state is healthful when the sensations

are agreeable. Now, from some unexplained cause, it too

frequently happens that a very distressing state of itching

takes possession of the skin, either on part, or on the

whole surface. This is obviously a morbid sensation,

depending on a present morbid state of the nervous fluid.

But what is the cause, and how can we remedy it? The

former question can only be answered by generalities

having reforcuce to the health of the organization, such as

deranged digestion, disordered functions of other kinds, ic.

As res})L-cls the latter, we examine all the functions

through, and if any be out of order, we endeavour, by

general means, to set them right. And wiUi regard to

the local inconvenience, experience aids us by recording

certain substances \\ lneh have a decided eflocL in calming
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such in-itation. Such are, for example, vinegar, diluted

lemon-juice, butter-milk, the evaporating lotion.

Of all the kinds of local pain, there are few more severe

than continued itchmg of a degree such as to prevcn t sleep;

indeed, it is sometimes so unbearable as to occasion frenzy,

' and render life a burden. A poor old man afflicted in this

way, with wretchedness and misery depicted on his coun-

tenance, often comes to me to ask relief, and tell his piteous

tale. The relation between physical and mental suffering,

in other words, between the surface of the body and the

brain, is easily comprehended by the physiologist. The

brain and nerves form one continuous and connected

system, and impressions, whether of pain or pleasure,

although made on a part, are, if they be vivid or lasting,

speedily, and often instantaneously, communicated to the

whole; hence the expressions " thrill of pleasure," "thrill

of enjoyment," "thrill of horror," &c. It is in this, way

that a painful irritation of the skin may occasion frenzy,

convulsions, and even death. Indeed, it is not even neces-

sary that the impression should be painful, for we know

that death may be caused by prolonged tickling. I recol-

lect hearing of a man in Paris, who murdered several

wives by a process into which tickling entered as a prin-

cipal part. At length he excited the suspicion of the

brother of his last wife, and the brother determined to

watch his proceedings. On a particular night he hid him-

self in a cupboard of the room in which the man and his

wife slept. The husband had prevailed on her to allow

him to bandage her limbs, and the brother was surprised

at the immoderate laughter of his sister. After a time,

the laughter became so singular in its tone, that he made

an effort to look through an opening over the door ; and

he then beheld the poor woman, bandaged tightly up to

the waist, her feet fastened together, and her arms to the

sides of her body ; while the husband was tickling her

feet. She had now almost lost tlic power to laugh, and in

a few minutes must have died, but for the timely inter-

ference of her brother.
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When a part of tlie nervous system is thrown into a dis-

ordered state by a cause acting on a distant part, the

action is expressed by the term sympathy ; thus the con-

vulsions of children occasioned by cutting the teeth, are

spoken of as a sympathy between the nerves which supply

the teeth and the nerves of motion of the convulsed regions

of the body. In like manner, the convulsions accompany-

ing locked jaw, are an effect of sympathy between the

irritated nerves of the wounded part of the body, and the

nerves of the parts in a state of convulsion or spasm.

These instances might, if necessary, be multiplied a hun-

dredfold, but it will be more to the point, if I adduce one

or two examples in which the skin is more immediately

concerned. In the course of the past year a little child

was one evening standing before the fire, warming its hands,

when a small quantity of boiling water was suddenly

ejected from the spout of a tea-kettle, and fell upon its

chest, producing a scald of about the size of the palm of

its own hand. A blister rose upon the scalded sm-face,

but there was nothing of unusual severity about the case.

In eleven hom-s from the time of the accident, the sym-

pathy between the injured skin and the nerves of motion

gave rise to convulsions, and in nineteen hours the child

was dead. Now, on first hearing of a case of this kind,

one is disposed to exclaim with wonder at the occm-rence

of death from so trivial an accident; but a cooler judg-

ment reminds us of convulsions and death accompanyiug

the simple operation of cutting the teeth. This is the poiut

of view from which must be viewed the death of the soldier

at Hounslow, from the e0"ects of military flogging. In

him the cause was neither the cutting of a tooth, nor a

burn the size of a hand, but a bruising and laceration of

the skin of the back, from the nape of the neck down to

the loins. A state in point of fact, involving the two con-

ditions of an extensively injured surface and a prolonged

painful irritation, (the punishment was continued for half-

an-hour.) After death, the existence of internal convul-

sions was proved in this man, by the disorganization of his
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heart, and by the ruptm-e and destruction of several of the

muscles of his back.

In a previous chapter, page 38, I have mentioned as

disorders of sensation, the feelings of tingling, smarting,

pricking, shooting, creeping, tickhng, burning, scalding, &c.

A singidar example of one of these sensations, namely,

creepbig, has several times come before me. I have been

considted by patients, for the destruction of living crea-

tures with which they conceive themselves infested. They

have never seen any insect, they have only felt them, run-

ning along their bodies. A young lady, a governess, who

suffered in this way, was in the most distressing state of

mind, she had changed her lodgings time after time, but

the insects ever went with her, and she was afraid of gonig

near the children it was her business to instruct, lest she

might communicate her malady to them. I pressed her

as to her having seen any of the creatures ;
she said she

had ; T then requested her to bring me one or more, if she

could catch them, that I might examine them
;
she was

long before she returned, and when she did, she brought

three small specimens of a small, harmless insect, com-

monly found in the crevices of old wood. She had caught

them on her bedroom table. For herself, a cleaner or

purer being could not exist ; and I had the satisfaction of

receiving her thanks for being cured, some weeks after-

wards. Then I saw, in consultation, a gentleman who

bcheved his head peopled with an insect multitude, he

could feel them running hither and thither ;
he could see

his hair moved by them, but he had never discovered an

animal of any sort, nor could any one else. A gentleman,

one day sitting before me with his chest bared, exclaimed,

" There, I feel one running across my breast now." I

looked, there was nothing to be seen ; it was a visionlcss

ghost ; no small annoyance, however, to be haimted by

such ghosts. On more than one occasion, I observed tliat

the direction of the creeping or running sensation corre-

sponded with tl\at of the distribution of the nerves, which

were the real cause, tho fceliug being a ghostly sensation.
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Very commonly tlie sensation affected the hairs of the

limbs, and seemed to give a preference to those organs

as their seat of manifestation. A young gentleman,

educating for the church, and who has been a great

suiierer from this discomfort, came to me, saying, that he

was much better, so far as the insects were concerned, but

that he suffered now from a deeper sensation ofmotion, in

a word, from the feeling of the normal movement of the

bowels, the peristaltic motion, as it is called. Now, hap-

pily, we are so constituted, that in a state of health we

have no sensation of the internal movements of the body,

as of the heart, the lungs, the stomach, the alimentary

canal, the muscles, or of the motions of the blood in its

vessels. Whenever, from unhealthy action, we are made

aware of such motion, the condition is one of disease
;

being either a diseased condition of the parts which create

the sensation, or an over-sensitive, and, consequently, a

disordered state of the nerves and nervous system. The

latter was the case in the last-named gentleman ; he said

of himself, that he felt unhinged, unfit for his profession,

unfit for everything ; he was restless, unsettled, unable to

remain in a place for any time, and unable even to sit

still. In such a person, we should not be surprised to

find unnatural and morbid states of sensation, such as

creeping, nor that those feelings should degenerate in

time into sensations of a more painful character.
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CHAPTER XIV.

ON DISORDERS AFFECTING THE COLOUR OF

THE SKIN.

The human family exliibits two remarkable extremes in

the degree of coloiu- of the skin, these extremes, in theu-

natural state, having reference to opposite conditions of

solar lis;ht and climate. Between the physical extremes

on the surface of the globe, every degree of variety of tmt

is observed, and similar states are reproduced under the

influence of differences of constitution and health. In the

chapter on the scarf-skin, I have already pointed out the

principal physiological changes which result from augmen-

tation and dimmution of pigment ; I may therefore con-

fine myself in this place to those excessive alterations

which, from their unsightliness, are regarded in the light

of disease. Under the head of augmentation of pigment,

we have the formation of patches of a dark colour and

irregular shape on any part of the surface of the body,

whether exposed to the stimulus of the sun, or covered by

the dress. When these spots are more or less raised above

the surface of the surrounding skin, they are called moles,

and they constitute, in the popular mind, one of the kinds

of "mother's marks." Moles exhibit every variety of

size, form, and tint of colour, and arc generally covered

by a pretty thick crop of dark-coloured, bristly hahs.

Sometimes, however, there is no elevation of the surface,

and the discoloured spot, excepting in tint of colom-, pre-

sents no difference whatever from the neighbouring skin.

These spots offer every variety of size and number, and

sometimes overspread the entire body. In my work on

E
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"Diseases of the Skin," several instances of the latter

kind are recorded. In one case, that of a lad of seven-

teen, the skin was originally fair, his hair being light-

coloured, and eyes grey ; but when he presented himself

to the physician, " his appearance was that of a dark-

coloured gipsy," and he entertained apprehensions that he

was turning into a negro. This change had been in exist-

ence not more than fifteen months when the above obser-

vation was made. Another case, which fell under my own

notice, occurred in a young woman, twenty-eight years of

age. At the time of my seeing her, she had the appear-

ance of an East Indian ; the blackness had been two years

reaching its present height, and occupied the whole of her

body, with the exception of the feet and the legs for a few

inches above the ankle. Her eyes were black, and her

natural complexion that of a brunette. The darkest parts

of her body were the back of the trunk and the backs of

the hands and arms. On the face, the red tint of the

cheeks blended with the black, and the yellow of the fore-

head and nose struggling for mastery with the deeper

tint, gave her complexion a singularly Indian appearance.

The peculiarity of her colour was heightened by the ex-

tension of the blackness to her lips and in patches to the

interior of the mouth. Even the teeth had a bluish tmt.

the lips and teeth seeming as if stained by the eatmg of

black cherries. The white of her eye was peculiarly white

and brUhant, and oiTered a strong contrast with her black

^^'in the first of these cases, no cause could be detected;

the second, namely, that of the young woman, was the

result of typhus fever; while, in a case which was com-

municated to me by Dr. Sarti, and which I will now relate

the cause was fright. Pietro Nanni, a peasant, of St.

Martino al Castagna, fifty years of age, having unluckily

got into a fray, was fired upon, and put m danger of his

life The shock caused a severe illness, and three mouths

afterwards, his skin gradually darkened, until it became

quite black. The change was first perceived on his cheeks,
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and tlaence extended over tlie entii-e body, beiu^r ^rreatest

on the inner sides of Lis breast, the inner sides of liis legs,

and the hands* In my portraits of "Diseases of the

Skin," I have recorded an instance of partial blackening of

the skin, producing a mottled appearance of a very re-

markable character. The seat of the change was the legs,

and the cause, constitutional disease.

The reverse of this state, namely, diminution of pigment,

gives origin to the state of skin which is met with in the

Albino, and which also occurs on parts of the body in

patches of various dimensions. In Europeans, these white

patches differ but little from the tint of the surrounding

skin ; but in tropical countries they are more striking, and

for that reason, probably, more frequently observed. In

Hindostan, where these patches are not uncommon, and

where they are liable to spread over the entire body, they

commence with some degree of itching and pain, and

when fally formed, are attended with an insensible state

of the skin, showing that the cause lies deeply ; very pro-

bably in the nervous system. In a young lady, whom I

saw lately, lliese white patches were the sequel of scarlet

fever, and were so extensive as to be mistaken by her

friends for the sound skin, the deeper tinted skin around

being regarded as discoloured spots. When they occur

in a more distinctly isolated form, and in a person of dark

complexion, tlie patclies are more evident, and become a

source of serious annoyance ; such an instance I have now

before me,t and I regret to add that they have been the

cause of mucii mental disciuietudo.

Complete Albinism, except in so far as the snowy white

of the hair is concerned, is less remarkable in the European

than in the African. An instance of the latter kind is to

be frequently seen in the leading tlioroughfares of London,

* Tlie ftppearnnre nf llio linnds of tliia ninii is prescrvod hy Dr.

Sani, in one of llie wax lif;nres of liis fiimous nuisiMun, wliicli wiis

exliibited severnl years since in I,nn(lnn.

+ An nccnrnte" reiircsentnt.io?! of Uiis cnse will bo fouiul iimong

my porlriiits of " Diseases of llio Skin."

U 2
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in tlie person of a tall, sickly-looking man, wlio styles him-

self Henry Alexander Commotius Stewart, the African

Albino. This man was born in New Providence, of black

parents, his father being a negro from Guinea, and his

mother a native of the island of Antigua, descended from

African slaves. His four brothers and sisters were all

black. He is tall, has a complexion like that of a dead

leaf, sprinkled over with large and irregular freckles; light-

coloured eyes ; and a light red woolly hair, surmounting

features obviously bearing the African stamp.

The colouring principle of the skin occasionally offers

varieties in its tint, dependent, probabl}'', on a diffei-ence of

chemical composition, such difference being referrible to

states of constitution of the individual. Thus, when per-

sons of a light complexion are exposed to the influence of

the sun and heat during the summer season, numerous

round or oval-shaped yellow spots, similar in appearance

to stains, are developed in the skin ; these spots are popu-

larly termed "freckles," ov summer freclclcs, and generally

disappear during the darker and colder months of the year.

There are, however, other freckles which have no depend-

ence on light or heat, which are equally vivid in the winter

as in the summer season, and are, in point of fact, of con-

stitutional origin. These are the cold freckles they offer

some variety in colour, being sometimes brightly yellow,

and sometimes green, and are not confined, hke the sum-

mer freckles, to persons of a light complexion. Another

discoloration, occurring in the form of patches of various

tints of hue, are " saffron spots," " sulphiu- spots," and

"liver spots." In essential nature, these ai-e the same as

freckles, but they are not always permanent. They often

appear suddenly imder the influence of some general dis-

turbance of the system; they arc attended with some

degree of itching, and they fsidc away gradually when the

cause which excited them is removed.

Besides the positive dis colorations of the skin, the scarf-

skin undergoes a change of much greater importance, so

far as the beauty of the skin is concerned, than those above
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described as being of more frequent occurrence. I allude

to that alteration in the composition of the scarf-skin which

destroys its transparency, and, by the production of an

excess of pigment, renders it grey and opaque. It is this

modification of the scarf-skin that gives rise to the sallow,

muddy, and dirty complexions that we see so frequently

in large cities, a discoloration that no washing will disturb,

on account of the cause lying in the system of the indivi-

dual, and requiring to be removed by attention to the

general health. There are certain constitutional diseases

in which this state of the scarf-skm is so remarkable as at

once to point out the nature of the affection, and serve as

a valuable guide to their detection, and in many instances

the muddy skin is almost the ouly sign indicative of dis-

ordered health. If anything were wanting to mark dis-

tinctly the reciprocal influence of the skin and internal

organization, it might be found in this occurrence of daily

life and common observation.
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CHAPTER XV.

ON THE DISORDERS OF THE PERSPIRATORY SYSTEM.

The disorders of tlie perspiratory system, tliou^h involving

important results with regard to health, and, in some in-

stances, fatal diseases, offer so httle to interest the general

reader, that I may dismiss them with a few passing re-

marks. The perspiratory apparatus is one of the organs

of the body by which unnecessary and noxious materials

are separated from the blood ; therefore, any interference

with its action is necessarily accompanied by disturbance

of the circulating fluid, and also of the organs which co-

operate with the sliia in its functions. The influence of

checked perspiration is instantaneously perceived in the

alteration of the product of the kidneys, while excess of

action of the skin is no less injurious to the system, by

causing exhaustion of the nervous powers. Health lies in

the equilibrium, and the duty of the individual to himself

is to pursue that state as nearly as possible. Excess of

perspiration is. undoubtedly a state of disease. " Hoflman

makes mention of a very old man, subject to continual

perspiration, so that his whole nourishment passed through

the pores." And AVillis notices tlie case of a lady "whose

perspirations were so prodigious" that basins were set

beneath her " to receive the trickling humour."

Defect of perspiration is equally a state of disease, as

we find illustrated in the case of a "gentleman near

Lcyden, who being much addicted to the study of astro-

nomy, and spending very many nights in star-gazing, had,

by the nocturnal wet and cold temper of the air, in such
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manner obstructed the pores of liis skin tliat little or

uotliing exhaled from his body; which appealred hence,

because that the shii-t he had worn five or six weeks was

then as white as if he had worn the same but one day."*

The habitually dry skin is not less a state which occasions

excessive action of other organs of the body than the

habitually moist skin is a cause of other ailments atl'ecting

the nervous system, and both call for observation and a

strict attention to the laws of health.

Partial perspirations are sometimes a cause of great

inconvenience and annoyance, and may affect any part of

the skin. A gentleman whom I attended lately for a

severe gastric fever, called on me one morning, with rills

of perspiration running down one side of his forehead and

face, the opposite side being perfectly dry ; and a case is

related by a German author, in which the disorder affected

one half of the entire body. In illustration of this pecu-

liarity, an eminent actor told me the following anecdote

of himself : When a young man, starring in America, he

had one night, in the summer-time, been playing in a

tragedy, in which he was violently heated, and had scarcely

time to cool, when he was obliged to come on the stage

again as Sir Archer MacSarcasm, in Macklin's comedy of

Love a la Mode. The make-up for this character required

that he should convert his features by means of paint into

those of an old man. la the course of the play he was

struck by perceiving himself " the cynosure of neighbour-

ing eyes," particularly those in the front rows of the pit,

and concluding that it must be the excellence of his acting

which was attracting so much attention, he felt highly

flattered, and exerted himself to the utmost. From time

to time, however, ho was startled at the bursts of laugh-

ter and applause falling in the wrong places, and was

thoroughly puzzled at the unusual sensation he was

creating. On retiring to his dressing-room, after making

his best and most grateful bow to an hilarious audience,

the mystery was explained ; it was not his brilliant acting

* riiilosopliical Tnuisactious. Abridgment. Vol. iii.
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alone which had brought down such noisy honours on his

head, but the drollery of his face, one half of which was

washed clean of its wrinkles by partial x^erspiration, and

displayed the juvenile features of twenty ; while the other

half exhibited the care-worn lines and withered seams of

eighty. In his case, while one half the face was affected

in this peculiar manner, and the other half was dry, his

chest was acted on in a precisely opposite manner, the

perspiratory side being reversed. At a later period of his

life, the perspiratory action ceased over the entire body,

and as a consequence he suffered bitterly in his health.

At other times, and more frequently, the hands and the

feet are the parts principally attacked. The removal of

this inconvenience is a problem of much difficulty ; but

one that I should not hesitate to solve were the after

effects of the check to the secretion the only question to

be considered. It would be easy to find a sufficient sub-

stitute, whatever our forefathers may have thought or said

to the contrary. Thus Panarolus remarking that perspi-

ration of the feet doth very much torment people, con-

tinues, "for which I can tell them a speedy remedy;

namely, if they put some powder of myrtle into their linen

socks ; but let them have a care they fall not into worse

diseases by the cure of this, as I have often seen : for this

excretion preserves from many diseases, and should rather

be promoted than any ways checked."

Alterations of a remarkable kind in the chemical nature

and physical qualities of the perspiration are also occa-

sionally met with; such as changes in colour to green,

blue, black, yellow, and red ;
changes in odour, &c. One or

two cases are on record in which the odour of the perspi-

ration resembled musk, another, in which it was like the

fumes of sulphur; in an insane person, whom I lately

saw, the odour resembled that of the mouse ;
and I have

several times been consvdted by persons in whom the

odour was like tliat of onions or garlic.

The red perspiration owes its colouring principle to

blood, and the occurrence should rather be regarded as
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one of oozing of blood in a diluted form through the skin,

than a true perspiration. I had lately \inder my care a

young lady, in whom a red coloured fluid distilled from

five circular spots on her face, one being in the centre of

the forehead, one on each cheek, and one on the chin. In

a case reported in some old Medical Essays, an infant is

said to have bled for several days at the shoulder, waist,

arms, and finger ends. And in a young woman affected

in a similar manner, blood escaped at different times from

her ears, fingers, toes, corner of one eye, chest, foot, hands,

chin, and tip of the tongue, " and all this in a fortnight's

time."
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CHAPTER XVI.

ON THE DISORDERS OF THE OIL-GLANDS AND TUBES.

The nature and purposes of the oily product of the skin

have been so fully pointed out in a preceding chapter,

that I may at once proceed to discuss the disorders which

affect this system in particular. These relate, in the first

place, to quantity of the product
;
secondly, to quality;

thirdly, to its export; and foiirthly, to inflammation

attacking the substance of the glands.

We sometimes find the oily product of the skin so much

increased in quantity as to become a source of great dis-

comfort, particularly when the disorder is manifested on

the face. In this case, the skin is always more or less

bedewed with a greasy fluid, which fills the hollows around

the nose, attracts dirt from the atmosphere, and gives an

unseemly polish to the features. But this is not all; the

action which gives rise to this increased quantity of pro-

duct is one of excitation in the skin itself, and unless it be

checked, will produce thickening and coarseness of the

skin. On the other hand, we occasionally meet with in-

stances wherein the function of the oil-glands is abrogated,

where the oily product is deficient in q\uautity or entirely

absent, and where, in consequence, the skin is dry, harsh,

and rough. The skin, under these circuuistanccs, requires

to be stimulated to perform its natural ollice, but the

stimulant must be gentle, otherwise inflammation will be

occasioned, and a more serious disease established than

that wliicli the remedy was intended to remove. The

remedy must also be of such a nature as to take the place

of the arrested fluid.
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In the chapter which treats of the natural structure and

functions of the oil-glands, I have adverted iu general

terms to the composition of the oily product of the skin.

Among other substances which the sebaceous secretion

contains, is more or less of pigmentary matter, and the

unctuous substance rarely undergoes any great alteration

from its normal condition without some modification

occurring iu the quantity of its pigment. When the pig-

ment is augmented in quantity without any undue increase

of the unctuous secretion, the round spots indicating the

apertures of the oil-tubes are darker than natural, and the

skin has a dirty hue. But, occasionally, under the influ-

ence of some general disturbance of the health, excess of

pigment, and excess of unctuous substance are associated,

and the result is the effusion on the skin of a stratum of

altered sebaceous substance, varying in its hue with the

depth of tint of the pigment produced. The more usual

seat of this occurrence is the face, and especially the fore-

head, the eyelids, and nose, and the colour of the product

varies, more or less, from a light amber to a deep black.

A peculiarity occasionally attendant on the production

of this sooty matter by the skin, is the intermission and

suddenness of its formation, recurring, for example, at the

same time every day, and ceasing at the end of a few

hours. The following instance of this curious affection,

observed nearly a century and a half ago, is published in

an early volume of the Philosophical Transactions :

—

" A girl, sixteen years old, a daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth

Worth, of Plymouth, about the end of April, 1709, had a

few hot pimples rose on her cheeks, which bleeding and a

purge or two cured. She continued very well till about a

month afterwards, when her fiico, so far as is usually

covered with a vizard-mask, suddenly turned black like

that of a negro. This surprising accident much frightened

her, especially after some foolish people persuaded her

she was bewitched, and never to be cured. By prayers,

exorcisms, &c., which they used, in order to relieve the

fascination, they increased the passion and terror of mind
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to a great degree, even to distraction, and then desired

my assistance. By the ai-guments which I used, and some
composing, anti-hysterical remedies, the violence of her

fits became much pacified. I directed a lotion for her face,

which took off the discoloration
; yet it returned fre-

quently, but with no regularity ; sometimes twice or thrice

in twenty-four hours, sometimes five or six times. It ap-

pears insensibly, without pain, sickness, or any symptoms
of its approach, except a little warm flushing just before it

appears. It easily comes away, and leaves the skin clear

and white, but smuts the cloth that wipes it from the face;

it feels unctuous, and seems like grease and soot, or black-

ing mixed. It has no taste at all. She is thin, but health-

ful ; the blackness appears nowhere but in the prominent

part of her face. There ai-e a thousand eye-witnesses to

the truth of this uncommon case. The anomalar black-

ness of the girl's face is now (November 1) divided into a

few dark cloudy specks, which appear but seldom, and

nothing so livid as foz'merly."

When, in addition to increase in quantity, the oily pro-

duct of the skin is so altered in its nature as no longer to

spread upon the surface in the form of oil, but acquires a

disposition to adhere firmly to the skin, and dry up almost

as fast as it is expelled from the glands, we have then a

curious, but, at the same time, an obvious result. The

tendency on the part of the substance, so altered from its

natural state, is to collect upon the scarf-skin, and form a

crust of equal thickness over the whole surface ; but this

tendency is interrupted by the continual movement of the

skin. If we look at any part of the skin with attention,

we see at once in what manner this interruption is occa-

sioned. From the nature of its connexion with the parts

beneath, the skin is thrown into numberless folds, which,

falling always in the same Hue, give a permanent marking

to its surface (page 9). These markings are most con-

spicuous in the situation of joints, and offer some difler-

ences of character upon its different sides, being always
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larger and coarser on tlie convex side, and smaller on the

concave; in both they are more or less elliptical and

diamond-shaped in their outline. These little diamond-

shaped islets represent the passive part of the skin when

the body is thrown into motion, while the movements that

occur take place at the little grooves which surround the

islets. Having now examined the bed on which the crust

forms, we at once perceive, that in consequence of the

mobility of that bed, the crust, while in a soft state, will

be cleft into little divisions resembling the diamond-shaped

bases on which they are formed, and that any increase in

the oily product will contribute to the thickness of these

little divisions without altering their diamond-shaped form.

We have therefore a number of little, hard, and, from dis-

coloration by the atmosphere, dark-coloured scales upon

the surface of the skin, suggesting the

idea of the scaly skin of a serpent or Fig- 51-*

fish, and in compliance with this idea,

termed the fish-sltin disease. This

state of things sometimes occurs in

the arm-pits, sometimes on the breast

or other parts of the body, and some-

times on the face. It is generally limited

to a small extent of surface, but by no

means always. I have seen instances

where nearly the entire skin was in a

similar condition. Again, instead of

remaining in the state of scales, the

little plates become occasionally so

much increased in thickness as to

assume the character of hard, poly,

hedral, and rounded spines, which have

been popularly magnified into a resemblance with porcu-

pine's quills. This comparisoR has suggested the name of

* /"/>/. 51.—A spiiio from " n porcupine boy." Tlic K]iiiie is

irmgiiilied 1!) tirni's. It ('oiitaiiis, in iis striiotiiro, a gruiip of downy
hairs, wliicli form convoluted biuicbcs berc and tbero.
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the porciqnne disease, by wliicli it is popularly known.

Instances of porcupine men and porcupine boys are not

uncommon at country fairs.

Detention of tlie oily product of the skia -n-ithin the oil-

tubes and glands takes place under two circumstances ; in

one of these, the aperture of the oil-tube remaining all the

while open ; in the other, the aperture is closed, and is

consecpiently tlie cause of the detention. "When the aper-

ture of the tube remains widely open, we may infer the

existence of some torpidity in the gland, whether suck

torpor depend on the state of the skin, or of the system of

the individual in whom the disorder occurs. Or, if not

torpidity of the gland, there is an unusual degree of dry-

ness of the oily product. Both of these states are, in reality,

met with, and they give rise to some difference in the

morbid appearance of the skin. AVhen the oily product of

the skin collects in the oil-lubes, it assumes the elongated

form of those passages, and causes expansion of the aper-

ture of the tube to an extent commensurate with, the bulk

of the little cylinder. Through this expanded aperture,

the dirt and smoke, constantly existing in the atmosphere,

enter, and the end of the little pile of oily matter becomes

more or less blackened. In large towns, we can scarcely

examine a face without observing some of these round

black spots, generally upon the nose and forehead ; and

when they exist in any number, tliey are a cause of much

tinsightlincss. It is well known that these ugly spots may

be removed by pressing the skin immediately adjacent to

them with tbe finger-nails, and tben that there arises from

the aperture a little white cybnder, of moderate length,

and having the appearance of a small white maggot with a

black licad, the black head being the part of the collected

matter which was discoloured by its approximation to the

aperture of the oil-tube. From tlie resemblance referred

to, these little black points are popularly termed qnths.

They are, as I have shown, merely tlie oily product of the

skin impacted in the oil-tubes, instead of being expelled as

quickly as formed. The longer these little piles are per-
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mittecl to remain in the skin, tlie more firmly tliey become

fixed; and after a time, when they lose their moisture,

they are converted into little horny spines, as dense as

bristles, and having much that character. Sometimes they

are a cause of inflammation of the gland, and adjacent

skin, and then they constitute the eruption known under

the name of spotted acne.

When the detention of the oily product is of long con-

tinuance, and when, in consequence, the obstacle to the

expulsion of the newly-formed matter is progressively in-

creasing, it is no uncommon thing to find the oil-tube

cUstended to such an extent as to form a small pouch

within the .substance of the skin. When this process is

once estabhshed, it may go on to produce a cavity of re-

markable size, the original aperture of outlet undergoing

very liltle change, or being only slightly dilated in propor-

tion to the dimensions of the internal cavity. I have a

specimen in my collection, in which such a cavity as I am

now describing is as large as the hollow of a filbert-shell,

and I have seen others as broad as a crown-piece, and one

as large as a small orange. Now, these cavities, when

they occur, are filled with oily product, which is more or

less altered in its characters by detention, and by the

changes which the walls of the tube undergo in being so

unnaturally distended. Indeed, as the walls of the cavity

become progressively thinner, the cells of the newly-

formed matter contain less oil than formerly, and assume

a perfect resemblance to the cells and scales of the scarf-

skin, having the beautiful silvery pohsh, and also the

laminated aiTangemcnt of the latter, the lamina; corre-

sponding with the plane of the surface which produces

them. It sometimes happens that the aperture of these

cavities is so large as to admit the head of a large pin, and

then some of the matter which they contain may be drawn

out, and sometimes a portion is pushed out by the forma-

tive force within, and forms a prominence on the surface

similar in its nature to the horny, bristle-like spines men-

tioned in the preceding paragraph. Such collections as I
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am now describing may be distinguished from otlier cuta-

neous disorders by the name of accumulations of the oily

product of the skin.

Accumulations of the oily product of the skin naturally

give rise to an enlargement or tumour of greater or less

magnitude, and these tumours are distinguished from others

by the presence of an aperture through which the contents

of the swelling can be ascertained. But they do not always

retain a passive character ; iu an instance before me, the

substance collected to such an extent as to render the skin

covering it as thin as tissue paper; the skin then gave way,

and the substance protruded through the opening. I need

hardly say that this was not accomplished without much,

pain and snlFering to the poor woman in whom it oecm-red.

The change which next ensued was, however, the most

remarkable. As the matter was forced further and furtlier

through the artificial aperture formed in the skin, it dried

by exposure to the air, and became as hard and dense as

the finger-nail, or horn. It was in this state when I first

saw it ; a decided horn, two inches and three-quarters^ in

length, by one inch and a quarter in thickness, growing

from the front of the thigh, and fiirmly implanted in the

skin. I had never before seen so complete a human horn

as this ; and misled by the imperfect accounts of the nature

of horns contained in medical works, I proposed its re-

moval by the knife, to which she veiy wilhngly assented ;

for the thing was an excessive annoyance to her, catchmg

against her clothes, very frequently meeting with blows,

and then giving her much pain. The operation was speedily

over, and she soon got well ; but had I known as much of

the nature and origin of the growth as I learnt from its

examination after removal, the pain of an operation might

have been spared her. I trust, however, that my expe-

rience will serve others as weU as myself at a future time,

and with that view I communicated the case to the Eoyal

Medical and Cliirurgical Society, by whom it has been

published in the twenty-seventh volume of the Society's

Transactions. In this paper, I have shown the analogy
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wliicli subsists between tlic oily product of tlic skin, scarf-

skiu, and liorn, and have proved tliat the growth in ques-

tion was not merely horn-like, but was actually horn, both

in intihiate and coarser structure.

Having in tlie above case had my attention so forcibly

drawn to the occurrence of horn in the human being, I

prosecuted a search iuto the Kterature of the subject, and

succeeded in collecting no less than ninety recorded in-

stances of horny growths. They appear to have been

more prevalent in the earlier than the present times, pro-

bably from scarcity of soap, and some curious speculations

were excited in tlie minds of the older physicians by the

observation of them. Hhodius, for example, met with a

Eencdictine monk wlio had a pair of horns, and was ad-

dicted to rumination ; and Fabricius having seen a man
with a horn growing from his forehead, whose son rumi-

nated, is ^A illing to give the father the credit of transmit-

ting this dispositioji to the son by virtue of the rumbiant

characler which he bore so obviously on his head. The

most reuiarlcable case of liuraan horn on record is that of

a jVIexicai\ jiortcr, named Paul Eodrigucz. The horn was

situated upon the upper and lateral part of the head; it

was fourteen inches in circumference around its shaft, and

divided above this point into three branches. Voigtcl

ciles tlie case of an old woman who had a horn with three

branches grow ing from her forehead ; and M. Dubois had

a woman under his care, in tlic Hospice dc Perfcctionnc-

nient, willi a horn tliat measured seven or eight inclics in

diameter at its base, and was six inches in lengtli. The

length of the horn in some recorded instances is also re-

markable. Sir Everard Homo saw two cases, in both of

wliicli tlic growth measured five inches by one inch in

diameter. They were coloured, and had the appearance

of isinglass. In one case, the horn was fourteen j'ears

growing. Dr. Gregory mentions a liorn wliich was re-

moved from tlie temple of a woman in Edinburgh, which

measured seven incites. Dr. Cliariere, of Barnstaple, saw

one growing from tlie nape of a woman's neck, which mca-

s
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sured seven inches. A horn in the British Museum is

said to measure eleven inches in length by two-and-a-half

in circumference ; and Bartholin, Faget, and several other

writers, have spoken of horns twelve inches long. A sin-

gular instance of horn is mentioned by Cruveilhier, in his

"Anatomic Pathologique," as falling under the notice of

Dr. Paget, of Bordeaux. The subject was a Mexican
Indian, and the horn was situated on the left flank. After

growing for three years, it had attained a length of four

inches by seven or eight inches in circumference, and was
sawn oif by the patient's son ; after another three years,

it was submitted to a similar operation, and, at the end of

nine or ten years from its first appearance, was extirpated

by M. Faget. The portion removed by M. Faget, with

the two portions previously cut off, amounted in length to

about twelve inches.

In a scarce tract, in smaU quarto, published in 1676,

there is " a brief narrative of a strange and wonderful old

woman that had a pair of horns growing upon her head."
" This strange and stupendous eiiect," continues the

pamphlet, " began first fi'om a soreness" of the back part

of the head, where the horns grew. " This soreness con-

tinued twenty years, in which time it miserably afflicted

this good woman, and ripened gradually into a wen near

the bigness of a large hen egg, which continued for the

space of five years, more sadly tormenting her than before,

after which time it was, by a strange operation of nature,

changed into horns, which are in show and substance much
like ram's horn, solid and wi'inkled, but sadly grieving the

old woman, especially upon the change of weather." The

horns were shed foui" times ; the first " grew long, but as

slender as an oaten straw ;" the second was thicker, and

on the fall of the latter, two were produced, which were

broken off by accident. One of tliese was presented to

the King of France ; the other is stated to have been nine

inches long, and two inches in circumference. The periods

of shedding were three, four, and four years and a half.

There is an engraving of this woman in Dr. Charles Leigh's
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jSTatural History of Lancashire, Cliesliire, and tlie Peak of

Derbyshire. Her portrait and one of the horns are in the

Ashmolean Museum, and another of the horns in the

Britisli Museum.

Grubs and accumulations are both of them due to the

collection of the oily product of the skia within the oil-

tubes, attended, in the latter case, with a remarkable state

of expansion of the tube. There is, however, another dis-

order belonging to this group, in which, as in the preced-

ing, the oil-tube is filled ; but in addition, the tubes of the

little gland at its base are also distended, and the swollen

gland rises up to the surface of the skin, and forms a small

tumour, generally about the size of a currant. The resem-

blance to a currant is not confined to size alone, it is very

like one in shape; there is the flattened and indented

summit, resembling the point of attachment of the corolla

of the currant, linos down its sides marking its division

into segments or lobes, and the smooth polish of the dis-

tended skin. Its colour is nsiially lighter than the sur-

rounding skin, from the whiteness of the contained sub-

* Fi;/. 52.—A liorn, in my possession, wbicli grew on tlio liead

of a man, (luring a pei iotl of nine years. It measures more llian

fonr inches anil n half in length, and is two inches inul tliree

quarters in circumfereuce.

s 2
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stance, wliicL may be sometimes seen tbrougli its thinned

walls, and its base is more or less narrowed, so as to give

it the character of being independent of the skin. The
coutenis of these little tumours, as may be inferred from
their impaction in the tubes, is denser than natural, the

cells are more distinct, and apparently filled with a dry
frranvdar substance, and retain their oval shape, instead of

beuig, as in the natural state of the oily substance, col-

lapsed and broken. If the little tumour be pressed between
the fintjers, it frec|uently happens that a small quantity of

milky fluid oozes from its summit ; but this is by no means
a constant character, for in some the oily product is so

dry as not to permit the filtration of this fluid through its

mass. These small sebaceous tiimvurs'sxe generally met
witli on the neck or face, particularly in the vicinity

of the eyelids, and they arc sometimes found dispersed on
other parts of the body. They have been described by
most authors as being contagious, under the name of

molhiscum contagiosnm; but this, I believe, is not the

fact.

Closure of the aperture of the tube, and consequent

imprisonment of the product of the ghuul is a chsordcr of

not imfrequent occurrence. In this case, Nature seems

to accommodate herself to the emergency, for the collected

substance loses the bulky character which it ordinarily

possesses, and rarely collects in ajiy quantity ; indeed,

the size of the little tumours occasioned by its accimnda-

tion is not greater than that of a mustard or millet seed ;

and from this lal ier circumstance they are denominated

sebaceous miliary kibcrclcs. These little tumours, or

rather tubercle.^, are perfectly white and pearl-like in

their appearance, and of a roimd form. They arc fre-

quently seen scattered about the eyelids, and sometimes

on other parts of the face; they give rise to little or no

inconvenience, other than that Mhich arises from their

unsightly appearance. I have met with but one exception

to this statement, namely, in the case of a gentleman who

had one of these tubercles, of larger size than usual, at
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the inner angle of tlie eye, wliicli interfered yviili his

comfort in the closure of the lid, and threatened to con-

tinue f^ron'ing.

In tlic prcccdino; instance, tlie oily matter, thongh re-

tained permanently within the skin, is in nowise altered

from its natural composition. But, occasionally, we find

that, besides detention, the luictuous substance is altered

in its quality ; in other words, certain of its natural con-

stituents have become increased or diminished, and thus

giye a new character to the product. Tor example, we

sometimes meet wIUl small, whitish tubercles, of the millet-

seed kind, which, upon examination of their contents, turn

out to be composed of an excess of the salts of lime, and

are consequently hard and stony in their nature, or like a

piece of mortar. Wlien tested witli tlie microscope, the

hard mass is seen to be made up of numberless small

scales, like those previously described, and -nilhin these

scales are the minute particles of calcareous salt, which, by

their accumulation, give hardness and density to the mass.

Two such tubercles as these were ren\ovcd from the eye-

lid by the late Mr. Dalrymple. They have also been

seen in other situations. From their obvious relationship

to those described in tlie preceding paragrapli, they may

be designated calcareous miliary iuhercles.

Occasionally, I have seen the place of the oily matter of

these small tumours occupied by a clear, watery fluid,

wliich collects to sucli an extent as to render the skin thin

and transparent, the tumour, under such circumstances,

having the shape, and often the size and appearance, of a

grape. I have seen two such grapes hanging to the margin

of the upper eyelid, and interfering with the motions of

the lids, and even with the sight, besides being a cause of

deformity to tlie person who bore them. These are tcaiery

cysU of the oil-tubes.

Again, the accumulation of the oily product of the

skin occasions certain enlargements known by the name of

"wen," or, in technical pliraseology, encysted iuiiiuurs.

These arc most commonly met with on the scalp, but may
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also occur on other parts of the body. They are usually

globular in form, and sometimes so perfectly round as to

look like marbles projecting from the skin. When laid

open, they are found to be filled with the unctuous pro-

duct of the skin, variously modified by its long detention,

and sometimes so altered from its original character as to

be scarcely distinguishable as the same substance. For
example, the contents have sometimes the aspect of bread-

sauce, sometimes of more or less solid fat, occasionally

they resemble melted wax, and at other times, water of

various tints of colour, and holding in suspension floating

substances of diflerent kinds. Besides these matters, it

is no uncommon thing to find hair within these tumours,

having an origin similar to the tufts of hair mentioned at

page 82. The pouch of the oil-tube, which is so inordi-

nately distended in this form of tumour, is technically

called its " cyst," and this is the meaning of the name by
which they are known to medical men. The cyst is some

times curiously modified by the new conditions which it

is made to fulfil; for example, it sometimes becomes hard

and rigid, like a piece of parchment, and at other times is

calcareous and stony in its nature.

Inflammation of the oil-tubes and glands, extending more

or less to the neighbouring skin, gives rise to a well known

eruption on the forehead, face, and back, called acne.*

These pimples are so well known by most persons as

scarcely to need description
;
they are conical, red, and

hard ; after a while, they become white and yellow at the

point, then discharge a thick, yellow-coloured matter,

mingled with a whitish substance, and become covered by

a hard, brown scab ; and lastly, disappear very slowly,

sometimes very imperfectly, and often leaving an ugly scar

behind them. To these symptoms are not unfrequently

added considerable pain, and always much unsightlincss.

"When these little cones have the black liead of a grub"

at then- point, they constitute the variety termed spotted,

acne. These latter often remain stationary for months,

* I'lonouiictHl ac-i;6.
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without iucreasing or becomiug red ; but when they iu-

flame, they care in no wise diiferent in their course from

the common kind.

There is, however, a variety of acne which settles on the

nose, and is a subject ofsome facetiousness of nomenclatiu-e,

though "no joke" to the possessor. It is called, for ex-

ample, "bacchia," from its occasional bacchanal origin,

and " rosacea," from its rosy redness I presume, certainly

not for its beauty. But if its history be pursued, it might,

with very good reason, be called besieger, not only from

the siege which it lays to the nose and adjacent parts of

the face, and the annoyance which it causes its victim, but

from the manner of its aggression, and subsequent opera-

tions. It begins, for example, by very slowly throwing up

a mound of red skin, and for months, perhaps, goes no

further ; then we see a chain of low barrows, extending to

another mound in the act of rising, sometimes two chains

passing in different directions, or perhaps a mound in the

distance which the chain goes to meet. These operations

are always remarkable for their slowness, but not less for

their certainty of success, for wherever the skin is hemmed

in by these pimply ridges, it is as deeply red as the pimples

themselves ; and after a time, when the whole nose pro-

bably, and a considerable extent of the adjacent face, is

covered by them, both the latter and the intermediate skin

are marked by large veins, which spread out their branches

like tributary streams of a large river. Occasionally, small

collections of yellow matter form upon these pimples, but

this is by no means their common character. They pre-

serve a heightened colour under all circumstances, but

undergo a change having relation to the state of the blood

flowing through them. Thus, for example, when the cir-

culation is active, tliey are fully distended and brightly

red; while in cold weatlier, or under tlie influence of

causes whicli retard circulation, tlicy are bkiish, or even

livid in hue.

There is anotlior form of acne [.yycos/.y] wliicli occurs

upon the chin, and is excessively obstinate and enduring.
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It attacks women as well as men, but is most common in

the latter, and is much ajrgravated by the operation of
shavinjr. The appearance of the eruption is similar to

that of a severe kind of acne, namely, large, conical red
pimples, with hard bases, yellow heads in an advanced
atacre

; and later, hard, brown scabs. The disease affects

the oil-tube and neig]d)OuriniT hair-tube, and therefore ex-

tends somewhat deeply into the skin ; moreover, from the
relation which subsists between the hair-tube and the dis-

ease, each pimple rises at tlie base of a hair, and looks as

if it were transfixed by the shaft of the latter. From the
chin, the disorder not unfrequently spreads to the whis-

kers, and by long continuance, produces considerable

thickening and hardness of the skin over the whole extent

of those parts of the face.

The treatment of acne must be constitutional as well as

local. I am now of course supposing the eruption of a

crop of these pimples, and not a few isolated ones, which
may occur in any one from local causes witliout any dis-

order of health. The diet should be looked to, tlie degree

of exercise considered, and the abuse of mental labour.
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CHAPTER XVII.

ON THE DISORDERS OF THE HAIRS AND HAIR-TUBES.

In taking a survey of tlic disordcra of the liair, ilie

divisions previously adopted for tlie morbid affections

of the perspiratory and oil-producing apparatus will bo

applicable. The unnatural conditions in whicli the hair

and luiir-tubes are involved being rcferrible to augmen-

tation and diminution in quantity, alterations iu texture,

direction and colour, diseases of the hairs, and diseases of

the hair-tubes.

Augmcjitation of hair in quantity can only be regarded

in the light of a pecuUarity, so long as it is confined to

those parts of the body whicli are properly organized for

the production of long hair. It does, however, sometimes

happen that hair is produced in places wlicre such a growth

is xmnatural, and that tl\e unnatural growth is accompanied

by an altered state of tiie entire skin. This is tlie case in

those little patches and spots whicli sometimes disiiguro

tlie fivce, and are called " moles." Moles are of a dark

colour, generally covered with hair of a longer or shorter

growth, and come under the popular desiguation of

" mothers' marks." For example: when sutlicieutly largo

and moderately tufted with hair, no matter what their

form, they are the representatives of tlic " back of a

mouse." One, of which I have a model iu my ]>osscssion,

of a regularly oval form, and situated on the lower part of

the face, is called l)y its possessor, " the leg of a suclung-

pig." In this case it is clear, that, the child having been

born with the patch, the mother cast back her thoughts
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for the object wliicli most excited her "longings" during
gestation; the sucking-pig's leg was the only thing having
hair on it she could recollect, ergo, the patch, though oval,

though totally deficient in every kind of resemblance to

the object in question, must of necessity be a sucking-pig's

leg. Indeed, tliese ex-post-facto deductions are very ridi-

culous. In moles the discoloration dependent on alteration

of pigment is conjoined with unusual production of hau";

but they have none of the dangerous properties of the

mothers' marks, occasioned by disarrangement of the blood-

vessels (page 233), and are only sources of annoyance

from their size, their colour, or their position. There is

no remedy for theii- removal, saving a surgical operation,

and sometimes the inconvenience from their presence is

such that this is submitted to. Tlie operation is trifling
;

and when judiciously performed, no trace of such a pro-

ceeding is left behind.

Under the circumstances above detailed, and in others

to which I need not more particularly refer, it comes to

be a question, How hairs in improper situations are to be

disposed of? They may be removed without diiBcuUy

down to the level of the skin either by certain substances

called depilatories or by the razor, but they speedily grow

again, because the root remains behind, and is too deeply

implanted to be reached by such means. Occasionally,

even the temporary removal of the haii's by the dejjilatory,

and its repetition from time to time, has been embraced

as a boon. Several such instances have occurred to me,

and indeed, first set me to the task of seeking out the

most efficient and least mischievous compositions to be

employed as depilatory agents. The ordinary components

of depilatories are quicklime, soda, and a combination of

sulphur and arsenic; when misapplied or allowed to remain

on the skin too long, they are apt to excite iullanimation,

and therefore require to be used with care. I was visited

one morning by a young lady, who had been making an

experiment of this sort uj^on her forehead, for the purpose

of iretliu'T rid of a peak wliich interfered with the fashionable
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mode of wearincr the hair, she had unfortunately per-

mitted the depilatory to remain on the skin too long, and

the consequence was a mortified spot of about the size of

a shilling piece. Another mode of disposing of extraneous

hairs is by the tweezers, but this process is painful, and

like the preceding only temporary. It is equally apt with

depilatories to cause a stronger growth of the hair, and

sometimes gives rise to ugly marks and scars.

Dimiiuition of hair in quantity, from decadence, involves

much more serious considerations than the opposite con-

dition. I do not now allude to the fall of the hair dependent

on age ; this is a natural consequence of man's infirmity,

and cannot be regarded in the light of a disorder ; but

sometimes the fall of the hair takes place in young persons,

and then it becomes a serious evil. The degree of evil is

necessarily much modified by circumstances ; if the subject

be a lady, the inconvenience is greater than if it be of the

opposite sex. If the fall be limited to parts usually bald

in the aged, again, the visitation may be bearable even in

a young man. But when, as I have frequently seen it, the

entire scalp is laid bare, and with it the eyebrows, eye-

lashes, whiskers, and beard are lost, the case is one of no

common affliction. A wig but ill supplies the place of

Nature's foliage, and burnt cork for eyebrows is only pass-

able as a stage effect. But the annoyance is greater than

all, when, instead of a total fall, round white patches of

scalp become denuded, giving the idea, most unjustly, of

some disagreeable or degrading disease.* This is one of

tlie numerous family of the ringworms of the public, but,

like many other popular medical notions, wholly incorrect.

The groimds of the misnomer are simply these: a disease

recognised under the name of ringworm produces a fall of

tlie hair on the part alTected, then comes the popular de-

duction, ergo, every fall of the hair is occasioned by a

* Turner, speaking of tliis disease, remarks that altlioiigli im-

nttetuled with danger, "yet lias it nmclj (if liii|iitmle or disgrace,

insomuch tliat the slaves among llie i'oMiinis hilioiiving luiilcr lliis

nniladv, were imdervaluud mid sold, as bLMincrliis sailh, at much

viler [iricii."
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ringworm. But in the palc-lics of wliicli I am now speak-
ing, there has been no previous perceptible disease

; indeed,
tlie case is one, not of disorder of the skin, but of the
nerves whicli supply the skin. I had a cui-ious case, in

illustration of this opinion, about t\\ clve montlis back. A
woman was sent me from tlie cj'C infirmary, wlicrc she
was under treatment for disease of the eyes, in order that
I might advise her -with regard to a remarkable state of
baldness. She was a highly nervous person, and suljject

to frequent and severe pain in the course of four of tlie

principal nerves of the scalp, and it singulai'ly happened
that the baldness was limited to the lines of distribution

of these nerves. I prescribed for her a remedy to reinstate

the hair, and requested to see her again in a week. It was
of course too early to expect any appearance of hair, but
the pabis in the head were gone, and the eyes so much
better, that she had no occasion to return to the infirmaiy.

If it were necessary, tliis is not the only evidence I could

adduce of the direct nervous origin of baldness. But to

return: in partial baldness of the scalp occurring in round
patches, tlie skin is wliite, as smootli as if polished, and

obviously thinner than the surrounding skin. This thin-

ness of the scalp is very remarkable in tlie baldness of age,

the skin is almost transparent, the seams of the bones may
be distinguished through it, and it appears to have scarcely

any substance whatever. Indeed, I have in my collection

a preparation of the skin of the scalp in which tlie latter is

not thicker than paper. Partial baldness of the scalp is

entitled to the designation " scall;" but I think it better

to abstain from the use of this word, as scalled head is the

term usually employed to distinguish those cases of bald-

ness of the scalp occurring in patches, resulting from

watery or mattery pimples, or from another disease, shortly

to be described, the true ringworm. Partial baldness may
occur in any one, and at any time, and more usually attacks

adidts than children.

In the preceding paragraph, I have not particularly ad-

verted to tJie loosening of the hair, which frequently occui'S
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in young- persons, or in tkose of the middle period of life,

and wliic'li, if nej^lccted, wonld become real baldness. Such

a state as I am now describinir is not uncommon in women,

and generally terminates, in its mildest form, in excessive

loosening- o^ the hair. Tlie case, liowever, is far from

being the hopeless one -which is generally imagined; and

if proper treatment be pursued, the hair will grow afresh,

and assume all its pristine sti-ength. An useful practice in

men, and those of the opposite sex wliose hair is short, is

to immerse the head in cold water, morning and night, dry

the hair thorouglily, and then brush the scalp until a warm
glow is produced. In women with long hair this plan is

objectionable ; and a better one is to brush the scalp until

redness* and a wcLvm glow are produced, and then rub

among the roots of the hair some stimulating oil or poma-

tum. This treatment should be practised once or twice a

day, or at intervals of a few days, according to the state of

the scalp; namely, if tender, less; if insensible, more fre-

quently. When the baldness happens in patclics, the skin

sliould be well brushed with a soft tootli-brusli, dipped in

distilled vinegar, morning and evening, and the general

plan of brushing, above referred to, followed.

As a general rule, the head cannot be too much brushed,

any more than the liorse's coat can be too much groomed.

The groom knows full well tliiit by plenty of combing and

brusliing lie can, not only produce aline coat, but add very

considerably tf) the healthy condition of tlic animal. And
so is it w ith man, tlie more the head be brushed, tliemore

healthy will be tlie skin, i\\c more healtliy its function,

namely, the production and maintenance of tl\e hair,

and, by a rcHccted power, tliemore healthy the individual.

I find that hair-dressers are divided on tlie subject of

brushing, one party recommending soft brushes and small

brushing ; the otiier, hard brushes, and abundant brush-

* Turner says :—•" Some observe upon the friction or riibbiiip;

of tlie imi-t with coarse cloths, if ruilncss does not succeed tlie cnse

is irrprnciliiihle ; and that the sooner this redness does iipiieai-j the

more hopeful and speedy the ciu-e."
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inor. As usual, in all these differences, botli are right as

respects a particular theory ; but the brusliers have the

best of the argument. A hairdresser in the neighbourhood
of Bristol, has set the question for ever at rest, by the

announcement of the following paradox :— '' You cannot

brush the head too much, nor the hair too little." He is

right ; you cannot brush the head too much ; but as, by
clumsy brushing with hard brushes, you might overstretch

or tear the hair, and so destroy its beaxity, be gentle in

your surface bi'ushing, for here you cannot, in combina-

tion with the deep brushing, brush too little. The fact is,

there are two purposes to be attained by brushing
;
firstly,

to give health to the skin of the head, and strength and

vigour to the hair ; for which end you cannot brush too

much, or use brushes too penetrating or too hard, such as

will produce active friction of the skin: secondly, to smooth
the hair, or perhaps go the length of freeing it from dust,

for which object your brushes may be as soft as you please,

and your hand as light as agreeable. So that, in truth,

each according to the purpose he has in view, may be per-

fectly right ; but, nevertheless, at perfect variance vrith.

his brother.

And, now, as to the question of cutting the hair. I ap-

prehend that it was nature's intention in giving us hair as

a partial clothing, that we should wear it as it grew; but

that circumstances soon arose which rendered it con-

venient, if not necessary, to cut it in various ways. Thus,

hanging before the eyes and impeding the view, the front

hair was cut short off across the forehead ; then other cir-

cumstances following in course of time, made it at last the

fashion for the male sex to wear a short crop. Woman
still enjoys the privilege of wearing her hair of the length

that nature gave it, and so long as it retains its health, she

has no need of tlie process of cutting. But tlie hair is apt

to split at the ends, and such split ends require to be suipt

off; that is, such is the present practice, for among our fore-

fathers some attempt seems to have been made to restore
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this " affect incident to the hairs" by medical means ; with

this view, " some authors have anointed the ends of them

with gall, and after, washed them with a decoction of the

capillaries." Another need for cutting is created by the

mode in. which fashion ordains the wearing of the hair

;

some of these modes are very destructive to the hair, it

becomes uneven and ragged, and then the scissors are

called into use to set them straight. These are the true

circumstances which have given origin to, and serve to

perpetuate the habit of cutting the hair, in women. The

operation is, in reality, one of trimming, of co-ordinating,

not one either of advantage or necessity to the growth and

maintenance of healthy hair. The case is altogether dif-

ferent where the hair is in an unhealthy condition, where

much has fallen off, and where a partial and impoverished

growth has risen up to represent that which is lost. Cut-

ting in this case is indispensable ; not, however, cutting

the long hairs, but cutting the short and impoverished

hairs, with the view of giving them bulk and strength, and

improvmg their growth. In such a head as I am now de-

scribing, the short hairs offer every variety of thickness,

colour, and condition, and require the kind of cutting and

trimming which a gardener would give to his roses ; here

one of weak growth must be cut short off near the surface,

that its stem may receive more sap, and the plant may

grow up stronger and thicker ; there, one requires lopping

only at the summit ;
while, every now and then, shrivelled

plants require pruning in a particular way, or even pluck-

ing up by the root. This particular mode of cutting is

the invention of an ingenious haircutter, Williams, of

Cheltenham. I was much struck by the obvious truth

and efficiency of his principle of operation when he first

exhibited his mode of cutting before me ; and I have since

seen the most remarkable and happy results follow his

method of cultivating the hair. "There would b<; enough

for us (haircutters) all to do," he said one day to me, " if

the hair were cut as it should be; but there would be an
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end of iir-tnakinsr ;" and I cannot but admit tliat I enter-

tain the same opinion. Ak ! reader, there is philosophy

in cuttinif a hair.

If anything could supersede tltc necessity for plentiful

brushing of the hair, it would be Williams' method of

cutting ; and I was not therefore surprised to fijid that

much brushing was not a iiecessary element of his plan
;

but I found that he had frequent recourse to plucking

diseased, or as ho calls them, "withered" hairs ; a process

necessarily aeconiy)anied by much stimidation of the skin;

and therefore a direct representative of tlie stimidation

caused by friction with the liair-brusli ; and a good illus-

tration of the maxim of the west country hairdresser,

" you cannot brush the head too much nor the hair too

little."

It is now many years back, that in some lectures, pidi-

lishcd in one of the popular medical journals, I pointed

out the principle of local treatment of falling hair, weak

hair, and baldness ; and showed that the principle was

simply cwc'dation or stimulaiion of llie shin. I do not

mean that mere local stimulation will eflect all that is re-

quired, without the aid of constitutional treatment, but so

far as local treaimcnt alone is concerned, the principle, as

I before stated, is stimulation; the manner of effecting

stimulation may be, and is, multifarious. An old lady

who practises the art of hair-producing in London, gets,

as I am informed, her patient between lier knees, and

then begins a system of pommelling, pinching, rubbing

and shampooing the skin of tlie licad, until she stimulates

every part of it effectually; another dredges the head

with a blistering powder, and a third uses fluid irritants.

As far as the end is coiicerned, the ladies all tend to the

same goal; they simply take different paths, and in their

want of knowledge of the philosophy of medicine, each

believes that her own is the only certain and right road.

The same observations apply to the thousand and one

remedies and specifics for producing and restoring the

hair; the greater part of them are stimulants; though
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some, it must be admitted, rest their claim upoa more
doubtful attributes.

As an illusti-atioa of the nature of the multitude of

remedies, proposed from time to time for the purpose of

promoting the growth of the hair, I have arranged the

following lists, which are far from including all the sub-

stances which have been accredited with this power.

Substances derivedfrom the animal Jcingdom.

Fat of the bear, deer, hedgehog, rabbit, man, mole,

goose, snake.

Ashes of the hedgehog, hedgehog skin, mouse, goat's

hair, horse's teeth, bees, wasps.

Spanish flies ; house flies distilled with honey in milk

;

honey ; bee glue ; red coral.

Substances derivedfrom the vegetable Jcingdom.

Resins :—Aloes, amber, benzoin, euphorbium, frankin-

cense, ladanum, mastich, myrrh, pine resin, balsam of

Peru, cedar tar, common tar, turpentine.

Oils:—Of bays, chamomile, dill, paper, southernwood,

spikenard.

Eoots :—Cyclamen, hellebore, lily (white), onion, orrice,

reed, squill, sweetflag, verbascum.

Seeds :—Almonds (bitter), beans (flour), colocynth, fen-

nel (wild), mustard, nasturtium, nutmeg (burnt), rockett,

stavesacre.

Other parts of plants :—Agallochum, althea, asarabacca,

chamomile flowers, cinchona (bark), cresses, cyperus, dock,

fcenugreck, fig leaves, house leek, lavender (staichas),

maidenhair, malva, melilotus, myrtle leaves, parietaria,

pomegranate bark and flowers, poplar buds, reeds bark

and leaves burnt, rose leaves, red rose, rosemary, salvia,

St. John's wort, thapsia, verbascum, wormwood.

The only member of the mineral kingdom, that I have

found alluded to, is sulphur. And among products not

T
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admissible into the above lists, are lioney-water and burnt

linen clotb.

In reviewing the above catalogue of ninety substances,

the greater i^art will be found to be stimulants, but some

are recommended on a different principle ; for example,

the fats, which were intended to be nourishers of the

hair. In selecting the kind of fat, that of the bear was

probably chosen on account of the hairiness of the animal

;

that of the hedgehog for the strength of its spiny cover-

ing ; while the fat of the human scalp was supposed to be

particularly advantageous, probably on account of its pre-

vious offices to its original owner ; and in choosing the

scalp, I apprehend it must have been a point of the

first importance that it was one well grown with hair.

The fats, however, were not relied on solely ;
they were

always preceded by bathing and frictions, and were gene-

rally combined with one or more of the many stimulants

mentioned in the list. Some of these substances, besides

being stimulants, also possess astringent quahties, which

render them suitable to those cases where the loss of hair

" comes after sickness, or proceeds from too great ampli-

tude of the pores or relaxation of the skin." Daniel

Turner cautions us against the abuse of these remedies :

" In the use of all which, as before hinted, there is need

of circumspection, not only as to the strength, but care

also is to be taken that they are continued no longer than

tiU the part change colour and look red, or the patient

complain much of a troublesome and painful heat ;
other-

wise the skin itself, by the neghgent or too long use of

the stronger sort, may be hm-t by the pyretic force of the

same, and a perpetual baldness ensue, if no worse acci-

dent." As an internal medicine in cases of baldness,

PUny informs us that " the sponge growing out of the wild

rose, being reduced to ashes and mixed with honey, is one

of the noblest remedies."

Alteration of texture of the hair is a phenomenon too

frequently occurring to admit of question or dispute.

Under the inilueuce of this change, the hair is inelastic
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and brittle, and breaks aci'oss in tbe operation of combing

and brushing. This state obviously depends upon a want

of health of the skin, and a deficiency of the proper con-

stituents of natural hair. A similai' condition is some-

times seen in the short and stiff hairs of the body, as in

the whiskers, where, instead of breaking entirely, the hair

bends at an acute angle, and its texture is merely bruised.

The bruises are detected on the shaft of the hair, by being

lighter in colour than the rest of the shaft. Oftentimes

there are five, six, or even more, bruised points upon a

single hair of an inch or two inches in length; and when

seen in the mass, the numerous white points suggest the

idea of a scurfy or dusty condition of the hair. When
examined more closely, the hair looks as if it were jointed,

so much so, that on one occasion several hairs of this kind

were sent me by a Loudon physician, who regai-ded them

as specimens of jointed hairs. On placing them in the

field of the microscope, the true nature of the appearances

was determined. In an instance which lately fell imder

my notice, of this state of hair affecting the whiskers, the

appearance was so remarkable as to have attracted the

attention and comment of passing friends. Under the

head of altered texture of the hair, must also be mcluded

the bent, twisted, dry, brittle, herap-like hairs of common

ringworm, and the turgid and swollen hairs of the PoHsh

plica.

Altered direction of the hair may be discussed in a few

words ; the only situation in which the hair is known to

give rise to inconvenience by irregularity in the direction

of its growth, is upon the mai-gin of the eyelids, where the

lashes sometimes grow inwards, and by pressing against

the front of the eyeball, occasion irritation, and even in-

flammation. When such a state as this occurs, the erring

hair must be removed by means of a pair of fine tweezers,

and the inflammation afterwards subdued by cooling and

slightly astringent lotions.

In the chapter upon the structure of the hair, I have

narrated some instances of altered colour, and given an
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explanation of the nature of that change. Such alterations

are curious, rather than of any practical importance, and
they occur so rarely as to call for nothing more than a

brief passing notice. A more frequent change, however,

is that in which the colouring pigment ceases to be pro-

duced, or in which a white calcareous salt is substituted

for the natural pigment. This state constitutes " blanch-

ing of the hair." It must be a matter of common obserya-

tion, that in those instances in which the pigment presents

the deepest hue, blanching most frequently occurs, and
greyness is most common; while in persons with hght
hair and light complexion, blanching is comparatively

rare. There can be no doubt that the production in this

climate of a dark pigment is a greater exertion to the

economy than one of a lighter kind; and hence, when the

power of the nervous system is reduced, the formation of

pigment is one of the first actions which suffers.* It is

wisely ordained that it should be so, for colour of the hair

is one of the conditions of existence most easily spared,

and it is one also that may weU serve as a monitor of

human decay. "When greyness shows itself in the hair,

it is therefore an indication of want of tone in the hair-

producing organs ; and if this tone could be restored, the

hair would cease to change, and, at the same time, further

change would be prevented. The plan of cutting recom-

mended in a previous page, tends very much to prevent

the extension of greyness, and, combined with judicious

plucking, I have seen it correct the disorder completely.

Indeed, it would almost seem that, by proper manage-

ment, not only might the colour of the hair be preserved

for many years beyond the natural period of such a

change, but also that the hair itself might be retained to

the end of life.

Seeing that cessation in the production of pigment is a

* A Germnn physiologist of great celebrity, Meckel, states the

period of life at which greyuess of the hair begins to be thirty; aud,

another, equally distinguished, namely Eble, forty. The latter is

probably the more correct.
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consequence of deficient tone in tlie scalp, resulting from

weakened energy in the nervous system, we have an

explanation at once of blanching of the hair ensmng after

fevers or constitutional disease, or of the same state fol-

lowinc^ intense anxiety or alarm. From such a moment,

pigment is no longer elaborated, and all the hair produced,

Jubsequently to the shock, is white; even that already

formed is not free from the change, as I have exemplified

in the chapter on the structure of the hair.* These consi-

derations lead us to another kind of remedy for blanched

hail- one which acts only on the formed tissue, and has no

power either of reaching that which is implanted below the

level of the skin or the root. I aUude to " dyemg;" I have

heard of persons who have been led to adopt this artifice

under the supposition that the hair being once dyed will

grow for ever after of that colour. If they had reflected

in time that the dye acts only on the hair above the level

of the surface, and that the hair continues to grow of the

objectionable colour, so as to require a weekly repetition

of a disagreeable process, they would, I think, have hesi-

tated before they had ofi"ered themselves as willing slaves

to a barbarous practice. Further, as regards the process of

dyeing the hair, Daniel Turner very sagely observes :—

" In the use of colouring, staining, and dyeing of the

hairs, and indeed in all the other administrations about

them', great care is to be had of the brain, lest whilst we

are busy about adorning those excrementitious parts (as

reckoned by some) of the body, we bring some inconve-

nience or detriment to the more noble residence of the

soul, placed underneath."-" The grey hairs of the an-

• Another instance, wbicb occurred while these sheets were in

the press is that of John Libeiiy, the would-be-assnssin of the

Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria. The Times correspondent,

remarking that when brought to the place of execution, a week after

his crime, his appearance was much changed, further observes, that

" his hair wliich was black, liad become nearly suow-whiic in the

preceding 'forty-eight hours, and hung wildly about his Iiead
;

his

eyes seemed to be starting from their sockets, aud his whole Irame

was convulsed."
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cients, whicla give that venerable aspect, and for wkich, if

their deportment correspond w ith their years, they ought
by all sober persons to be had in honour

; these, I say,

are not to be tampered with, being the natural produce
of the cold and phlegmatic juices the pores of those in this

declining age are stuffed with, from which these parts are

nourished and borrow their tincture: and surely, whoever
thinks thus to stave off old age, by colouring his white

and hoary hairs, that he may seem young again, only

renders himself a byword."—" Yet, if imtimely or im-

mature baldness comes on, remedies no doubt may be

used, or if the hair turns grey in youth there are some
who propose by art to change them black

; others, espe-

cially of the ancients, to strike the golden dye, or make
the yellow locks, in former ages held so lovely, and at this

time highly esteemed in some countries, though despised

by our people."

There are two affections which in their essential nature

are diseases of the substance of the hairs ; one is among
the most common of the disorders of the head in this

country, namely, common ringworm ; the other is a na-

tive of Poland and Hussia, namely, plica polonica. The
relationship of these two diseases to each other has never

been suspected hitherto, but the microscopical investiga-

tions prosecuted by me during the last few years render

it more than probable that they are closely allied.

In common ringworm, the first symptom that fixes at-

tention to the head of the child is a teasing itching of the

skin. When the head is examined, a patch will be per-

ceived, which is slightly raised above the level of the sur-

rounding surfiice ; it is white, and, as it were, dusted over

with a fine powdery scurf Moreover, the skin immediately

around tiie hairs is raised up into little pimples like those

of goose-skin. All the hairs arising from the diseased patch

are affected in the same way, and if the disorder have been

in existence for two or three weeks, the hairs will break

off when gently pulled or combed. In another week or

two the greater number of the hairs will have been broken
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off. and tlie patcli will be left comparatively bald. The

baldness, however, is not complete, for numerous sliort

stumps of hair remain, and some of larger growth ;
but

these vestiges are bent and twisted, and more like tow than

hair. These grisly remains of hair give one the idea of a

plot of grass withered under the conjoined influence of

blight and drought ; and a similar character may some-

times be observed over the entire head ; the hair is slender,

dry, of various length, and obviously starved and impo-

verished. In a more advanced stage of the disease, a thick

crust, composed of matted hair and scurf, glued together

by a watery discharge poured out under the influence of

irritation, covers the patch, and spreads more or less ex-

tensively over the surface. It rarely happens that only

one patch exists on the head ;
usually there are several,

sometimes as many as fifteen or twenty, and often similar

spots are found on the face, the neck, the arms, and the

trunk of the body. These spots, from their oval shape,

have been compared to the scuta, or shields, carried by

the ancient warriors, and hence have suggested as a

specific name for the disease, scutulata. Turner, speaking

of this complaint, observes, that the hairs " fall ofi" not

altogether from the root, but by piece-meal." He then

plunges into the error which gave origin to the term ring-

worm as applied to this disorder. We now know full well

that there is no worm, or living creature in the case, but

that the breaking off of the hair is due to the brittleness

occasioned by diseased formation. The appearance of

the short stumps of hair is, however, very suggestive of the

operations of the moth-grub, and very like the efFect

produced upon furs by that little agent of destruction.

Continuing Turner's remarks upon the broken hair, he

speaks of their " being knawn or eaten asunder by a

small worm like that bred in some old wax, decayed

fruits, or perhaps the common mite ; scarce discoverable

by the aid of glasses. Sennertus saith he hath often seen

them, although mentioned by very few authors, and been

consulted by way of prescription to destroy them. He
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gives it the name of tinea capillorum, for as the moth
called tinea makes holes by knawing garments, so does
this insect the like by the hairs."

By means of the microscope, I ascertained
Fig. 53.* that the hairs in ringworm are considerably

swollen, and that their structure is entirely

I
altered from its original type ; that, for ex-

I
ample, the outer portion of the fibrous part is

I
converted into small gi-anular cells, having a

i diameter of about 5^00 of an inch; that

I
many such cells are introduced between and

I
among the fibrous part, so that the latter is,

I as it were, disintegrated by the intrusion of

1
these granules, and consequently weakened

I
in its tenacity. This is the cause of the en-

largement of the hair, of its lighter colour,

twisted, tow-like appearance, and fragility.

In the domestic treatment of ringworm, the first consi-

deration is cleanliness ; to this end the hair should be well

brushed and pomatumed, and the head kept clean by these

means. It is not sufficient to brush the hair merely ; the

skin also should be thoroughly brushed with the view of

producing friction and exciting the vital action of the

scalp. In former editions of this work I recommended
washing with soap and water ; I now withdraw that re-

commendation in favour of brushing only, using at the

same time sufficient pomatum to keep the roots of the hair

moist. Domestic treatment should be limited to these

means, as true ringworm is always associated with some
error of the constitution, which the medical man alone

can treat efficiently. Shaving the head is unnecessai-y, if

proper attention be paid to cleanliness. It is scarcely

necessary to observe, that every precaution should be

used which is calculated to prevent contagion. Eingworm
carries with it an unpleasant prestige, and although I am

* Fig. 53.—^One of the hairs taken from n pfttch of common
ringworm

;
showing the alteration of its cells resulting from

unhealthy nutritiou.
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fii-mly of opinion tliat tlie disease is not contagious, I

would not recommend the neglect of means adapted to

render such an event impossible.

Popular remedies for ringworm are numerous, and com-

prehend several dangerous applications, that men educated

to the study of medicine would hesitate to prescribe. As

this is the case, aU should be looked upon, with suspicion.

Kingworm is a disorder most easy of cure when the j)roper

remedies are employed ; most obstinate and most serious,

both in a physical and a moral sense, when improperly

treated or neglected. It is no argument that because A
walked on the edge of a precipice without destruction ; B,

and all who follow, may be equally fortunate. A sense of

duty compels me to convey this caution. I have seen the

desolating misery caused by this disease and its mistreat-

ment, and I desire to warn the sufferer in time fi'om a

similar fate. Beware the popular remedies for ring-

worm.
One of these remedies, a great favourite, particularly in

schools, may be adduced as an instance of the ludicrous

rather than of the serious. Common black ink is usually,

but by no means always, made of coppei'as, that is, sul-

phate of iron, and gall-nuts. Now these substances

belong to the class of astringents, and, taken separately,

are calculated to form passable, but inferior remedies for

ringworm. But we have first of aU to determine whether

the ink about to be used be really compounded of these

substances ;
proportion is a gordian knot which affords no

obstacle to the amateur physician ; but then comes an-

other and not unimportant question. Is the eruption,

supposed to be ringworm (there are twenty ringworms),

is it really that kind of ringworm which may be usefully

treated by an astringent application ? How mischievous

it is that these simple reasonings are omitted by the advo-

cates of popular poisons ! But even admitting that cop-

peras alone and gall-nuts alone may be remedies of the

lowest class, how monstrous to use them in that combina-

tion which constitutes an application of a dirty, and often
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of an irritating kind. I have seen serious ulceration of
the skin caused by the use of ink to a cutaneous erup-

tion. Another terrible remedy, occasionally employed, is

tobacco-water, a poison so rank and powerful as to be
banished entirely from medicine on account of its dan-

gerous qualities.

Plica polonica, like ringworm, is distinguished by the

swollen condition of the hair, which is distended with a

reddish coloured fluid, and has the appearance of being

converted into flesh. The scalp is much diseased, and
bleeds on the slightest touch, and so much pain is occa-

sioned by the trifling movement which accompanies the

cutting of the hair, as to give rise to the impression that

the diseased hair is really endowed with nerves. A large

quantity of fluid weeps from the hair-tube, and aggluti-

nates the hair into a repulsive mass, which is left for

nature to remove ; a process that requires from ten to

twelve months to accomplish.

The hair-tubes are liable to a peculiar state of disorder,

in which they have produced around them a yellow, paste-

like substance, which collects in such quantity as to de-

stroy the bulbs of the hair, and by its further increase, to

give rise to a most serious form of disease of the scalp,

namely, the honeycomb ringworm. The development of

this disorder is attended with irritation and itching, and

when the skin of the head is examined, a small patch of

redness will be detected as the seat of the diseased action.

Upon further inspection a number, and perhaps all the

hairs included within the area of this patch, will be foimd

encircled at their base by a minute yellow spot. In a few

days, this spot expands ; and still later, the yellow matter

continuing to increase, forms a small shallow cup around

the hair, the concavity of the cup being directed outwards,

and its convexity towards the skin, which it deeply de-

presses. It generally happens that a number of these

sulphur-yellow cups, produced upon a small circular patch

of skin, form a cluster; this arrangement constitutes the
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clustered variety of the disease in question. At other

times, they are distributed singly over the scalp, and con-

stitute the scattered variety. When they exist in the

clustered form, they have somewhat the appearance of a

piece of honeycomb embedded in the hair, and from this

resemblance have received the name "favus," which

literally means " honeycomb." The disease obeys the law

of extension I have before had occasion to advert to as

common in cutaneous disorder, namely, exhausting itself

in the part first attacked, and extending by the cii'cum-

ference, like a fairy ring, carrying devastation as it goes,

and destroying the hair completely. If it remain un-

checked, it will destroy the whole of the hair of the scalp,

and give rise to deep-seated disease, with enlargement and

disease of the glands of the neck.

It is not the least curious part of the history of this

complaint, that when the yellow paste of the crusts is

examined with the microscope, it is found to be composed

of numberless cells, connected together in such a way as

to suggest the idea of a vege-
, j'jy. oi.

table formation of the lowest

type. Many of the cells are so

arranged as to give the idea of

stems from which branches pass

off; and at the ends of the

branches are smaller bodies,

that have the character of

seeds. Thus the plant is com-

plete, and the German disco-

verers of this peculiar struc-

ture conceived that the mode of propagating the disease

by contagion, was simply the conveyance of the seeds

from head to head, and that, finding an appropriate and

propitious soil, they at once struck root, and began their

existence as independent organisms. We have thus pre-

* Fig. —A portion of tlic yellow mntter from Ilje crust of

oney-comb ringworm; showing its plant-like slriiclure.
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sented to us the curious proposition of a disease of the
human body, being a vegetable growth, a kind of mould

;

this vegetable, endowed with the power of establishing

itself upon any favoui-able part of the skin where its seeds
may chance to fall, and there producing fresh seeds, pro-

pagate its race from head to head.

But then comes the question, does it do so ? No, it

does not ; if it did, the disease should be common, but it

is rare; the disease should run through a family or a

school, which it does not. I had once the opportunity of

observing a workhouse boy affected with this disorder

;

he mingled with the other boys, in school, at play, no
restriction was put upon him or them ; but the disease

went no further. And so it frequently happens that a

little hard-headed, practical sense, dissipates, like a ray

of sun the morning's mist, the most promising scientific

theories.

Having my interest raised to discover the nature of this

complaint, I found that the yellow paste was produced

under the scarf-skin ; that it was, in fact, the newly-formed

cells of the scarf-skin, converted by a morbid elaboration

and development of their secondary cells (p. 4) into this

cellular and plant-hke structure. Thus, then, I had pre-

sented to my observation the curious fact of a cell,—that

elemental part of organic nature that developes man him-

self as it developes the meanest fungus,—of a cell, intended

by healthful nature to produce a very simple and lowly

structure, the scarf-skin, perverted from its purpose by

morbid nature, and producing, instead, a structure allied to

the vegetable kingdom, in very truth, a plant. The fact was

estabhshed, morbid nature could at her will produce a plant.

In a previous page of this book (p. 57), I have shown that

morbid nature may produce an animal, and one possessing

a high degree of organization, the steatozoon; the pro-

duction of a plant, therefore, though startHng at the

moment, is but a phenomenon we might have predicted.

Animals in abundance are created from time to time by

morbid nature ; she may also, by working with more
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humble materials, with, less vitalized fluids, or by stopping

half way in her work, sometimes also produce a plant.

But the power of morbid nature being admitted, being

proved, we are not, therefore, warranted to fly to the con-

clusion that such plant may propagate itself by its seeds.

In the first place, it must have for its maintenance con-

genial nourishment, that nourishment must be morbid

fluids, for without them morbid nature cannot overthrow

the laws of healthy natui'e. Now, in the case of a boy

afflicted with this complaint, and mixing with five hundred

other boys, not one of those boys may have the congenial

juices, the morbid nature, and, therefore, not one could

produce the vegetable growth, even were he enveloped

by its seeds. Then, as I have shown, even were the

morbid nature present in all the five hundi-ed boys, the

seeds could not possibly reach the appropriate spot for

developing their powers of growth, for the plant is pro-

duced not in the open pores of the skin, but underneath

the scarf-skin, through which it would be impossible for

them to pass. So that while we admit the fact of the

capability of morbid nature to produce a plant, and even

an animal, we are not equally ready to admit the propa-

gation of such a plant by means of its seeds.
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„ morbid changes of, 16.
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Nerves, nature of, 235.
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Red rash, 183, 185.
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crusted, 211.
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„ remedies for, 281.

Roman baths, 174.
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Salt, 119.
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Scall, 204, 2C 8.

crusted, 211.
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Scalled head, 204.
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Scarlet fever, 197.

School diet, 117.
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Small-pox, 197.
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Sycosis, 263.

Tea, 114.

Temperate bath, 173.

Temperature of body, 134.
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„ humid, 204.
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Tickling, 237.
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Tooth-rash, 200.
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Vapour-Bath, 173.

Vegetables, 118.

Veins, 28.

Vesicles, 202,

Warm-Bath, 173.

Warts, 22G.

Wash-powders, 160.

Washing, process of, 1G2.

Water, 159.

Water-cresses, lis.

Watery pimples, 202.

Wliite hair, 277.
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Williams' method of cutting hair,
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Wool, 123, 12C.

Yellow hair, 278.
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